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Abstract 
This is a study of traditional Thai historiography and 
its=nineteenth-century decline. It divides into two main 
parts. Part One consists of two'chapters, and deals with 
traditional Thai historiography centring on the'tamnän and the 
phongsawadän, which are the chief sources'-of early Thai history. 
With regard to tamnä. n, "religious", histories, it concentrates 
on the'works of the old Län-Nä Thai kingdom (Cl3th-1558). It- 
also points out the intimate"relationship between Buddhist 
myths and local history, and the complexities of tamnän histo- 
riography. In doing this, it identifies the dominant themes 
from the Mahävamsa and the influences of Burman/Mgn-derived 
traditions in the northern Thai chronicles. In his assesment, 
the writer expresses his doubt about their historical value. 
Phongsäwadän historiography is the subject of Chapter 
Two.. Secular in nature, the phongsäwadän, "dynastic", histories, 
were compiled to bolster the image of the Siamese kings in the 
light of a Hindu-Buddhist "God-King" cult. It is suggested 
that phongsäwadän histories, compiled during the Ayutthaya 
period (c. 1351-1767), are generally more reliable than the post- 
Ayutthaya recensions. In connection with this evaluation, the 
writer supports his claim by a detailed analysis of the narra- 
tive style and chronological patterns of all the known phongsä- 
wadän concerning the Ayutthaya period. 
Part Two of the thesis is devoted to discussion of the 
decline of traditional Thai scholarship in general, and 
traditional Thai historiography in particular. It draws heavily 
on contemporary literary sources to show that during the 1830x, 
a process of change in the Siamese world-view and perception 
of the past had already taken place as a result of Siamese 
acceptance of Western ideas. The intellectual impact of the 
West and the constant threat of Western imperialism in the 
second half of the 19th century helped to create a national 
consciousness amongst the-Thai, and led to the creation of a 
Thai nation-state. It was against this background that 
national historiography was conceived, and traditional histo- 
riography became a-thing of, the past. 
To my late'parents 
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Preface 
In attempting to write this thesis I have been prompted 
by several motives. First, despite the fact that modern re- 
search has been going on in almost all fields of Thai studies 
since the 1960s, there is surprisingly not even a, single. volume 
written about the intellectual history of Thailand. Historio- 
graphy, as a research subject, has-now received the due atten- 
tion of specialists in the field, but obviously it is still in 
its infancy, especially in the area of traditional Thai histo- 
rigraphy. Second, since the mid-1960s, a great many more 
historical documents have been discovered and published, and 
new facts concerning Thai history have come to light; it is, 
Ithink, time for a historian to re-examine the Thai sources 
and offer fresh reinterpretations. Third, 'I personally feel 
that historians in the past have tended to ignore the wealth 
of Thai literature, given the fact that history and literature 
in old Siam, i. e. the pre-June 1932 days, were not entirely 
separable. 
The object of this study is to place traditional Thai 
historiography in the perspective of Thai cultural and literary 
development as well as against the historical background of 
old Siam. Equally necessary is to describe the internal 
changes that took place in 19th-century Siam, and the impact 
of the West upon Siamese intellectuals over that same period. 
Siam is unique amongst the countries of South-East Asia, at 
least in the sense that she remained independent throughout 
the nineteenth century, whereas her neighbours fell victims 
to Western imperialism. On this count alone, the history of 
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19th-century Thai intellectuals in general, and the decline 
of traditional scholarship and historiography brought about 
by Western learning in particular, deserve full treatment, 
considering that Westernized intellectuals in Siam emerged 
outside the colonial context. In doing this, however, 'one has 
to look farther afield than the princely glite's well-publi- 
cized achievements, 'and break the monopoly of official histo- 
riography, in order to understand the real 19th-century-Siam. 
The implication of this study is that, in so far as the internal 
development of 19th-century Siam is concerned, a great deal 
more remains to be written, or at least, reappraised. 
The Subject 
As a Thai, who grew up in the 1950s, the present writer, 
like most his compatriots, was inculcated with nationalistic 
ideas, and influenced by the 20th-century Thai view of history, 
which sees the development of the Thai nation as the final 
result of a monolithic movement, beginning with a Thai 'home- 
land' somewhere in China andending. at Bangkok. As a student, 
trained in history in the West, one acquires the best of both 
worlds; having come from the culture one has the 'feel' of 
what one purports to describe, and at the same time, is able 
to look back at the course Thai history with some degree of 
detachment.. 
Early Thai history-has always been an obscure subject, " 
owing to. the fragmentary nature of eqigraphic sources, and 
the unreliability of local chronicles, which are late compila- 
tions. It is a fact that no detailed history, of Thailand 
prior to the sixteenth-century arrival of the Europeans, can 
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satisfactorily be written. But surprisingly, it was not until 
recently that early Thai historiography became a serious 
subject. The anti-Eurocentric trend of the past two decades 
was chiefly reponsible for the revived interest in the indi- 
genous. sources of South-East Asia. 
') In the case of Thailand, 
early Thai history and historiography was given stimuli. by 
the works of A. B. Griswold and Prasert Da Nagara in their 
Epigraphic and Historical Studies series in the. Journal of the 
Siam Society, and even earlier by Mänit Wanliphödom's revision 
of the Tamnän Singhanawatikumän. 2) Chit Phümisak's Khwam Pen 
Mä Khong Kham Sayäm Thai Lao Leh Khgm, "History of the Terms 
Sayäm, Thai Lao, and Khgm", which was prefaced by Charnvit 
Kasetsiri and published posthumously by the Social Science 
Association of Thailand in 1976, was arguably the most influ- 
ential work of the decade, not only because it was the first 
serious work. produced by a talented Marxist historian, but also 
because Chit used the tamnän sources extensively in the recon- 
struction of early Thai history, and at the same time, con- 
demned the 'official' phongsäwadän histories for their exces- 
sively dynastic approach, 
Chit's view of the Thai sources, i. e. tamnan, "religious", 
histories vs. phongsäwadän, "dynastic", histories, is echoed 
in Charnvit Kasetsiri's The Rise of Ayudhya, a synthesized 
1) See for example, K. Shariff, "Sejarah Melayu as. a Historical 
Source", Journal of the Historical Societ of the University 
of Malaya, (1963/4): 41- 
2) Reprinted as Mänit Wanliphödom, Tamnän, Sin hanawatikumän 
ChabapS khon, "Tamnän Singhanawa uman, Revised ersion", 
s orical. ommission Publications, 1973. 
3) Chit Phümisak, Khwäm Pen Mä Khgng Kham Sayärn Thai'Lao Leh Khgm, Bangkok, 1976: 118,169. 
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history, which is based mainly on the tamnän traditions . 
4) 
D. K. Wyatt, in his interesting survey of the indigenous sources 
of Thai history-, talks of the various chronicle traditions in 
the northern Thai tamnän, apparently suggesting that they 
deserve a full. 1nvestigation. 
ý) Michael Vickery, whose critical 
and clinical approach to the. Thai sources represents a, radical 
new trend in the study, of Thai historiography, has brought to 
the fore the many problems of giving too much: credence to the 
tamnän sources. 
6) Also, he has taken to task traditional 
historians for failing to recognize the, intrinsic. weaknesses 
of tamnän and phongsäwadän historiography. 
This reappraisal of the Thai sources is necessary for 
two obvious reasons. A historian needs to take into account 
new materials, which are now available. The present, 20th- 
century Thai view of ancient. history, seen through the eyes 
of official Thai historiography, and centred upon the. kingdom 
of Sukhöthai (Cl3th-15th), Ayutthaya (c. 1351-1767), and Bangkok, 
is totally 'Siamese'-biassed. The distortion is most obvious 
in Thai standard textbooks on early Thai history, in which the, 
role of independent Chiang Mai in, the North (C13th-1558) has 
been played down almost to insignificance. In the light of 
modern research, what, until now, have been considered standard 
4) Charnvit Kasetsiri, The Rise of Ayudhya, Kuala Lumpur, 
.. 
197.4. 
5) D. K. Wyatt, "Chronicle. Traditions-in Thai Historiography", 
in C. D. Cowan and O. W. Wolters, (eds), Southeast Asian 
History and Historiography, Essays presented to Hall., 
orne University Press, 1976: 107-22. 
6) M. Vickery, "The Lion Prince and-Related Remarks on Northern 
History", JSS, 64,1 (Jan. 1976): 326-77 
& "Review Aritcle: A New-Ta-mn-an About Ayudhya", JSS, 67, 
2 (July 1979: 123-82.,: 
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textbooks on Thai history -W. A. R. Wood's 'A History of Siam 
(1926) and F. G. Quaritch Wales' Ancient Siamese Government 
and Administration (1935) and Siamese State Ceremonies: Their 
History and Function (1931), for instance- must now be regarded 
as obsolete, if not thoroughly misleading in certain aspects. 
In-treating traditional Thai historiography I have had 
the opportunity to offset the preponderant view of official} 
historiography by emphasizing the fact that, during its exis- 
tence as an independent kingdom between the mid-13th century 
and 1558, Chiang Mai was a thriving Buddhist centre and the 
birth-place of tamnän historiography, and it seems to have 
bequeathed a literary tradition to the Siamese kingdom of 
Ayutthaya too. Interestingly, tamnän histories are less reli- 
able as a source for the history they purport to relate than 
as a form of history themselves. In them one can trace various 
cultural influences, Ceylonese as well as LAo"and Burman/Mqn, 
that came into play in the way a tamnän history was written. 
Methodologically, I approach the northern Thai tamnän not 
strictly from the chronological, but the thematic point of view. 
As Chiang Mai was a Theravada Buddhist state par excellence 
in its heyday, I also discuss the röle "of tamnän historiography 
in the religious dispute within the Chiang Mai sahgha in the 
mid-15th century, a theme that recurred at Bangkok in, the 
1830s. It had a legitimizing overtone that merits a mention. 
I also deal with other aspects of tamnän historiography such 
as the tamnän (or Traiphüm) geography, whose implications are 
supposed to lead to a better understanding of the traditional 
Thai perception of the past. 
Vi 
The phongsäwadän was apparently Ayutthaya's dominant, 
mode of historical writing. Its subject matter centres around 
the kings and the royal family. -Of the. ten extant versions, 
only four date back to the Ayutthaya period,. and none before 
the late 15th century. There is'a marked difference between the 
Ayutthaya and Bangkok (post-1782) recensions. There is also. 
a difficult problem of dating these recensions. The, detailed 
phongsäwadän compiled in the first Bangkok reign (1782-1809) , 
are known to be factually unreliable, but, as. Nidhi-Aeusrivongse 
has demonstrated in one of his recent works, 
7) these chronicles 
reflect much of the=attitude and history of the age in which 
they were written. '-The'reader will see that, in collating the 
various phongsäwadän", recensions, and establishing their true 
dates and verification, I concentrate on the, following points:, 
(1) narrative style, (2) chronological patterns, (3) legitima- 
tion issues, and (4)'literary trends of the period. - 
The decline of traditional historiography in the nine- 
teenth century can best be seen in the context of the intellec- 
tual development and the socio-political changes that took ' 
place after Siam had abandoned her isolationist policy in the 
reign of Rama III. (1824-51)., It, was. a gradual process, which 
has never been fully explained. I am concerned, here not with 
the Western view of-Siam, but primarily with the popular 
Siamese view of and attitude towards the West. In relating 
Siamese reactions, I have drawn heavily on certain literary 
works which represent most truly the, spirit of the period. 
7) Nidhi Aeusrivongse, Prawattisät Rattanakösin Nai Phrarätcha- 
.L riun uawauan zrung o1 A LZt1a a, "Bangkok History in 
yudhya Chronicles", angkok: annakit Press, 1981. 
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The passing of the traditional world-view was the beginning 
of the decline of tamnän and phonngss wadän historiography in 
the reign of King Mongkut (1851-68), at the time when the 
Siamese ruling class had turned to the West for inspiration. 
It was-in the. fifth reign that the impact of the West, both 
directly and indirectly, made itself felt in-Siam in the field 
of political and historical writings. Two commoners, Thianwan 
and K. S. R. Kuläp, were the most important writers outside the 
princely class, and their works, suppressed by official histo- 
riography, are worth discussing. My argument will be against 
the conventional view that, intellectually, nothing at all 
happened-under theýold regime, and anything radical had to 
come with the'June 1932 Revolution. 
The final section of this thesis is devoted to describing 
how the pressure of western imperialism, the modernization of 
Siam, and the development of 'national' consciousness in the 
reign of King Chulälongkgn'gave birth to'a national historio- 
graphy, and how these factors undermined the need for tradi- 
tional historiography. - 
The Sources 
Most of the primary sources referred to in this study 
are published materials, covering the period from around the 
fifteenth to nineteenth centuries. The'Prachum Silächärük, 
"Corpus of the Inscriptions of Thailand", vol. 1-6, provide 
the essential epigraphic information. The texts of recently- 
found inscriptions of the North have been published in the 
Sinlapäkgn journal. The Prachum Phongsawadän, "Collected 
Chronicles", series, despite its shortcomings, is a most impor- 
tant source of early Thai history. In describing tamnän 
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historiography, °and unfolding the history of the North, I 
have. found two sources particularly useful: Sa-gnuan Chöti- 
sukharat's Prachum Tamnän'L, n-Na. Thai, "Collection`of Histo- 
rical Documents Relating to Lln-. ýNä Thai" (1976), °2 vole, ' and 
University of Chiang Mai publications'on Lan-Nä Thai studies, 
which contain transcriptions of'new Tal Yuan manuscripts. 
Apart from'these sources, I use all the standard Phrarätcha- 
phongsäwadän Krung Si Ayutthaya, "Dynastic` Chronicles of 
Ayutthaya", and relevant literary works. '" Most of them are to 
be found in the National Library, Bangkok, " and` the library of 
the School of Oriental and African Studies, London University. 
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Note on the transcription of Thai words 
Transcribing Thai words into an English form has 
always-been an irksome problem. Scholars choose either the 
phonetic transcription, which makes Thai words-sound more 
like they naturally-do, but still cannot cope with Thai tones, 
or the graphic transliteration, which is much more complicated 
than the phonetic system, but which is more recognizable when 
rendered back into Thai. The difficulty involving these two 






Writing a thesis related to modern times I see the 
advantage of adhering to the phonetic transcription for most 
Thai words, but without tonal marks for convenience's sake. 
However, it is almost imperative that in certain cases words 
derived from Pali and Sanskrit should also be given in the 
graphic form, for example, Jinakälamäli, Dväravati, and 
Culayuddhakäravamsa. As some Thai vowels and dipthongs 
have no equivalents in the English language, these are the 
transcription forms of some of them: 




In other cases, the pronunciation of some Thai 
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words follows this guide: 
k= yet kh = cat., king 
6h = judge ch - chain 
t= unaspirated: stop th = aspirated: tea 
p= unaspirated: spin ph aspirated: pain 
q= saw, border 
6- n4 (in French), ga 
pere (in French), pair 
used to indicate lengthened vowels in Thai 
such as a_= far; it = been; o= oat; and 
pool. 
used to indicate lengthened vowels in Pali 
and Sanskrit such as Cämadevivamsa 
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2 
INTRODUCTION 
Sources of Thai'history prior to the foundation of Bang- 
kok in'1782"fall into two main categories: (1) Chinese and 
European accounts and (2) indigenous°'sources of diverse kinds. 
Before the advent of`'Europeans. aroundthe beginning-of=the six- 
teenth century A. D., the='! 'Tai" states had long 'been° in contact 
with. China which was the dominant power -in Eastern Asian , Du 
ring the Yuan (Mongol)'and'early Ming dynasties, the 'Chinese 
had a political interest`in the'countries of South-East-Asia, 
the Yuan with intent to realize the true submission of the- 
rulers of'these 'countries, and the Ming'attempting-to-bring 
the'"barbarianl"states back into` traditional Chinese world'or- 
der, which was'crucial`to the legitimacy, -of the new dynasty. -. 
The Yuan Shih, "History'of'the: Yuan Dynasty", and the Ming, Shih, 
"History of the Ming Dynasty", are; of great value as they, re- 
cord the tribute-bearing missions'sent_by the kings of Sukhö 
thai and Ayutthaya to the Celestial' Court. The purpose of 
these missions was more often than not to request permission 
to trade at Canton-and on certain occasions. to, request-investi- 
ture of a new king, which came in the form of a seal, of ap- 
proval and conferred title. Towards the end of the Yuan dynas- 
ty, in the mid-fourteenth century, Wang Ta-yuan, a Chinese 
traveller, visited the lower Menäm basin, and later wrote a 
contemporary account. 
>> Another Chinese eye-witness account 
was written by Na Huan, who had accompanied the Grand Eunuch 
1) P. Pelliot, "Deux itineraires de chine en finde a la fin du 
viiie siecle", BEFEO, 4,1/2 (Jan. -avr. 1904): 255 
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Cheng Ho to Ayutthaya in 1408.2) Chinese historiographers 
were renowned for their conscentiousness and accuracy3) but 
their works are marred by their parochial Confucian viewpoint. 
The most fundamental problem is how to restore original Tai"= 
names correctly from the Chinese. characters. ' 
Most of the European accounts are generally reliable. 
Many of them, however, are too dramatized or, colourful to be 
true. Some of the Europeans who claimed to have visited Ayut- 
thaya may not have been there at all. 
4) Despite this, some 
early European visitors to the Siamese capital have left inva- 
luable information indispensable to the reconstruction of the 
history of Ayutthaya. Without Peter Ploris' contemporary ac- 
count, for instance, we could not be'sure that King Songtham 
came to the throne in 1610 as indicated by the Safxgitiyavamsa, 
a much discredited religious chronicle of the early Bangkok 
2) Ma Huan, Yin - ai sheng-lan, "The Overall Survey of the 
Ocean's Shores", translate from the Chinese text edited by 
Feng Ch'eng-chün with introduction, notes and appendices by 
J. V. G. Mills, Cambridge University Press, 1970: 102-7 
3) See: Homer H. Dubs, "The Reliability of Chinese Histories", 
The Far Eastern Quarterly (FEQ), 6,1 (Nov. 1946): 23-43 
4) There are a number of contemporary accounts of Siam written 
by Portuguese adventurers. Amongst these writers are Var- 
thema, Pigafetta, Castanheda, Albuquerque, Fedrici,, Balbi, 
and others. Varthema, Pinto, and Fitch are probably the 
only ones who set f. aot on Siamese territory. (Donald F. Lach, 
Southeast Asia in the Eyes of Europe, Chicago: Phoenix Books, 
T968: 522) 
One of the most well-known accounts of C16th Siam is 
that by Fernao Mendez Pinto who claimed to have been in Siam 
during the reign of Phra Chaiyarächä (1533-46) and accompa- 
nied his army in the campaign against Chiang Mai in 1545.. 
(H. Cogan, (tr. ), The Voyages and Adventures of Fernand 
Mendez Pinto, London, 1963: 261-77-r istorians are divided in o two camps. According to Professor. Hall, "His account 
seems to be a hotch-potch of stories picked up probably from 
Portuguese soldiers-of-fortune who had served in the Siamese 
army. " (A History of South-East Asia, 4th edition, Macmillan 
Asian Histories Series, 1981: 27T, --786-7) Yet, what Pinto 
said cannot be dismissed quite lightly. See M. Vickery, 
Cambodia After Angkor, Ph. D. Thesis, Yale University, 1977: 
Ch. 8 
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period, whereas all other extant dynastic chronicles give 
1602 as the date of his succession. 
5) The most remarkable 
among European writers was undoubtedly Jeremias van Vliet, - 
assistant to the Dutch factor, and later the man in charge of 
Dutch interests in Ayutthaya between 1638 and 1641. Jeremias 
-van Vliet's writings on Ayutthaya are of great historical, 
value, because he had resided in Siam long enough to be fami- 
liar with not only the'Siamese language but also Siamese way 
of life and customs. His most interesting work, The Short 
History of the Kings of Siam, was written towards the end of 
his stay in Siam; in it, van Vliet has preserved a chronicular 
tradition, which is essential to our understanding of the 
Siamese perception of the past. Simon de la Loubere,, Louis 
XIV's envoy plenipotentiary to the court of King Näräi (1656- 
88) in 1687/8, also wrote an excellent account of Siam, des- 
cribing all aspects of Siam and Siamese way of life. Like 
van Vliet's principal works, The Kingdom of Siam by Simon de 
la Loubere is of immense value. 
But however important Chinese and European. sources are, 
they must be considered supplementary to Thai primary sources 
such as inscriptions and early dated documents. In connection 
with traditional Thai historiography one can perhaps discuss 
in brief here four main categories of Thai sources: (1) epi-, 
graphy; (2) law codes; (3) tamnän or religious chronicles; 
5) W. H. Moreland, Peter Floris: His Voyage to the East Indies 
in the Globe, 1-611-1615, London: Hakluyte Society, 1934: 
55-8; oedes, ne recension palie des annales d' 
Ayudhya", BEFEO, 14,3 (1914): 23; For chronology and list 
of kings of Ayutthaya see ADDendix III. B 
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and (4) phongsäwadän or dynastic chronicles. 
Epigraphy 
Inscriptions are for the most part a very reliable source 
of early Thai history, but not all unearthed in present-day 
Thailand are of Tai origin. In 1924, George'Coedes, then Chief 
Conservator of the Wachirayän National Library, reported that. 
by then 212 inscriptions had been discovered in Siam. 
6) Since 
that time, the Commission for the Publication of Historical 
Documents has collected a further number of inscriptions from 
all over the country. According to Dr. Prasert 4a Nagara, 
the most respected Thai epigraphist, there are now 481 inscrip- 
tions, 284 of which have been deciphered by epigraphists and 
published in the six volumes of the Prachum Silächärük, "Corpus 
of the Inscriptions of Thailand", between 1924 and 1973.7) 
These inscriptions are found on various types of objects 
such as limestone stele, bronze plaques and bricks. They are 
written in Mqn, Khmer, Tai Yuan, Siamese, and South Indian 
scripts. Many of these inscriptions are bilingual; some have 
a combination of Pali and Khmer, others Sanskrit and Khmer. 
It is worth noting that of the 481 inscriptions only 85 can 
be attributed to the Tai period between Sukhöthai and Bangkok; 
Sukhöthai alone claims 26 inscriptions, Phingkharat Chiang Mai 
(the northern so-called "Lan-Nä Thai" kingdom) has seven, and 
Ayutthaya eight, that cover the period between the middle of 
6) Prachum Silä6härük Phäk Thi 1, "Corpus of the Inscriptions 
of Thailand), hereafter cited PS6/I: 1 
7) Historical Commission, Thailand, "Banthük Kan Sad'eng Pätha- 
kathä Khgng Khana Kammakän Chamra Prawattisät Thai Rü'ang 
Silä6härük" (Report on the Seminar of the Historical Com- 
mission Concerning the Inscriptions of Thailand), Thaleng- 
n än Prawattisät Ekkasän Börännakhadi (TPEB), 13,1 an. - 
Jun. 1979): 2 
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the fourteenth century and the end of the-seventeenth century. 
For the first period of Thai history up to c. 1500, the 41 ins- 
criptions of Sukhothai, Phingkharat Chiang Mai, and Ayutthaya 
are of particular value. The reading of a number of these ins- 
criptions, however, is sometimes very problematic due to damage 
to the stones and lacunae in many phrases. 
It is remarkable that in the early days . of Ayutthaya 
(C14th-16th), the official language used in the Ayutthayan ins- 
criptions was by no means Siamese, but Khmer. A leading histo- 
rian argues convincingly on the basis of data. available that 
the Cambodian language and alphabet retained their prestige in 
Siam at least up to 1562, the date of the Dänsäi inscription, 
even when the Thai language was used. 
8) This strange anomaly 
can only be explained partially in terms of the persistence 
of Khmer culture, and probably the survival of a large percen-' 
tage of Khmer and Mqn population. 
9) It appears that after the 
Tai chiefs of Upper Siam had succeeded in expelling the Khmer 
from their military outposts at Sukhothai and Sisatchanälai, 
during the reign of Rämkhamhbng there existed a strong urge 
to assert Tai identity, and thus he devised the Siamese script 
from the current Mqn and cursive Khmer scripts. This first 
Siamese script was. however, used only once in the Rämkhamheng 
inscription of 1292. Its uniqueness lies in the arrangement 
8) M. Vickery, "The Khmer Inscriptions of Tenasserim: A Rein- 
terpretation", JSS, 61,1 (Jan. 1973): 51-70 
9) A. B. Griswold & Prasert na Nagara, "On Kingship and Society,, 
at Sukhodaya" in G. W. Skinner & Thomas Kirsch, (eds), 
Change and Persistence in Thai Societ , Ithaca: Cornell 'University Press, 1975: 34 
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of the consonants and vowels along the, same line in the man- 
ner of, the occidental languages., This has always been seen 
as Rämkhamheng's attempt to play down the dominating influence 
of Khmer-culture. 
' 0) It is not, unlikely that from the-time of 
Sukhöthai,, the,, racial term "Tai" had already acquired a new, 
meaning of "Free", signifying the status ofrthe, Tai in Upper 
11) Siam. 
Soon after. Rämkhamheng's death, the use of his new, script 
became less popular. There was a relapse to the Khmer norm; 
the use of Khmer in subsequent Sukhöthai inscriptions,, and_ 
therborrowing_of grandiloquent, Khmer titles became evident, 
3 
especially in the reign of Lithai (1347-68? ). The return to 
Khmer epigraphic tradition in Upper, Siam. refleetsthe fact 
that the Tai were probably the; ruling minority, and the, impact 
of Khmer culture at both the court and local levels was still 
very strong. With the rise of Ayutthaya in the middle of-the 
fourteenth century, it. is even less, surprising. to_seethat, 
many of, Ayutthayan inscriptionsä., were,. engraved in provincial 
Khmer script,. considering that Angkor had, once ruled central 
Thailand on and off for nearly three centuries prior,, to its 
own. decline in.. the_late thirteenth century. .. 
Besides the original part of the Rämkhamheng inscription 
of. 1292, which.. -contains a panegyric in praise of the , deeds of 
10) J. Burnay and G. Coed'es, "The Origins of the Sukhodaya 
Script", JSS, -21 (1928): 87; For a nationalistic interpre- 
tation see: Wichitwdthakän, Luang, "Watthanatham Sukhöthai" 
(Sukhöthai Culture) in Sukhöthai Province, Nan sfl Anussn 
Ph -khun Rämkhamhen , "In Commemoration of" King Ram amhi ng", 
angko ; 1970: 5,10 
11) At least in the seventeenth century, the Siamese ' believed 
that "Tai" or "Thai" meaned "Free". See Simon de la Loubere, 
The Kingdom of Siam, tr. A. T. Gen. R. S. S., Oxford in Asia 
isH -torical Reprints, Kuala Lumpur, 1969: 6 
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the' king himself, ' almost `a11 the inscriptions were set up to 
commemorate religious events such as the establishment of a 
new Buddhist sanctuary, reliquary'or shrine, and the granting 
of religious ländsand pr'ope'rties. ' 
12) 'A few stone inscrip- 
tiöns were erected to publicize pacts of friendship between 
rulersof twö Täirprincipalities. 
13) An inscription dated 
probably in` 139714) was erected by a king of Sukhothai, and 
contains, interestingly, the lengthy text of a penal code of 
the kingdorn. 15 
) 
'The'inscriptions pof Phingkharät Chiang Mai were written 
in the Tai -Yuan language' and script. But the oldest inscrip- 
tion ofthis Tai kingdom, which is dated 1370 A. D.. and found 
at Wat PhraýYtin, Lamphin,, was inscribed with the Sukhothai; 
script,, introduced there-by Phra Sumanathera, a monk from 
Sukhöthai, who had brought Rämanya Buddhism to Chiang Mai in 
the previous-, year.. -Most of the inscriptions in and around,, 
the Chiang'Mai area were-erected for the purpose of registe- 
ring gifts . and 
land grants to the safigha. In most cases,, . 
the 
inscriptions would cite the donations of temple slaves (khA- 
phrar. or-kh) by the town magnates or kings for the upkeep 
of the wat (monastery). The donor(s) would customarily puts-°, 
12)'Prasert na Nagara, "Wiwatthanäkän Wannakam Samai Sukhothai" 
(The Evolution of Sukhöthai Literature) in Chomrom Wannasin, 
Kasetsät University, Wiwatthanäkän Kh n_ Wannakam Thai, 
"The Evolution of Thai itera ure Bangkok, 1974: 11 
13) See, for example, PSc/III: No. 40, pp 44-6; No. 45, pp. 
62-7; Louis Finot, "Notes d'cpigraphie XIV, les inscrip- 
tions du musee de Hanoi", BEFEO, 15,2 (1915): 28-36 
"Stele de Dansai"; Cf. Prasän Bunprakhgng, "Kham-än Silä- 
chäruk Aksgn Thai Nü'a Phäsä Thai" (The Deciphering of an 
Inscription in Northern Thai Script), SP, 13,1 (May 1979) 
: 61-6 
14) According to M. Vickery (Guide: 230) 
15) PSc/III: No. 38, pp. 26-36 
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a hair-raising curse upon those who blatantly dared to expro- 
priater. whatchad already been given for. the benefit of=the 
Religion. ,rA, brief , 
history of the particular wat, orrt phrathät 
(reliquary) was sometimes,. told. It is evident that at-. times, 
this brief 
, 
history. wasareproduced by later Buddhist monks-' 
who, wrote ., the- tamnän, (religious _ chronicles) >on 
the., bailän, 
'. 'folding palm-leaves", which were more convenient but less 4 
long-lasting than the stone. But. the reverse, of this, process 
is not unknown. 
16) The epigraphic tradition of Chiang Mai. -.. - 
continued until the beginning of the nineteenth century, but 
its popularity had already long declined by that time. 
The"Law Codes. 
Cne'of the lesser known aspects of`ancient Tai history'' 
is the evolution of codified laws before the first -Bangkok ' ", " 
reign. Aswith the other facets of Thai history, a 
great deal 
of-'emphasis has been placed on Sukhöthai and Ayutthaya where 
the derivation and explanation of traditional Tai laws are 
concerned: The excellent works'in this 'field by R. Lingat 
pertaining 'to the codification of Siamese' laws in' 1805 are 
reminiscent of the conservative views of early Thai history 
during the' first half of the twentieth century. Iiii'gat' points 
out two sources of traditional Tai laws: the Manü Thammäsät '`z4 
(or the Buddhist version of the ancient Hindu "Law of Manu)' 
and the Rätchasät or Rätcha-Anächak (lit., "Science'ef a King" 
and "Cycles of Royal Commands", respectively); the former 
being. the basic principle which was immutable, and the'-latter 
16) The inscription of Dänsäi (II), now preserved at Vat Phra- 
thät Sisgngrak, Loei, was erected and dated in'theChris- 
tian Era (A. D. 1906), after the inscription of Dänsäi (I) 
had been removed to Hanoi. The text of Dänsäi (II) is 
slightly different from that of Dänsäi (I because the 
engraver followed the wat's palm-leaf manuscript. 
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the actual royal decrees thereafter compiled and made into 
permanent laws. 
17) The concept of law, which was based on 
the Manü Thammasät, is thought to have been passed-on to the 
Siamese via the Mqn of tower Burma. It is obvious that the- 
people of Chiang Mai had used another set of laws also influ- 
enced by the Mqn Manü Thammasät. There is-yet to appear4a 
study of whether some proto-Tai social conditions did exist, 
especially before the administrative reform of King'"Bgromma- 
trail6k (1448-88). As a source of Thai history, the laws can 
be said to belong to two traditions. 
(1) Siamese Laws 
It appears that following the Burmese sack of Ayutthaya 
in 1767, the laws of the kingdom became scattered all over'the 
place. Until the recodification of Siamese laws in 1805, the 
loss of some important laws had opened the way for judges to 
abuse their authority. The collection of old laws in 1805 
was prompted by a complaint to the king that the irregularity 
in the then existing legal proceedings had prejudiced the 
course of justice. 
18) As a result, Rama I ordered that the 
old laws be collected and standardized so that they could be 
used and referred to in the court of justice. Every authen- 
tic law was stamped with three seals: the Rätchasi (Lion), the 
Khotchasi (Elephantine-lion), and the Büa-Kew (Lotus), - which 
were the traditional seals of the Minister of the North, the 
Minister of the South, and the-Treasurer of the Kingdom res- 
17) A. B. Griswold and Prasert na Nagara, "Epigraphic and His 
torical Studies, No. 17: The Judgments of King Maid Ray", 
JSS, 65,1 (Jan. 1977) 146fn. 3 
18) Fine Arts-Department, Bangkok, Rü'an Kotmai Trä Samduan , (KTS), "History of the Laws of Tree Seals", 1978: 1 
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pectively. Hence the codified laws of 'Siam came to be known 
as Kotmai Trä Sämduang, "Laws of Three Seals". 
All of the laws collected date from Ayutthayan times; 
those dated in the Buddhist Era fall in Rämäthibgdi I's reign 
(1351-68). Many are dated in the so-called "Chunlamani" Era, 
others in the Chunla "Lesser" Era. It is obvious, whenever 
the era date does not correspond with the animal year, ' that. 
the court scholars-have emended the date of a law'in. accor 
dance with the Chat chronicular tradition. 
19) 
KTS was partially published in 1849 by Mot Amättayakun, 
who incurred Rämä III's displeasure for publicizing documents 
from the Royal Archives. It was first published in full in-- 
1873 by the printing firm of Dan Beach Bradley, the American 
20) 
missionaries. 
(2) Chiang Mai laws 
During the last decade some attention has been paid to 
another tradition of Tai laws, which had originated in-the",.! 
Chiang Mai area, and was thought to have been the work of 
King Mangräi. This law code is usually referred to as the 
Mangräiyasät, "Mangräi's Law Code", or Mangräiyawinichai, ' 
"Judgements of King Mangräi". In a recent survey of palm-leaf 
manuscripts kept in the wat (monasteries) of the former Chiang 
Mai kingdom, 88 texts of the Mangräiyasät were discovered. 
21) 
But among the Chiang Mai laws, four slightly different ver- 
19) See these laws in particular, KTS: Law of Treason dated 
C. S. 796, Tiger Year (= A. D. 1434) P. 529; Law of Treason 
dated C. S. 955, Tiger Year (= 1593), p. ° 540. Both are 
wrong because the C. S. dates do not correspond with the 
animal years. See also Chät chronology (Appendix III) 
20) KTS: "Preface": (3) 
21) Sommäi Premchit, "Palm Leaf Manuscripts and Traditional 
Sermon" in, SCng Chanthara-ngäm and Narüchon Itthichirä- 
charat, (eds), Buddhism in Northern Thailand, Chiang Mai: 
World Fellowship, of Buddhists, 1980: 83 
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sions merit a mention., here. 
(1) The Mangräiyawinichai (Wat, Sao Hai version), was, dis- 
covered by-Mr.,, Kraisi Nimmänhemin-. in Saraburi province, cen- 
tral Thailand, in 1953. The manuscriptw, of this version is- 
now kept in-the , 
Library, of the Siam Society., at Bangkok.... Copied 
fromn, an, older -, document .. 
by a monk. called,, Thäwgn . at Lopburi in. 
1800,, at, the-request of a certain Nqi'KhamphIj it consists-, of 
48 
. palm-leaves written 
in. Tai . Yuan, the ,., 
dialect , of , 
Chiang. Mai. 





(2) The,. Mangräiyasät, whose original manuscript belonged 
to M. Camille Notton, former'French. Consul,,, at Chiang Mai, was 
destroyed during the Second World War,,, but, a copy of it had. 
been, made , by- Mr. Kraisi in . 1939. Part of,, it, has been trans-. ,. -. 
lated into standard Thai by, Sa-nguan Chotisukharat since 1966.24) 
(3).. The Mangräiyasät (Wat Chiang Man version), is said 
to belong; to Wat Chiang Man, Chiang , Mai.: 




(4) The Kotmai Mangräi, "The Law : of. King, Mangräi", was 
presented by Mr.. Sak Rattanachai to the National Library in 
1976. Written in Tai Yuan on, 36-palm-leaves, this,, law, code, _, 
was found belonging to. a Tai Yuan family from Chiang Senthat, 
had, settled, down in Lampäng province., Another copy of, this, 
legal document, was done.. on samut-khoi (palm-leaves bound:, in 
book form) by;. an official named Sen Techawachira-aksgn in 
22) Prasert na. Nagära, Mangrai awinichai translated, from Tai 
Yuan int6 modern Thai, Bangkok, ' 
23) Griswold & Prasert, op. cit.: 147-60 
24) Sa-nguan Chötisukharat, Thai Yuan Khon Mü'ang, Bangkok: 
Odeon Store, 1966 
25) Griswold&Prasert, op. cit.: 143-45 
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1806. " It has recently been *translated into standard Thai. 
26) 
The preamble of all these variations states that'Mang- 
räi`'was the law giver'of Chiang Mai. Even if the claim is 
true, one. must suspect that the' extant versions 'have under- 
-gone several revisions because they show signs of amendments 
and -accretions, ' and` very probably, later articles were added 
only ` in- the late- eighteenth century. 
27) 
- It" is' possible 'that` 
the early articles may have been formulated in Mangräi's-'time, 
but there'' is' some evidence that' at least the Notton version 
was based' on an older text compiled in the reign of Phra Mf'äng 
Kew (1495-1525). 
In contrast to'the pomposity of the Ayutthayan KTS, the 
Mangräiyasät'has a direct narrative style which is' plain and' 
easily intelligible. Its articles and clauses are quite brief; 
and unlike the Ayutthayan laws, the Mangraiyasät is more of a 
social contract than a criminal code. In this regard, 'one 
must mention a, -little known"work entitled Khämsgn Phraya Mang- 
räi, "Moral Preaching'to-King'Mangräi". This latter-'work is 
said in its opening paragraph'to have been a sermon by amonk, 
Tissathera, Mangräi's"preceptor, and it was preached to the, 
king so that he would rule his kingdom according to two prin- 
ciples: the Thammasät and. the ancient customs. 
28) The Khamsgn 
is not a law but a commentary on the moral foundation of Mang- 
räi's laws which was binding upon the ruler as well as the 
subjects. "The Great Lord", says Tissathera,, "who does not 
26) Sak Rattanachai, "Kotmai Mangräi Chabap Näi Sak Rattana- ` 
chai M9p Ke H9 Samut Heng Chat" (The Code of King Mangräi, 
a Version Presented to the National Library by Näi Sak 
Rattanachai), SP, 22,4 (Nov. 1978): 73-85 
27) Griswold & Prasert, op. cit.: 144 
28) Tissathera, Phra, Khamsgn Phraya Mangräi, "Moral Preaching 
to King Mangrai", Chiang Mai University, 1976: 14-5 
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judge and enjoin according to the Thammasät is doomed with 
sin". 
29 The inferior people were taught not to look beyond, 
their proper social status: "Those who are of low birth (phrai- 
n9i) ought not to strive to become a khun (nobleman)... Born 
not among the chäo (princely class), do not be ambitious to 
become one. Born not of a nobleman, do not be ambitious to 
become one. Born not a; couragous person,, do not expect to be- 
come a leading officer (khun han).. "30), The poetical,. metre 
used in the "Moral Preaching" is the ancient form of räi, simi- 
lar to that used in other early Tai literary works, including, 
the Rämkhamheng inscription of 1292? and the Prakat Chengnäm, 
"oath on the Drinking of the Water of Allegiance" composed, by 
an Ayutthayan poet in the second half of the fourteenth centu- 
ry. 
31) But note also the similarity between the "Moral Prea- 
ching" and an Ayutthayan law. 
32) 
The differences in the various versions of the Laws of 
King Mangräi were due to the process of recopying, through many 
generations; perhaps it was learned by heart. The fact that 
the Laws was discovered in different parts of. Thailand suggests 
(1) that it had evolved from the customs of the Tai Yuan, and 
29) ibid.: 14 30) ibid.: 21 
31) The Oath is also called Lilit On kän Chen äm Phra Phiphat 
Sattay-a as it is written in the lilit format, i. e. a mix- 
ture of rai and khlöng metres. Räiis perhaps the only 
known form of Siamese literature in the Sukhothai period. 
The khlön metre used in the Oath has some peculiarities, 
not found in any other Siamese literary works,. except.. the 
quasi-historical poem entitled Thäo Hung or Khun Chü, ang, 
written by a Lao poet, supposedly around the middle of 
the fourteenth century A. D. Chit Phümisak was the. first- 
Thai scholar to identify the mysterious metre used in these 
two poems as Khlvng Monthakakhati or commonly known' as 
Khlön Hä. See Thipakgn (pseud. Chit Phümisak), Bot Wikh9h 
a nakam Yuk Sakdinä, "A Critical Study on Siamese Litera- 
ture of the "Sakdina" Period", Bangkok: Phikhanet, 1976: 131 
32) Cf. KTS: Law on Thievery dated }3. E, 1903, Pip Year, 
A. L. 1359, p. 433 
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wherever the Tal Yuan went it was used'as a means of justice, 
and (2) that throughout their long direct rule of Chiang Mai, 
the Burmese-did, little to interfere with. local;: customs, and 
the Siamese seem to have'allowed the Chiang Mai-war captives' 
to apply their own laws in their communities in central Thai- 
land, 33) 
The Tamnfin- 
? As4a categoryof Tai historical writing, the, tamnän.,, 
was a-sortýof. popularýhistory as it originated in the wat, 
which, in the old days, was the hub, of Tai cultural activities. 
The word '. 'tamnän" derives its origin from Khmer damnßl, -lit., 
"telling a story". 
34) To all intents and purposes, the tamnän 
were written in the same manner as the Burmese thamaing,, the 
term used to describe the Buddhist-. historical tradition in 
that country. It is most likely that the Tai, Yuan of Chiang 
Mai not only-became Buddhist converts through the-preponderant 
influence of Burman/Mpn Buddhism in-the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, but . they were also recipients, of Burman/Mgn Buddhist 
historical-tradition; -especially the writing of religious chro- 
nicles. Of the nature-of, the "thamaing", literature of Burma, 
G. H. Luce says: 
The name is generally associated with the prose- 
, 
history of a pagoda. But there are also thamaing 
on other subjects such as monasteries and towns. 
From the religious nature of. their contents, tha- 
maing may be said to be mainly devoted to objects 
which testify to the establishment of the religion. 
And as pagodas are the most fitting monuments which 
33) Griswold & Prasert, op. cit.: 143;. See also KTS: clause 8r., 
of the law of Government and Administration, p. 79 
34) I am indebted to Dr. M. Vickery for giving me this infor- 
mation. 11 
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do this, each pagoda possesses a thamaing,, oL its 
own. The thamaing of a pagoda {monastery or town) 
tells us all its history, legendary and authentic. 
Incidentallygwe learn something about the-doings °° 
of a king, who, is, the donor of, the pagoda, or about 
some political events with which the building of 
the pagoda is intimately connected. 35) 
The above description of the Burmese thamaing'applies 
equally clearly to the Täi'tamnän for they belonged to the 
very same Buddhist historical tradition. In the wider context, 
the Tai tamnän (Burmese . thamaingand Mqn dhatuwah)36Y must'be 
seen as a distinctive feature of Theraväda'Buddhist culture, 
or an extension of Ceylonese (Sinhalese) Buddhist literature 
in South-East Asia. Although the writing of tamnän was until 
recently ubiquitous in all parts of Thailand, the best and 
earliest Tai tamnän come from the northern Lan-Nä Thai region 
covering the eight provinces of Chiang Mai, 'Chiang Rai, Phayao, 
Mehongsgn, Lamphün, Lampäng, Phre, and Nan. Despite the usual 
claims that a number of Tai'_ tamnän are very ancient, we have 
reason to believe that the earliest of'the extant copies'date 
only from the second half 
of the fifteenth century. In cases 
where the original colophon of the work is lacking, it is al- 
most impossible to determine the date of compilation of the 
tamnän-in question., mThe problem of'finding out the true date 
of a totamnän history arises°from. the fact that Theraväda monks, 
in performing religious rites, in-matters concerning art and 
35) G. H. Luce and Pe Maung Tin, (trs), The'Glass Palace Chro- 
nicle of the Kings of Burma, Oxford University Press, 
1923: xxi. 
36) H. L. Shorto, "A Mon Genealogy of Kings: Observation, on 
the Nidana Arambhakatha" in-D. G. E. Hall, (ed. ), Historians 




in literature,. would, vie. with each other 
for, first place in adhering to -orthodoxy. 
37) In composing 
a Pali text, such the religious ta mnän,. they would-takeý-great 
pride in faithfully reproducing it in. the form, and style 
approved by the ancient mastersLoff. Pali literature. Inýsum, 
a tamnän history written at-the beginning of the nineteenth 
century could look very much like one written. _several,. 
hundred-,, -,. 
years before. 
Of all the sources of ancient, Thai. history, tamnän. can 
be said to have the most complicated nature -as; 
theyincorpo-, 
rate into the rigid Buddhist chronological framework Buddhist 
myths, local traditions,.. and actual-history. There is nod sfr.  
doubt that the Thai perception of the past has been influenced 
by this type of historical writing, far-. more than anything else. 
But failing to understand the foreign elements in tamnän-his- 
tory can easily, lead one to misinterpret early Thai history.., 
It is my°intention to unravel the,. intricacies of tamnän-histo- 
ry by approaching from a thematic point of view and identify- 
ing elements that make up a certain work. 1 -1 1 
The Phongsäwadän 
The most'well-known'and perhaps overrated source for 
Thai history are the phongsäwädän. The word phongsäwadänýis 
derived from'two Sanskritic elements: bafida, meaning "famil, r"' 
or "genealogy" and avatar, meaning "reincarnation of God -" 
Vishnu". Hence, a phongsäwadän history, as a type of-'histo- 
rical genre, is a genealogy of kings; kings, in Siameselthink=-`-` 
37) For a good discussion on this aspect of'Buddhist litera- 
ture see: Mabel Haynes Bode, A Burmese Historian of Bud= 
dhism, London: Unwin Brothers, i: 
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ing, being human manifestations of God Vishnu. 
Whereas the`tamnän was the dominant mode of historical 
writing in Lan-Nä Thai during the golden age of Pali litera- 
ture in that kingdom which lasted'between 1441 and 1558, the 
phongsäwadän type has to be associated with the Ayutthayan 
polity. The basic difference between the tamnän type'and 
the phongsäwadän type is that the former was written to serve 
religious purposes, i. e. to preach. Buddha's Dhamma, "Immutable 
Law", by historical examples, while the later was written 
for the purpose of sanctifying the Ayutthayan kingship. One 
cannot fail to observe other differences such as the promi- 
nent part played by monks at the court of the Chiang Mai king, 
and Brahman priests-at the Siamese court. Furthermore, as 
an anthropologist has pointed out, Chiang Mai had a Pali cul-` 
ture whereas-the Siamese had a Sanskrit culture. 
38) This is 
clearly reflected in the literary works of Chiang Mai which 
"are full of Pali words and those of AyutthayA which are Sans- 
krit-oriented. The distinction was, of course, less marked 
in the late Ayutthaya^ period than before because, by the 
seventeenth. century, the Pali literature of Chiang Mai had 
already become influential at Ayutthaya. 
39) 
The origin of the phongsäwadän is barely known, and 
while purposing the idea that it was-a-category predominantly 
identifiable with Ayutthayä, it does not necessarily mean' 
that phongsäwadän were not written in Lan-Nä Thai; rather 
they were known under a different 'name, rätchawongpakgn, and 
38) Richard David, Muang Metaphysics: A Study in Northern 
Thai Myth and Ritual, Thesis, University of Sydney,, TM: 25 
39) P. Schweisguth, Etude sur la litterature siamoise, Paris': 
Imprdmarie nationale, 1952: 125- 
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still took second place in the-Chiang Mai tradition. It is 
unlikely that the phongsäwadan writing was of Khmer origin 
owing to the fact that nostCambodian chronicles are late 
compilations and Siamese-influenced. Until recently, it was 
generally believed that the first Siamese phongsäwadän was 
the. luang Prasert Chronicle (LP/1680) dating from 1680, 
despite the fact that it is stated--clearly in its preamble 
that it had been compiled from three kinds of official (iocu- 
ments one of which was an-earlier phongsäwad. 1n. 
40) In 1971, 
the existence of an earlier phongsäwadän than LP/1680 was 
finally -confirmed by Michael Vickery's discovery of the 
2/k. 125 Fragment which, unlike the abridged LP/1680, is a 
detailed chronicle of Ayutthaya. The extant text was appa- 
rently a late Ayutthaya copy, but internal evidence, especially 
the details concerning titles and ranks, suggests that the 
original text ofýthe 2/k. 125 Fragment was written before 
B9rommatrail6k's administrative reform in the second half of 
the fifteenth century, or otherwise not long. after it. 
41) 
And it is not impossible that it might have formed part of 
the unabridged LP/1680. However, the significance of an 
earlier date refutes Prince Damrong's long-held theory that 
detailed chronicles were beginning to be written only from 
the reign of Bgrommakot (1733-58) 
It would be too speculative a matter for us to seek the 
historical genesis of the phongsäwadän without realizing that 
it was actually an aspect of the Indianizing process of South- 
East Asia. In the Indianized states'of South-East Asia, like 
40) See Chapter II of this thesis, pp. 184-6 
41) M. Vickery,, "2/k. 125 Fragment A lost Chronicle of Ayut- 
thayä", JSS, 65,1 (Jan. 19775: 54 
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in India itself, an essential element of, the royal household 
was the bards who sang the ruler's panegyrics and those of 
his ancestors, by which they strengthened his power, to per- 
form-his royal duties. 
42) It was believed that the contents 
of the panegyrics "have. the effect of a magical., _performance,., 
causing the exploits described to spread their, inherent,. power 
and to become active again in the person of,. the listener"'. 
43) 
It was, then necessary for a. king to have special functionaries 
tobe in charge-of the royal genealogy. And, according to 
Kautilya's Arthasastra, the-king should listen to "traditional 
history", in order to enrich his wisdom44)With the presence of 
Brahman officiators at the Siamese. court, it is reasonable to 
think that the-phongsäwadän were conceivedin the same fashion. 
Historically, it was perhaps. from the Mgn,., prolific: wri- 
ters of dynastic chronicles, that the phon säwadän",, tradition 
was transmitted to the Siamese as well as the Tai Yuan. ý. The 
The ratchawongpakgn of Chiang Mai was a modified, version. of 
the Mgn rä away (rätchawong°in Thai), "Genealogies. of, Kings", 
45) 
a type of historical writing. which seems, to have been peculiar 
to the; Mgn in, Lower Burma and the old<Mgn_kingdom_of, Hariphun- 
chai.. Narrating the story of Queen. Chämmathewi, , 
founder of 
Hariphunchai, Phra, Rattanapanyä, author of the famous, _Jinakä- 
lamä. li,, cited, "La, Chronique Royale de Hariphunchai"46), as.. his 
chief source of information. This could mean nothing else 
than a Mgn'rä await. The adoption of Mgn; historicäl tradition 
42) J. Gonda, "Ancient Indian Kingship From the Religious Point: 
of View", Numen, 3,2 (Apr. 1956): 131- 
43) ibid. 
44) ibid.: 132 
45) Shorto, op. cit.:, 63 
46) Coed'es, "Documents": 73 
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at Ayutthaya is also apparent. The greatness of the ancient 
h'gn'kingdom of Dvaravati (c. C7th-11th) in the lower Nenäm 
basin lived on in the memory of 'the_Ayutthayan people, who 
were probably predominantly of Mqn blood, although that highly 
Indianized state had ceased to exist two centuries previously. 
The name of the Siamese capital is given in an early 17th- 
century document as Dväravati Si Ayutthaya; 
47) the M9n element 
was preserved inexplicably also by later Siamese compilers 
of the phongsäwadän, who seem to have known nothing of'that 
ancient Mqn kingdom. The existence of DväravatI, which is 
mentioned in some Chinese records, was only confirmed by the 
discovery of two ancient M9n silver plaques in 1963.48) 
If the M9n räiawaYi, one of the oldest historical tradi- 
tions of South-East Asia, provided the Siamese with the basic 
form of chronicular writing, it was nonetheless the divine 
kingship that kindled its spirit. In the past, historians 
talked of the Siamese kingship as a manifestation of the 
Khmer concept of the Devaräia cult. 
49) Interestingly, the 
word Devarä a appears only in the Sdok Kak Thom inscription 
of 1052. Coed'es translated it directly as "God-King" and 
associated the Devaräia cult with the solemn installation'by 
Jayavarman II early in the nith century A. D. of a sacred 
li__a on Mount Phnom Kulen. On this occasion the Cambodian' 
47) Khachgn Sukhaphänit, "Naný, s$ Phrarätchasän Aksgn Thai 
Phäsä Thai Samai Ayutthaya", (A Royal Missive., of the 
Ayutthaya Period), SP, 4,3 (Sep. 1960): 48 
48) G. Coed s, "Les Mons de Dvaravati" in Ba Shin 
_etal, 
(eds), 
Essays Offered to G. H. Luce, vol. -I, 
Ascona, '1 : 114 
49) . Q. Wales, Siamese tae 
Ceremonies, London, 1931: 60; 
Dhani Nivat, Prince, "The Old Siamese Conception, of the 
Monarchy", 'JSS, 36,2 (Dec. 1947): 102; and G. Coed'es, 
The Making of Southeast Asia, London, 1967: 146 
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king declared the Khmer independent of Javanese`domination. ° 
The cult was-believed to'have involved the communion betweern' 
the king and a- god through the, mediation'of a, Brahman priest. 
As such, it was generally believed that once' the li`had 
been consecrated and . the- king's 'inner-self 'transferred to 
, it, 
he, became divinized. 50) Jean ýFillio'zat, however, opened 'a 
new'debate'in 1966 by pointing out'that the Khmer version of 
term Devarä a, ` "KamrateA - jagat°x°tä räja", in conformity with'` '. 
the South Indian parallels, ' did` not indicate, that theXhmer 
king was "God-King". The Khmer expression "Kamrätezls' jagatr to 
räja" means simply, "the Lord, of the World', - Who 'is King", --i. e. 
God Siva, not "Who is the. (Khmer)'King". 51) `Jean Filliozat's 
re-interpretation of the word_Devarä a has had'the'süpportof 
modern historians. 
52), 'In his recent study of the'Devarä a'°" 
cult, Hermann Kulke, basing his analysis'of Khmer inscriptions 
on Filliozat's hypothesis, is able to identify the Devarä a 
cult with a cult object, "Calanti Pratimä", a movable"°image 
of God Siva. 
53) The worshipping of the Devarä a''image was`° 
probably central in the legitimation process-of the kings of 
Angkor, but by the twelftho-century, rthe`Devarä a cult had"`al- 
ready been. downgradedPin"the state ceremonies, 'initially as 
a result>of the revival of Vaisnavism, 'in the reign'of King 0. 
Suryavarman II (c. 1113-50), ° and later asa result of`Jayavar- 
man VII's adoption, of. rthe"esoteric, Mahäyäna Buddhist Lokedvara 
50) See G. Coed'es,, Angkor: An Introduction, tr. & ed. Emily 
Floyd Gardiner, Oxford University Press, 1963: Ch. 3 
51) Jean Filliozat, '"New Researches on the Relations between 
India and Cambodia", Indica, 3,2 (Sep. 1966): 95-106 
52) Hubert de Mistier, du Bourg, "A propos du culte du Dieu- 
Roi (Devaraja) au Cambodge", CHM, 11,3 (1968): 499-516; 
M. Vickery, "The Reign of Suryavarman I and the Dynamics 
of Angkorean Devevelopment", Paper presented to the Con- 
ference of the Association of the Historians of Asia, Kuala Lumpur, 1980 
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cult. -But the'implication of modern researches has led to a 
concensus among scholars that the Khmer did not-worship their 
kings as god, but for a king, the Devaräia (and later the 
linga) cult was seen as the: source of legitimacy and soverei- 
gnty. The Devarä a,. representing Siva, "Lord'of the'World", 
was considered protector, of "Kamratefi phdai, karom" (Lord of 
the Lower Plane/Earth), i. e. human king: 
54)' 
It is likely that early Ayutthayan kings had been-influ- 
enced by the Khmer concept of divine kingship, and retained'its 
Hinduistic and TMahäyänist aspects, but essentially Ayutthaya 
emerged as a Theraväda state. There is no doubt that the'', 
Siamese'regarded their king'as "God-King", as he-was referred' 
to in the old laws and'the phongsäwadän. as Phra Phü Pen Chao, 
"Lord who is God". One can talk of the duality'of Hindu and 
Buddhist elements that provides'the ideological basis for the 
Siamese "divine" kingship. In the'Buddhist fashion, the'king 
was elevated to the status of Sammutidevä, "d deva (God)by 
common consent". 
55 ) This"idea came originally from the Bud- 
dhist cosmogony in which the early divine inhabitants of the 
earth are said to have degenerated and lost their divinity, 
and have agreed to elect the most virtuous person among them= 
as divine king. ' He was to be'the owner of the lands andöb-' 
56) tain the sixth part of the crops. Thus came the'royal 
designation in Siamese "Phra6häo Phendin" (Lord of the Lands). 
53) Hermann Kulke, The Devaräýa Cult, Data Paper No. 108, 
Southeast Asians Program, Department of, Asian Studies, 
Cornell University, 1978 
54) ibid.: 23 
55) Gonda, o p. cit.: 155 
56) ibid. 
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It was in accordance with this Buddhist principle that the 
Siamese kings defined his divine rights. An Ayutthayan law 
says: - 
Above all, all the lands belong to. His Majesty. ' Because 
His Majesty is Sammutideva, "God by Consent", he can 
demote a high-ranking official or promote'a humble one. 
If His Majesty commands anyone to do-anything, his royal 
command has the force of God Indra's bolt that can cut 
through trees and mountains and destroy them. 57) 
Also, in the Ayutthayan kingship, one can identify. the 
Hindu and, Mahäyänist Buddhist magical aspects of the God-King 
cult; kings were living gods of the'Hindu mythology, but they 
were also, incipient Buddhas. In the first place, the Rämayana, 
the great India epic, was always the most important court play, 
and together with the Mahäbharata, it provided the Siamese 
kingship with, a.. Vaiýnavite outlook. Ayutthaya (Ayodhyä),: the 
name of the Siamese capital, was one of the sixteen ''great 
countries". of classical India. According to the Rämayana, 
Ayutthaya was associated with the God Vishnu (his Narai incar-, 
nation in this. case) when he was reincarnated as Rama to defend 
the human world against the force of evil. In theory, the 
Siamese. kings assumed a, similar role, as they styled themselves 
with the official title "Rämäthibgdi". The worshipping of an 
image of the'God Vishnu'did exist in Ayutthaya times, but this 
seems to have involved the apotheosis of the inner-self of the 
founder of -Ayutthaya. The "Devaräja" image even took prece- 
dence over the Triple Gems in the state ceremonies, a practice 
only abolished in 1785.58) As a'Buddhist state, Ayutthaya 
57) KTS: 685 
58) KTS: 767-8 
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=had to have a, Buddhist king and play down the-Hindu.. tradition, 
at least, in the eyes of the public. The synthesis was achieved 
. whereby Buddha was presented- as one, of. °the . cycle often -of 
Vishnu's avatär-(reincarnations)" 
2)_ 
. Thus, Ayutthayan kings 
were addressed "Phra; Phutthachäo" or-"Your Grace, Lord Buddha" 
by their subjects. - . 9_. ý 
It. is in this historical context and ideological frame- 
work that the . phongsäwad9n were conceived and compiled by . r,., 
. court 
historiographers. The primary aim of, the phongsäwadän 
was to record royal activities,, religious and worldly, so, as 
to justify each king's rule and to bring him blessings.., In. - 
the meanwhile, the, phongsäwadän. were used by-court historians 
as a means: of legitimizing the position of a usurper according 
to the Buddhist notions of kamma (doing-action) and bun (merit'). 
While paying a great deal of care to describing certain cere- 
monies in considerable detail, the compilers would say almost 
. nothing 
about other aspects of life of the kingdom such as 
foreign trade and relations with the European powers and China. 
The underlying belief appears to have been that the healthy 
state of the kingdom depended upon the king's ability to main- 
tain the harmony of impersonal forces by acting upon the Brah- 
man priests' advice and acquire as much merit as he could. 
59) The incarnation of Vishnu as Buddha is originally foreign 
to the cycle of the avatar of Vishnu as described in the 
Puränas. Where this is alluded to in some of them, -the 
intention must have been to effect a compromise between 
Brahmanism and Buddhism, by trying to represent the latter 
religion as not irreconcilably antagonistic to the-former. 
The most well-known story of Vishnu's reincarnation as 
Rama is the great epic Ramayana. In the fifth century A. D., 
it seems, the Buddhists ad a sorbed this Hindu legend 
into their tradition in the form of the Dasarathajätaka 
(No. 461) in which Buddha is said to be born as Rama in 
one-of his 500 births. See: W. J. Wilkins, Hindu M ytho- 
logy, Vedic and Puränic, SCalcutta-, 1882: 188-205; " Thomas, The Life of Buddha as Legend and History, 1949: 
10-2 
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on the other hand, the compilers liked to glorify the king's 
aspiration: to become a cakravartin, "Wheel-turning Monarch", 
or at least a mahärächä, "King of Kings". A king's greatness 
was measured by the number of minor kings who sought refuge 
rý 
in him or submitted to him. As a result, more than half the 
pages of the phongsäwadän are filled with details of military 
campaigns. 
There are-ten versions of the Annals of Ayutthaya, that 
were written in the phongsäwadän fashion with the emphasis 
being placed on the royal family rather than on the progress 
of Buddhism. Three recensions date from the Ayutthaya period 
whereas the rest were compiled during the early Bangkok period. 
They will be discussed in Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER -'*I 
Tamnän: Buddhist Myths and History 
The origin of tamnän history has been discussed in the 
foregoing pages, and it has been emphasized that the writing 
of tamnän must be considered an aspect of Theravada Buddhism. 
In the Tai situation, as has been pointed out, the subjects 
of tamnän history are usually Buddhist principalities, reli- 
. gious 
institutions or foundations, images, or reliquaries. 
) 
As a genre of-historical literature, tamnän are characterized 
by their Buddhist associations, 
2) 
and they are presented through 
the eyes of Buddhist monks. With rare exceptions, Coedes 
seems to have given little credibility to this type of histo-, 
rical writing. Indeed, since the beginning of this century, 
historians have tended to. regard tamnän as unreliable and too 
fabled. Without these religious chronicles, however, one can- 
not truly understand the literary process that has come to 
influence modern Thai views of the distant pasta The gist of 
the argument will be that tamnan may not indeedýbe as useful 
a source of ancient Thai history as one-might think, but they 
are testimony of, the age in which they were written. In fact, 
Thai history, in general has been distorted and more or, less 
Siamese-oriented because of our neglect of the tamnän culture 
of,, Lap-N& Thai. Further discussion should support my claims 
that Chiang Mai-was a. -far more important cultural centre of 
1) D. K. Wyatt, "Chronicle Traditions in Thai Historiography" 
in C. D. Cowan and O. W. Wolters, op. cit.: 109 
2) ibid. 
3) Coed'es, Indianized States: 134 
'Noes sur les ouvrages palis composes en pays 
thai", BEFEO, 15,2 (1915): 44 
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the Tai world than Ayutthaya during its. first period of--inde- 
pendence, especially from 1440-to 1558 . 
In a recent survey by Sommäi and, his colleagues°at-'the 
University of Chiang Mai, who visited 244 monasteries.: in, the 
three provinces of Lan-Nä Thai, Chiang Mai, `Chiang Rai, and 
Phayao, some 4,973 important palm-leaf manuscripts, ýwere. dis- 
covered in wat libraries. The -majority,, of these' manuscripts 
are Pali works covering all aspects-of Pali literature and; -- 
Buddhism.. . Among these texts, 137; manuscripts tare*: tamnän , 
his- 
tory concerning the advent of Buddhism=in northern Thailand,, 
and 113 fascicles dealing with-the, history of-Chiang Mai and 
other Lan-Nä Thai principalities. 
4) This large collection of 
Pali*works attests to the fact that'Chiang Mai was*once the 
foremost Theravada kingdom in the fifteenth and'sixteenth cen- 
turies. 
I 
The Arrival of "Sifthalese" Buddhism: 
its Impact on the Chiang Mai SaAgha, and its Contribution 
to the Golden Age of Lan-Nä Thai Literature (1423-1558) 
According to a tamnän history, written in Pali by a. 
Chiang Mal monk named Phöthirangsi, the natives of Lamphün 
(Hariphunchai) were non-Buddhist savages called La or Lawä, 
and. Meng (Mgn). 
5) Sometime in the seventh century A. D., an 
4) Sommäi Premchit, op. cit.: 83 
5) Phöthirangsi, Phra, Chämmathewiwon : Phon säwadän Mü'an -.. Hariphunchai, "Cämadevivamsa: istory o the 9n Kingdom, 
of Hariphunchaim, trans ated from Pali into Siamese by 
Phraya Pariyattithammathädä (Phe), Bangkok: Bannakit, 1973: 
22; The word used to describe the natives is Meflgavanaputra, 
"Meng, Sons, of the Wild" 
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ascetic called Wäsuthep built the city of Hariphuchai and in- 
vited a virtuous ' daughter of-the king of Lawö (Lopburi)` tö 
rule at the new city. This is the legendary origin of Queen 
Chämmathewi, whose coming to Upper Siam with five hundred"Bud- 
dhist monks from the ancient Mqn centre at Lopburi is the sub- 
ject. matter-of Phothirangsi's Pali chronicle, CAmadevivamsa; " 
written according to one authority in the first half of the 
fifteenth century, 
6) 
and in the second half according to ano- 
ther-opinion. 
7) The establishment of Hinayana Buddhism at 
Hariphunchai by Chämmathewi became a deep-rooted tradition in 
the religious thinking of Lan-Pia Thai. The Cämadevivarpsa 
equates the advent of Buddhism with light of civilization, 
and the victory of Chämmathewi in the war against the chief 
of the Milakkha (autochthons) symbolizes the magical superio- 
rity of Buddhism over animism. 
8) All religious tamnän agree 
that Hariphunchai was the first Buddhist centre in the north. 
Coed'es believed that the date of Chämmathewi's arrival should 
actually fall in the eighth century A. D. if any sense was to 
be made from the chronology of her dynasty. 
9) Chämmathewi's 
descendants ruled Hariphunchai from the eighth century. 'to 1292 
when its last king was ousted by Mangräi, a Tai chief who came 
from Chiang Rai. In between those years, the authority of this 
Mqn kingdom must have extended over the whole of northern Thai- 
land. - 
6) Coed'es, op. cit. 
7) Likhit Likhitänon, "Yuk Thgng Heng Wannakam Phutthasätsanä 
ýKhgng Lan-Nä Thai", Wärasän Manutsa asät (WM), 10,1 (Jan. - Mar. 1980): 30; The English translation of this article is 
to be found"in Seng & Naruphon, Buddhism in Northern Thai- 
land: 64-80 
8) D. K. Swearer, "Myth, Legend and History in the Northern 
Thai Chronicles", JSS, 62,1(Jan. 1974): 79-83 




Little is known of Hariphunchai from the tamnän sources. 
The Jn and the Camadevivamsa are based on the "Chronique Royale 
de Hariphunchai" which preserved merely the name of Chämmath4- 
wi's successors and hardly mentioned any event for any reign 
with the exception of the reign. of Athittarät, who, Jn says, 
ruled from 1047; Coedbs believed. this king ruled in the middle 
of the twelfth century. 
10) Athittarät has a special place in 
the. tamnän tradition of Lan-Nä Thai because he was responsible 
for the building of the Great Reliquary of Lamphün, which is 
still the most important Buddhist monument in northern Thai- 
land. A large portion of both Jn and the Cämadevivamsa is de- 
voted to describing the long-drawn-out war between the M9n of 
Hariphunchai and the Khmer who had put an end to the M9n domi- 
nation at Lawo and extended their control over the lower Menäm 
basin in the middle of the eleventh century. 
11) Athittarät 
may have successfully thwarted Angkor's attempts to extend its 
sway farther north at least until 1167. Coed'es thought that 
an inscription dated 1167 A. D., unearthed at Dong Menäng Mü'ang 
was erected by Athittarät, who used the title Si Thamm9sök. 
12) 
After his death, towards the'end of the twelfth century, Hari-' 
phunchai was perhaps diminished by the loss of Upper Siam to 
the great Khmer king, Jayavarman VII (1181-c. 1220). 
The Tai Yuan were indebted to the M9n of Hariphunchai 
in many ways, especially in the field of letters and arts. 
10) ibid. 
11) ibid.: 80-83,158-160 
12) G. Coed'es, "Nouvelles donnees epi raphiques sur 1'histoire de 1'indochine central", JA, 246.1958): 138-9 
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Tai Yuan script was Iderived from the old Mpn script. 
13)" 
Hariphunchäi itself was to remain the spiritual centre of the 
new kingdom for the next 150 years until Chiang Mai became 
the'centre of Buddhist learning in the reign of King Tilök. ' 
Before then, every religious movement would start at-Hariphun- 
chai, and spread to Chiang Mai and other places in Lan-Nä'Thai. 
The cultural intercourse between Burmese Pagan, M9n 
Hariphunchai, and Tai Chiang Rai (Yönnarat in Pali literature) 
had been long established even before Mangräi's seizure of 
Hariphunchai. 14) Pagan had developed into the most flouri- 
shing Buddhist centre in twelfth-century mainland South-East 
Asia. 15) This had a lasting effect on the intimate relation- 
ship between the Tai Yuan and Pagan Burmese. From the begin- 
ning, Tai Yuan monks must have regarded Pagan as an alterna- 
tive centre to Ceylon where they could receive religious train- 
ing. By the second quarter of the thirteenth century, the 
sect of "forest-dwellers" had become influential in Pagan 
under the leadership of Mahäkassapa. 
16) These forest-dwellers 
13) G. Coed'es, Tamnän Aks n Thai, "A History-, of Thai Alphabets", 
Bangkok, 1'J25: 138-9 
An art historian talks especially of a C13th M9n icono- 
graphic tradition at Hariphunchai: The influence of Pagan 
architecture, for example, is manifest in the shape of 
the pyramid of Wat.. Kü-Kut,. Lamphün. See: Hiram W. Wood- 
ward, Studies in the Art of Central Siam, 950-1350 A. D., 
Ph. D. Thesis, Yale University, 19'0: 15U-7; Northern ai 
chronicles invariably maintain that Mangräi's forefathers, 
especially Lao Chok, were tributary kings of Anawrahta (1044-77) of Pagan. The adoption of the Burmese Era, 
"Chunlasakkarät", from the earliest time by the Tai Yuan 
seems to have been an aspect of the cultural intercourse 
between Pagan and Yönokkarat. 
15) The rise of the orthodox SiAhalese sect-in Burma in the 
second half of the twelfth century A. D. is associated with 
a Burmese monk named Chapata, who returned to Burma from Ceylon with the belief that the Mahävihära sect of Ceylon 
alone had kept the legitimated "line of. descent" unbroken 
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remind one of the rsi(ascetics): in the religious tamnän of 
the fifteenth and. sixteenth centuries. Mahäkassapa was also 
remembered in many tamnän, but he. was fused into his namesake, 
Mahäkassapa _who was. Buddha's first disciple. The number of 
forest-dwelling monks was probably large,, and some of them- 
did not lead an abstemious life. In 1369, =when King Kilanä 
invited Sumanathera from Sukhothai. to propagate Sinhalese 
Buddhism in Phingkharat Chiang Mai, the sect of "forest- 
dwellers" had declined rapidly at Pagan. 
17) The bad reputa- 
tion of these monks may have prompted the Chiang Mai king to 
look elsewhere for inspiration. 
The Sinhalese sect brought to Chiang Mai by Sumanathera 
was known as the Rämanyawong, "Mqn School", owing to the fact 
that Sumanathera had not been to Ceylon himself, but was reor- 
dained into the Sinhalese sect by Uthumphgn, the Mgn Patriarch 
of Martaban, who had spent 12 years studying Buddhism in. Cey- 
lon. 18) In 1371 King Kilanä had a monastery built and named- 
it Wat Bupphäräm, "Flowery Abode". Hoping to purify the, Chiang 
Mai sangha, the king "invited all the local monks previously 
ordained by the teachers of the Buddhist sect established 
from teacher to teacher, and that valid ordination could 
only be received in Ceylon. It was during this period 
that Burmese monks began to compose Pali literature in 
earnest. Mabel Haynes Bode, The Pali Literature of Burma, 
London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1909: 1 
16) Than Tun, "Mahäkassapa and His Tradition", Journal of the 
Burma Research Society (JBRS), 42,2 (Dec. 1959): 1 
17) ibid.: 105 
, 11 -1 18) Sommäi Prem3hit and Phuangkham Tuikhiaw, (eds), Tamnän,. ý.,. 
Mftnlasätsanä Chabap Wat Päden , Department of-Sociology 
and Anthropology, Chiang Mai University, 1976: '7; Sommäi 
Premchit and Donald K. Swearer, "A Translation of Tamnän-° 
Mulasasanä Wat Pä Daeng: The Chronicle of the Founding 
of Buddhism of the Wat Pä Daeng Tradition", JSS, 62,2 
(Jul. 1977): 80; Hereafter reference will-be made to 
the English translation, and this religious chronicle 
will be cited as MS/PD. 
a ý, 
since the time of Queen+Ch5mmathewi4to be reordained because 
he did not believe in the monks of the old sect who used dif- 
ferent styles of chanting: 1119) In all, it is said 8,400 monks 
were reordained by`Sumana. 
20), 'The king also invited Sumana- 
thera to become the first abbot'of-the, new monastery, and Wat 
Bupphäräm was from then on to be'regarded as the Royal Monas- 
tery enjoying the king's patronage. - It appears that'the M9n 
School at'Wat Bupphäräm had brought little change: to, the saAgha, 
while it became wealthy with all kinds. -of endowments. - Inter- 
estingly, the Mqn School had minor-interest in Ceylon' but 
maintained close contact. with its brethren in,, Burmä. It was 
fashionable`for Tai monks to go and receive religious instruc- 
tion at Pagan. 
21)* Some went-on pilgrimage there as did the 
Mahäthera Mahäsäm! (Great' Patriarch) Räjaguru (Royal Preceptor) 
in'1393.22) The title "Great Patriarch" at that time was un- 
doubtedly conferred by 'the'king upon the abbot of Wat Bupphä- 
räm. The MahNsämi, who visited. and left an-inscription there 
in 1393, was Sumanathera's successor and nephew,, Kumärakassapa, 
who became the'second abbot of Wat Bupphäräm in 1388.23) 
In the early 1420s, ýthe, Chiang Mai safigha was shaken, 
by 
19) ibid.: 82 
20) ibid. 
21) "Tamnän Wat Bupphäräm Suand9kmäi" (TWBS) in Sa-nguan 
Chotisukharat, Prachum Tamnän Lan-Nä Thai, vol. II, Bang- 
kok: Odeon Store, 1972: 184 
22) G. H. %Luce and Ba Shin, "A Chiang Mai Mahäthera Visits, 
Pagan (1393)", AA, 24 (1961): 335 
23) PTLT/II: 179; Phra Phutthaphukäm and!, Phra Phutthayän, 
Tamnän Munlasätsanä, translated from Tai Yuan into Siamese 
by Sut isomwong and-Phrom Khamälä, "Special volume for 
the funeral of Khunying Song Phonlaphap, Bangkok, 3 Dec. 
1939: 260; As it is written in the Wat Suan D9k tradition, 
this work will be cited as MS/SD 
Cf. the name "Mahn Phukäm_/Pagan7 Chao",. the Patriarch of 
Chiang Mai in 14$9. PS61III: No. 68, F. 2/8/168 
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by the news brought back from Ceylon by a thera monk named 
Sitthanta. This monk, together with three disciples from Wat 
Bupphäräm, travelled`t6 Ceylon in 1420 in order tö'worshipthe"Great 
Reliquary (Mahädhätu). Sitthanta returned to 
Chiang-Mai in 1423, and reported to the assembly of monks 
that while'in Ceylon their ka. mmaväcä (verbal declaration) and 
pätimökkha'(code of 227 precepts for a Buddhist monk) were' 
criticized by the Ceylonese saftgha as-being incorrect. This 
criticism led to the conclusion that no Chiang Mai'monk was a 
real Buddhist monk. Another charge was-that the Tai Yuan 
monks did not know Pali properly; the Ceylonese monks said, 
"Our language has 41 consonants, but yours has only 32; you 
make the am sound into äm. "24) Consequently, Sitthanta was 
not allowed to join the sahghakamma, "performing of Buddhist 
rites". 
It was only in 1423 that another Chiang Mai monk was 
sent to study Buddhist practices in Ceylon at the request of'' 
the Ceylonese sangha. 
25) The Münlasätsanä Wat Päd'eng (MS/PD) 
explains that Somdet Thammakitti, abbot of Wat Chötikäräm,; 
advised his disciple, Yännakhamphi, to ask for permission and 
the support of King Sämfangken (1401-41), and that the king 
was delighted to help and supply the young monk with necessi- 
ties. 26) The queen also gave some encouragement to Yännakham- 
phi's religious venture. The Jn and MS/PD agree on the date 
of this mission but not on the number of monks who travelled- 
with Yännakhamphi, whom the Jn calls Mahäthammakhamphi. Jn 
24) MS/PD: 87 
25) ibid.: 89 
26) ibid.: 88 
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tells us'that 25 Tai Yuan monks set out, from Chiang Mai. and 
were joined'by eight monks from the-Kamböja, region. It'gives 
the namesýof some monks from'the Chiang Mai groupýasýfollows: 
Mahäthammakhamphi, Mahämethangk9n, Mahäyännamongkhon;, Mahäsi- 
. lawong, 
Mahisäribut, Mahärattanakgn,:, and-Mahäphutthasäkhgn. 
27) 
MS/PD, -gives some more intimate: detailswhich differ from-Jn., 
It lists the names'of fiveýother°monks, who accompanied Yänna- 
khamphi, and who resided-in the monasteries-under%theT-juris-. 
diction of-Somdet Thammakitti. These. five monks: "were. °Methang- 
k9n and*Yännamongkhon from Wat Kutikham, Chantharangsi and 
Y. ^nnasit from Wat Chedikham, and Rattanäk from Wat Nanthäräm. 
28) 
They went to, Ayödhiyä (Ayutthaya) to request the`suppört of' 
King B9rommarächä II (1424-48). The'king arranged for one 
official named Supharatti to facilitate the monks' journey 
through his kingdom. It is reported that the king's precep- 
tor, Somdet Thammakhamphi, sent along six Siamese monks with 
this group. They travelled all together via 'the Mgn territory 
in Lower Burma. 
29)One 
of the most mysterious things in the Jn that seems 
to have puzzled everybody is-"the mentioning of monks from 
"Kamböja". Coed'es and those who follow him think itmeant°, ' 
Cambodia. 30) Seng Monwithün believes it was the Lopburi: re- 
gion. 
31) The discovery of MS/PD in 1976 has clarified this 
point; "Kamböja" in the tamnän tradition of Lan-Nä Thai could 
27) Coedes, "Documents": 104-5; Seng Monwithün, (tr. ), Jina- 
kälamäli akaranam, Special. edition in commemoration of 
immanhi min, Bangkok: Mitnarä Press, 1967: 121 
28) MS/PD: -88 
29) ibid. 
30) Coed'es', op. cit.: 105 
31) Seng, op. cit.: 121 
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also mean the Lopburl-Ayutthaya region on the east bank of 
Chäophrayä river-system. 
32 ) The compiler of Jn-. (1516)°had1a 
clear'geographical°notion of central Thailand in ancient-, 
times; Suphanburi and-the`area west of the. Chäophraya-river- 
system are often referred to as "Suwannaphüm"ý(Suvannabhnmi)- 
or- "Golden Lands"; 
33) 
: and Upper :. Siam- , from Nakhgn Sawan . up 
to 
Lamphün is ý called- by -the Pali` term, $, Syamadesa, , '! Land - of the 
Syäm (Siamese)". 
34) This- geographical notion. is, quite essen-. 
tial to our understanding-of-the religious tamngn, -but I, shall 
return=--to it later. 
32) That "Kamboja" meant Lo burl, and not Angkor (Kambiija) 
is, quite clear in Chau 
Ju-kua's 
Chu-fan-chih, "A Descrip- 
tion of Barbarous-Peoples" (1225 ,w ich says that the capital of Chen-la was Lu-wu, obviously "Lawö" (an-- 
cient name of Lopburl). The Chinese author became con-°` 
fused by the similarity of the two names. See the section 
on Kamboja in Friedrich Hirth and W. W. Rockhill, (trs), 
Chau Ju-kua, St. Petersburg, 1911: 52 
1 1F11 E 33) In the "Tamnän Phra Phuttharüp Kenehan" (History of the 
Sandal. Buddha Image), reproduced by Rattanapanyä; in-, Jn, r, _ it is said that: 
"Athitc"harät,, born in the,, family of the, king, of . SSuwannaphüm, and son of King Ngrabgdi, transported 
-, 
the Sandal Buddha Image from the city of , Suwannaphüm, ý', 
and after founding a city on the summit of Mount 
 .. ýWichep in the district called Wichet 
(Täk? ) in 
Sy madesa, which was a different country from Suwan- 
nap um, heýworshipped the Sandal Buddha there. " 
(Seng, op. cit.: 163-4; Coedes, op. cit.: 135-6) 
The earliest reference to, Suwanna hüm is to be found 
in the Rämkhamheng inscription of 1 2. PSc/I: No. 1, 
F. 4/21/26) But the term "Svarnpura" (Suwannapura) or, - "Golden Lands" appears in the stele of Preah Khan erected 
by Jayavarman VII (1181-c. 1220). According to Coedes, 
this means also Suphanbüri, D-Thgng, and Känchanaburi. 
See: 
_ 
PS6/, IV: No. 116, F. 3/68/188 
.-,, ý'I 34) In the tamnän tradition "S amadesa! '. is never used to mean 
any princedom in particular, but Upper Siam in general. 
Hariphunchai and Sukhöthai are said to be in the Syämadesa. 
The area east of the Chäophrayä river-system,. is called -_- 
either "Lava ura" or '! Kamboja". A sentence in Jn makes 
it clear that one cannot equate the city of Sukhöthai 
specifically with Syä. mädesa for it says: "At this period 
a dhammarajaa (Just King) was ruling at Sukhöthai in the 
Syama ea sa". Syämadesa or "Land of the Siamese" designates 
a geographical area, not a kingdom. 
Seng, op. cit.: 108; Coedes, op. cit.: 95 
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The Jn and MS/PD, in particular the'latter, emphasize 
the task of Yännakhamphi's mission to bring back true Buddhism, 
35) 
. 
and the knowledge of Pali--literature and Pali commentaries. 
Yännakhamphl and other Tai monks received reordination, and 
took great pains to learn to-chant in the-SiAhalese way. The 
reason for-this is that, "If monks do not follow the correct 
language, the dhamma-pitaka /Buddhist Scriptures7 will be 
distorted. If the dhamma-pitaka is corrupted, the monastic 
rules will be also; the monks' behaviour will not be in con- 
formity with the vinaya /Zuddhist Disciplines7; they will 
serve the laity for their own livelihood, abandoning pindapäta 
/morning begging rounds without shame". 
36) 
In 1428 Yännakhamphi and his followers left Ceylon tak- 
ing with them Buddha images, the, dhamma-pitaka, and a branch 
of the fig'tree of Ceylon. 
37) Upon their arrival at Mergui 
and Tenasserim, thefMgn king welcomed them and invited all the 
the monks in -his 
kingdom to be reordained and follow the new 
teaching. The three sources concerning the activities of this 
group of monks differ a great deal from each other. Jn skips 
over the event at Ayutthaya which is particularly highlighted 
by the authors of the MS/PD and the MS/SD. MS/PD tells us 
that these monks°were heartily welcomed'by the king when they 
reached Ayutthaya in 1429, 'and that the king's preceptor'was 
so pleased that he asked-the king to abandon the ol`d sect'and 
invite all the Siamese monks, to be reordained in' the new 'or- 
der. 38) MS/SD gives another side to the story, and describes 
35) MS PD: 90-1 
36) ibid.: 91 
37) ibid. 
38) ibid.: -92 
s 
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the arrival'of, 1ännakhamphi and his associates as>a:. divisive 
force, in the saf gha. ' -It unfolds the story,, like this: --,.. ° 
They /the-'five monks originally from Chiang'Mai7-went - 
to,, Ceylon to be reordained as bhikkhu (monk). They all,,, 
came back and resided at Ayöthayä. They professed what 
food was right and what meal was forbidden. They be- 
'liev, ed, that accepting coins, silver,. gold, and rice--- 
was forbidden. They dressed upthe, chiwgn (long yellow 
robe), the'end of which they folded up and put beneath 
the. begging bowl. They were against monks carrying ä' 
walking stick. They came with-that faith--from Ayöthayä. 
, 
(This"is because) at that timerBgrommarächä was the 
king of Ayöthayä. Those monks wanted to defame the 
Order in whichMahäsumana Chäo'had ordained young men, 
-and persuade them to turn to their-Order. `. At that time 
a learned thera monk named Thammatrailök, beingso proud 
of his knowledge, did not listen to monks of the new 
Order. Then they quarrelled. The king `said: '"Reverends, 
you are all engaged in altercation. This-is-; nota-, good 
thing, to happen in my, kingdom. I shall have,, a raft made 
in the river so that you can carry on debating. The 
king had a raft made'and invited the monks to debate on 
it'. -They did but Thammatrailök lost. -in the argument. 
Finally they all resorted to violence. The king was 
displeased and expelled Yännakhamphi and his group from 
the city. They travelled up-north bringing their faith 
with them. 39) 
MS/SD goes onto say that-. when the monks oft be Sii halese 
School arrived in Chiang Mai, they levelled charges against 
monks of the old Order on the grounds that the latter mis- 
behaved. because they accepted coins, silver, and gold. People 
flocked to them to receive reordination despite the disappro- 
val of the abbot of Wat Suan Dqk Mai. A dispute arose'because 
of the criticism by the Sii'ihalese monks of the monks of W'at 
39) MS/SD: 252 
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Bupphäräm who carried a. walking, stick while on begging rounds. 
The. abbot of Wat Bupphäräm (Suan Dqk Mai) was so incensed that 
he brought the matter before. 'the, king. 40)z The . 
king, arranged 
for. an. ecclesiastic disputation to take , place. 
The, "Sinhalese" 
monks were overwhelmed and defeated in the argument. A-. vio-: y 
lent brawl broke, out, and the king decided to expel the SiAha- 
lese. monks from Chiang Mai. It, is suggested in the'text. that 
the king sided with the Suan Dqk monks because "they have mon-, 
ey, silver,, and gold to buy; they have possessions, land and_,,,, 
rice-fields". 
41) 
. Justifying the king's cause, MS/SD describes 
the king as "acting upon the, preaching of the monks, and ob- 
serving always the religious words and precepts". 
42)_. On the 
other hand,. Jn describes this king, Sämfangken (1401-41) as. 
"having little faith in the Religion, believing in heretical. 
turning away from virtuous people,, he worshipped demons and 
evil spirits. Hevsacrificed cows and buffaloes., His subjects 
were like followers of a. demon". 
43) 
--The'-schism of the saftgha, was widely reflected in the 
religious, tamnän of , 
the, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
MS/SD-and the. Tamnän Wat Bupphäräm SuanýDgk Mai (TWBSDM)un- 
doubtedly, air the resentment of the monks of the, Mgn School, 
whereas MS/PD and-Jn-state the case and justification of the 
Sinhalese monks. 
44),, 
40j ibid.: 254 
41) ibid.: 253. 
42) ibid.: 255 
43) Coed'es, op. cit.: 104; Seng, op. cit.: 120 
44) The history of religious disputes at-Chiang Mai provides- 
us with another example of the-usual factional rivalry, 
between-religious sects within a Theraväda, saiigha., The 
same sort of disputes took place in Ceylon, Burma, and- 
Siam. It has been observed that disputes within the 
Theraväda Buddhist tradition have rarely focused on doc- 
trinal question, but on questions of monastic discipline. 
40 
The issues that came to the fore in the mid-C15th were 
brought forth by the radical "Sinhalese" monks. To halt the 
decline of Buddhism, which was expected to last according to 
an ancient prophecy only 5,000 years, the "Sinhalese" monks 
wanted their brotherhood at Chiang Mai to promote-Buddhism by 
reverting to orthodoxy, i. e. to lead their life strictly ac- 
cording to the rules of the vinaya. They considered that ac- 
cumulating worldly possissions such as money, silver, and gold 
in the way monks of the Mpn School had done-was not proper for 
one who set his mind on eliminating tanhä (craving). But more 
important than the misconduct of the monks of Wat Bupphäram 
was the Sinhalese monks' refusal to perform religious ceremo- 
nies with the M9n monks, whose ordination they considered in- 
valid. MS/PD explains that back in 1331, when Uthumphgn, the 
N9n Patriarch of Martaban, had gone with his pupils to study 
Buddhism in Ceylon, they had stayed there for twelve years. 
On their way home, one of the five reordained monks had died 
at sea. A lay disciple had then been ordained with a Buddha 
image being used to complete the requisite number of monks 
taking part in the ordination ceremony. 
45) The Sifthalese 
monks raised some objections against the way of convenience 
The last schism in the Siamese saAgha occurred in the 1830s 
when Prince-Monk Mongkut and Phra Wannarat (Phatthasiri) 
initiated an "orthodox" movement within the saigha, and 
led the break-away sect, the Thammayutika Nikäya, "Order` 
Adhering to the Dhamma". AT. Kirsch, "Modernizing Im- 
plications of 19th Century Reforms in the Thai Sangha", 
CAS, 8: The Psychological Study of Theravada Societies, 
1975: 9 
45) MS/PD: 80; Prasert a Nagara, "Tamnan Münlasätsanä Wat Pä 
Deng Chian Tung" in Khun Warunyuphä Snitwong and Wutthichai 
Münlasin, 
(eds), 
Anus n Satsatra hän Kha6h n Sukha hänit, 
"Essays in Commemoration of Professor ac 9n u aP anit", 
Bangkok: Sengrung Press, 1978: 45 
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of ordaining Uthumph9n's fifth follower. It was on this , 
ground that they could not accept those who had been reor- 
dained by Uthumphgn and his four companions. As the founder- 
of the Mqn School in Chiang Mai, Sumanathera, had been or---,, 
dained'by the five Mqn monks of Martaban, his own ordination 
was invalid. This meant theoretically that all Chiang Mai 
monks ordained by Sumana could not be regarded as-Buddhist 
monks at all. But it is understandable why the "Mqn" monks 
were opposed to reordination. In the saftgha one's°seniorityý- 
(vassa) is determined by the length of time after being ac- 
cepted into the Order. It is unlikely that senior monks in 
the Mqn School would sacrifice their established position to,. 
join the'new "orthodox" Order. 
Tamnän traditions concerning the meteoric rise of the 
Sinhalese School at Chiang Mai are confusingly varied. The 
Tamnän Rätchawongpakgn, "Chronicle of Chiang Mai" states 
clearly that Chao Lok (later King Tilök) with the help of a 
nobleman plotted the downfall of his father, King Sämfangken, 
in 1441.46) This incident is more or less confirmed by MS/SD 
and Jn, as both say that Sämfangken abdicated in favour of 
his son. 
47) MS/SD implies that apart from the king (Sämfang- 
ken) himself, the nobility were against the monks of the old 
Order, and suggested that "the latter's rice-fields that had 
been bestowed be confiscated and distributed to the people". 
48) 
MS/PD strangely maintains that Sämfangken was assassinated by 
46) PTLT/I: 291-2; Camille Notton, (tr. ), Annales du Siam, 
III: Chronique de Xieng Mai, Paris, 193-2: 103-4 
MS/SD: 255; Coedes, op. cit.: 107; Seng, op. cit.: 123 
48) MS/SD: 253 
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the people while Yännakhamphi and his disciples were at Lam- 
phün. 
49) In another place. it says that "Phraya Sämfangken 
requested Mahä Yännakhamphi to go to study Buddhism in Ceylon. 
He did not arrive back before Samfangken's death". 
50) Perhaps 
we have to assume that the compiler of MS/PD wanted to disso- 
ciate his Order from worldly affairs; but to achieve this 
he had to distort some well-known facts or omit them. The 
author of Jn, Rattanapanyä, has little to hide, describing"'*, 
the king who had sided with the M9n School in the most hideous 
term, "heretic" and "demon worshipper" 
51) 
`He does not'ex- 
plain the situation in which King Tilök came to the throne, 
but praises him with the greatest possible title, '"Siri"Dham- 
macakkavatti Tilaka Räjadhiräja" <His Majesty, King Tilok Who 
is King of Kings, a Universal Monarch Who Upholds the Law of 
Buddha). 52) 
It was during Tilök's reign that monks of'Si2halese 
School enjoyed the royal patronage. The sudden change yin 
King Tilök's attitude was influenced by political as'well as 
theological reasons. On the political plane, the Suan Dqk 
monks had hoarded up enough wealth to become a political force; 
and endowments already given to the sa$gha could not easily 
be expropriated. In. the. religious dispute, it was appropriate 
for Tilök to follow the precedent set by the great Indian 
king, Asoka (C3th B. C. ), who gave support to the more ortho- 
dox monks of the Orders involved in the dispute. Purifying 
the safigha was a way of making certain that the king acquired 
" q9 MS/PD: 94 
50) ibid.: 99 
51) same as fn. 43 




the merit due in return for. the endowments he showered-on 
the true monks. In this case, the Sinhalese monks -called 
the "Wat PA Deng faction"-in the tamnän- had a better""claim 
than the M9n monks for royal patronage. Tilök's approval 
came soon after his accession to the throne. 
53) In 1447, he 
entered the monkhood for a short period as mark of respect 
and for the benefit of his parents. 
54) What Tilök made fully 
clear was the request that he be' ordained by Sinhalese monks. 
N"ahäthera Methangk9n, one of the original five Chiang Mai 
monks of the Sinhalese School, was chosen the king's religious 
instructor (kammaväcäriya). 
55) 
At first the actions taken to reduce the influence of 
the Suan D9k monks were drastic. Certain grants of land"and 
property were revoked and reconsidered in favour of the Si? - 
halese School. 
56) As a gesture of gratitude for their sup- 
port, the king built many new monasteries for the Sinhalese 
monks. 
57) The dispute was carried on to other towns like", - 
Chiang Tung and Chiang Sen. As the Suan D9k monks were more 
numerous than the Sifthalese monks the dispute would not die' 
down. Tilök still tried to reconcile the two Schools. When 
a Buddhist Council for the Revision of Buddhist Texts was or- 
53) only five months after the new king came to the throne, 
sponsored the simultaneous ordination of 500 young men by 
the Sifihalese monks under the supervision of Mahäthera 
Methangkgn and Mahäthera Mongkhonsiläwong. 
54) Coed'es, op. cit.: 109; Seng, op. cit.: 125; From MS/SD: 260, 
we know that Tilök entered the monkhood for seven days. 
55) Coed'es, op. cit.: 110; Seng, op. cit.: 126 
56) Prasert, op. cit.: 45 
57) Coedes, op. cit.: 110-1; Seng, op. cit.: 126-7; The two 
leading wats during Tilök's reign were Wat Pa Deng, where 
the funeral of the previous king and queen was held; and 
Wat Phothäräm, built in 1455 as the abode of Phra Mahäthera 
Uttamapanyä, a Sinhalese monk. 
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ganized in 1477,100 monks from, the two Schools were invited 
to convene and discuss religious scriptures for a 
-period 
of 
over a year. 
58) The harmony did not-last long because, in 
1509, a local dispute-between. monks. of the two Schools at 
Chiang Tung got so serious that King Mü'ang Kew (1495-1525) 
had to intervene to settle the matter by sending a message 
saying that: "Chiang tai support the monks of both Orders. 
-Do not bring about a deterioration of the Religion of Buddha". 
59) 
The two Orders accepted the king's arbitration, and-. it is 
reported: "From that time on the Religion prospered greatly" . 
60) 
In truth, the theological polemic concerning apparently minor 
issues could erupt and divide the saAgha into opposing fac- 
tions. A later incident occurred under Burmese rule. Anxious 
to maintain the Chiang Mai tradition, King Thalun of-Burma 
(r. 1629-48) sent some officials together with offerings and 
gifts to Chiang Mai in 1638. The Burmese king offered to 
sponsor-an ordination of a thousand young men. At that time, 
learned monks started debating the; true meaning of some Pali 
phrases and could not agree on the other side's interpretation. 
58) "Rü'ang Kan Sangkhäiyan- a Tham" (History of the Buddhist 
Councils) in PTLT/II: 132-3; Strangely enough, none of 
religious tamnän written in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries highlights this event. Jn refers to it quite 
briefly whereas MS/SD and MS/PD make no mention of it at 
all. Coed'es, op. cit.: 129; Seng, op. cit.: 149 
It appears that the Thai tradition. concerning the 
various Buddhist Councils was establishedýby Somdet Phra 
Wannarat, author of the Pali chronicle, San itiyavamsa, 
written in 1789 in commemoration of the Buddhist Council 
sponsored by Räma I (1782-1809) in the previous year. 
See also Chapter II, pp. 239 
59) MS/PD: 109 
60) ibid. 
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The leading, Burmese official abandoned the plan to have_a 
joint ordination and asked the SiAhalese monks to carry out 
the ordination for those who wished to join them and the Mqn 




Pali Literature. and its Influence on the Tamnän Writing 
It has been pointed out that at times the standard of 
Pali study at Chiang Mai was so low that Yännakhamphi and his 
followers went to Ceylon to learn the sacred language of the 
Buddhist=-canon and how to chant the texts correctly. Having 
returned to Chiang Mai in 1431, they felt not only had they 
been able to restore the legitimate line of succession of 
Sinhalese Buddhism in Chiang Mai, but also they had brought, 
back knowledge of Pali literature and Buddhist texts written 
by ancient masters. In subsequent periods when the Sinhalese 
School had become influential, it was fashionable for monks 
from Chiang Mai to go to Ceylon to study Pali and Buddhism. 
According to Prince Damrong, 
In between 2000 B. E. and 2200 B. E. /c. 1450-1650 A. D. 7, 
monks from Lan-1ä Thai would travel to Ceylon for the 
purpose of studying. - They had proficient knowledge of 
the Pali language and emulated Ceylonese monks in com- 
posing Pali texts in their own country after they had 
come back from Ceylon. Some of the texts are'exegeti- 
cal such as the MaAgaladipani, others were written in 
the form of'Buddhist "universal" history'such as the 
Jinakälamäli. Some Pali works were written following 
the fashion of the Mahä. vamsa, the Great Chronicle of 
61) PTLT/II: 210-2 
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Ceylon,. others were written in the same way as the 
Nipätajätakas such as the Panyätchädok. Pali was used 
to promote the permanency of Buddhism and to make those 
texts a suitable source of reference. This is because 
Pali is the language of the Buddhist Scriptures. 
62) 
The evidence we have suggests that a flourishing period 
of Pali literature coincided-with the rise of the orthodox 
monks at Chiang Mai and the ensuing " dispute' between the Mqn 
and Sifhalese Schools. The quality of which the new School 
was most proud was its superior knowledge of Pali treatises 
and the ability to produce Pali works. This new spirit ex- 
tended beyond the scope of pure religious commentaries. For- 
merly, tamnan and local traditions may have been written in 
Tai Yuan. Many monks soon came to believe that they would 
acquire a great'measure of merit and earn reputation as Pali 
scholars by rendering various tamnän into Pali. The importance 
attached to this was clearly stated by Phra Phöthirangsi, com- 
piler of the well-known Cämadevivamsa in these terms: - 
If I were to recite this text /Camadevivamsa7 in Thai 
in the'same manner as done by other scholars, (it would 
seem to me that), the Thai language is neither consistent 
nor appropriate to be the language of those who have 
taken refuge in the citadel of the Great Conqueror. 
Thus, I shall render the Thai version of, this story 
into the Pali language to make it a gambira (sacred 
Pali text) beautifully arranged in chapters and sen- 
tences which are pleasant to the ears and delightful 
to the mind so that faith will awaken in men. 63) 
62) Damrong, Prince, "Introduction", Panyätchädok, "50-Jätakas", 
Cremation volume for M. R. Lek Siriwong naKrungthep, Bang- 
kok: Söphonphiphatthanäkgn, 1924: 2 
63) Thöthirangsi, op. cit.: 20 
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Another monk, Phrommarätchapanyd, composer of ,a Pali work 
called Rattanabimbavamsa,, "Legend of the Emerald Buddha", ' 
said of his work that: - 
These words which have been told for a long time about, 
the peregination of the Emerald Buddha have been re- 
composed in the Pali language by a bikkhu of two vassä 
whose name is Phrommaratchapanya. This having been 
completed, may the faith in the religion enhance in 
all good men. 64) 
Phrommarätchapanyä was a young monk of only two vassä 
(rainy seasons). He was probably only twenty-three years -old, 
given that, one could be ordained at the age of twenty-one. 
As. a Pali scholar, he must have had, an immense talent. Never- 
theless, this was not the only exceptional case -the popular 
. Panyätchädok, 
"50-JAtakas" stories are thought by one authori- 
ty to have been works of novices. 
65) Although strict reli- 
gious writings do not come within the. purview of, this study, 
, it must 
be emphasized that they reflect an intense interest 
, 
in the Pali. composition brought about by the rivalry between 
the Mrn and Sinhalese Schools. Thai scholars talk of, this 
phenomenon in terms of a "Golden Age of Lan-NThai Litera- 
ture", 
66) 
not without some justification in that Chiang Mai 
was, the leading Tai state in the period between 1441 and 1558 
64) Phrommarätpanyä, Phra, Tamnän Phra Kew M rakot Chaba 
Sombün, "Legend of the Emerald-Buddha", translated rom 
tt. ttanabimbavamsa by Phraya Pariyattithammathädä in 1920, 
Bangkok, 1961: 158; The Pali text was first translated 
into Siamese in 1783 by. Phraya Thammaparöhit (Kew), a 
prominent scholar during the reigns of Phrachäo Täk and 
Rämä I. 
65) H. Saddhatissa, "Pali Literature of Thailand" in L. Cousins 
et al., (eds), Buddhist Studies in Honour of I. B. Horner, 
Dordrecht-Holland, 1 4: 221 




so far as Thai culture was concerned. A well-known art his- 
torian has also noted the flourishing of art and architecture 
at Chiang Mai during the same period, attributing it`to the 
impetus of Buddhism. 
67)_ It appears that there existed a sense 
of regionalism during the reign of Tilok. While Buddha sta- 
tues of'Sukhöthai still'served as the genuine model for those 
cast at Chiang Mai, Sukhothai script, which had originally 
been. introduced by Sumanathera, founder of the Mqn School, 
was rejected. Dr. Prasert_na Nagara thinks that probably 
King Tilök ordered the re-delimitation of all Chiang Mai-monas- 
teries and the destruction of stone inscriptions written in 
Sukhöthai'script because these-inscriptions contained land 
grants which were no longer valid. 
68) 
-The religious texts of Lan-N. Thai still await systema- 
tic study. In 1915 George Coeds said that Pali works composed 
in Thailand were none too numerous, but Maung Daung Sayadaw 
U Pannasämi, compiler of the Säsanavamsa (1861), one of Burma's 
famous religious works, did cite at least five Pali works by 
the Chiang Mai monks as his authorities: YAnnawilät's SaAkha- 
V9pak9saka, SirimaAgalathera's commentary on Yannawilät's 
work, Uttraräma's Visuddhimargadipani, Sirimafigalathera's 
MaAgalatthadipani; and an anonymous work, UppätasaYiti. 
69)" 
Writing in 1920, Prince Damrong cited sixteen Pali texts of 
the North believed'to be well-known works from Chiang Mai. 
70) 
67) A. B. Griswold, Dated Buddha Images of Northern Siam, 
Artibus Asiae Supp emen um XV1,42-4 
68) Prasert, op. cit.:. 45. 
69) Coed'es, "Notes": 39 
70) Damrong, -Prince, "Athibäi Rü'ang Chämmathewiwong" 
(Intro- 
duction to the Camadevivamsa) in Phöthirangsi, op. cit.: 
11 
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We have now a better understanding of the quality and quantity 
of the Pali works of Chiang Mai. Although it is not possible 
to tell the age of the majority of manuscripts discovered in 
the recent survey, a break-down of these manuscripts into cate- 
gories should give us some ideas of how the literature of 
Chiang Mai was influenced by Buddhist learning. The greatest 
number of the texts (2331) deal with ätaka stories; 483 with 
commentaries and sub-commentaries of the scriptures; 209 with 
story of sacred objects such as Buddha's relics, footprints, 
pagodas and Buddha images; 137 with the progress of Buddhism 
in Lan-1`lä Thai; 130 with the prophecy concerning the future 
decline of Buddhism; 80 with Buddhist cosmography and cosmo- 
gony; 59 with hagiography of prominent monks; and the rest 
with minor subjects. 
71) 
Of all the well-known Pali scholars of Lan-NT Thai, 
Yännakittithera of Wat Phanatsäräm, Chiang Mai, was perhaps 
the most respected writer. He had probably been to Ceylon to 
study Buddhism. We know from his works that he was King Tilök's 
preceptor. 
72) Having composed twelve Pali works in between 
1485 and 1500, he became the most prolific Pali scholar of his 
time. Some of his works are very impressive such as the 
Samantapäsä, dika-Atthayojanä, a 1000-page long sub-commentary 
of the Tipitaka, and a treatise on Buddhaghosa's Atthasä. lini. 
73) 
His other works are a series of grammatical exegeses of Buddha- 
71) Sommai, op. cit.: 83 
72) Likhit, op. cit.: 30; If Yännakittithera was King Tilök's 
preceptor, he must have been the same person as Yännamong- 
khonthera, who acted as the king's preceptor when Tilök 
became ordained in 1447. Coed'es, "Documents": 110; Seng, 
op. cit.: 126 
73) Likhit, ibid.: 31; Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 213 
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ghosa's commentaries (Atthakathäs).. <<But the ablest scholar 
must have been Sirimaftgalathera, whose famous work, MaAgalat- 
thadipani'(1524), has been acclaimed by a. modern Pali scholar 
as "the best and most extensive. exposition of the Mafigala 
Sutta (Sutta-Nipäta) so far written in-the Pali language". 
74) 
He wrote the Vessantaradipani in 1517 and the Cakkaväladipani 
in 1520. Both of these two works=are based on. the Vessantara- 
1ätaka and Agganna Sutta (Digha Nikäya), respectively. 
75) 
There. are some other monks, who achieved distinction in Pali 
literature. -Dhammasenäpati, a native-of Chiang Sen, wrote a 
grammatical treatise-called-Padakkamayolana-Saddatthabhedacintä 
towards, the, end of the fifteenth. century.. Saddhammakitti, a 
hamphün, monk and a friend-of-Yännakitti's wrote a manual on 
Pali grammar entitled Saddhabindu-Abhinavadikä. 
Some of the interesting Pali works date from the first 
half of, the sixteenth century. Yännawilät, who, was a native 
of Chiang Rai and said by the Jn to be-one of those-well-versed 
in the Tipitaka, composed the SaAkhayapakäsaka in 1515.76) 
Incidentally, - this Pali work was translated into Burmese by a 
monk named Kavinda during the reign of Bodawpaya (1781-1819). 
77) 
An anonymous work, Uppätasanti, was well-known in Burma for 
its magical power; the Säsanavamsa relates that the army of 
the Emperor. of China was defeated by the chanting of the 275 
verses contained in this work. 
78) 
74) Saddhatissa, ibid.: 217; Likhit, ibid.: 35 
75) Saddhatissa, ibid. 
76) ibid.:. 217-8;. Seng, op. cit.: 138 
77) Likhit, op. cit.: 40 
78) ibid.: 41; -Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 218, 
S1 
The`Panyätchädok and Path omsomphöthikathä occupy a spe- 
cial place in the history of Pali literature in Thailand. 
The Panyät is a collection of the fifty extra-canonical ätakas, 
well-known in Laos, Burma, Cambodia and Siam. According to 
Prince Damrong, 'the 50-Jätakas had existed in ancient time in 
the form'of local-'tales, but they were reproduced in the form 
of Jätakas (Buddha's life and suffering in previous existences 
before=he was finally reborn in this epoch as the enlightened 
one) -bythe'Chiang Mai monks sometime between 1457 and 1657. 
Prince Damrong believed that the 50-Jätakas could have been 
written towards the end of this period when the standard of 
Pali had declined. 79) Saddhatissa, however, believes that 
these apocryphal iä. takas were composed in hybrid Pali during 
the fifteenth'and sixteenth centuries by an anonymous sämanera 
(novice monk) resident in Chiang Mai. 80) In Laos they are 
known under the'collective title of Lökipanyätchädok, 
81) but 
the title of the Burmese edition is Zimme Pannäsa, which is 
a Burmese rendering of "Chiang Mai Pa7inäsa1j. 
82) The true date 
of'the 50-Jätakas is crucial to our understanding of the his- 
tory of Thai literature as many stories from this unique col- 
83) 
lection were adapted as classical literature by the Siamese. 
I believe that, by the beginning of the sixteenth century, 
the 5O-Jätakas had already been well-known and popular, because 
the poets who composed the'Thawäthotsamät Khlöng Dan (Ayuttha- 
yan work of late C15th)84) and the Pdirät Hariphunchai (1516)8 
79) Damrong, op. cit.: 2 
80) Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 221 
81) ibid. 
82) Dorothy Helen Fickle, An Historical and Structural Study 
of the Pannasa Jataka, Unpub. Ph. D. theis, University of 
_enänia, 1978: 7-8 Damrong, op. cit.: 2 83) Schweisguth, op. cit.: 125-6 
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refer to episodes in the'50-Jätakas. It is not unlikely that 
these apocryphal j takas were composed in the second half of 
the fifteenth century. 
We do not have conclusive evidence to say when Pali cul- 
ture began to decline in Lan-Nä Thai. The Burmese interven- 
tion in 1558 may not have been the main factor. As a Buddhist 
centre, Chiang 1'ai stood high in the eyes of the Burmese kings. 
The great Bayinnaung. forbade capture of prisoners of war when 
Chiang Mai fell into his hands, saying that it was the land 
whence Buddhism came to Burma. 
86) He also commanded that land 
grants and dedications made by former kings of Chiang Mai 
should not be violated. 
87) An inscription dated 1581 regis 
ters the, donation of-a- big silver bowl and other, things- by 
Bayinnaung for. the upkeep of Wat Chiang Man, which was origi- 
nally built by King Mangrai. 
88) Prince Tharrawaddy, Bayin- 
naung's son, who ruled over Chiang Mai when Mangräi's dynas- 
tyucame to an end in 1578, was also anxious to'promote-Bud- 
dhism at Chiang-Mai. 
89) In fact one of the most outstanding' 
Pali works, the Pathomsomphöthikathä was written by Suwanna- 
rangsi, a Chiang Mai monk, as late as the 1580S. 
90) It was 
84) Chanthit Kasesin, (ed. ), Thawäthotsamät Khl6ng Dan; Bang- 
kok, 1969:, 9-41; Chanthit belie es that the au or, Phra 
Yaowarät, was a son of Bprommatrailök's; Cf. Schweisguth, 
ibid., who thinks that this poem was composed during 
Naräi's reign. 
85) Prasert na Nagara, (ed. ), Khl8n Nirat Hari hunchai, 3rd 
ed., Bangkok, 1973: stanzas 85,174, and 175; pp. 85,174, 
175 
86) U Tet Htoot, "The Nature of the Burmese Chronicles" in 
D. G. E. Hall, (ed. ), historians of South East Asia, 1961: 
54fn. 5; Näi Thien, (tr. ), "Burmese Invasions af Siam, tran- 
slated from the Hmannan Yazawin Dawgyi", JSS, 5,1 (1908): 
16 
87) PTLT/II: 210-1 
88) PS-/III: No. 76, ' F. 1/9-11/211 
89) ibid.: No. 76, F. 1/18-9/212 
90) According to Coedes, "Notes": 41, the Pathomsomohöt's 
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original and served as a model for the Bangkok Prince-Monk 
Paramänuchit to write another work in Siamese of the same 
title in 1844-. 91) `- I 
III 
"Kammatic" Buddhism, Monks and History 
Buddhist believe in three basic principles, the imperma- 
nence of all things (aniccä), the working of doing-action 
(kammä), ' and the' circle of unending rebirths (samsära). These 
three qualities make up'a life of suffering and the truth is 
that'existenceis painful, not* merely in' this existence, ` but 
any form of existence in the worlds''of. Buddhist cosmography. 
The best known exposition of Buddhist cosmography is the 
Tephümikathä or Traiphüm Phra Ruang, '"Treatise -on the Three 
Worlds", supposedly written by King Lithai of Sukhöthai in 
1344.92, 
) The Buddhist universe is divided into thirty-one 
levels. The highest world contains four levels of formless 
celestial beings (arüpa brahma) who have no need and no want, 
i. e. they have subdued all kinds of craving. The middle world 
contains sixteen levels inhabited by a lower class of celes- 
tial beings who are conditioned by form (rüpa brahma). They 
author and date of composition are not known, but, it was, 
definitely written by a Chiang Mai monk before the seven, 
teenth century A. D. because it is cited in a C17th work 
called Culavamsa. Cf. Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 218 
Likhit believes that Phra Suwannarangsi, who. was' 
later to become the Supreme Patriarch of Laos in the late 
sixteenth century A. D., is the author of this important 
Pali work. Phra Suwannarangsi wrote the Ganthäbharanadikä 
in 1585. It is conceivable that he wrote =e more weil- 
known Pathomsomphöt in the same period. Likhit, op. cit.: 
41 
91) Likhit, ibid.; Saddhatissa, ibid. 
92) Lithai, King, Trai hüm Phra Ruang, Khurusaphä edition, 
1963: 11;, For a French translation, see: G. Cnedes et 
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have attained a high level of spiritual achievement and ac- . 
quired enough merit from their previous existences to be free 
from sensation and desire. The lowest world has eleven levels 
inhabited by beings who are-conditioned by form and different 
. 
degrees of sensation and desire. Mankind dwells in the fifth 
level; six levels above human beings are abodes of semi-celes- 
tial beings and celestial beings; four levels below human-,,, 
beings are sphere of various creatures, the lowest of which 
are hungry ugly spirits (peta). 
93) 
Buddhist believe so longýas they are still roaming in 
the samsý. ra they are bound to move up and down the structure 
of the Three Worlds as described above. A prominentTBurmese 
scholar, Taw Sein Ko, once aptly remarked: - 
"Buddhists are enjoined to look upon themselves not as, -. 
members of a clan, tribe, or nation, but part of, the 
universe, where allotment of conditions to mortals is 
proportionate to the amount of merit or demerit they 
may have acquired in their previous existence". 94) 
When someone dies, the phrases yathäkammam upägami, and ay tha- 
kammam gato are used to indicate how "he passed away according 
to his doing". 
95)_ The verb am is used with reference to the 
C. Archaimbault, Les Trois Mondes (Traibhümi Brah Rvaf), 
vol. LXXXIV in Publications de cote Francaise d'Extreme 
Orient, Paris, 1973; Note that the date 1344 has been 
challenged by Michael Vickery ("A dote on the Date of the 
Traibhümikathä", JSS, 62,2 (Jul. 1974): 173-83) who thinks 
that the Three Worlds was actually an Ayutthayan fake. 
93) C. J. Reynolds, "Buddhist Cosmography in Thai History, with 
Special Reference to Nineteenth-Century CultureChange", 
JAS, 35,2 (Feb. 1976): 204-5 
94) Taw Sein Ko, Burmese Sketches, Rangoon: British Burma Press, 
1913: 280 
95) Wilhelm Geiger, Culture of Ceylon in Medieval Times, edi- 
ted by Heinz Bechert, o arrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1960: 
182 
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five possible ways or forms of rebirth in hell, or as an ani- 
mal, as a restless ghost (peter), as a man, or as a celestial 
being (deva). 96) The ätakas were written to demonstrate this 
point; Buddha had been reborn more than five hundred times 
as ascetic, robber chief, stag, deer, elephant, lion, king, 
etc., before he hoarded up a great store of merit in the. pro- 
cess and was finally reborn in his last existence as the fourth 
Buddha of this world-system. (kappa). 
The Doctrine of Impermanence reminds Buddhists that 
what one has acquired, for instance, wealth, worldly possessions 
and even happy life, is only transistory. One cannot take 
these things into the next existence. Whether one is to be 
reborn at a higher level in the Buddhist universe depends on 
the total sum of one's good or bad doing-actions (kusalakamma 
or akusalakamma). At the same time, the present conditions 
of life of the individual are to be explained in terms of the 
aggregate of his kamma in the previous life. The ultimate goal 
of Buddhists is to attain the nibbäna (Sans. nirvana, "state 
of being extinguished") and the destruction of the khandha or 
the five elements -Spa, "form", vedanä, "feeling", sannä, 
"perception", sankhära, "impulse and emotion", vinnäna, "sense 
awareness"- which make up a "person". One is taught to dis- 
cern the emptiness of self and the vanities of life. The more 
one can insulate oneself from wealth the better chance one 
has of a rebirth in a higher plane of the universe. 
When King Lithai was ordained as monk by a mahäsämi, 
(senior monk) who was invited from Ceylon for this purpose in 
96) ibid. 
5) 
1361, he announced his intention that: -- 
... In return for the merit 
acquired because I have been ordained in the religion 
of the Buddha, the Exalted One, I 
have no wish for the treasure of a cakravartin, 
or that of an Indra, or that of a Brahma. I 
have a resolution. I wish earnestly 
to become a Buddha so as to lead all creatures 
across the samsära of the Three Worlds. 0.97) 
The influence of Buddhist doctrines is apparent in the 
historical writing of Theraväda countries as monks were the 
traditional intellectual elite. They would see past events 
in terms of moral lessons. The purpose of history in the tam- 
nan tradition is clearly explained by the following statement: - 
Monks are forbidden by Buddha to indulge in idle talk 
on stories of kings, robbers, ministers, and generals, 
as indulgence in such idle talk is not conducive to 
spiritual development. But the commentary adds that 
if such stories are treated as themes showing the im- 
permanence of all things -how even mighty kings cannot 
escape death- then it is permissible to'indulge°in such' 
talk. Although the original injunction of the Buddha 
and the commentarial interpretation of it is meant for 
monks, not only Burmese monks but Burmese laymen as 
well. take the interpretation of the commentary as their 
moral justification to write their chronicles. 98) 
There was perhaps a common sense of urgency in the fif- 
teenth and sixteenth centuries to halt the decline of Buddhism 
that gave an impetus to the writing of tamnän. An extra- 
canonical sutta, the Metteyyasutta tells of the future Buddha, 
97) PS6/I: No. 4, F. 2/48-51/83; Cf. Griswold & Prasert, "The 
Epigraphy of Mahädhammaräjä I of Sukhodaya: Epigraphic 
and Historical Studies No. 11, Part I", JSS, 61,1 (Jan. 
1973): 142-3 
98) U Tet Htoot, op. cit.: 50 
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Metteyya, who is to be born as the fifth and last Buddha of 
our world-system. This text cites Gotama, the most recent 
and present Buddha, as predicting that his religion will last 
only 5,000 years before it comes to an end. It further des- 
cribes the progressive deterioration of the Dispensation of 
the Buddha and the scriptures, and the general. reassembly of 
the relics after. 5,000 years.. 
99) In one of King Lithai's ins- 
criptions, the concern for this ! 'fact" is genuinely expressed: - 
... If anyone asks 
"How long the religion of Lord Buddha 
comes to an end? " Let this be the answer, 
"After the enshrinement of this great relic, 
there still remain three thousand 
and ninety-nine years. " Furthermore, in ninety- 
nine years counting from the enshrinement 
of this relic until the Year of the Pig, all 
. 
the Tipitaka will disappear. Then no one will'truly 
understand the scriptures. Those who know 
the Tipitaka, will know. -it only slightly. The 
sermons such as the Mahächät will find no one 
able to chant them. Other ätakas will no longer 
be complete... 100) 
According to this inscription, the great relic was en- 
shrined when 3099 years still remain of the Religion, that is 
in the year 1901 B. E. (A. D. 1357). Lithai prophesied that in 
in a Pig year, 99 years from the enshrinement of the relic, 
that is 2000 B. E. (1901+99, = A. D. 1456), Buddhism would start 
the beginning'-of its gradual decline. 
99) Saddhatissa, "Pali Literature from Laos" in A. K. Narain, 
(ed. ), Studies in Pali & Buddhism, A Memorial Volume in 
Honour of Bhikkhu Jagd sh as yap, a 1979: -328 ' 
loo) PSc/I: No. 3, F. 1/31-8/63; Cf.. Griswold & Prasert, op. cit.: 
98-9 
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The significance of the year 2000 B. E. in the Tai world 
may have come from Lithai's prophecy. It is described as a 
crisis point in human history in the popular beliefs of the 
Tai Yuan, the Lao, and the Siamese. Phra Phothirangsi, com- 
poser of the Pali work, Sihinganidäna, "Tamnän Phra Sihing",. 
believed that in 2000 B. E. a certain Phraya Thammikarät-would 
rule in Ceylon and take away the Sihing "Lion" image from 
Chiang Mai, implying that Buddhism would. not-be flourishing 
there, and the city would no more be worth the presence of 
such an important image. 
101) The anonymous work entitled 
Phlengyäo Phayäkgn Krung Si Ayutthaya, "A Ditty Prophesying 
the Fall of Ayutthaya" was perhaps written in the late Ayuttha- 
102) 
ya period, as Prince Damrong has suggested, but its theme 
must have been a recurrent one. It describes the decline of 
Buddhism. and many freak omens before the city would fall in 
the year 2000. Prince Damrong dismissed it as a Buddhist Era 
däte, `because Ayutthaya fell to the Burmese in B. E. 2310. 
But his attempt to explain it as a Chunlasakkarat (+ 638 = A. D. ) 
or Mahäsakkarät (+ 78 = A. D. ) seems beside the point. 
103) 
The prophecy'of King Lithai concerning the disappearance 
of important religious texts and the general deterioration of 
Buddhism may have had a part to play in the rise of the Sinha- 
lese School in Chiang Mai and its attempt to reverse the pro- 
cess of decay. It was customary for the phüriang (compiler) 
of a tamnän to remind his listeners or readers of how long 
101) Phöthirangsi, Phra, Tamnän Phra Phuttha Sihin , translated from the Pali text, ii ani ana, in o Siamese by Phraya 
Pariyat (Phe Tälalak in 1906-, -Bangkok, Cremation volume 
for the funeral of Somdet Phrachäo-Phiyäther Chäofä Krom- 
maluang Lopburi Rämet, 1932: 7 
102) PP/63, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 37: 128 
103) ibid. 
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the religion had passed and how much longer it would survive. 
104) 
By writing a tamnän history, and pointing out to the public 
the importance of Buddhism, the compiler believed he had ac- 
quired a great deal of merit. But it was a kind of merit or 
wisdom that had to be-shared with mankind. Thus, the co-authors 
of MS/SD made it' clear in the colophon of-their work-that: - 
This History of the Buddha's Religion is-written by 
us, Phra Phutthaphukäm and Phra Phutthayän,. so that 
it-will remain sacred for all good people. May all 
laymen and those ordained alike observe the righteous 
paths as did the enlightened ones. Doing so, may they 
hope to enjoy the three kinds of happiness, which has 
the nibbäna as the most coveted. 105) 
In certain cases, a tamnän writer would regard his text 
as sacred, and like the j takas, many tamnän were used for 
sermons. 
106) The idea that tamnän were sacred seems to have 
derived from the custom of enshrining the Tipitaka in the mo- 
nastery or a Buddhist's house. Possibly, only a few laymen 
could understand the actual content of the Tipitaka, although 
they know it as sacred. In every-day life, tamnän histories 
compensated for the Buddhist scriptures' unintelligibility by 
citing Buddha's life stories and teaching in parables. In the 
more solemn of cases, it was sufficient to show one's respect 
for the scriptures in a simple way. As a Burmese scholar ob- 
served: "In lieu of transcribing the entire Tipitaka on stone 
or metal enshrining it in a Pagoda, the Buddhists have. a cus- 
tom of having only three scripts made, namely, of the opening 
104) Nättawiphä Chalitänon, Prawattisät Niphon Thai,. "History 
of Thai Historiography", Bangkok, 1981: 112-3 
105) MS/SD: 337 
106) Thammarächänuwat, Phra, "Introduction to Tamnän Phrathät 
Chq He" in PTLT/II: 411 
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lines of the Sutta, Vinaya, and Abhidhamma. +, 
107) But instead 
of-enshrining the. tamnän text in a pagoda, the phüriang would 
expect only that his text would be read by the public. Pro- 
vided his tamnän account was used as a means of propagating 
the Religion, his store of-merit would be replenished. To 
achieve this aim, some compilers would go so far as to say 
that their works were to be treated with reverence. One com 
piler even declared that: "The. text. I have written down -ýao 
take my word for it7- will last to the very end of the Buddha's 
Religion. Do not let anyone violate them". 
108) 
Another phüriang also emphasized the sacrosanct aspect 
of his tamnän history, in which. good laymen could find refuge, 
in this persuasive manner: - 
This, the Tamnän Phrathat Chao D9i Tung, which recounts 
the story since the time of Mahäkassapathera, a monk of 
great intellect and miraculous powers, has been compiled 
by me for the respect and worship of all men and deities 
including Indra, Brahma, religious men of all persua- 
sions, rulers and noblemen, ministers and commoners. 
Anyone who listens to it /in a religious sermon service, 
copies it, or worships it will reap as much benefit as 
he who pays homage to the Buddha's relics. Anyone who 
enshrines it in his dwelling-place will always be safe 
from all kinds of disaster and. danger. 109) 
The most popular form of tamnän writing is the so-called 
tamnän phrathAt, "History of a Reliquary". A custom in Lan- 
-Nä Thai helped perpetuate the writing of this kind of tamnän 
until the 1940s. It has been a custom among the people of 
107) Taw Sein Ko, Burmese Sketches, volume II, Rangoon, 1920: 
260-1 
108) "Tamnän Wat Suan Dqk Mai" in PTLT/II: 209 
109) PTLT/II: 409-10 
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Chiang Mai, Chiang Räi, and some other places to associate 
themselves with a specific reliquary. A person born in a Bull 
year will pay homage to the Phrathät Lampäng Luang, "Great 
Reliquary of Lampäng"; those who were born in a Tiger year 
will make offerings at Phrathät Chg He, Nan; those who were 
born in a Horse year will choose to worship at the Phrathät 
Dqi Suthep, Chiang Mai. 110) The faithful monk would do his 
best to convince his readers and listeners that the phrathät 
whose story he was writing did contain a genuine Buddha relic, 
which had been encased and deposited there since the time of 
the great Indian king, Adoka. 
IV 
The Tamnän Format: 
The Great Themes and local History 
A modern writer, who shows a great interest in Buddhism 
and the life of Buddha, comments that the story of Buddha is 
"suspended between little history and much myth". 
111) The 
story is usually told with miracles at the beginning and mira- 
cles at the end. It has, he observes, "a historical form, a 
legendary form and a. mythical form". 
112) This is relevant 
to the writing of tamnän history and Buddhist legends because 
it seems that the less resemblance there is to real life, the 
more the fantasies will appeal to religious credulity. The 
mythologization of Buddha's life had already been a feature 
of Ceylon's religious writings in the fifth century A. D. 
110) Thammarächänuwat, op. cit.: 412 
111) Michael Pye, The Buddha, London: Duckworth, 1979: 4 
112) ibid. 
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From around the eleventh century A. D., onwards, the religious 
tradition of Ceylon had begun to be transmitted to Burma 
through the efforts of King Anawrahta (1044-77) of Pagan. 
The first essay in Pali scholarship, a grammatical work called 
Kärikä, is reckoned to have been written by Dhammasengpati of 
Pagan in 1064.113) Other monks, thanks to the direct reli- 
gious intercourse between Ceylon and Pagan, were free to tra- 
vel to Ceylon and study Buddhism. In form as well as in spirit, 
these monks adhered strictly to their ancient masters'smaster- 
pieces when they produced religious works of their own. This 
included the religious chronicles. 
Strictly speaking, a religious chronicle, in Theravgda 
conception, must be written in the "blameless Mggadhi" or Pali 
language. 114) Its content has to be well-compartmented. The 
model for a religious chronicle was set by Mahgngma who trans- 
lated an earlier prose chronicle (Porgnatthakathg) in SiAhalese 
into Pali in about the sixth century A. D. Mahgngma's work is 
called Mahävamsa or "Great Chronicle" not only due to-the fact 
that it is the chronicle of great kings or teachers but also 
because it deals with great themes. 
115) The great themes are 
of course conceived in the Buddhist tradition: Buddhist cosmo- 
gony, the Buddha's life-story from the dawn of humankind until 
his birth, enlightenment, and nibbäna, the first three Buddhist 
Councils, the Buddha's prophecy of the coming of Buddhism to 
Ceylon and countries in the east. Then the ordinary themes 
or local legend and tradition are put in in order to fulfil 
113) Bode, op. cit.: 15 
114) This was a tradition set by Mahänäma, compiler of the 
Atthakathä-Mahävamsa, around the sixth century A. D.; 
See Law, the Chronicles of Ceylon, 1947: 10 
115) ibid. 
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Buddha's prophecy. One religious chronicle would focus its 
attention upon a hero king who is presented as champion of 
Buddhism. The Mahävamsa. has as its central character, Duttha- 
gämani, the Ceylonese king who patronized a Buddhist Council 
in 80 B. C. -when the scriptures were written in Pali for the 
first time. The Culavamsa, a sequel to the Mahävamsa, has 
Parakkamabähu as champion of Buddhism. 
116) 
In general, the tamnän both in Thai and Pali were written 
according to the Mahävamsa model. Rattanapanyä's Jinakälamäll, 
the most respected religious chronicle ever written by a Tai 
monk, centres upon the religious activities of the kings of 
Chiang Mai, -but with special reference to Tilök, who supported 
the Sifthalese School. The Cämadevivamsa emphasizes the role, 
not'of Queen Chämmath6wi, but of Athittarät whose career is 
claimed to have been foretold by the Buddha himself. It ap- 
pears that originally the Cämadevivamsa had been a separate 
tamnän, 117) but it was incorporated by the author of MS/SD 
intg'their "universal"-history scheme. On the other hand, 
Phöthirangsi's Cämadevivamsa in Pali, and Tamnän Lamphün were 
taken out of the episodes in MS/SD. 
118) The last universal 
history in the mould of the Mahävamsa and Jn was, written in 
1789 by Phra Wimonlatham, the greatest historian of the Bang- 
kok period. This Pali work, Saigitiyavamsa, is based in part 
on an earlier version of the Ayutthaya period -perhaps a reli- 
gious chronicle in Siamese- and it must have been the same one 
116) ibid.: 12 
117) It is worth. noting that the compiler of the Tamnän Nan 
Chämmathewiwong written in Thai Yuan does notme^ nt on i Athittarät at all, despite the fact that Athittarät proves 
to be an historical personage, while Chammathewi does not. 
PTLT/I: "Tamnän Wing Chämmathewi": 1-30 
118) There is no doubt that the Tamnän Lamphün is a reproduc- 
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as that used by Jeremias van Vliet in his Short History of the 
Kings of Siam (1640). This religious chronicle of Ayutthaya 
-must have originated outside the court. Jeremias van Vliet 
indicates that he gained access to his sources of Siamese his- 
tory through monks. 
119) The religious approach to the past is 
quite evident in the chronicle part of the Short History. One 
may assume that the Ayutthayan safigha had its own religious 
tamnän and an historical tradition which was different from 
the archive-based phongsäwadän written by court historiogra- 
phers. But when. the Sailgiti/1789 was brought up to date by 
Phra Wimonlatham in 1789, its compiler wanted to follow in 
Rattanapanyä's footstep and produce a monumental work. The 
purpose of Phra-Wimonlatham was to extol Rämä I and his brother, 
the Prince, of the Front Palace, as champion of Buddhism who 
had restored peace and harmony in the Siamese kingdom after 
the Burmese sack of Ayutthaya in 1767. -- 
Almost as_a matterýof fact, two-thirds of a religious 
tamnän is devoted to the-narration of, Buddhist legends. If we 
take the Jinakälamäll as a classic tamnän, we can describe. its 
outline as consisting of six major topics; an invocation of 
the Triple Gem is followed-by 
(1) The sixfold antecedent (Chabbidhanidäna) which deals 
with the life of the Buddha commencing with the mental resolve 
(manopanidäna) of the, Bodhisattva (embryo Buddha) and ending 
with Buddha's parinibbäna. A. description of relics is included 
together with a summary öf the twenty-four Buddhas preceding 
tion of MS/SD as its compiler acknowledges this fact. 
The copy is almost verbatim, for example, see TL: 26, 
MS/SD: 165; TL: 35, -7S/SD: --183-4; TL: 55, MS/SD: 214 
For TL see C. Notton, Annales du Siam, II, Paris, 1930. 
'119) See Chapter II, pp. 176-7 
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Gotama. The origin of preceding Buddhas is traced back into 
the distant past which lies beyond. hüman experience but a 
length of which-is measurable in terms of the Buddhist unit 
of, cosmic time, kappa. 
120) 
(2) A-brief description of the first three Councils, which 
took place-in India. 
(3) The history of Buddhism in Ceylon from its introduc- 
tion up to the arrival of the Tooth Relic in c. 256.. B. C. 
(4) The political and religious history of Hariphunchai 
from its establishment by-Queen'Chämmathewi, wlio`came from 
Lopburi, up to its annexation by King Mangräi'in 1292. 
(5) The history of Chiang Mai from the-time of Mangrai, 
the twenty-third successor of the royal line of Lawa6hangkarat 
(Lao Chok), ''ruler of Yönnarat (Chiang'Räi/Chiang S6n/Phayao 
region). ' Having defeated the last'king'of Hariphunchai, Mang- 
räi is described as having been "the victor, who raised the 
white parasol over Yönnarat and Hariphunchai". 
121) This sec- 
tion deals with Chiang Mai's leading role asa Buddhist centre 
and the' introduction of Sinhalese Buddhism into Tal and neigh- 
bouring countries. 
(6) The arrival of the Sinhalese Dispensation and the 
account of its establishment by Mahädhammagambira or Yännakham- 
phi: of MS/PD. The last-two sections comprise, in effect, 
political and religious-history of"Chiang Mai. 
120) A kap a is the duration of time which elapses between the 
origin and the destruction of a world-system. Some say 
that it lasts 1,344,000 years, others reckon 1,280,000, 
000 years, and no general, agreement has been arrived at. 
Edward Conze, Buddhism: ýits Essence and Development, 
Harper Torchbooks, 1975: 49 
121) Coedes, "Documents": 89; Send;, op. cit.: 104 
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Jn's tamnän structure reflects the attempt to link the 
Buddhism of Chiang Mai to its birthplace, -. India. The "great 
themes" and local history become merged when the compilers 
discuss the arrival of Buddhism at Lamphün. Buddha is said. 
in MS/SD to have predicted by. virtue of. his omniscience that: - 
Tathägata (We) having attained the nibbäna for 1008 
years, a great city called Hariphunchai will rise 
among other principalities. Our Religion will have 
been prospering there. Our relic will be deposited 
in that city for the benefit of all men. 122) 
This prophecy foretells the discovery and the building 
of the Great Reliquary of Lamphün by the, M9n king, Athittarät 
(or Athitcharät) in the eleventh century A. D. Jn recounts the 
prophecy without giving any date. 
123) The figure 1008 is like- 
ly. to be, a scribal error for 1000 as tamnän writers were in- 
clined towards, round figures, especially when describing im- 
portant but undated events. 
There is a_subtle difference between the MS/SD, and Jn 
in,. the treatment, of standard-Buddhist history. MS/SD ends 
the, customary introduction at the despatching of Buddhist mis- 
sionaries abroad topropagate the religion following the, Third 
Council, which was sponsored by King A6oka. This is immediate- 
ly followed by the description of the history. of, Hariphunchai. 
Jn continues to describe at, some length. the propagating effort 
of Mahindrathera and the arrival of. Buddhism in Ceylon before 
turning to the history of Hariphunchai. MS/SD was written by 
monks of the M9n School, Phra Phutthayän, abbot of Wat Suan 
D9k (1418-29), and Phra Phutthaphukam. Griswold and Prasert 
122) MSISD: 337 
123) Coed'es, op. cit.: 84-5; Sbng, p. cit.: 100 
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believe MS/SD was-begun by Phra Phutthayän in the 1420s and 
finished by Phra Phutthaphukäm sometime after 1500, which is 
the'last entry to the text (C. S. 872). 
124) 
. This represents 
an'interval. of some 80 years whereas the colophon apparently 
suggests they were not only men of the same generation but 
were also collaborators in producing MS/SD. Furthermore, 
the colophon of'MS/SD mentions the'name of Phra Phutthaphukäm 
first and then that of 'Phra Phutthayän, implying in the sangha 
hierarchy-that the former had seniority over, the latter. 
According to Tamnän Wat'Bup häräm Suan D9k Mäi, the abbot of 
that monastery between 1457 and 1475 also had a monastic title 
"Phutthayän". 
125) As for Phra Phutthaphukäm we can. have even 
less doubt. He is called.. Mahäsilathewa in TWBSDM, but was 
generally known as Mahäphukäm, owing to the fact that he had 
studied the Buddhist scriptures in Pagan for ten years. He. 
was renowned for,, his knowledge, of the twenty-eight Buddhist 
reliquaries in Chiang Mai. He had'resided'at Wat Suan D9k 
for some years, but later left for the tranquillity of the 
forest reportedly in 1500.126) Phra Phutthayän (II) may have 
been responsible for part of the work before he died in 1475, 
but it-was completed by Phra Phutthaphukäm in the early six- 
teenth-century. 
127). The omission of the Buddhist phase in 
Ceylon by the authors of the MS/SD could be deliberate so as 
not to emphasize the legitimate claim of, succession by thee 
124) MS/SD: 260; A. B. Griswold & Prasert na Nagara, "King 
Lödaiya of Sukhodaya and His Contemporaries",. JSS, 60, 
1 (Jan. 1972): 53fn. 2 
125) PTLT/II: 286 
126) ibid.: 194 
127) This is based on the assumption that Phutthayän (II) and 
Phutthaphukäm were contemporaries. 
i 
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"Sifihalese" monks. `Rattanapanyä, compiler of Jn, presented 
the case of the Sifihalese School in opposition to MS/SD with 
some abrasiveness: 
"This, the Treatise on the Epoch of the Conqueror 
/Jinakalamali7 narrates for all men the brief stories 
which I have wished to tell, and which are not injurious 
to anyone". 128) 
This statement has best to be construed as meaning that rival 
works of the Jn were in some way harmful to general readers. 
The less ambitious tamnän writers would skip over the 
Buddhavamsa or story of Buddha's life, and begin with an in- 
vocation to the Triple Gem followed by`a scene in which the 
Buddha is said to be residing in the forest near Phäränasi 
(Banares). Comtemplating'and using his omniscient power, Bud- 
dha sees into the future and knows where his religion will be 
established. Buddha flies to the selected places: and leaves 
his relics, there, making a prophecy for each place in the 
presence of his personal attendant, Phra Anon (Ananda). This 
technique was by no means novel, but had been used effectively 
by the ancient masters to write the ätakas. In the ätakas, 
Buddha would overhear the conversation of his disciples about 
a certain incident involving. a certain person. Buddha would 
smile and the monks ask him the, reason, why. Buddha then ex- 
plains the cause of that incident in terms of the past, namely, 
one reaps the benefit of the aggregate of kamma in the previous 
existence. 
129) In the tamnän, the time ahead of Buddha is 
explained in terms of the present, because if Buddha has-pre- 
128 Seng, op. cit.: 171 
129) John Garrett Jones, Tales and Teachings of the-Buddha: 
The Jätaka Stories in Relation ,o the Pali Canon, London: George Allen & Unwin, 1979: 15 
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dicted something, it is bound to happen to fulfil the prophecy. 
A tradition in Siam maintained that-Thäo fl-Th9ng (Rämäthib9di, 
founder of-Ayutthayä) had originally been a_tiny ant that 
showed itself before the eyes of. Buddha, when he arrived at 
the district of Ngng Sanö. 
130) The Tamnän Mü'ang Fang would 
have its readers believe that King Käwila (1782-1813) of Chiang 
Mai'had been a demon ( ay ksa), 'but because the demon had lis- 
13 tened to the Buddha's sermon, had been''reborn'as king-. 
1) 
V. 
The Tamnän Geography 
A strange feature of the 7än-Nä Thai tamnän is the loc 
alization of the concept of Jambudipa. In Buddhist cosmology, 
Jambudipa is one of the four continents of the universe. It 
is situated to the south in relation to other continents: 
Amaragoyana (west), Utarakaru (north), and Pubbavideha (east). 
At the beginning of a world-system, the whole universe was en- 
gulfed in a conflagration. The great fire destroyed everything 
from the lowest world up to the Aphatsarä (Pal. äbhassarä) 
level of the world of celestial beings (brahma). The con- 
flagration was then followed by a great flood which inundated 
the universe up to the Supphakinhä (subhakinahä) level of the 
world of celestial beings. When the flood had receeded, five 
lotuses grew up from the ground in the middle of the Jambudipa, 
130) Fine Arts Department, Bangkok, Khamhaikän Chao Krun Kao, 
"Testimony of the Citizens of Old yu aya, 2nd e d,,, 
1925: 48-9 
131) Sommäi Premchit and Phuangkham Tuikhiaw, (eds), Tarnnän 
Mü'an . Fan , Dept. ' of Sociology and Anthropology, Ching Mai University, 1976: 15 
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symbolizing . 
the five Buddhas who would-be inbited to descend 
from heaven and be reborn as human beings so that they could 
preach a. great enlightening sermon to humankind, and bring 
them across the sea'of transmigrations. 
132) 
The mythical significance. of Jambudipa lies in the 'fact 
it is reckoned the birth-place of the five Buddhas -the four 
already, descended, and the fifth, Metteyya, yet to descend 
after the religion established by. Gotama Buddha has ended in 
B. E. 5000. The-usual equation of Jambudipa is with India be- 
cause Gotama Buddha was born, attained enlightenment, and en- 
tered the parinibbäna in India. But by the eleventh century 
A. D., Buddhism had virtually disappeared from the Indian states, 
and the historical "Jambudipa" no longer existed, and Buddhist 
scholars were subsequently forced to flee before the Muslim 
invaders to the countries of South-East Asia. 
133) When Thera- 
vada Buddhism was adopted by the Mqn and Burman ruling class 
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the concept of, Jambudipa 
was. thought of in two ways. First, it was the land where Bud- 
dhism prospered; thus South-East Asia is generally described 
in-the M9n/Burman religious tradition not just as an extension 
of India, but as "Jambudipa" itself. Second, Jambudipa, as the 
seat of a cakkavatti (Sans. cakravartin), "Universal Monarch", 
is theoretically tied to the, Buddhist notion of ideal kingship; 
132) For a. tamnän view of the universe see: Camille Notton, 
(tr. ), Annales du Siam, I.: "Chronique de Suva Da K'öm 
Kham", Paris, 1926: 81-93; "Tamnän Mü'ang Suwanna Khöm.. 
Kham" in PP/72, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 45: 134-51 
133) J. Filliozat, "Emigration of Indian Buddhists to Indo- 
China c. A. D. 1200" in K. S. Lal, (ed. ), Studies in Asian 
History, New Delhi: Indian Council for Cultural Relations, 
1 9: '45-8 
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only the righteous king (dhammaräja) is entitled to rule 
Jambudipa. Available data would'suggest that King Narapati- 
sithu (1173-1210)lwas the first Burman king who claimed to 
reside on top of Jambudipa. 
134) Epigraphic evidence dating 
from the twelfth century A. D. gives the name '. 'Arimaddanapura", 
which'is situated in the middle of the mythical Jambudipa, 
to Pagan, the capital of the'Burmese kingdom. It is conceiva- 
ble that'in Burman/Mqn historiography, "Jambudipa" had been 
used'to mean South-East Asia since the twelfth century A. D. 
This tradition "was bequeathed tö the Tai Yuan of Chiang'`Mai 
at a later date. 
According to Buddhist legends, King A6oka ordered that 
84,000 pagödäs'b& built in his vast empire'to house the 84,000 
volumes of the scriptures, A tamnän writer would convince his 
readers that'his subject pagoda dated from the time of A6oka 
because Phingkharat Chiang Mai'was presented as part of Jambu- 
dipa`. 
As already' mentioned, Chiang Mai evolved in the cultural 
orbit of Burmese Pagan and Mqn Hariphunchai. 'The acceptance 
of Burman/MQn historical tradition was bound to come about, 
given that religious contact between Chiang Mai'and Pagan had 
longtbeen close and cordial., We"can certainly see-that right 
at the peak of Chiang Mai civilization, tamnän writers were` 
still preserving Burman/MQn religious tradition which included 
the use of the Burmese Era (Chunlasakkarät) "-and the'V, Jambudlpa 
geography. 'In contrast to the other two 'Tai polities, 'Sukhö- 
thai and Ayutthaya, the Tai Yuan had adopted the-Burmese Era 
134) Michael Aung Thwin, "Jambudipa: Classical Burma's Camelot", 
CAS, 16 (1981): 60fn. 10 
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(C.. S. ) alongside the sixty-year cycle which had been the tra- 
ditional Tai dating system from the beginning. The inscription 
of Wat Phra Yün erected in"1370 uses. the Sukhöthai script in-' 
troduced by Sumanathera, but retains the Burmese Era. *The 
Sukhöthai inscriptions by contrast use the Mahäsäkkarät (M. S. ); 
only four-inscriptions dated A. D. 1392,1404 (2), and 1406 ex- 
press the date in C. S. 
1,35) the first of which also gives the` 
M. S. date (1314). '-The inscription of 1392 contains the oath 
of amity between the king of Sukhöthai and the prince'of Nan 
NTan was an independent city-state on the fringe of Sukhothai 
and Chiang Mai, but it may have used the C. S. era-like Chiang 
Mai. At Ayutthaya, the use of M. S. era was consistent until 
the Burmese imposed their C. S. era after they had subjugated 
Ayutthaya in 1569, and the last Ayutthayan inscription to have 
been dated in M. S. is the inscription'of Dan Säi of'1563. 
The origin of a second "India" was'deep-rooted in the 
early Indianized states of South-East Asia. Judging from epi- 
graphic'evidence, a , number of Indian-Brahman priests had set- 
tled down in South-East Asia and served in the royal courts. 
It was they who'had brought about the realization of classical 
India in'South-East Asia. The first waves of Indianization 
brought back to life the names of Sri K§etra, Kamboja, Chämpa, 
and Dväxavati. These'early kingdoms existed in modern Burma, 
Cambodia; -central Vietnam, and Thailand respectively in between 
the third and eleventh century A. D. The names of=these "clas- 
sical" Indian kingdoms were borrowed apparently at will. When 
135) PS6/I: No. '9 (1406): 121-6; No. 10 (1404): 129-33 
PS6/III: No. 45 (1392): 62-7; No. 46 (1404): 71-3 
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Chou Ta-kuan visited Angkor in 1296, he wrote a careful ac- 
'count. of the Khmer kingdom'. Introducing the country he said: - 
Le Tchen-la iri }ý, ý est aussi appele -Tchan-la} AA 
Le nom indigene, est Kan-po-tche La. 
dynastie actuelle, se basant sur les livres religieux 
si-fan PJ 1, appelle ce pays Kan-p' ou-tche 
qui est. phonetiquement proche de Kan-po-tche. 136) 
According to Chou Ta-kuan, the' name adopted by the, Khmer 
kings for their country was unmistakably Kan-po-tche, a Chi 
nese rendering of "Kamboja". "'But the term Kan-p'ou-tche is 
also given, and it could be rendered only as "Kambuja"'or -` 
"Kambhu ja" . -Chou Ta-kuan explained- that' "Kan-p' ou-tche! 
' 
(Kambuja) derived its origin from-the>religious texts of the 
Tibetans, (si-fan) who'practised Mahäyänist Buddhism and em- 
plöyed Sanskrit, not Pali, as the sacred language. Chou Ta- 
kuan seems to have been confused by the similarity of the terms 
Kambuja (Angkorian Empire) andKamboja (Lawö, Lopburi). The 
term "Kambuja" (born of Kambu; Kambu, being'a mythical,: rsI), 
-according to M. Vickery, was used. in Angkor epigraphy from 
the reign'of Indravarman I (877-89) and "is most likely a 
contrived etymology from an indigenous ethnic term such as 
khmu or khmer". 
137) Kamboja, 'on the other hand, was one of 
the sixteen ianapada, "great cities" of Buddhist India, and 
thus an extraneous tradition in South-East Asia. The two 
terms have become conflated because of the phonetic shift 
136) Chou Ta-kuan, "Memoires sur les coutumes du Cambodge", 
tr. & ed. P. Pelliot, BEFEO, 2,2 (avr. -jui., 1904): 137 
137) M.. Vickery, Cambodia after Angkor, the Chronicular Evi- 
dence for the Pour eent to Sixteenth enures, vol. I, 
Unpub. Ph. D. Thesis, Yale University, 1977: 370 
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that could easily occur in Pali and Sanskrit, especially bet-. 
ween the vowels 'o' and 'u'. It is not impossible that, as' 
Chou. Ta-kuan, did not talk about Lawo (Lopburi), Chen-la or 
"Kan-po-tche" in his Mdmoires could have meant. Lopburi, 
138) 
and not Angkor. 
A common feature of Burman/Mqn and Tai religious chroni- 
cles., is the superimposition of. Buddhist India upon mainland 
South=East Asia. The concept-of Buddhist.. India or Jambudipa 
was revitalized by the Mahävamsa in the twelfth century A. D., 
and the Burmese model was transmitted to the Mqn, the Tai of, 
Upper Burma and Lan-Nä Thai, and the Chinese. Certain problems 
arose because some ancient place-names of Buddhist India had 
already been adopted for South-East Asia. Consequently, Jam- 
budipa had to be applied to Burma, Thailand,, Laos, and Yunnan 
quite loosely. 
The transference of Jambudipa from India to South-East 
Asia represented-a modificationtof the Mahävamsa model, espe- 
cially in the treatment-of the Buddhist missions-despatched 
overseas by Moggaliputratissathera, chairman of the Third Bud- 
dhist Council. The. Mahävamsa lists these countries: Majjhantika 
was sent to propagate. the Religion in Kassmiranagara and, 
Gandhära,. that is Kashmir and. the northwest region. of. Asoka's 
empire; Mahädeva was sent to Mahismandala, i. e. Maisar (Mysore) 
proper. in the south; Rakkhita to Vanaväsa in the northern part 
of Kannada; Dhammarakkhita, a Greek monk, to Aparäntaka.. to the 
west. of Gujerat; Mahädhammarakkhita to the southwest; Mahä- 
rakkhita to Yona, i. e. the Greek country; Majjhima'to'the- 
Himalaya regions; Sona and Uttara to Suvännabhumi, "Land of 
138) See also fn. 32 above 
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Gold"; and Mahinda to Laftkä, -i. e. 'Ceylon. 139) 
The MS/SD, -which is the. earliest religious tamnän of 
Chiang Mai, evidently preserves the Burman/Mqn innovations. 
It does not list all the missions'sent from A6oka's capital, 
but mentions only those countries supposed to be South-East 
Asia. MahätheraVajjhantika was sent to Gandhära to the 
"northeast" of Jambudlpa; Mahäyonakathe'ra to Paräntakajanapada, 
that is Pagan; Mahädhammarakkhitathera to "our Yonaka 
country"; and Sona and Uttara to Suvannabhümi, "namely Phakhö 
(Pegu)". 141) The list of MS/SD does not agree with the Mahä- 
vamsa, especially with regard to Ganhära and Yonaka. If the- 
Burmese placed Pagan in the centre of Jambudipa, the logical 
location of Gandhära should be in the northwest as clearly 
stated by the Mahävamsa. But the equation of Gandhära with 
Yunnan must have been well accepted not later than the thir- 
teenth century. P. Pelliot places Gandhära from Chinese texts 
in the valley of Tali. 
142) In Tai tamnän Gandhära is less fre- 
quently used than Magadha, Videha, or Räjagariha, to refer to- 
Yunnan; the placing of the last three to the northeast of 
Pagan is quite close to the classical' Buddhist geography. 
The equation by the authors of MS/SD of'Suvannabhumi 
with Phakh6 (Pegu) in Lower Burma'agrees with the M9n belief 
as manifested in the Kalyäni inscription erected in 1476 by 
Dhammacheti (Rämäthib9di), king of Pegu. Basing their analy- 
sis on the Burman/M9n tradition of the'fifteenth century, 
139) Jean Filliozat, "Anoka et l'expansion bouddhique", 
Presence du Bouddhisme, France-Asie publication, -1959: 371 
140) MS/SD: 67 141) ibid.: 68 
142) Pelliot, "Deux itineraires": 161 
;, 140) 
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Western scholars have tended to believe that the two Buddhist 
missionaries, Sona and Uttara, landed in Lower 13urma. 
143) 'In 
fact, Suvannabhumi is mentioned in. the Admkhamheng inscription-. 
of 1292?, -or nearly two centuries-before the Kalyäni. inscrip- 
tion. The place-names related to "Land of'Gold". on the Suphan- 
buri-Thä hin river-system west of modern Bangkok are unique to 
the ancient Mqn-controlled area: Ang Thgng means "Basin of 
Gold"; D Thgng, "Cradle. of-Gold"; -Känchanaburi, "City of Gold"; 
and Suphanburi, ""City of Gold". Perhaps the ancient Mqn king- 
dom of Dväravati with its centres at 0 Th9ng and Nakhgn Pathom 
might have regarded itself as the "Land of Gold" of King Adoka's 
Buddhist India. The Suvannabhumi of C15th-Burman/M9n tradition 
that equated it. with Pegu was created by scholar-monks in Burma 
to fill. in the. Buddhist map. 
-The existence of two Kambojas in the early 
South-East 
Asian-historiography has been pointed out and explained in some 
detail by Michael Vickery. 144) The first Kamboja is of course 
the classical name of the Angkorean Empire, and perhaps equally 
of the Lopburi. region, and it is the origin of the modern word 
"Cambodia". . The second Kamboja was unquestionably an, -innova- 
tion of the Shan (Tai--in Burma) who had borrowed a classical 
name of Buddhist India for themselves. I am as yet to come 
across a to nän history written in Lan-No Thai which refers 
to any Tai principality in Upper Burma as Kamboja. Neverthe- 
less, the Chronicle. of. Tagaung calls the earliest Tai kingdom 
145) 
in Burma by the name of Kamboja. According-to J. G. Scott, 
143) Jean Filliozat, op. cit. 
144) Vickery, op. cit.: 369-71 
145) G. H. Luce and'Pe Maung Tin, (trs), "Chronicle of the 
City of Tagaung", JBRS, 11,1 (1921): 29,35 
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who translated a-Sbn'Wi chronicle in-1901, the official name 
of the state of South Sen W1 was "Siriwilät Mahä Kamboja 
SaAghi K8samph111.146) This high-sounding name does not make 
sense as both Kamboja''and Kösamphi (Kösambl) were two differ- 
ent states in ancient India. 
What puzzle readers of Northern Tai tamnän most are the 
occasional references to Kamboja in the-Pali chronicles and 
'! Khgm"- in the Tai Yuan chronicles. - The traditional equation 
of Kamboja with Angkor was-once universally accepted. -The- 
"Khgm"= Khmer equation in the Lan-Nä Thai tradition, however,,, 
is misleading and needs some clarifications. ; The authors of 
Jn and CämadevTvamsa talk of a war between, the--two Mqn centres, 
Hariphuchai and Lawö'towards the end of the tenth century. -In 
the midst of the conflict, the ruler of Sirithammanakhgn (Nakhgn 
Sithammarät) came with his fleet and successfully captured 
Lopburi. 147), The Jn calls the new ruler of Lopburl "Kamboja", 
and, says that he waged an unsuccessful war against Hariphunchai, 
but apparently, his army drove refugees from "Syämadesa" into 
the Mqn kingdom of Thaton (Suthammawadi) in Lower Burma. The 
equation of Kamboja = Lopburi; and not Angkor means that we will 
have to forsake Coedes' old theory concerning the emergence of 
Suryavarman 'I'(1002-50) at Angkor at the beginning of the elev- 
enth century A. D. 
148) 
Both the'religious chronicles of Chiang-Mai-and Burman/ 
- Mqn epigraphy and chronicles hint at the "Khgm" invasions of- 
146) Scott and J. . HardimanGazetter of Upper Burma-and the Shan States, Rangoon, 19607-17. -M 
147)-Coedes, "Documents": 80,158; Seng, op. cit.: 96 
148) M. Vickery, -"The Reign of Suryavarmän I and the Dynamics 
of Angkorean Development", Paper presented to the Confer- 
rence of the Association of the Historians of Asia, Kuala 
Lumpur, 1980: 2 
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Lower Burma. Thaton fell into the hands of Anawrahta (1044-77) 
in 1057. But the "Khgm" (Khmer-Mqn) of the lower Menäm basin 
continued to raid Lower Burma. It was Kyanzittba (1086-1112) 
of Pagan who gained a final victory over them in defence of 
Pegu. 149)' 
According to G. H. Luce, the invasions of the Mqn states 
in Burma by the Mqn-Khmer from the lower Menäm basin were 
"still a living memory in those parts four hundred years lat- 
er". 
150. ) They have implications for tamnän historiography. 
The old Mqn word for the invaders is "Krom", and the old Bur- 
mese word for them is "Krwatl'. 
151) In the Burmese chronicles, 
this term is used to denote the people of, and in the lower 
Menäm basin, long after the Khmer had been ejected from power 
in that region. As recipients of Burman/Mqn culture, the Tai 
Yuan perpetuate the use of the term "Krwatfi" in Lan-Nä Thai his- 
toriography, and retained its original meaning, "people of the 
lower Menäm basin". It is reported that the Tai Lff of Chiang 
Rung still use in modern time the word "Klwattº" (or Klgm) to 
refer to the Siamese Tai. 
152) In the inscriptions of late 
Sukhöthai, the word "Khgm" is used also to refer to the Khmer- 
ized Ayutthayan people. 
153) Rattanapanyä, author of Jn, des- 
cribes an event after Rämäthibgdi's death in this manner: 
"Following the death of Rämäthibgdi, the sovereign of Kamboja 
and Ayojjapura (Ayutthaya), Vattitejo (Bgrommarächä I) left 
Suvannabhumi-, and conquered the kingdom of Kamboja". 
154) For 
149) G. H. Luce, Old Burma-Early Pagan, Ascona, AA, Suplementum 
No. 25,1969, vol. I: 23 
150) ibid. 151) ibid.: 21 
152) Buchuai Sisawat, Thai Sip-spng-pan-nä, Bangkok: Rapphim 
Press, d. n.: 41 
153) Centre for Sukhöthai Studies, Si Nakharin Univ., Chdrük 
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uncritical readers, this quotation would seem to confirm the 
belief that Rämäthibgdi I had conquered Cambodia (Kamboja), 
as suggested in late Siamese chronicles;. and that after his 
death, Bgrommarächä had to reconquer Cambodia. This is not 
very tenable. 
It is most likely that Rattanapanyä adhered to. ancient 
concept of "Krwam-Kamboja", which was still alive in Burmese 
historical writings. Internal evidence shows that he was 
flexible in applying Kamboja to-the Lopburi region in particu- 
lar, and the kingdom of Ayutthaya in the Siamese period in a 
wider context. In the above quotation, the first "Kamboja" 
means undoubtedly Lopburi, the old M9n-Khmer centre, and the 
second "Kamboja" means Ayutthaya, i. e. "Country of the Khgm". 
It appears that after Rämäthibgdi I's death in 1369, Bgromma- 
rächA led his troops from Suphanburt, deposed Rämäthibodi's 
son, Rämesuan, and ascended the throne of Ayutthayä. 
155) I 
have also demonstrated by way of comparing the text of the Jn 
to that of MS/SD that Kamboja can be equated with Ayutthayä. 
156) 
In the tamnän fashion, local place-names in the north 
of Thailand were rendered into Pali. Most of them are easily 
recognizable, for example, Nan becomes Nanthaburl; Yang = Mahi- 
yangkharat; and Chiang Räi = Chiräyanakhgn. These place-names 
play their part in the tamnän geography as constituents of a 
wider region called Yonaka in the Mahävamsa, and Yönokkarat 
in the Lan-Nä Thai tamnän. According to Buddhist legend, 
Sukhothai Sukhöthai Inscriptions), 1977: No. ,8 (V): 
F. 1/28-9/75; PSc/III: No. 45, F. 1/27-9/63 
154) Coedes, op. cit.: 100; Song, op. cit.: 115' 
155) Cf. LP/1680 in-PP/1, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 1: 131 
156) See pp. 35-6 above. 
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Yonaka is a select place whither. a Buddhist mission-was sent 
to propagate the religion after the convening of the Third 
Council. When transferred to the north of Thailand, Yonaka 
had tobe placed in juxtaposition to Gandhära (Yunnan), if it 
was. to. represent Buddhist India to, a certain degree. Jn, writ- 
ten in-1516, may actually have retained a long-established no- 
tion of Buddhist geography. It refers to Mangräi! s old king- 
dom as "Yonarattha", or.. "Country of the Yona (Greeks)". 
157) 
Yonarattha was a name given to the Chiang Räi/Chiang Sen/Phayao 
region. Probably, this was an alien tradition, which had not 
taken firm root, because after Mangräi had captured Hariphun- 
chai in 1292 and built Chiang Mai as his new capital in 1296, 
he adopted'Phingkharat as the official name of the whole king 
dom.; The name Phingkharat Chiang Mai is confirmed by epigra- 
phic evidence. 
158) 
Strangely enough, the concept of Yonarattha as a holy 
place was formed more strongly amongst the Burmese than the 
Tai Yuan themselves. The Thai word Yuan is a variant of "Yun" 
or Burmese rendering of "Yona". The Burmese called the king 
of Chiang'Mai "Yun" king, and 'the people of Chiang Mai "Yun" 
Shan. 159) The Burmese even believed that "King Milinda was 
a Yun Shan and the famous book /flilindapanha7 was produced in 
the Shan country". 
160) 
In the tamnän historiography, the concept of Yonokkarat1 
157) Coed'es, op. cit.: 87; Seng, op. cit.: 103 
158) PSc/III: No. 71 (Inscription of Wat Phra That, Lamphün): 
F. 1/5/185; No. 76 (Inscription of wat Chiang Man, Chiang 
Mai, dated 1581): F. 1/18-9/212; No. 78 (Inscription of 
Wat Phra That Lampäng Luang, dated 1796): F. 1/5/229 
159) See Kyaw Dun, 'Notes and Reviews: Lacquer Ware Called 
'Yun ", JBRS, 10,2 (Aug. 1920): 75 
160) ibid. 
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paved the way for what Peter Burke terms "myth-as-explana- 
tion". 161) The Tamnan Singhanawatikumän (TS), which purports 
to deal with`the'legendary origin. of the North, has it that 
Y6nokka Nakhgn, 'a city-founded by Singhanati, a Tai prince 
from Yunnan, was thus named because Buddha had visited it, 
and while sitting on a'rock at the top of D9i Din Deng, -he 
prophesied: - 
When the Tathägata, "We, Buddha", have attained the 
nibbä, na, Mahäkassapathera will take a piece of Our collar- 
bone and encase it in this rock. A rsl (ascetic) will 
come to protect this place, and this town will become a 
great capital, the seat of Our religion as well as of 
a great sovereign. 162) 
A melting pot of local tales, the TS has no historical 
value at all. But of all the Tai tamnän,. it is the most ela- 
borate piece, of religious chronicular writing. Its author 
. sets-up. a 
"Buddhist India" scene in the extreme north of Thai- 
land, Yunnan, and Upper Burma. These classical names are re- 
ferred to: Baränasi, RRjagariha, Mithila (all in Yunnan); 
VesRli, -Kosambhi 
(in Upper Burma); and Yonaka (Chiang Räi/ 
Chiang-Sen/Phayao area of North Thailand). This geographical 
arrangement was characteristically Shan (RRjagariha = Tali; 
Mithila = Yunnan-fu); 
163 the Burmese would give the name 
Gandhära to Yunnan., The author of TS, makes Singhanati,, son 
-of the king of RRjagariha, Buddha's contemporary so that Bud- 
dha could visit Singhanati's newly built capital, Bandhu Sing- 
hanati Nakhpn. Perhaps the most important feature of'TS is 
161) Peter Burke, The Renaissance Sense of the Past, London: 
Edward Arnold, 1969: 
162) Camille Notton, Annales du Siam, T,: 165 
163) ibid.: 219 
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the first section on Buddha's-numerous visitations to the 
various places in the North where he predicted his relics 
would-be enshrined. 
The date of composition of TS is. not known. Rattanapan- 
yä, compiler of Jn-, who was a native of Chiang Räi, makes no 
mention of the TS at all. Nor does the MS/SD, which was writ- 
ten some years earlier than the Jn. The TS was probably writ- 
ten after the Pali culture at Chiang Mai had. declined, because 
it was written in-Tai Yuan, not in Pali. As it revived a lo- 
cal tradition concerning Chiang Rai/Chiang Sen/Phayao, or the 
concept of "Yonarattha", which the Burmese held in high esteem, 
I would surmise it was written in or around 1614 to 1619 when 
-Chiang Sen was raised in political status by the Burmese. 
164) 
The TS appears to have had a tremendous impact on the tamnän 
tradition of the Siamese, probably, after a brief Siamese rule 
at Chiang Mai in 1661/2. When Simon. de la Loubere, Louis XIV's 
envoy, visited the court of King Näräi at Ayutthaya in 1687, 
and wrote an. historical account of Siam, we learn that the TS 
was presented as a prelude to another Siamese legend. 
165) To- 
wards the end of Ayutthaya, the Siamese had localized the con- 
cept of "Yonarattha",. for in the folk-tales of Lower, Siam, 
N9ng Sanö, the district where Ayutthaya was originally located 
was also part of Yonarattha, in which the Buddha had wandered 
about. 
166) 
164) "Tamnän Rätchawongpakgn" in PTLT/I: 381; Notton, Chronicue 
de Xieng Mai: 173 
165) De la Loubbre, op. cit.: 8 
166) Khamhaikän: 47-8 
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vi 
The Tamnän of Sacred Buddha Images 
It was believed in traditional South-East Asia that 
certain objects and images of gods'were palladia of a particu- 
lar kingdom. These objects and images were thought of as pos- 
sessing magical powers and acting as protectors of the king-- 
dom. In time of war, the ruler of a country would seek to 
defile the sacred objects of his enemy, or remove them from 
their proper places. This being done, the magical strength 
of the other side was considered weakened. In 744 A. D., the 
Javanese Malay raided the town of Po Nagar (Nha-Trang) on the 
coast of central Vietnam, and they took away the lid, which 
was Champa's palladium. 
167) The Siamese troops that conquered 
Angkor in 1431 returned with Khmer war captives and all the 
sacred images of Cambodia. 
168) When Ayutthaya fell in its 
turn to Bayinnaung in 1569, the sacred images of Cambodia and 
Ayutthaya were transported to Burma. 169) 
According to Khamhaikän, a historical-document compiled 
by the Burmese from-Siamese prisoners of war after the fall 
of Ayutthaya in 1767,170) the city of Chiang Mai possessed a 
triad of Buddha images which acted as guardians of its pros- 
perity. Tradition has it that King Näräi attacked Chiang Mai 
in 1661 because he was covetous of those sacred images. The 
The testimony is confusing but it is reported that the, Siamese 
eventually returned to Ayutthaya with only two images, 'one of 
. 
167) Coedes, Indianized States: 91 
168) LP/1680 in PP/1: 134 
169) Wannarat, Somdet Phra, Phraratchaphongs&wadin Krung S! 
Ayuttha, yä, Bangkok: Khlang i aya, 1972: 170- 
170) Khamhaikän: 108 
4 
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which was the famous Phra Phutthasihing "Lion" image. 
171) The 
Khamhaikän says that these three images were ordered cast by 
the kings of Chiang Mai. Each image had a special feature. 
The "Lion" Buddha's eyes were made of miracle-inducing crystals, 
and the other image was carved out of core sandal-wood. 
172) 
The belief in a triad, of sacred Buddha images was expres- 
sed in the local folklore of Chiang Mai as well as Sukhöthai. 
The Phongsäwadän Mü'ang Nü'a, "History of Upper Siam", talks 
of a king, Sithammatraipidok (Lithai? ), who cast these Buddhas: 
Buddha Chinasi, Chinarat, and Sisätsadä, as a triad of Phitsa- 
nulok. 
173) This tradition may have dated from the fifteenth 
century A. D. One art historian believes that during the reign 
of King Tilök's apostate father, King Sämfangken (1401-41), 
"the demand for expensive images of the Buddha must have slack- 
ened, and the sculptural tradition declined". 
174) With the 
emergence of the Sifihalese School of Buddhism, Buddhist art 
and architecture were revived by Tilök and his successors. 
As in the ecclesiastical dispute at that time, orthodoxy won 
the day. Many tamnän were written in Pali, especially to ex- 
tol several Buddhist statues in worship at Chiang Mai. The 
emphasis was being placed on the likeness of these important 
images to the person of the Buddha. The sacred images are 
said in the tamnän to have been cast by those who had seen 
the Buddha during his lifetime, so they served as the correct 
models. However, the images that formed the triad of Chiang 
171) ibid. 
172) ibid.: 109 
173) PP/1: 24 
174) A. B. Griswold, Dated Buddha Images of Northern Thailand: 
39 
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Mai were not always the same. Originally, the triad must have 
consisted of Phra Phutthasihing, Phra Kew Mgrakot (Emerald 
Buddha), and-Phra Phuttharüp Ken6han (Sandal Buddha). ' 
But in 1547, Upayorät, who had been invited to be king 
of Chiang Mai in the previous year, returned to his native 
land, the Lao kingdom of Mn-Chang. He took with him the 
Emerald Buddha palladium, and this sacred image was not re-' 
turned-after Upayörät had officially relinguished his claim 
to the Chiang Mai throne. It was to fall into Siamese hands 
in. 1779, following the Siamese campaign against Laos by the, 
Chakkri brothers. 175) Thus the Khamhaikän does not include 
the Emerald Buddha among the triad of Chiang Mai. After 1547, 
the'triad"consisted of Phra Phutthasihing, the Sandal Buddha 
-which the Siamese envoys to Chiang Mai in 1521 had paid ho- 
mage to-176) and another unidentified Buddha image, probably 
the Great Buddha of Wat Bupphäram Suan Dqk Mai. In 1662, the 
central image, Phra Phutthasihing was transported to Ayutthaya, 
and was thereafter-worshipped in the Temple of Vat Phra Sisan- 
phet, the Royal Chapel. It became the palladium of Ayutthaya 
for 105 years until the Chiang Mai army which joined the Bur- 
mese invading force in 1767 took it back to Chiang Mai. Then 
the Bangkok Prince of the Front Palace, Surasinghanät, led 
an expedition against the Burmese in the North in 1795, and 
reclaimed this sacred image. During the lifetime of the Prince, 
the "Lion" Buddha was kept in the compound of the Front Palace 
as mark of his immense merit. - Following his death, Phra Phut- 
thasihing was taken to the Royal Chapel of the Grand Palace. 
175) "Tamanän Phra Kbw Mgrakot" in PTLT/II: 34 
176) Coed'es, "Documents": 137; Sbng, op. cit.: 165 
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It was. not until 1855, after Mongkut had come to the throne 
and appointed Prince Chuthämani as the Second King Pinklao, 
that Phra Phutthasihing was returned to. the Front Palace. ' 
Similarly, the Emerald Buddha, which. Rämä I transported back 
from Vientiane in 1779, has been associated with the supreme 
monarch, and as a, result,, the Emerald Buddha has taken prece- 
dence over the,. Phutthasihing image during the Bangkok,. period. 
_177) 
Meanwhile, according. to, another tradition, the modern 
Chiang Mai triad consists of Phra Sdwatängkhamani (White Crys- 
tal Buddha), Phra Phutthasihing, and Phra Silä (Stone Buddha). 
The White Crystal Buddha is associated with the wisäkha ceremo- 
nies in the month of, May, *when the rains on, which the farmers 
depend for their crops are about to break.., 78) It must>be stre- 
ssed here that in all likelihood none of these Buddha images 
is the real one.. The Phutthasihing. images now worshipped at- 
Chiang Mai and Nakhgn Sithammarät are replicas of the one at 
Bangkok. The White Crystal Buddha was made only in 1874 by 
order of Chao Inthanon, king of Chiang-Mai.. Phra Silä is said 
to be a 
"Chiang 
Mai reproduction of a Ceylonese style, a devel- 
opment of the Bharut tradition., 
179) A tamnän history, which 
accompanies it, was written, in Pali only-in 1785.180) A- 
question thus arises concerning the credibility in general of, 
this type of tamnän__writing..,. We know definitely that the 
White Crystal Buddha was made in 1874, but its tamnän story 
says it had been made in Buddha's time. 
177) My interpretation is based on Prince Damrong's "Tamnän 
Phra Phutthasihing Tam Phrarätchaphongsäwadän" in Phra 
Phothirangsi, Tamnän Phra Phuttha Sihing, op. cit.: 41-2 
178) E. W. Hutchinson, "Sacred Images in Chiang Mai", JSS, 
28 (1935): 116 
179) ibid.: 119 
180) ibid.: 117 
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The writing of tamnän of Buddha images was . not., unique 
to the Chiang Mai monks, but-the most impressive Pali works. 
such as Phra Phöthirangsi's Sihinganidäna and Phra Phrommarät- 
chapanyä's Rattanabimbavamsa were models for other Pali writ- 
ers to follow. The date of composition of these two import- 
ant works is a matter of speculation. It is certain that the 
stories of both the-Phra Phutthasihing and-the Emerald Buddha, 
existed way back in the vernacular language äs-indicated by 
the authors. 
It is interesting to note that Phra Phrommarät implies 
that his account is by no means original, but is based on a 
certain legend. Coed'es cited another Pali work entitled 
Amarakatabuddharüpanidä, na written by a Burmese monk named 
Ariyavamsa. It is also a reproduction of the same Buddhist 
legend. 181) According to H. Saddhatissa, both work draw upon 
materials from Indian sources and were presumably composed 
towards the end of the fifteenth century. 
182). Phrommarät 
leaves no clue-as to the date of his work except that it was 
completed in a Cock year. Prince Damrong believed this to be 
C. S. 791 (A. D. 1421), as the compiler brings the story up to 
the time when the image was removed from Chiang Rai to Lampäng. 
The reference to the Mahärät of Chiang Mai in the. Rattanabim- 
bavamsa can be nobody else but King Tilök, and this fact is 
confirmed by the Jinakälamäli. 
183) We may conclude that 
Phrommarät composed his work either during Tilök's reign 
(1441-87), or just after that time, but before Jn (1516) be- 
181) Coedes, "Notes": 46 
182) Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 213 
183) Coedes, "Documents": 115; Seng, op. cit.: 133 
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cause the latter recounts a story from the Rattanabimbavamsa.. 
Discussing the Pali works written in Lan-Nä Thai, Coedes 
is of the opinion that Phöthirangsi's Sihiftganidäna, "History 
of the 'Lion'Buddha", 'was probably written at the beginning 
of the'fifteenth century A. D., because the writer ends his 
story in the reign of Sam M'a'ang Mä`(1385-1401). 
164) Prince 
Damrong, writing-dn introduction to this work in 1913, believed 
that Sihiiganidäna was written between 1460 and 1530, "because 
at that time the Pali culture was flourishing at Chiang Mai". 185) 
Nonetheless, Prince Damrong later changed his view. In 1932, 
he wrote'a new introduction to the Sihif1ganidänä commenting 
that: - 
The Tamnän Phra Phutthasihing 
.... originally written 
in Pali by Phra Phothirangsi could have been compiled 
in 1417 as it_describes, the history of Chiang Mai up, 
till 14.11. There, is a prophecy in the tamnän of this 
-Buddha image that when 2000 years of the Religion has 
passed a Thammikarät ýThammikarächä7 will emerge and 
take the image back to Ceylon. I would suggest that 
this tamnän history was written sometime in between 
1411-(B. E. 1954) and 1456 (B. E. 2000), 186) 
However, since the publication of the MS/PD in 1976, we 
have had'a clearer picture of the religious dispute at Chiang 
Mai than ever before. The Sihinganidäna must be put in this 
perspective. The Sihing "Lion" Buddha is known popularly as, 
Phra Sing or Phra Sihon, Sihon (Pali = Sihala) referring to 
the Ceylonese. Consequently, Phra Phutthasihing, as the'name 
suggests,, is symbolic of Ceylonese Buddhism. The reference 
184) Coedes, "Notes": 44 
185) Quoted in ibid. 
186) Damrong, op. cit'.: 1 
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to King Lithai's prophecy that in B. E. 2000 the image would 
be taken back to Ceylon where it was cast, is a cryptic way 
of saying that Buddhism would decline in that year. This 
prediction-must be interpreted as a direct attack on the Suan 
Dqk'monks by a writer who was member of the SiAhalese School. 
The implication was that the Suan D9k monks did not. adhere to 
the vinaya; their refusal to conform with the orthodoxy of 
Ceylonese Buddhism was. considered detrimental to the state of 
the Religion. Taking this Into. consideration, I would surmise 
that the Sihiflganidäna, was written at the height of the reli- 
gious dispute, probably, in the 1430s towards the end of Sam- 
fangken's Reign (1401-41). 
The Rattanabimbavamsa and the Sihinganidäna were written 
in the same period, and in'the same spiritual spirit'. Like 
in all other forms of Buddhist art and literature where the 
masterpieces couldýbe faithfully copied, these two works served 
as models for subsequent tamnän of Buddha images. Synopses of 
these two models will be given here for comparison. 
The Rattanabimbavamsa.: A Synopsis 
After Buddha had'passed away for 500 years, i. e. in B. E. 
500, Thammarakkhit, a: monk who resided at the Temple of Asökä- 
ram died. His disciple, Nägasena, who was also King Milinda's 
reverenced teacher,, wanted to have an image made to promote 
the Buddhist religion. He decided not to cast the Buddha image 
in gold or silver because people are so avaricious and sinful 
that they would harm, it in no time at all. As a result, he 
wished to have an image made of crystal. Sakka, the Supreme 
deity (Indra), knowing of Nägasena's wish, -descended from`his 
abode and offered help. He ordered his attendant, Vissukam, 
the God of. Creation, to find a suitable precious stone for the 
purpose. Vissukam flew to Mt. Vipula and requested leave from 
the chief quardianiof the celestial worlds (kumabhanda) to 
9o 
take away a precious stone. This was granted and an emerald 
stone was taken to Nägasena. 
While rlä. gasena was wondering as to who could transform 
the emerald stone into the desired Buddha image, Vissukam 
transmogrified himself into an engraver and undertook to carve 
up the stone. This finished, a -Buddha image of one cubit and 
one inch high was revealed. Then Nägasena and an assembly of 
monks performed a ceremony and invited seven Buddha relies to 
fly into the Emerald Buddha and reside there. Nägasena pre- 
dicted that the Emerald Buddha would in future be enshrined 
in Kamboja, Arimaddana, and Syäm (meaning Lopburi, Pagan, and 
Lampäng or Northern Thailand). 187) 
The Emerald Buddha remained in India for the next three 
hundred years until B. E. 800, when chaos reigned in that coun- 
try and the Emerald Buddha had to be removed to Ceylon. The 
Emerald Buddha remained there until B. E. 1200. In that year, 
King Anuruddha (Anawrahta) of Arimaddana-(Pagan) came to Cey- 
lon in search of a correct copy of the scriptures. He took 
the image away with him, but the boat in which he put the 
image and the scriptures was carried out of its course by a 
storm, and its contents found their way to Kamboja 
(Lopburl). 
Anuruddha flew to that country, and used his magical power 
to force the Icing of_Kambojja to return the scriptures, but 
he overlooked the Emerald Buddha. 
The Emerald Buddha thus remained at Mahä Nakh9n (Angkor 
Thom? ) until the King of Ayojjhapura (Ayutthaya) carried it 
away after that city was flooded. 
188) Then the ruler of Kam- 
187) The prediction, as will be seen, was not fulfilled, be- 
cause the Emerald Buddha wandered from Ceylon to Lopburi/ 
Cambodia, Ayutthaya, and Siam, not to Pagan at all. 
188) The flood theme-is quite common in the Northern Thai tam- 
nan. The flood is symbolic of punishment-meted out for 
an un; iust ruler. In this particular tamnän story, the 
king of Kamboja has the son of one of his ministers killed 
because that child's fly has killed the fly of the king's 
son in a fair insect fight. The king's action is not well 
justified, and the minister has to move out of the city 
in some resentment. This incident infuriates the Naga, 
"Serpent" king, so he issues forth-water until the city 
is totally submerged under the flood. Its moral impli-. 
cation is that a Buddhist king must not forsake the "ten 
kingly ways"; should he do, he has to suffer consequences. 
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phengphet who was covetous of this-image carried it, away by 
ruse to his city. Phrommarächä, the king of Chiang Rai, heard 
of the sacred image, - came with an army, and then took the 
Emerald Buddha to the North. A dispute erupted when. King 
Kilanä died, because- both his brother, Phrommarächä>. (Mahä Phrom) 
and his son, 'Sen MI'ang Ma, wanted the throne of Chiang Mai. 
Finally,. Sen Mü'ang Ma conquered Chiang Räi. He took the 
"Lion" Buddha to Chiang Mai, but during the war the people of 
Chiang Rai had hidden the Emerald Buddha by covering it with 
a coating of lime. In the fifteenth century, it was redisco= 
vered, and King'Tilok sent for it. But the Emerald Buddha 
manifested its will not to go to Chiang Mai by miraculously 
increasing, its own weight so much that it proved too heavy to 
be carried over the hills. According to legend, the image 
wanted to rest, at Lampäng, so it was carried by cart to that 
city. It remained there until a great Chedi (pagoda) was 
built by the king to house it properly at Wat Chedi Luang, 
"Royal Pagoda", Chiang Mai. 
The Sihiiganidäna: A Synopsis 
The history ofPhra Phutthasihing'begins with the des- 
cription of a , special event-in B. E. 700. 
Chapter One: Three kings and twenty arä. hant monks met in 
an assembly in B. E. 700.189) They asked. each, other whether, 
anyone amongst them had seen the Buddha when he was still 
alive. No one said. had_had except the. Näga king. The Näga 
king was then invited to transform himself into the likeness 
. of 
the Buddha which was so radiant that all came to worship 
him. 
Chapter Two: The three Ceylonese kings and the monks de- 
cided that an image should be made of bronze while the Näga 
king retained the true likeness of'the Buddha. Once it was 
189) Jn-says that only one king, the king of Ceylon, wanted 
to see the likeness of the Buddha. Coedes, "Documents": 
97; Seng, op. cit.: 112 The "Tamnän Phra Sing PYiuttha 




made, the Näga king returned to his serpentile form. It was 
prophesied that: - 
In the future this Buddha image will travel to Jambu a (i. e. the North of Thailand). 190) When this "Lion 
Buddha leaves, it will float upstream to the coast of 
of a select country. A devout king will tade care of 
the Buddha, and cut the fingers of this image to further 
purify it. Whenever a further 2000 years of the Reli- 
gion has elapsed, a righteous king (Thammikarät) will 
have been. born-in the Island of the hon ey on se). 
He will take the "Lion" Buddha back to Ceylon. 191) 
Chapter Three: In B. E. 1500 (A. D. ' 956), Phra Ruang (pal. 
SaiyaraYiga, ' Suraf garä j a, Sunarafiga, var. )192) was ruling at 
Sukhöthai. "His territory was very extensive. In the north 
it reached the River Nan; in the south it reached Ayodhya down 
to Sirithammarät. =" He. was the supreme lord and had not equals. 
The people of Sukhöthai were happy and rich with all things". 
Phra Ruang heard of the famous Buddha, so he came down to 
Sirithammarät and asked its king to send for the image. The 
kings of Ceylon knew of Phra Ruang's prowess, so they decided 
to part with the "Lion" Buddha. The image was then put in a 
boat, but on the way from Ceylon to Sirithammarät (modern Na- 
khgn Sithammarät) the boat struck a reef; the strut on which 
the image stood remained afloat and was rescued off the shore. 
Chapter Four: Phra Ruang invited the Sihing Buddha to 
go to Sukhöthai with him. 
Chapter Five: The "Lion" Buddha was kept at Sukhöthai 
until the reign of King Lithai, "who had upheld the Triple Gem, 
and who was well-versed in the Tipitaka". Ramäthibgdi, the 
Ayutthayan king, came and attacked Phitsanulök (Dvisäkhanagara). 
Rämäthib9di left his. son, Teja, to govern the city. King Li- 
thai asked Rämäthib9di to return Phitsanulök, and Rämäthibgdi 
complied. Lithai moved his capital south to Phitsanulök and 
took with him the "Lion" Buddha. ' After Lithai had died, Rama- 
thib9di took the sacred image to Ayutthaya. 
Chapter Six: The king of Kamphengphet'wished to have 
190) See pp. 72-3 above 191) Phothirangsi, op. cit.: 7 
192) All-these Pali variants are actually an embellishment of 
"(Si) Sainarongn, the title of the viceroy of Phitsanulök 
after the old kingdom of Sukhöthai had lost its indepen- 
dence in the early 015th. 
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the "Lion" Buddha for himself. He sent his mother to the 
court of Ayutthaya, and lured Räm. thibgdi, his suzerain,. into 
giving her the image, which she took to Kamphengphet. 
Chapter-Seven: At that time King Kilanä reigned at Chiang 
Mai, and his brother reigned at Chiang Rai. Mahä Phrom, the 
. ruler of 
Chiang Rai, heard of the "Lion" Buddha from a monk,. 
who had just come from Kamphengphet. He'led his troops. to- 
wards Kamphengphet, and forced its king to relinguish the 
sacred Buddha. Phra Phutthasitiing was then brought to Chiang 
Rai. 
. 
Chapter Eight: King Kilanä of Chiang Mai died, and was 
succeeded by his son, Sam Malang Mä. Mahä Phrom wanted also 
to be king of Chiang Mai. This led to the war of succession 
in which Sam Mü'ang Mä gained final victory. The Chiang Mai 
king took the "Lion" Buddha from Chiang Rai to Chiang Mai. 
After Sam Malang MäIs death, his son succeeded to the throne. 
The historical value of these two chronicles is only 
modest. 
193) Art historians believe that the "Lion" Buddha 
now housed in the Phutthaisawan Chapel of the National Museum 
in Bangkok is of the post-classic Sukhothai style, namely, 
the fifteenth-century period. 194) As it retains most of the 
distinctive features of the classic Sukhöthai images, it is 
thought to have been a late 15th century copy of the image 
which had been the palladium, or magic protector, of the Su- 
khöthai kingdom. 
195) But this leads to the comment that: - 
In contrast to the majority of Sukhöthai images, the 
Sihing is seated in'the posture of meditation, both 
hands in the lap, right hand on the left. This combi- 
nation of hand and leg position is seen on a great num- 
193) Coed'es, "Notes": 44 
194) Carol Stratton and Miriam McNair Scott, The Art of Sukho- 
thai: Thailand's Golden Age from the Mid-Thirteenth to 
the Ki-d-Fifteenth Centuries, Küa a umpur: Oxford niver- 
sity Press, 1981: 82 
195) ibid. 
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ber of Singhalese seated Buddhas. 196) 
It is explained that, in post-classic images, the con- 
vention of the Sukhothai period was probably introduced into, 
sculpture by new interpretations of the Pali texts. 197) The"'. 
gist of the argument is that the Phutthasihing image is not 
really of Ceylonese origin. Since the date of its casting is 
not certain, it is reasonable to assume that it-was made be- 
fore the tamnän history. associated with it was written'in the 
second quarter of the fifteenth century. Such is also the 
case with the Stone Buddha (C18th) and the White Crystal Bud- 
dha (019th). It is claimed. in the tamnän of the latter two 
Buddha images that they were also made in India or the "local- 
ized India". Other tamnän of Buddha images are modelled after 
the Rattanabimbavamsa and the Sihifganidäna. 
The Tamnän Phra Silä: A Synopsis 
The Stone Buddha was created in Rätchakhü (Riijagiha) by 
King Achättasattü seven years after Buddha's parinibbäna. Un- 
der the supervision of Kassapathera, a coral stone, which had 
been brought from the ocean, was carved up by artisans into a 
Buddha. Achättasattü was one of the eight recipients of Bud- 
dha's relics, so the extent and the nature of the relics are 
described In detail. Seven of them are said to have been em- 
bodied in the Stone Buddha, thereby endowing it with miracu- 
lous powers. The second part of the tamnän relates that the 
Stone Buddha was removed by three thera monks, Silavarpsa, 
Revato, and Yännakhamphi, 198) from Rätchakhü to Ceylon, where 
its king invited the three monks to stay. They decided how- 
196) ibid. 197) ibid.: 85 
198). "Tamnän Phra Silä Wat Chiang Man" in PTLT/II: 57; The 
name of Yännakhamphi may have some symbolic significance 
in this tamnän-history, because it is the name of a ta- 
lented young monk, who was sent by the Chiang Mai saiigha 
to learn the true Buddhism in Ceylon in 1423. His return 
in 1428 heralded the new era of religious activity in 
Lan-N? Thai. See pp. 28-45 above. 
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ever to bring the Stone Buddha to Hariphunchai. 
The miraculous power of the Stone Buddha to produce rain 
was manifested during a shortage of fresh water on the sea 
journey from Ceylon to Lakhü'ang (Mgn country? ), where an at- 
tempt by the ruler of that place to detain the Stone Buddha 
was not successful. It came 
passing through Sawankhalök to 
its resting place at Lampäng where it remained for a long time. 
The Stone Buddha was then transported to Chiang Mai du- 
ring the reign of Tilök in c. 1480. -Its first abode was Wat 
Mün, Sän, until Tilök brought it into his Royal Sanctuary. 
All that is mentioned of its subsequent history is a repeti- 
tion of the rain-producing qualities of the image. 
The Tamnän Phra Sewatängkhamani: A Synopsis 
When the Buddha had been 25 years at Wat Khetawanäräm 
(Wat Pä Tan), he went round begging one day along the banks 
of the River Ping to the south east, of Mount Ussu (Dgi Suthep), 
as far as the grove of Mai Yang trees, where he sat down under 
a clump of five trees to rest after his pilgrimage. - 
Khun Sen Tong brought five maidens and offered them with 
himself as servants, but Buddha refused the offer and preached 
to him that he should enter his niece. of seven years old as 
a nun. 
Buddha then prophesied that 837 years after his death, 
a city, named Chi Mai would be founded there. 
199) He then re- 
turned to Wat Pä Tan. 
Khun Sen Tong had the likeness and the prophecy of the~,., 
Buddha engraved, upon a stone and buried at the source of the 
River Khä, west of Dgi Suthep. 
Later, Phra In (Sakka) brought a , crystal from the 
Second 
Heaven and gave it to Phraya Ram, King of the Lawa country, 
ordering a figure of the Buddha to be carved in the month of 
May on the 8th day of the waxing moon.. 
199) Hutchinson, op. cit.: 116 This is another case of a myth- 
as-explanation for the name "Chiang Mai". Chi Mai means. 
"New Nun". 
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Subsequently, Näng Chämmathewi brought. the crystal fi- 
gure from Mü'ang Lawo and deposited it a Lamphün. When Mang- 
räi conquered Chiang Mai, he invited the White Crystal Buddha 
to be placed in Chiang'Mai, where it remained until Phrayä 
200) 
Suriyawong removed it by stealth to Ayutthaya. Afterwards, 
Phra Mü'ang Ygt. brought it back and placed it again-in the 
sacred sancturary, where it was preserved until Phraya Mü'ang- 
Sam Phraya established the ceremonial which has been handed 
down from one generation to another, and performed each year 
the eighth day of the waxing moon to the full moon in the 
month of May from the year 1379 onwards. During the festival, 
201) the image is bathed in water from Wiang_Chet Lin. 
The tamnän history of these Buddha images provides the 
psychological basis for the Tai perception of the past, al- 
though-it has little pretence ever of factual history. In the 
Tamnän Phra Sewatängkhamani, themes from the Rattanabimbavamsa 
and Sihifganidäna become mixed up. In fact, the White Crys- 
tal Buddha was made only in 1874, and all claims concerning 
its origin are very recent falsifications. 
During the Ayutthaya period, in 1662, King Närai had 
the Sihing Buddha transported from Chiang Mai to his capital. 
The "Lion" Buddha was worshipped in the Royal Chapel until the 
fall of Ayutthaya in 1767. The Sihing Buddha was the pride of 
the Siamese court. In mid-1718, when the Spanish ambassador, 
Don Gregorio Bustamente Bustillo, came to Ayutthaya, the image 
was highly adorned. According to Don Gregorio, 
The principal idol was all but wrought-gold, valued 
at three millions and a half (of dollars), containing 
200) If any sense can be made of this story-at-all, one must 
suppose that the author was referring to the war between 
Ayutthaya and Chiang Mai in 1661/2, and Phraya Suriyawong 
is King Näräi of Ayutthaya. 
201) Hutchinson, op. cit.: 117 
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in it many diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and other pre- 
cious stones. The remaining'idols were of silver,. and 
much jewellery was contained in them... They were con- 
vinced that no other in the world could equal it.. 202) 
Later, a mission was sent by the king of'Ceylon to Ayutthaya 
to request King B9rommaköt (1733-58)-to despatch some Siamese 
monks to perform re-ordination in his country because the Cey- 
lonese sadgha. had gone into decline. The mission of the Cey- 
lonese safigha arrived at Ayutthayä in 1756. The , envoys.: were.. 
taken to the Royal Chapel to pay respect to the Sihing Buddha. 
According to the Thai source, 
Having beheld the "Lion"Buddha in its full splenddur 
in the Royal Chapel, the Ceylonese ambassador and his 
entourage started discussing amongst themselves the 
origin of the image. The king's messenger therefore 
related to them the story of the Phra Phutthasihing. 
Having heard it, the Ceylonese said that this tamnän 
history did not exist in their country. The king re- 
plied: "We shall have Our messenger copy the Sihiftga- 
nidäna so that Your Excellency can present it to the 
king of Ceylon, and please inform-His Majesty to keep 
it in his kingdom. 203) 
The Sihifiganidäna is more or less representative of some 
other Pali works of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
Depending on one's point of view, Chiang Mai monks can either 
be described as innovative in their approach to Pali litera- 
ture, or notorious falsifiers of the Pali texts. In the first 
case, the Mäleyyatherasutta is a good example. It became a 
well-known work in 1736, when a son of King B9rommaköt of 
202) Quoted'in Damrong, op. cit.: 41 
203) Cited and translated by Sir John Bowring, "The Kin dom and People of- Siam, Oxford, in Asia Reprints, 1969, vo 2: 
1 
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Ayutthaya, Chäofä Kung, -adapted it into a popular Siamese 
classic entitled'Phra Mälai Khamluang. Saddhatissa believes 
it comes from amongst those apocryphal Pali suttas which were 
forged in Thailand, and that the Pali original was probably 
written in Chiang Mai around 1500.204) His further comment 
is that: - 
The author, whoever he was, is obviously indebted to 
some of the Jätakas such as the Lohakumbhijätaka, 
Samkiccajätaka, Mahänäradakassapajaitaka, and especially 
. the 
Nimijataka, but he does not adhere to his sources 
very faithfully. It is probable that the story in 
brief was originally composed in Ceylon but rewritten 
in greater detail in northern Thailand. 205) 
In the second case, the Panvätchädok, "50-Jätakas", was ordered 
destroyed by a Burmese king on the grounds that it was a col- 
lection of forged. works. 206) 
Finally, one has to account for the exaggerations found 
in the tamnän phra phuttharüp, "Histories of the Buddha Images". 
A. B. Griswold thinks that they contain certain clues relating 
to the evolution of styles of Buddha images made in Thailand. 
207) 
His view is undeniably too speculative. It is clear that the 
tamnän phra phuttharüp must be interpreted in the historiogra- 
phical tradition of Lan-Nä Thai. A Buddha image represents 
more than anything else the Buddhist Religion; its peregrina- 
tion symbolizes the course of progress of Buddhism; and the 
choosing of Chiang Mai as its final resting-place is part of 
the process of self-fulfilling prophecy, based on the assump- 
tion that Chiang Mai was a flourishing Buddhist centre. 
204) Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 215 
205) ibid. 
206) Darirong, "Introduction", Panyätchädok: 2 
207) Griswold, op. cit.: 43-4 
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The Tamnän Covering the Distant Past;. 
Discussing the tamnän covering the distant. p. at, we en- 
ter the most obscure period of Thai history, namely, 'events 
prior to the second half. of the thirteenth century A. D. We 
may-divide the tamnän of this type into two groups for analy- 
tical purposes: (1) the Tai Yuan-group"comprising the Tamnän 
Singhanawatikumän (TS), 'the Nithän'Khun'Bgrommarächä, the 
Tamnän Lao Chok, the Tamnän Suwannakhömkham, the Tamnän Suwan- 
nakhamd'eng, and an historical poem called Thäo Hung or Khun 
Ch_ a'ang; (2) the Siamese group comprising those tamnän stories 
in Phra Wichianpricha's Phöngsäsadän Mü'ang NO' a, which was 
compiled in 1807. The sources of these tamnän are varied, 
ranging from the Purgnas and the Jätakas to local legends. Al- 
though they are of little value as historical testimony, at- 
tempts have been made by various scholars to exploit. these 
tamnän stories. Problems arise when there are many versions 
of the same story or personage. What happens is that some' 
scholars would uncritically accept one version and reject ano- 
ther outright, or otherwise try to reconcile two or more tra- 
ditions in a speculative way. 
The Traditional Tai Yuan Perception of the Past 
It would be wrong, I think, to start talking about the 
twentieth-century Thai views of the ancient past without rea- 
lizing that Siam as a nation-state come into being at the ear- 
liest in the reign of King Chulälongk9n (1868-1910), and that 
the modern Thai perception of the past has been heavily in- 
fluenced by the nationalistic writings of the 1930s and 1940s-. 
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As newcomers on the South-East Asian scene around the eleventh 
century A. D., the "various ethnic Tai groups appear to'have 
carried with them--into their new settlements a'common cosmo- 
gony. Throughout the centuries, the core of this cosmogonic 
myth remained the same, but it was often dressed up in Bud- 
dhist and Hindu clothing depending on when and where the Tai 
came into contact with these'two cultures. Besides this-,, the 
Tai had a tendency to adopt a new identity by portraying, them- 
selves as successors to the ancient kingdoms they helped to 
put an end to. Often, they were also assimilated into local 
traditions and adopted local themes as-their-own. This was a 
cultural process in'societies in which the idea of nation and 
a sense of true history did not exist. There are thus many 
alien elements in the tamnän tradition that can-be identified 
and rejected as accretions. Although there is not space here 
to treat of every tamnän history in this category in great de- 
tail, I think it essential to highlight some of their-special 
features. 
"The Tai Mandate of Heaven" and 
the Descent of the First Tai King(s): 
Khun Bgrommarächä and Lao Chok VS Khun L and Khun Lai 
The Nithän Khun Bgrommarächä208) 
The legend of Khun Borom is well-known among the Tai on. 
the east bank of the River Mekhöng, and in the old days it 
became the central theme of the cosmogonic legends-of the Tai 
Yuan of Chiang Mai, - the Shan of Upper Burma and the Assamese 
of northeast India. There are many versions of the legend of 
208) This legendary character is sometimes called Khun Bulom 
in the Lao materials. 
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Khun Bgrom, the oldest of which, is reckoned by Maha Sila 
Viravong to have been written by Mahä Thep Luang in 1503, 
during the reign of. King Wichunnaharät (1501-20) of Lan-Chang 
(Laos). 209) In the Lao literature, Khun Bgrom is called 
Khun Blom Rächäthirät,. which is also the title of the work 
by Mahä Thep Luang. 210). Other versions have been published 
in the Bangkok Prachum. Phongsäwadfin, "Collection of Historical 
Documents", Part 1,11, and 70.211) Some versions have been 
212) translated into French. Of all the versions available,, '' 
the legend of Khun Bgrom which forms the first part of the 
Phon säwadän Lan-Chang of PP/1 is perhaps the fullest version. 
The Phongsäwadän Lan-Chang was a late compilation, but it'' 
seems that the compiler had taken the legend of Khun Bgrom' 
from another source and incorporated it into his main work 
without tampering with it. There is not much difference among 
the texts, but the synopsis which follows is taken from the 
Phongsäwadän Lan-Chang, originally discovered by Phraya Prachä- 
kit (Chem Bunnak) towards the end of the nineteenth century. 
Synopsis 
The first chapter deals with distant past prior to the 
209) Mahä Sila Viravong cited in Vo Thu Tinh, "Etude Historique 
du Laos: Les Origines", Bulletin des Amis du Ro aume Lao, 
No. 1 (avr. -iui. 1970): 13 
210) ibid. 
211) Phongsäwadän Mü'an Lan-ChänE, PP/1, Khurusaphä ed., vol. 
- on sawa an u an Luang Phrabang, PP/11, 
Khurusaphä e d., vol. 1: 149- 1; Nit an Wang Khun Bgrom- 
rächä, PP/70, Khurusaphä ed., vol. 3: 2 -79 
Louis Finot, Annales du Lanxang: 
_Origines 
legendaires 
-fondation du Ro. yaume. de anxaneHorn an_ ex e_ 12 V-956); 56), Nithan Khun 8qrom in Auguste avie, Mission Pavie 
Indo-chine, 1879-1895, Etudes Diverses II: -Rec erc es sur 
1'histoire du Cambod e du Laos et du Siam, Paris: Ernest 





arrival of the Tai in mainland South-East'Asia. It begins 
with the arrival of a Phrayä, Yak, "Lord of the Demons", from. 
Langkä (Ceylon), in-the city of Si Sattanakhanahut (Luang 
Phräbäng) in Laos. This king of demons named Nantha, 
ruled Luang Phrabäng with his-queen, Phra Mahäthewi, 'and'they 
had a daughter'called Näng Kängri. Not long-afterwards,, Nan- 
tha died. He is said to have been re-born as the king of 
the city of Inthapat (Buddhist classical name for Angkor). 
He-'had a son:: cälled Phutthasen who was married'off to his half- 
sister, ' Nang Kängri. ' This couple had a son named Phisi and 
a daughter named`Nang Phisai who were married to each other. 
Phisi"and Phisai had a son named Ai Chalerk Erk and a--daughter 
named Nang II'a Chalum Fa, who were again incestuously'married 
to each other. The tale goes on to tell us of aýlast such 
couple, Ai-Chet Hai, and Nang Kläo Yai, who had "hare-lipped- 
mouths and stretched-out 'ears". '. "These people", ' we are told, 
"were-descendants of Phraya Yak Nantha and Wing Mahathewl. 
They met complete"disaster-because they were incestuous". { 
Following the downfall of the Ceylonese family, two rst 
(ascetics) emerged on the scene to preach to the natives of 
the land not to make war against each other and not to violate 
other people's wives. The two ascetics then helped the natives 
to found a new town in the middle of which they setthe sacred 
town stele (Sao Inthakhin). This new town was named Si Satta- 
näkhanahut Rätchathäni, Si Chiang Khong Chiang Dong in accord- 
ance with three auspicious omens.. Not very long, after, _a 
merchant from Wiang Chan (Vientiane) came up the Mekhöng to 
trade at Lan-Chang. On the way, he-dreamed that he had held 
the sun-and the moon in his hands. He asked for a monks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advice, and, headed for Lan-Chang where heaps of bullion fell 
into his possession. He gave away gold and silver to the 
townsmen and then was elevated to be king. His descendants 
succeeded him: for, many-generations until a new. chief arrived 
there and founded-another. dynasty.. The name of the third;, .. 
king. of this dynasty was Shwa; and-the city of Luang Phrabäng 
was also known as'Shwä. The first Chapter ends with a list 
of the eight kings of, Khun Shwä'*s family before the last king 
was toppled by Khun L9, a son of Khun Bgrom. This heralded 
the rise of the Tai in Laos. 
The second Chapter. of the Nithän Khun Bgrommarächä'. still 
-begins in time immemorial when the Earth and*Heaven were in 
reach of each other,. and then (gods) and men could communicate 
and travel to each other's places. In that distant past, 
Phraya Then ruled in the celestial sphere; on earth there were 
three chiefs,. Khun Khan, Khun Dek, and Pü Läng Cherng. These 
three chiefs and their followers settled in the plain '(Nü'ang 
Lum); they grew rice and caught fish. Once Phraya Then hap- 
pened to order that: - 
Whenever. you eat. rice, whenever. you have your breakfast 
or an evening meal, you should invoke the Lord of Heaven. 
Whenever you eat beef, you must send Us a leg of ox; 
whenever you eat fish, you must make offerings to Us. 
These hints were not heeded even after several warnings. 
Phraya Then, Lord of Heaven, became so angry that he, caused 
the flood to`rise and inundate the world of men. 
The three-chiefs, knowing beforehand that Phraya Then 
was seeking vengeance, caused the rafts to be built so that 
they and their families could escape the disaster. When the 
flood actually came, their rafts were swept up to'Heaven where 
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they offered their apologies. Phraya Then accepted them and 
let them stay-In Heaven until the flood began-to recede and 
land appear again. The three chiefs'then begged Phrayä'Then 
to let them come down to, earth again because they felt they 
did not belong to'Heaven and high places.. Phraya Then agreed 
to send them down to a lowland site called Nä N9i'9i NO toge- 
ther with a buffalo. After three years, the buffalo-died. 
Out of-the buffalo's nostrils came three Nam Tao Pung -(cala- 
bashes) of extra-ordinary'size. When the calabashes became 
ripe,, a lot of men could be seen in each of them. As they 
made a loud noise, 'Pü Lang Cherng, -one of-the chiefs, pierced 
the calabashes with a red hot iron pole. The men inside strug- 
gled to get out. Khun Khan, another chief, brought a chisel 
and made more holes for the men to get out. The calabashes 
issued men continuously for three days and three nights before 
they became empty. 
Tradition has it that those who came out through-the 
holes pierced by, the red-hot iron pole were ancestors of the 
Khä, an ethnic minority of Laos, and those who came out through 
the chisel holes were ancestors of the Tai. The three chiefs 
taught the Khä and the Tai how to build houses and told them 
to respect their parents and the elderly. When their parents 
died, Pü Lang Cherng told them how, to conduct the funeral rites. 
The Tai were taught to cremate the corpses of the dead while 
the Khä interred the dead. 
It was not long before the population of the Tai and 
the Khä grew so numerous that the three chiefs could not cope 
by themselves. Therefore, they informed Phraya Thbn Luang of 
their problems. The latter decided to send Khun K, hrü and Khun 
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and Khun Khrgng to help govern the whole population of the 
plain at a place called Mü'ang Then. These two did-not go 
vern well, and-became drunkards, so Khun Dek and Khun Khan 
went up to see Phraya Then in-Heaven, and requested that 
Khun Khra and Khun Khrgong be recalled to Heaven. This`time. 
Phrayä. Then decided to send a man of virtue, Khun Bgrom, to 
rule on earth. Receiving the mandate of the Supreme God of 
Heaven,: Khun Bgrom descended from. Heaven in great pomp, be- 
cause from that moment on, the direct communication between 
Heaven and Earth would be terminated. Khun Bgrom was accom- 
panied by other gods, Then Deng, and Then Krom, Then Trä, and 
his chief queen, Nang Ek Deng, and his'second queen, Nang, 
Yommaphän. His regalia and all the signs'of civilization' 
were carried down from Heaven. 
Having descended on earth at Mü'ang Lum Na Ngi Qi Nü, 
Khun Bgrom began to organize his administration and extend 
his, territory.. As the city of Mü'ang Na Ngi Qi Nü was pros- 
perous and originally created by gods, it was to be called 
, Then, 'meaning 
the city of gods. 
213). Khun Bgrom had seven sons. 
Four: Khun Lg, Yi Phä'Lan, Sam Chü Song, and Chet Chü'ang, 
were born of Nang Yommaphän. When his son grew up, Khun Bgrom 
sent them. out to found their own cities. He then divided 
the descendants of the Tai and the Kha. who had been born of 
the magical calabashes'-into seven groups, and made his sons 
king of each group. He also gave them each an equal share 
213) This legendary origin was used by the Lao Tai in the past 
to justify their treatment of the Khä minority in Laos as 
a lower race than the Tai. This was a deep-rooted tradi- tion in pre-modern Siam. The Siamese Tai, for example, believed they were the first nation on earth. See: Nicolas Gervaise, The Natural and Political History of 
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of the wealth of his kingdom. Khun B9rom then preached-'to 
his sons the kingly ways, saying that:. - 
I ask you to be good kings to your peoples,. to do your 
best to earn their love, to avoid quarelling and live 
in friendship together, and to see to it that your peo- 
ples look upon one another as you yourselves look on 
one another between elder and younger brothers, and that 
the rich help the poor, always to take advice before 
action, and never to fight against each other. 
Never kill your wives for their transgressions, -for 
such is the will of Phraya Then; they were the first to 
be born, to cause their death would be to bring down 
trouble on'the country, 'and make short the rule of your 
kings. 
May those who respect my words and are mindful of my. 
counsels be happy in all their descendants, may those. 
. who are forgetful be short-lived. 
214) 
Khun B9rom then distributed the precious stones and sa- 
cred swords to his sons, and assigned them the task of found- 
ing their own princedoms. This is the list of the places- 
where'they were supposed to set-out for: - 
P. Lan-Chang SIP. Luang Phrabäng 
Khun Lq. 
_ 
Shwa (Lan-Chang) Khun L9 Shwa, 
Yi Phä Lan H9 Te (Yunnan) Khun Mn Hg Luang (Yunnan) 
Sam Chu Song Kew Chgng BuaV Xhun Song Phrommathattarät (Thanh Hoa, (Cambodia? ) Vietnam) 
Sai Fong Yonok (Chiang Rt i)'K. Kham Phuang Kumkäm Yönok 
Ngua In Ayodhya Khun Intharä Lawö Ayodhya 
the Kingdom of Siam A. D. 1688, tr. H. S. O'neill, Bangkok, 
T28: 1 f. John rawfurd, Journal of an Embassy-to the 
. 1967: 88,145-6 
214) English translation is from "The Testament of Khun Borom" 
in Rene de Berval, Kingdom of Laos: The Land of the Mil- 
lion Elephants and o the. Whit e aroso , tr. Mrs 
Teissier 
du C rose al., Saigon: France-Asie, 1959: 385 
court or beam ana uocnin unina, L1823/4/, Kuala Lumpur, 
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-Lok Klom Chiang Khom Khun Chet Chiang Mü'ang Muan (Kham Kert) 
Chet Chü'ang Phixan (Laos) K. Chet Chü'ang Eastern Phuan 
The Nithän Khun Bgrom ends with the expedition of Khun 
Lq against_the rulers of. MO'ang Shwa. His'army is said to 
have followed the course of the Näm U until it reached the 
Mbkhöng. 
The Tamnan Lao Chok 
The Lao Chok cult was well-known in the early sixteenth 
century A. D., as it is briefly referred to in Rattanapanya's 
Jn (1516), but strangely enough, the authors of MS/SD made no 
mention of it.,,:. A fuller, version than that of, Jn 'is to be found. 
in the Chronicle of Chiang Mai, the Tamnan Singhanawatikumän, 
215 
the, "Phongsäwadän" Ma'ang Ngern Yang Chiang Sbn, 
216) 
and the 
Rätchawongpakpn "Phongsäwadan" Malang Nan (PP/10). 'Allethe 
chreniclestcited are of C19th-20th composite style, an arrange- 
ment in-which modern compilers put, individual. ttamnän histories 
together in the same volume in chronological order. In these 
chronicles, one can be sure that the tamnän history of'Lao 
Chok. 
_derived 
from the-same original, but details are slightly 
different. in each of them, owing to scribal errors that are 
bound to occur in. -the process of copying and oral transmission. 
For instance, Mangräi is said in Jn to have, been the'23rd. 
king of the{Läo dynasty, while the Chronicle of Chiang-Mai, 
says he was the 25th"in the line. 
21? ) 
215)' Camille Notton, (tr. ), Annales du Siam, I, 141-202; 
PP/61, Khurusaphä ed., vo 
216) PP/61,. Khurusaphä ed., vol. 33: 201-10 
217) Coedbs, ""Documents": 87; Sbng, op. cit.: 103 
PTLT/I: x185-6 Notton, Chronigue de Xieng Mai: 21 
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Synopsis 
The Jinakälamäli gives a brief-account of the legend of 
Lao Chok as follows: -- 
"It is said that, once upon a time, a being who had ac- 
quired a great deal of merit during his previous exis- 
tence, was reborn in the uppatika218) way, under a jujube 
. 
tree, in a city called Yängapura. Because of his. former 
deeds, he possessed prowess, miraculous powers, energy., 
alertness, perseverance, "sincerity,, and asceticism. By 
virtue of these seven qualities, he was chosen. leader 
of all men, and having built the city of Yängapura, he 
he became its first king. He was known in all Yonarattha 
as LävacaAgaräja". 219) 
In the secular tamnän compiled in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, the story of Lao Chok was transformed 
from a dateless into a dated tradition which was evidence of 
the influence of Burman and Shan historiography. In particu- 
lar, it reflects perhaps, the cultural impact of Burma's long 
domination of Chiang Mai. The. Tamnän Singhanawatikuman, (TS/ 
PP/61) and the "Phongsäwadan" Malang Ngern Yang Chiang Sen- 
(PCS/PP/61) associate the descent of Lavacaftkaräja with the 
eleventh-century establishment by Burmese King Anuruddha of 
the Burmese. Era, thunlasakkarät (C. S), beginning in B. E.,. 1182 
(A. D. 639),. At that time, 'in 639, the Tai Yuan had no ruler, 
so Indra, Supreme God,. invited LavacaAka and his 1000 celes- 
tial attendants to,, descend from Heaven and be reborn in the 
uppatika way. LavacaAka,, on descending from Heaven, was ac-,.. 
companied by his attendants, and walked down the silver stair- 
way which linked Heaven and Earth. The site where they appear- 
ed so miraculously was called Ngern Yang, "Silver Stairway 
220) 
218) "Self-born" 219) Coedbs, op. cit. 
220) PP/61: 55 
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There are some minor differences-between the Jn and 
later secular tamnän. What is' reported in the former is> 
myth-as-explanation-created for- the name . 'läo!  or 
'Lava' 
, which 
is, probably derived from 'Lüa' or 'Lawä', an, ethnic 




sixteenth century, the Tai Yuan-, no longer'understood this 
phonetic change as they had become intermingled with the 
natives and, had adopted-their cults. A, contrived etymology 
was thus created for the-word 'Lao'. to-convey the meaning of 
°"descendants, of Lavaca'1garaja", Lavacangaraja being a Pali 
rendering of-Lao Chok. In the Tai Yuan tamnän, 'Lao' or. 
'Lava. ' (of Jn) relapses, , into 'Lila', or, ' Lawä' . 
In the secular,, tamnan, "LavacaAgaraja" become "LavacaA- 
karaja".:,, This- transformation could, easily occur-, if the copy- 
, ist -, was not.. careful, because=. the graphic . forms of ! g. 1 and ' k' 
in-Tai Yuan are quite similar. In the Chronicle of Chiang Mai, 




adopts the Pali - form given in Jn, "Lavacaiigaraja" (Av? « 1V), 
'but , 
by shortening it, -the-copyist's mistake led obviously.., 
to the omission-of-the small dot beneath. a, and, it. takes the 
orthographic form of ''a17q 3 1, (Lao ' Chong) instead, of 411 
(Lao Chang). 
" The point where'Lao Chok descended from Heaven, is not 
known. Jn implies that Yänggapura was Chiang Räi, the,. old 
capital of Yonarattha where, Mangräi came from.,.,. TS/PP/61 says 
it'-was Chiang'Sbn; 'whereas PCS/PP/61 maintains it was Phayao. 
The theme of Lao Chok was, then, a theme of convenience. 
221) Damrong, Prince, "Tamnän Nangsü Phrarätchaphongsäwadan" 
(Introduction to the Royal Autograph Recension of the 
Chronicle of Ayutthaya) in Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Chabap. 
Phrarätcha Hatthalekhä, Bangkok: Odeon Store, 1952: 54 
222) TLT, : 172; Notton, op. cit.: 14 
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Khun La and Khun Lai: The Shan Tradition 
The theme of god'descendirig to rule on-earth, i. e. Khun 
Bgrom and Lao Chok, was carried;, farther west by the'Shan (Tai) 
of Upper Burma, but it thereby became even more complex. The 
story of Khun Lü and-KhunF=Lai is told--in all-the Shan histo- 
ries with apparently little variation. 
2,23) The. Mao Shansof 
Sen WI, for example, believed that in B. E., 1111 or A. D. 568, 
two sons of the gods,. named Khun L. and Khun Lai, received, -,, 
the mandate., of the Supreme God to rule on earth. They,, des- 
cended from Heaven, by, a golden ladder and alighted in the val- 
ley of the Shw6ll River. They were accompanied-by, --two-, minis, 
ters, -one-, of whom was descended from the sun and" the other 
from the moon; - they., were also attended by an astrologer . and 
a-number . of other mythical personages. - On, arriving, on the, - 
earth, they found-men who immediately submitted to them, as' 
rulers sent from the gods. 
224) 
-. 
According to the Shan chronicles, the Tai of Upper Burma 
made-. an inroad into Northeast India, and occupied Assam-in 
1229. The legend of Khun Lü and Khunw Lai travelled with the 
Tai rulers-into-that country. Soon, it was absorbed into ,a 
Hindu creation-myth. Following a short'story. about: gods and 
Heaven, the, Ahom-Buranii, or the Chronicle of-Assam, goes on 
to tell of the descent of Khun Lung and. Khun Lai from Heaven 
to earth-by means of an iron ladder. 
225) The site where they 
appeared was Mungrimungräm, actually, two Shan place-names 




225) Rai Sahib Golap Chandra Barzea, Ahom'Buranji: prom the 
Earliest Time to the End. of Ahorn le, Calcutta, 930: 
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(Wang Ham and Mü'ang Hi) for the region between Tali and 
Yunnansen in Yunnan <Southwestern China). 226) 
The traditions of Khun Bgrom, Lao öhok, Khun L. and Khim 
Lai, and Khun-Lung and Khun Lai, were local interpretations of- 
-the same common myth. - The story of Khun BQrom is closest to- 
the cosmogonic belief of the Tai in North Vietnam; who are 
227) less influenced by Buddhist and-Hindu concepts of the cosmos. 
Modern linguists' findings suggest'thatathe original homeland 
, of the Tai was in 
the area around Ba Thuc in North Vietnam 
From there, and the region where the frontiers of Vietnam, 
Laos, and Southeastern China meet, the Tai migrated first into 
Laos. Then a group of Tai migrants moved westwards into sou- 
thern part of Yunnan, North Thailand, and Upper Burma, whereas 
another group of them followed the course of the River U to 
central Laos and crossed the Mekhong into central and north- 
east Thailand. 
228) It is not unlikely that the myth of crea- 
tion was carried along by various Tai groups to their new set- 
tlements. The Nithän-Bhun Bprom began probably*as a hazy re- 
collection of the cult of ancestor-worship, but once it came 
into contact with Buddhist culture it had to change its cha- 
racter. The "great theme" of Buddhist literature was used to 
clothe the coming of the 'holy' men. In Buddhist literature, 
Buddha himself was invited by gods in the Brahmaloka to be re- 
born on earth. 
226) Jean Rispaud, ! 'Introduction h 1'histoire-. des Tay du Yun- 
nan et de Birmanie", FA, 17, -166, (mar. -avr. 1961): 1855 
227) J-B Degeorge, "L6gendes des tay (Annam)". Anthropos, 
16-17 (1921-1922): 135-40 
228) Information from J. R. Chamberlain, . 
"A New Look at'the 
History and Classification of the Tai Languages" in 
J. G. Harris and J. R. Chamberlain, (eds), Studies in Tai- 
Linguistics in Honor of William J. Gedne , ang o: ffice of State Universities, 1975: 58- 3 
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The first Tai king descended from Heaven accompanied by 
his celestial attendants, and in the TS/PP/61 walked down the 
silver stairway, in the Shan Chronicle the golden ladder, and 
in the Ahom-Buranji the iron ladder. This is, of course, a 
myth taken from an episode in the life story of Buddha. Bud- 
dhist legend has it that during the three months of the seventh 
rainy Retreat, Buddha wished to preach the Abhidhamma to his 
mother, so with three strides he rose to Heaven. Having done 
that, Buddha came down a stairway of jewels accompanied by 
gods who came down a ladder of gold on the right and a ladder 
of silver on the left. 
229} This is one of the most popular 
episodes depicted in the Buddhist art of C12th Pagan and C14th 
Sukhothai. 230) The implication of these tamn$n is that the 
Tai are a superior race and destined to be the ruling class. 
A Myth of the "Lion" Prince: The Tamnän Singhanawatikumän 
The TS/PP/61 has received a great deal of scholars' at- 
tention since the early 1960s, when Mänit Wanliphödom started 
to revise its chronology, and presented it as conclusive evi- 
dence that the Tai had actually settled in the North of Thai- 
land since the beginning of the Buddhist Era (C5th B. C. ). 
231) 
In a recent assessment of Mänit's study of the TS/PP/61, Mi- 
chael Vickery not only criticizes Mänit's methodology and 
approach to the subject, but also refutes claims of TS/PP/61's 
authoritativeness* 
232) 
229) E. J. Thomas, op. cit.: 114 
230) Stratton & Scott, op. cit.: 70-2 
231) Mänit Wanliphödom, Tamnän Sin hanawatikumän Chabap S 
Khon, "TS/PP/61 wit its Revise Chronology", Bangkok: 
Risforical Commission, 1973 
232) M. Vickery, "The lion Prince.. ", op. cit.: 326-77 
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There are at least`four versions'of the"TS/PP/61 that 
can be cited here in order of publication date. 
(1)-Tamnän Singhänawatikumän-'äs included irn Phrayä Pra- 
chäkit Kgra6hak'-(Chem, Bunnäk)'s Phöngsäwadän Yönok, _ "History 
of the Tai-Yuan", published in 1906. 
42) Chronigue de Sifthanavati, a -French translation "of 
- tthe Tai Yuan manuscript by Camille Notton in'his AnnalesLdu 
Siam, volume `I, ' published in 1930. 
(3) The introductory part of. the Tamnän Mü'ang Chiang 
Sen (misnamed the Tamnän Singhanawatikumän), referred to here 
as TS/PP/61, LVpublished 'in 1963 in the Prachum Phongsäwad$n, 
Part 61. 
{4) Tamnän Singhanati-Chaiburt Si Chiang Sen, whose 
original manuscript belonged to Khun Niwgnrökhäphät-(Ngmü'ang 
Chaiyawan)'-of 'Amphoe MCsä. i, but' which has now been. "published 
in. 1972 by Sa-nguan Chötisukharat in his Prachum Tamnfin Lan-. 
NA Thai, volume -l. 
. 
Although all these versions were apparently derived 
from the same source, the process of recopying and revision 
has contributed much to the differences which appear in the 
four texts, especially in matter of'dates of events. Notton's 
Chronigue de Sinhanavati : (TS/CN) is by far the best preserved 
version, whereas Sa-nguan's Tamnän Singhanati'may be the old- 
est and bear the more correct title than the other, In col- 
-lating 
the two Tha. texts, the TS/PP/61. and the Tamnän Singha- 
nati (TS/SC), I have found seven short and long passages 
which appear in TWO (pp. 39,40-43,48-49,54-55,56-59, 
65,66) but are missing from TS/PP/61. This represents the 
scale of miscopying and carelessness on the part of the com-' 
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piler and scribe. Such errors could sometimes be amended, 
but not always satisfactorily solved. *Manit's effort in 
tampering with the chronological framework of the TS/PP/61 
is somewhat tendentious, and the result he arrived at is by 
no means legitimate because it has been based on a single* 
text, the TS/PP/61, which is badly imperfect. More import- 
antly, Nänit's refusal, to consider the uniformity of the 
tamnän format was a self-imposed political view of conserva- 
tive Thai historians of the 1960s. 
Synopsis 
The legend of the "Lion" Prince begins, like most tam- 
nän histories, with a brief account of the Buddhavamsa (Bud- 
dha's life-story), and the setting is transferred to Yunnan, 
as in the Shan and Burman histories. 
An ascetic called Käladevirsi and Phraya Singhahanu, 
Buddha's grand-parent, suppressed the B6ränna Sakkarät, (An- 
cient Era) and established a new one called Mah$ Sakkarät 
{M. S. "Greater Era"). 
M. S. 17, a Kot Chai year, 
233),. 
a sovereign named Th4wa- 
kän,, chief. of the Tai, ruled over the Tai country, namely, 
Räjagaha Nakh9n Luang (Yunnan). This king of the Tai Mi'ang 
233) In traditional Tai dating system, the era (normally C. S. ) 
is accompanied by a sixty-year cycle designation. The 
expression for this purpose consists of one animal year 
and a numerical letter between 1 and 10. To demonstrate 







-V Plerk VI Kat 
VII Kot 
VIII Ruang 
. IX Tao 
.X Kä 
Animal Years 
1 Chai (Rat) 
2 Pao (Bull) 
3 Yi (Tiger) 
4 Mao (Hare) 
5 Si (Dragon 
6 Sai (Snake3 
7 Sa-ngä (Horse) 
8 Met (Goat) 
9 San (Monkey) 
10 Rao (Cock) 
11 (S)met (Dog) 
12 Kai (Pig) 
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had thirty sons and thirty daughters, the oldest of which, 
a. son, was called Phimphisän (Bimbisäräjakumära). The second 
son was named Singhanatikumän, because of his physical ap- 
pearance and force which could be compared to a lion. ', The 
king distributed his possessions to his thirty sons and mar- 
ried them off to their thirty sisters. He appointed the old- 
est son, Phimphisän, as viceroy, and sent out the other twen- 
ty-nine couples to found their own principalities. 
Singhanati took his possessions and came down with his 
court until he reached a place which was 7,000 arm-lengths 
(wa) away from the Mekhöng. On the other side of the river 
was the ancient site of a town called Suwanna Khom Rham. 
Singhanati set up his camp there on the first day of M. S. 18. 
A Phraya Näga, named Phanthunäkkharät, metamorphosed himself 
into a Brahman priest, and appeared before Singhanati's camp 
advising the lion Prince to found a city there. A city was 
was therefore built and given the name of Phanthu-Sinýhanati- 
Nakh9n. In M. S. 20, Singhanati subdued the "Kr9m"234 of 
Mü'ang Umongkhas4lä, and declared himself king of Lan-Nä Thai. 
In M. S. 67,68,97, and 102, there were four earthquakes 
announcing the imminent coming of Buddha into this world, 
Buddha's birth, Buddha's Great Renunciation of the world, and 
Buddha's enlightenment. 
During his fifteenth retreat, Buddha came to Yönok to 
announce his religion and visit Singhanati. He,. wandered 
through Lan-Nä Thai, accompanied by Phraya Asdk, the former' 
king of Suthammawadi (Thaton), who renounced his kingdom 
and was ordained by the Buddha. 
The first combination of the sixty-year cycle is 
Kat-Kai (vi, 12), "Pig Year, First of the Decade". The 
next combination will be Kot-Chai (vii, 1), "Rat Year, 
Second of the Decade", and soon. Therefore, M. S. 17, 
Kot-Chai corresponds-to "Rat Year, Seventh of the Decade". 
See:. G. Coedes, "Ii'Origine du cycle des douze animaux 
au Cambodge", T'oun Pao (TP), 31,3-5 (1935): 315-29; 
Cf. Scott & Har man, op. cit.: 209-13; Cf. Sao Saimöng 
Manrai, "Cula Sakaraja and the Sixty Cyclical Year 
Names", JSS, 69,1+2 (Jan. -Jul. 1981): 4-12 
234) See pp.. 119-21 below. 
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While visiting Singhanati, Buddha predicted that in the 
future; th-e city of Phanthu-Singhänäti should be changed to 
Jaiyaburi Si Chang Sen, because. the. royal elephant had rushed 
out and trumpeted in'honour of his arrival. Visiting next 
'A 
. small mountain, 
Buddha predicted the:., next name of Singhanati's 
kingdom, would be Yönok Nakh9n Ratchaburt Taiyaburi, St Chang 
Sen. Buddha returned to Räjagaha in M. S. '119. In the follow-. 
irig year <M. S. _120), 
Singhanati died at the age of 120, and 
after a reign of 102 years. He was succeeded by his son, -Phan- 
thati. 235) During-Phanthati's reign, Buddha came to the. 'bank 
of theNekhöng at the end of'his twentieth retreat. The chief 
of the Lia people, Pd Chao Lao Chok, presented him'with rice. 
The Buddha prophesied this Lüa chief's great future, and the 
foundation of Yönok Nakhgn as a Buddhist centre. In M. S. 148,. 
the. Buddha entered the 
. nirvana 
(parinibbäna). Phraya Phanthati 
also died in the same year. 
'Phanthati was succeeded by his son, Achuttarät in M. S. 
148. In'India, Phraya Achattasattü and Kassapathera decided 
-to'. abolish the old, era (M. S. ) and establish a new one, which 
was the Buddhist Era (B. E. ). Phraya Achuttarät died in B. E. 
100, also at the age of 120. He was succeeded by his son, 
Mangräiyanarat. The story goes on to tell us of the succession 
of Singhanati's descendants until B. E. 900, when a young king 
named Phang came to the throne. It is said that the "Krpm" 
king of Mü'ang Umongkhasela, which was situated to the south- 
west of the Tai capital, rebelled against his Tai overlord 
and deposed King Phang. The exiled king had a son named Phrom- 
makumän. This young prince grew up to be a brave man and 
possess miraculous powers. 'He'led the Tai army against the 
king of. the "Krgm" and drove-them southwards until they reached 
a place where Indra intervened for fear that the "Kr9m" race 
would become extinct. When the "Kr9m" had entered' Lavarattha 
(Lopburi), Indra caused-stone walls to rise in front of Phrom- 
makumän's. troops, and the young prince had to return. Phrom- 
makumän-ruled Yönok-for 59-years, and his son, Chaisiri. suc- 
ceeded him in C. S. 456. In B. E. 1000 Yönok Nakhpn was invaded 
235) Variant, Phanthuti. Notton, -Annales du Siam, I,: 165 
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by the -lking. of Suthammawadi. ,. 
Chaisiri was defeated and. had. 
to leave the city. He moved his court down to Kamphbngphet, 
the place from which'- Phrommakumän, his` father, `"'had chased away 
the "Krpm". 
, -The TS was totally ignored. by serious historians-such 
as G. - Coedbs: and. Prince Damrong, and it, is not difficult to 
see that it-. is more fictional,. than historical, despite its 
chronological complexities. Historiographically, however, It 
-deserves 
A 'critical- dissection. 
(1) The Genesis of the Myth of the Lion Prince. 
It'is not certain when the original TS was written as 
there is no -colophon giving the name of the author and the. 
date of °-the work. ' 'Camille Notton's. Chronigue was copied from 
an -earlier manuscript in 1880.236) The TS was perhaps a well- 
known myth in, the seventeenth century A. D. The fact that-Jn 
does not refer to-it means that it did not exist in the early 
sixteenth century; ' , if it, had, Rattanapanya, a native of Chiang 
Rai, would certainly have mentioned it. 
There was a. -tendency among the Chiang Mai monks to bor 
row episodes from the Pali literature of Ceylon and rewrite 
them in-the guise of local histories. Anyone familiar with 
the Mahävämsa would recognize it immediately as the source of 
the TS. According to the Mahävamsa, a daughter of the king 
of. Vangas (Bengal? 
) was prophesied to become bride-to the, 
king of beasts. A lion took her for his wife, and-they had 
two children, a boy named Sihabähu, and a girl named Sihaväli. 
The boy was thus named because his hands and feet were formed 
like a lion's. The-lion harassed the 'people of the city, so 
236) ibid.: 202 
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-the king. of Vafigas offerred reward for-anyone who'-could kill 
the lion., Sihabähu then slew, the lion, his own- father, 'and 
was called. Sihala. 
237) He built a new-city called'Sihapura 
and. made. hisAsister, SihavälL, his chief queen. They had 
thirty-two'-'sonst of whom the oldest was Prince Vijaya. Vijaya 
was such- a violent-man-that townsfolk. wanted the -king 
'to kill 
him and his followers, but the king'had ail-of them shaved and 
banished them. They-travelled southward until-theyýlanded at 
Lafkä (Ceylon) and settled there. -Their offspring from " then 
on have been called Sihala, because-they are - descendants° of , - 
238) 
the Lion Prince. 
The myth of the Lion Prince was undoubtedly known through 
the. =Mahävamsa. A C15th tradition'had"it, thatthe Lion prince 
was a ruler -of: Chiang Mai. . It is from areligious work of 
Y nnakitti entitled -Atthasälinl-Atthayoianä, "written in 1495, 
that= we learn of -this legend. ' It is said"`-in the colophon -- that: - 
There was a , noble city- , called-Abhinavapura, "Great, New 
, City" 
1Chiang Mai7,, to the.: northeast of which was located 
a monastery called Panäsäräma; 'where jackfruits were in 
abundance, which was attractive to many people. ' There 
was a king, ofnlion-like nature who could not be dominated. 
Wise, with great merit, he was, the owner, - of 
four., white 
elephants. . That monarch of great fame was born of a 
noble dynasty, was a king of kings, compassionate, bear- 
the epithet_ofLaftkä, he. built, this'monastery which 
radiated, -beauty. Lay ). Y,: Y' 
The name "SinghanawatikumSm as, in, the TS/PP/61 is also, 
a twisted form 
rof 
"Sihala" . The Tai used the., term "SiAhala" 
237) Geiger,. op-. cit.: 51-2 
238). ibid.: 58 
239) Saddhatissa, op. cit.: 214 
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to describe the people, -of Ceylon. Since the Tai do not pro- 
nounce a. final graphic '1'`(A) with-the phonetic equivalent 
'1', but 'n', tand"tend to produce agraphic form, which repre- 
sent what they actually say, -the graphic 'l', -could easily. 
become a final 'n'. if orthography was not strictly observed, 
this would naturally occur... I know, of, an,. instance of ,a final 
'1' becoming 'n' in an inscription from-Chainfit where the word 
"Sitfhala" is written ! 'Sinhana". 240) Of course, "Siflhanä" 
could easily become "Sifihanati", and an unwary=scribe could 
have made it better- Pali-sounding than "Sifthanati! 'by amending 
ito "Sithanavati", which has become the title, of TS/PP/61. 
(2) The whole structure of-the TS is made up of-widely 
known local traditions. The sharing-of wealth by the first 
Tai king-for his sons, and his sending them out - to f ound their, 
own cities are-common themes in the Tai tamnän such as' the 
Nithän Khun Bprom, and the legend-of Lao Chok, and. °Fthe various 
Shan histories. None of-these has any historical foundation. 
(3) Phrommakumän'and-the "Krom" 
The legend of Phrachäo-Phrom or Phrommakumän, who drove 
the "Krpm" down from the North to Kamphbngphet, and into Lopburi, 
may actually be a hazy recollection of the historical personage, 
Mahä Phrom, who was the fourteenth-century King Kilanä's young 
er brother and vassal king of Chiang Mi. - According to the 
Chronicle of Chiang Mai-cited above, Mahä Phrom tried to usurp 
the throne of Chiang Mai after Kilanä's death. The Chiang Mai. 
nobility sided with Kilanä's. sori, Sin M 'ang Mä, and repulsed 
Mahä Phrom's troops in. the direction of Ayutthaya. Mahä Phrom 
240) PS6/III: No. 51, F. 1/2/90 
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had to flee to the Siamese king for safety. He led ' the Siamese 
attack on Chiang Mai, but was defeated at lampfing. 'It is 
claimed that he violated the Siamese king's wife, and was ba- 
nished-from Ayutthayä. - On his way to the North, he took. the 
SSihing image with him. Finally, he was reinstated as vassal 
? 41) king of Chiang Räi. The story of Phra3häo Phrom or King 
Phrom in the TS-is a reference to the well-known-theme in. the 
Sihiftganidäna'in which . 
Mahl Phrom of Chiang Railed an expedi- 
tion against the king of Kamphbngphet, Ayutthayft's vassal, de- 
manding the hand-over of the sacred Sihing "Lion" Buddha. 
242) 
There must have been some fighting before Kamphengphet surren- 
dered=the image to Mahä Phrom, but Mahä Phrom had to retreat 
when troops were sent by the'Ayutthayan king to expel him. 
King Phrom of the TS is said to have`stopped his campaign 
against the-"Krgm" at Kamphtngphet as a result of the God Indra's 
intervention, and he had to return to Yonok. Indrä's interven- 
tion on behalf of the "Kr9m" is of course a euphemism for fai- 
lure. ? Significantly, the "Krgm=Khmer" equation does not apply 
here, "'the war was actually between the Tai Yuan and the 
Siamese, not as forever claimed by later Thai nationalists 
between the Tai and the, Khmer.. The-most, --likely-explanation, 
concerning this mix-up can only be sought in connection with 
tamnän historiography. The authors of the TS and another 
tamnän history, the Tamnän Suwanna Khöm Kham were confused by 
the existence of--two Kambojas,, one'situated-to the west and 
the other to the south of Yönok`. . Bytheir, reckoning, it would 
241) PTLT/I: 273; Notton, op. cit.: 89 
242) Seesynopsis of this religious tamnan pp. 91-5 above. 
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be absurd to have two Kambojas, and a myth, was needed to ac- 
count for the Kambo ja of Nor1 h Thaildnd . -arid-the 
Shan States. 
The author of-the Tamnan Suwanna Khom Kham employed the usual 
technique of Buddha's prophecy, - foretelling. the arrival of 
the son of the king of Inthapat {a classical name for Angkor):. 
who-would found-the city of-Suwanna Khöm Kham. The divergence 
from other tamnän, is-. that,. in the Tamnfin Suwanna Khöm Kham, 
it is the first Buddha of this world-system who uttered the 
prediction, and the arrival of the Khmer Prince was to take 
place during the life-time of Konägama, the second Buddha. 
243) 
In this way, the presence of the "Krgm", or "Khr9m", and Kam- 
"boja in the extreme north of Thailand could be solved indepen- 
dently of the Shan tradition, which was no longer, understood. 
In actual fact, there is hardly any trace of Khmer archaeolo- 
244) 
gical remains farther north than the Sukhöthai area. In 
the final analysis, one has to conclude that none of the tamnän 
of the distant past is a: reliable source of factual history, 
although these tamnän contributed most to the traditional Tai 
perception of the past until very recently. 
VIII 
Some Southern Tamnän and the Siamese Perception of the Past 
up till the reign of King Mongkut (1851-68), the, Siamese 
perception of the past was influenced by many tamnän traditions. 
Unlike-the Tai Yuan of'Chiang Mai, the Siamese, -who occupied 
the Menäm Chäophrayä basin, were well-exposed to Khmer insti- 
tutional influence. But like the Tai Yuan, who incorporated 
the I, äo Chok tradition into their own tanän, and saw the na- 
243) Notton, Annalea du Siam, I,: 103 
244) Coedbs, "Indianized State: 5137 
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tive inhabitants as their ancestors, the Siamese, as late as 
. 
the seventeenth century A. D., believed that their early kings 
were closely related to the first khmer king. 
The first detailed account of Ayutthaya, which was writ- 
ten by Ma Huan, a Chinese traveller at the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, states that the Ayutthayan king "is of the 
So-li race". 
245) J. V. G. Mills footnotes this reference with 
the explantion that the king "was of Indian descent'. 
246) 
This guesswork is undoubtedly without foundation. The word 
"So-li" recalls and obviously was"Ma Huan's rendering of 
"Suriyawong" in the Sukhothai inscriptions of the fourteenth 
century, and of "Suryavarman" of Khmer epigraphy. The "Surya-" 
element means "Sun". In both cases, what was intended was 
"Solar Dynasty". In popular belief of late C17th Ayutthaya, 
the first Siamese king was said to be "Pra Poat honne sourit- 
tep". 247) This was perhaps de la Loubere's French rendering 
of "Phra Pathom Suriyathep" (lit. "The, First Sun King"). Ac- 
cording to the Khamhaikän and the Chunlayutthakärawong, the 
first Khmer king was called Pathum LPathom? / Suriyawong, also 
"The Sun King", and he ruled in Inthapat (Angkor. ), whereas his 
offspring were founders of the various towns in Siam. 
248) 
This "Sun King" in Siamese popular tales was undoubtedly King 
Suryavarman I (1002-50), who had put an end to the M9n kingdom 
of Dvaravati and imposed Khmer administration on the Mbnäm 
basin in the eleventh century. The Siamese perhaps migrated 
245) Ma Huan, op. cit.: 103 
246) ibid.: 103fn. 5 
247) De la Loubere, op. cit.: 8 
248) Khamhaikän: 11; PP/66, Khurusaphä ed., vol. 41: 43-5 
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into central Thailand in small bands from the Kh8rät}Plateau 
via Lopburi. 
2ý'9) In their new. surroundings, the'Siamese would 
naturally absorb Khmer traditions with'ease,. even after they 
had liberated themselves from the Khmer. 
The Siamese tamnän -were- also varied and came' from d-if 
ferent. sourdes. An important tradition originated in the reign 
of King Präsätth9ng (1629-56), as a result of a mix-up of wo 
local traditions: the legends of Prathum Suriyawong and Thäo 
O-Thcng, the latter being usually associated with Ramlthibgdl 
founder of Ayutthaya. Jeremias van Met, author of the Short 
History'of the King of Siam (1640),. 'recorded`a tamnän tradi- 
tion that Thäo'II-Th9ng was the,, one who built'Nakhgn Luang 
(Angkor -Thom), ' and another' that "the above-mentioned 'city was 
so-exquisite and ingenious that no, human being could possibly 
have built it. Therefore, they 'say 'that angels from heaven, 
came to help in building this magnificent city "in "Cambodia,, 0 
250) 
The beliefs that Prathum Suriyawong was the first'king of' 
Angkor, and that-the city of Angkor (Inthapat) was. created'by 
God Indra, were held by the Ayutthayan-people in the eighteenth 
century, and Prathum Suriyawong had become one with 17-Thgng, 
whose name is 'given by KhamhäikAn as Räm6. thib9d1 St Suriya'' 
Prathum Suriyawong. 251) It is`quite possible. that the merger 
of these two legendary figures into one provided, King PräsAt- 
thgng'with'the needed-casus belli'to bring , Cambodia under 
Siamese overlordship: The Short History says that because of 
this fact "ever since then-the Siamese kings have claimed to 
249) Hiram Woodward, op. cit.: 44-5 
250) van Vliet, op. cit.: 60 
251) Khamhaikän: 58 
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be. the highest governing poweri, and authority over Cambodia". 
252) 
The tamnfin stories of the first Siamese 
, 
king, arenumerous, 
but basically oneýcan put them : into- three'categories: (1) Bud- 
hilt legends, i. e. Buddha was the first Siamese king; 253) 
(2)'a group of legends in Upper Siam centring upon, a cult-hero 
of Sukhöthai°named Phra Ruang; (3) the legends, of Th$o U-Th9ng, 
ý. .ý first king of Ayutthayl. We can safely ignore the fruitless 
claim that Buddha was the first Siamese king,, and concentrate,, 
on-certain-aspects of the tamnän, of Phra. Ruang and Thäo U-Th9ng. 
I, 
Phra Ruang. of Sukhothai 
Most people know of the various versions of the legend 
of Phra Ruang from -these, sources: . 
the Phongsfiwadfin M1' ang Nil a, 
"History of Northern Siam", compiled by PhraWichianprich$, 
in 1807; the Cl8th Khämhaikän Chäö Krung Kao, a document' dis- , 
by the British occupying forces at , 
Mandalay,. in 1886; 
and. _the 
Chunlayutthakärawong, probably amid-Cl9th work of 
the Prince-Monk Paramfinuchit, which is to be. found in PP/66.254) 
There are odd references to the name Phra Ruang, in, other chro- 
nicles of Län-Nä Thai. All ofrthe, historical documents'men- 
tioned, however; "are Without exception late ompilations. It 
is worth noting that neither Jeremias van Vliet nor Simen, de 
la, Loubere ever relate-any version. of-the legend of Phra Ruang 
r 
.. __. __ s` -__. 
the history of Siam. For. 
our purposes I"shall cite the three best-known versions of, 
the legend of Phra Ruang. --" 
252) van Vliet, op. cit.: 60 
253) ibid.: 55 
254) Khurusaphä edition, vols. 40,41 
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A. Phra Ruang - Arunnakum$n: -A Synopsis,. 
Phra Ruang was born as a-result of. a union between a 
king of. Hariphunchai. named Phraya Aphaikhämani and a Naga 
(Serpent King)'s daughter in B. E. 500. When grown, up, he was 
given the'city'of St Satchanälai to. rule. In B. E. 1000, he 
was'50 years-old, and was so powerful that people presented 
him with an image-of a. black-tusked white elephant. In_that 
year he wanted to abolish-the old era and introduce. a'new-one, 
buth the Chinese emperor did not come_to. the assembly. So 
Phra Ruang decided to-go to, China with his-brother, Ritthikumän. 
The story thereafter is full of miracles. - 
"They sailed for one month before they reached China 
And the day they arrived a miracle occurred: a mist 
fell and the-moon and the sun could not be seen and 
everywhere all the Chinese people's hair stood on end. 
,. 
They were greatly alarmed and shaken. " 
The Chinese emperor sent his official to investigate. 
This Chinese official knew of the Buddha's prophecy. made 'for 
his country that there would be-two Thai i-brothers who would 
sail across the seas in search of a wife, that one of them 
would become the ruler of-the people of Jambudipa; - and that 
he. would change the . era of the Buddha after which he would 
reach China. -. 
The Chinese emperor,. knowing of the arrival of Phra 
Ruang,, came to salute him.. He brought. his daughter and pre- 
sented her to Phra Ruang as his wife, in virtue of the fact 
that this-princess had performed meritorious deeds with him 
in a previous existence by creating the three Tipitaka in the 
religion of Kakusandha, the first Buddha. The Chinese emperor 
then divided a dragon-seal into two parts, and gave. the tail 
portion to his daughter. Phra Ruang returned with his Chinese 
queen and 500-Chinese servants. - Having settled down at the 
town of Si Satchanälai, the Chinese-set about making"pottery 
for the Sovereign and from that time forwards dated the prac- 
tice öf making royal -pottery., at'St Satchanälai (Sawankhlok). 
Source: *PhbnQsäwadänMü'ang Nü'a in PP/1` 
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B. Phra Ruang, the "Submerged" King: A Synopsis 
A king of-Sukhothäi named Sithammäsökkarät`had sexual 
intercourse with a female_Näga. °Before he left'her-behind 
he gave her a ring and a piece of"red cloth. Soon Phra"Ruang 
was born of that female Näga's egg. Phra Ruarig"was a man'of 
magical powers. He became a-monk"at a time when all the prin- 
cipalities of Siam were Cambodia's. dependencies. His repu- 
tation as a magical man reached'the king of Cambodia, and the 
latter-wanted to get'rid of him. The king of Cambodia sent 
one of his men to kill Phra Ruang. ' This. Khmer spy went through 
the earth and appeared at Sukhöthai asking for Phra Ruang with- 
out realizing that the monk he conversed with was Phra Ruang 
himself. Phra Ruang told him to wait and turned the Khmer 
spy into stone. Thus the Siamese were freed from Khmer domi- 
nation, and did not pay tribute to the Khmer king any longer. 
Phra Ruang built the city of St Satehanälai at . the old 
site where a relic of Buddha's was deposited, but the new 
town was to be known also as Sawankhalök. 
King Sithammäsökkarät died in B. E. 1600 or C. S. 619'',. 
when"Phra Ruang was only 12 years old. Phra Ruang appointed 
his half-brother, Phraya Sithammarächä, king of Sawankhaldk, 
and he proceeded to Sukhöthai. On his way there he desired 
to renovate a temple and have it adorned with Chinese mosaic, 
so he went to China for some potters. 
Phra Ruang was given a Chinese princess in marriage. 
This Chinese princess was called Nang Khanthärarät (Gandhära- 
räja). The Chinese princess bore Phra Ruang a son named,, 
Chao Ram. At the age of. 92 Phra Ruang went away and soon 
disappeared into the water. 
Source: Chunlayutthakärawong Khwäm Riang in PP/66 
C. Phra Ruang Version I'II: "A Synopsis 
In C. S. 536 a king-named Suriyarachä ruled at Phichit. 
This king died in C. S. 570 and was-succeeded by his son; 
Chanthakumän. Later-Chanthakumän founded the city of Sukhö- 
thai. One day, he went out-hunting and met a beautiful women. 
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They fell in love and had a pleasant union. It turned out 
this beautiful woman was in 'fact a female Näga, who had just 
come up from her undersea world. They parted but afterwards 
the Näga laid an egg as big as a coconut shell in the orchard 
of an old couple. The boy that came out of the egg orchard 
was Phra Ruang, and was reared by the old husband and wife. 
At the age of 15, Phra Ruang displayed his magical powers 
so that his reputation spread-to the king's court. The king 
then realized that Phra Ruang was his own son born of the Näga 
queen. 
At Sukhöthai, Phra Ruang asked his father to discontinue 
sending "water" tribute to the king of Inthapat (Angkor). The 
Khmer king commonded his son to attack the town of Sukhöthai. 
Phra Ruang came out to fight and finally defeated the Khmer, 
so Sukhöthai was no longer Angkor's vassal. 
Chantharächft died in C. S. 576, and Phra Ruang succeeded 
him. Phra Ruang rebuilt the city of Sawankhal6k and ruled 
there. 
Source: Khamhaikän Chao Krung Kao & Chunlayutthakärawong 
There is not doubt that the Phra Ruang of these folk- 
tales was a king of Sukhöthai, and that these accounts contain 
some elements of history. There is, however, a difficulty in 
identifying Phra Ruang with any of the historical kings of 
Sukhöthai, because such a name does not exist in the inscrip- 
tion of Sukhöthai prior to the sixteenth century. Moreover, 
the earliest mention of "Phraya Ruang" in Tai epigraphy is to 
be found in the inscription of Wat Si Umöng Kham, Phayao, 
erected in 1503.255) The next reference to "Pü Phrayä Ruang" 
is inscribed on the pedestal of the Siva image of Kamphengphet 
made in 1510.256) The last inscription that contains the re- 
255) PS6/IV: No. 105, F. 2/3&5/122 
256) PS6/I: No. 13,1.3/146 
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ference. to "Phraya Ruang"'is that of Wat Chiang Man at Chiang 
257) Mai, which was set up in 1581. The provenance of these 
inscriptions would suggest that the legend of Phra Ruang had 
already become-widely known at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century in Upper Siam and län4fi Thai. There is hardly any 
clue as regards'. the origin of the name Phra Rudng, but this 
has to be sought in the North. Ruang is most likely to be a 
variation of "Chao Luang", a common title of the kings. bf Län- 
Nä Thai/Chiang Mai, as phonetically'Or' and '1' are interchang- 
able in the Tai languages. 
258) Equally possible is the fact 
that Ruang was a name derived from Rung, and Rung was a Siam- 
ese rendering of Hung, 
259) 
a. -cult-hero of many ethnic groups 
of Upper- Burma, North Thailand and Laos. 
Disregarding the-confusing accounts of the three versions 
above, one can see. -clearly that the references to this legen- 
dary king of Sukhöthai"'in the tamnän tradition of the North 
represented-in-the inscription of Wat'Chiang Man (1581), the 
Jinakälamall, and, the Sihiftganidäna, were clearly made with 
King Rämkhamhbng in mind. However, Prince Damrong and King 
Wachiräwut in the-early 020th were inclined towards theless 
reliable accounts of the'Phongsäwadän Mang Nü'a 
(Phra Ruang 
Version A) and the_Chunlayutthakärawong (Phra Ruang Version 
II & III), which were compiled only in the. early Bangkok pe- 
riod. Prince Damrong believed that Phra Ruang was King Si Int- 
260) harAthit, and that it was also a generic term. King 
257) PSVIII: No. 76, F. 1/3/210 
258) Cf. Prachakit, PY: 80 
259) Again, glottal stop-'h' in Tai Yuan becomes 'r' in Siamese. 
260) Damrong, "Tamnän Nangsti.. ": '128-9 
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Wachiräwut identified Phra Ruang with. King Si Intharäthit be- 
cause Version B and C say he was the Siamese king who defeated 
the Khmer-general, and this historical. fact is confirmed by 
an inscription of Sukhöthai. 
261) 
From an historiographical point of view, - Phra Ruarjg is 
another cult-hero in Thai history. , Many themes in Versions 
A, B. and C. are easily identifiable, and the legend of Phra' 
Rüang was a melange of foreign-as well as local-traditions. - 
Again, 
-anyone 
familiar with the-Great-Chronicle-of Ceylon, 
the Mahävamsa,,, should recognize immediately that Aphaikhäman1 
(father of Phra"Ruang in V. A) was a corruption of DuthagSmanl, 
the Ceylonese king, -who sponsored 'the Fourth Buddhist Council. '- 
The. egg-culture, i. e. a human , 
king's' intercourse with a female 
Näga which resulted. in a magical boy born of -the'latter's egg, 
is a common theme in Shan histories as well as in Burman 
thamaing, 262) so it was not unique to the Siamese. There is 
at least one story in M9n folk-tales associating powerful kings 
with Näga worship; King Kyanzittha, {1084-1112) of Pagan, for- 
, example, was 
believed to be a Näga son. 
263) 
What has had the most sensational implications for an- 
cient Thai history is the belief that Phra Ruang went. to China 
and brought back Chinese potters to Sukhöthai. Prince Darnrong 
. 261) Wachiräwut, 
King, Pramuan Phra B rommarächä, thibäi Kiaoka 
Prawattis. it Sa. am,. -ssays and Comments on the History o 
ice; Cremation volume for the funeral of Phraya. B9rihän 
Nakharin, 1953: 27 
262) G. H. Luce and Pe Maung Tin, (tr. ), The Glass Palace Chro- 
nicle of the Kin s'of Burma: 33-5; sung Htin Aung, Folk 
Tales of Burma, New e: Sterling Publishers, 19767-n- 
88; Cochrane, The Shan, Rangoon, 1915: 53-9 
263) Janice Stargardt, "Social and Religious Aspects of Royal 
Power in Medieval Burma: From Inscriptions of Kyanzittha's 
Reign, 1O84-1112", -- JESHO, . 13,3 
(Nov. 1970): 294,297 
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identified this Phra Ruang with King Rämkhamheng. Checking 
against a misleading Thai translation of the Yuan Shih, Prince 
Damrong was convinced that King Rämkhamheng had visited China 
twice. 264) His statement was followed uncritically by W. A. R. 
Wood, author of A History of Siam in 1926. Since then it has 
become an "historical" fact in standard textbooks on the histo- 
ry of Thailand. Two Sinologists, E. Thadeus Flood. and Suebsaeng 
Promboon, have recently categorically refuted any such claim 
on the grounds that the Yuan Shih never mentions the visit of 
any Sukhöthai king. 
265) Furthermore, the dating of the Sang- 
khalök (Sawankhalök? ) China wares has come under close scruti- 
ny; one authority believes the kiln sites where the Sangkhalök 
ceramics were produced were probably established sometime af- 
ter 1350, long after the reign of Ramkhamheng. 
266) A, glance 
at the ceramics of Sukhöthai retrieved from the capsized junks 
in the Gulf of Siam reveals that'the early fifteenth century 
represented the peak of the production of the Sangkhalök wares. 
They are almost likely to have-been exported by Ayutthaya to 
other countries in South-East Asia. The sending of diplomatic 
missions to China by the Ayutthayan court intensified between 
1340 and 1429, and the relationship between Siam and China was 
particularly cordial. 
267) This close tie is even reflected in 
a Siamese legend that D-Thgng, founder of Ayutthaya, was the 
Chinese emperor's son. 
268) As a matter of fact, the Siamese 
264) Damrong, Prince, "Introduction", PP/5: 53fn. 2 
265) Flood, op. cit.; Cf. Suebsaeng, op. cit. 
266) Carol Stratton & Miriam McNair Scott, op. cit.: 118 
267) Suebsaeng, op. cit.: Ch. 4 
268) Jeremias van Vliet, op. cit.: 55-7 
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Alite of the early Ayutthaya period were admirers of Ohinese 
art and architecture. 
269) The flourishing pottery trade, if 
there ever was any,; reached its peak after Ayutthayä, had become 
the, dominant city-state in the lower: Menäm basin. 
Prince Damrong's judgement was based solely on the 
, Chunlayutthakärawong, and'on this shaky basis his interpreta- 
tion concerning Rämkhamhbng's visits to, China is not sustaina- 
ble.. The-basic theme - of . 
Phra Ruang, Version .B and -C was 
bor- 
rowed from the Shan histories, -probably. via the Burmese. There 
is a legend in'the-Shan States-of Sbn W1 relating the story,,, 
of a Shan prince who was born of, a Näga king's daughter and 
was ; brought up by an elderly couple. At the, age, of 15, or 
X16,. 
he went to China {actually Yunnan), and with , some 
help from 
his Naga mother he got the Chineseemperor's daughter as wifeý70) 
This story recurred in_other tamnän stories. of Upper Siam too271) 
Once °ther exist many versions of the same story,, it is impossi- 
ble to believe that one version. is truer than the others. 
Thäo Sen Pom, Chaisiri, and Thäo O-Thgng 
The Ayutthayan view of ancient history centred upon three 
characters: Thäo Sen Pom, King Chaisiri, and Thäo tI-Th9ng. 
Since none of the extant copies of the tamnän under discussion 
predates the early Bangkok period,, one has to conclude that 
they are. not entirely authoritative or trustworthy. Although 
these three characters belonged to different traditions in the 
Ayutthaya period, they were related in late eighteenth-century 
compilations. It is not difficult to trace the origins of 
269) See Chapter II of this thesis. 
270 Scott & Hardiman, op. cit.: 229-30; see also fn. 262 
271 See stories in the Phongsäwadän Mü'ang Nü'a in PP/1 
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these folk-tales. 
Thäo Sbn Pom 
In a recent study of the folk-tales of the Kamphengphet 
area, Siriphän Thirasarichöt found that-about ten different 
versions of the legend of*Thäo Sen-Pom had been transmitted 
through the generations. 
272) The core of this legend is the 
"gardener who became king". This theme was of course not 
unique to Upper-Siam but . quite common in Burmese and Khmer 
chronicular traditions. 
273) The possibility is that-'the theme 
of-the "gardener who became king" was passed from the Burmese 
via the Siamese to the Khmer. In the Burmese . and Khmer 
folk-tales. ' the gardener killed an unjust king who trespassed 
in'his orchard, so he was'chosen king by the people. In 
the'Siamese tales, Son Pom was an ugly man who earned his 
living by'growing vegetables. He -urinatedalways on the 
creepers of an egg-plant in his orchard. It happened that 
the king's daughter wanted-to' eat an egg-plant, and sent 
one of'her waiting-ladies for it. Having eaten it, she 
became pregnant and. later gave birth to a baby boy. When 
the'child was three years old, the king assembled all male 
subjects'in his principality and let the child identify 
his father. - The 
young child went to' Sgn Pomthe most 
ugly man in the kingdom. 
' The king felt embarrassed so he 
expelled the three from his kingdom. Indra intervened by 
272) Siriphan Thirasarichöt, "RII'ang Thäo S6n Pom Chäk 
Mü'ang Kamphbngphet" (The Various Versions of-the 
Thäo S4n-Pom*. Story), SP9 21,1 (May 1977): 70-99 
2730 G. H.. Luce and Pe Maung-Tin, op. cit.: 58: PP/71. rKhurusaphä edition, vol. 45 (Chronicle öf Cämbödia): 
-59-93- 
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disguising himself as a bedraggled'mönkey. ' He let himself 
be caught by Sen Pom, and then redeemed himself by giving 
a magical drum to Sen Pom and telling him that should he 
desire anything, what he'needed to do was to-strike the 
drum, First, he struck . the drum" in"order that the ugly 
scars would-disappear from all over his body. Second, 'he` 
struck - the . 
drum for a gold cot ; (ü -thgng)- in which his son, 
would sleep. Lastly, in O. S.: 681 (A'. D. -1319) "Year . of, the: ` 
Horse", he struck the magical drum for a' city to `rise. From 
sleeping in the gold. cot, his son was called fl-Thgng. The 
city he ruled was named "Theppha Nakhpn". (City of-Angels). 
Sen Porn then assumed the'title of "Somdet`Phraftäo Sirichai 
Chiang Sen". S. P. "'Sirichai Chiang Sen-died 'in C. S. '706 , (A. D. 
1344) and was succeeded, by I7-Thgng, who transferred the 
capital to N9ng Sanö and built -the -city e of Ayutthayä'in"' C. S. 
712 (A. D. 1350). 
The above-summary is`made from Prince-Monk Paramänuchit'ea 
Abridged4Chronicle of Ayütthayä274) and the"Chunlayutthakä- 
275) The Phongaäwadän Mü'ang N1'a and the Khamhaikän rawon . 
Chao Krung Kao, which are earlier compilations, contain, no 
story whatsoever of Thlo Sbn Pom. It'does not-feature in 
Jeremias-van Vliet's Short History of the Kinks of Siam 
(1640)'or Simon'de la Loubýre's Siam (c. 1688). -, 'The evidence 
points to'. the fact-that the Abridged-Chronicle of Ayutthaya 
is the first historical writing to have synthesized the three 
originally. differing''traditions: (1) the TS tradition, 
(2) the "gardener who became king" tradition, 'and (3) the 
274)., Paramänuchit Chinörot,. Prince-Monk, The Abridged 
Chronicle of A ttha $,. Bangkok, 1863: -1-3 
275) , urusapha edition, vol. 41: 23-43,67-70 
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. 
O-Thgng tradition; but it was confusingly done. 
Chaisiri. 
If the-TS/PP61 had existed at Ayutthayl duringithe. first 
half of the, seventeenth century, it would not have escaped;.,,, 
the, intense curiosity. of Jeremias van.. Yliet, who re-counted . 
many Siamese legends in 1640. According to his Short History, 
the,,. conviction of the.. Siamese, in his,, time. was that C-Thgng 
was of Chinese descent. 
276) But-from De, la Loubere's account, 
we have the impression, that the Siamese perception of. the past 
had changed by-the 1680's. 
According to De la Loub6re,, the first Siamese, king was 
called Pra goat-honne Surittep-pennaratui sonanne, bopitra 
(Phra-Prathom Suriyathep... ). This. king ruled at a place 
called Tchai pappe Mahanäcon, (Chaipräkän, Mahänakhgn) in, B. E. 
1300. The-tenth king named Ipoja Sanne Thora Thesma Teperat (? ) 
moved his, capital to a place called Tasoo Nacora Louang 
(Phrathät Nakhgn, Luang, possibly-hampßng, -. usually called Nakhgn). 
The twelfth, king, after., this was Pra Pao Noome Thele pert-°- 
<Phra, Phanom Chaisiri)., This king migrated down to Nakhgn, - -I 
Thai in-B. E., 1731 and, finally settled, down at Pipili (Poet- 
chaburi). The fourth-king after him was U-Thgng,., who is said 
to have founded Ayutthayä, in B. E. 1894.277) 
The-. outline-of. the early history of the Siamese as told 
by, court officials .. to _De °la. -, 
houbbre during his visit to the 
Siamese capital in --1687-88,, is interesting,, because it reveals 
. 
the influence of the North upon Siamese historiography. - One" 
must bear-'in mind-that in 1662, Lin-Nfi Thai fell into Siamese 
hands, and the period after-that saw a, new-impetus to the 
literary scene at-the court of King. Näräi. In the meanwhile, 
276 See fn. 267 
277 De la Loubere, op. cit.: 8 
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the Siamese had taken up some historical traditions normally 
associated with, the-North. Tchai pappe (Chaipräkän) is the 
capital of Phrommakuman'of the TS who expelled the "Klpm" 
from Yönarattha. -Chaisiri is-again the name of'the Tai Yuan 
king who, -in the . 
TS, fled before the troops of . the king of' 
Suthammawadi {Thaton) in B. E. 1000. According to DI e-la Lou- 
bere's account, Chaisiri came down to Nakhgn Thai from Upper 
Siam in B. E-. 1731. This represents a difference of 731 years. 
It is hardly surprising if one realizes that most tamnan were 
essentially dateless, and the compilers can arrange dates of 
events to fit in with their framework. 
278) But a remarkable 
thing is-that -Thpng was said to be the fourth king after 
Chaisiri, and not his son and successor. In later versions, 
as we have already seen, the name Chaisiri became Sirichai; 
fl-Thpng's father. 
The late Kha6hgn Sukhaphänit, a repeated Thai historian, 
was of the opinion that the legend of Theo Sen Pom as preserved 
by the Chunlayutthakerawong and the Abridged Chronicle of 
Ayutthaya belonged to the same-tradition as'the story of Phra 
Phanom Chaisiri recorded in De la Loubbre's'account. 
279) Ac 
cording to Khafhgn, '"the Chunlayutthakarawong mentions sped- 
that B. E. 1731 was the year in which M1'ang Traitrüng 
was founded. 
- B. E. 1731 is important because another early 
source (De la Loubbre's) also mentions this date and relates 
278) M. Vickery, "Review Article: A New Tamnfin.. ", op. cit.: 170 
279) Kha6hQn Sukhaphänit, "Panhä Kan K9 TangýKrung Si Ayutthaya 
Pen. Ratchathänt" (Some 
. 
Questions. Relating to the Founding 
of Ayutthaya 'as.. the Siamese Capital) 'in Wutthichai Miinla- 
sin, (ed. ), KhpmOn Prawattisät Samai Ayutthaya: 3 
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the same story, namely,., the migration of the.. forefathers ý of 
the Siamese, from the 
, 








these. sources. carefully 
. and find 
that neither the Abridged Chronicle of AyutthayA 
nor the Chunlayutthakärawong (in Pali), nor the The 
Chunlayutthakärawong (in Thai) contains the date S. E. 1731. 
The TS/PP61 gives $. E., 1000 as,. the date for, -King "Chaisiri's 
retreat from Yonarattha; (Chiang RAi).. The. Ayutthayan: people 
Jn the second half of, the seventeenth, century_perhaps. adopted 
the TS/PP61, as their own tamnän, as. they,, believed. that one; 
of their earlier kings -came. from, the North and was, called4 
CChaisiri. . 
When the, Abridged Chronicle of AyutthayA. and the 
Chunlayutthakärawong were. compiled in. the early, nineteenth 
century, the story had already been modified; . the name. Chaisiri 
became Sirichai, and,. Sirichai*was presented. as the ugly man 
who was married into the family, of the Siamese king. whohad 




From van Met-'s Short History (1640), the'Phongsäwaddn 
Mfang Nü'a (1807),, the Khamhaikän Ohio Krung Kao, tlate 018th), 
the Abridged Chronicle, and the_Chunlayutthakärawong. (c. 019th), 
seven versions of the story of Thäo fl Thgng can be-cited... 
Of these, two from van Vliet's, Short History are, of, particular 
interest. 
Version I: Synopsis 
About 2,000 years ago, a son of the emperor of. China 
was exiled-from the country because he. had tried to murder. 
his father and seize the kingdom. After a series-of wanderings, 
this Chinese prince-and his retinue finally landed at a site 
280 ibid. 
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called the Hook of Kui in the Bay of Siam..., After he, had the- 
land spied out by several of his men, who discovered-that it 
was'fruitful but sparsely populated, the Chinese prince re 
_.., solved to develop-the Siamese land in order to extend his 
authority. 
281) 
Version II: Synopsis 
More than 300 years 'ago there was-a king of several,. -., } 
-provinces in China 
(whose name, however, were unknown to the 
Siamese). This king had ason named Chao Ui who was so. -lust- 
ful-that he violated the wives of almost all the mandarins of 
the kingdom, and-those whom he could not-coerce were secretly 
murdered. The mandarins complained about - this 
matter to the 
king. They threatened, to depose and kill the king if the 
latter refused-to put-his son to death. The king, gave, in but 
the. queen {mother of the accused) asked for mercy oneher son's 
behalf saying-that, it would be best to-send-him out of the 
country. The king consented and informed the mandarins, who 
agreed to this. 
The king had many junks outfitted and supplied the 
prince and his followers with food, ammunition, and everything 
necessary for a long voyage. The prince intended to settle, 
down wherever the gods and winds should take him. The-elder,, - 
sonnof the king accompanied his brother"because he, -loved him. 
Quite by chance the aforementioned Ohäo Ui appeared with 
bis fleet at Pattant, where he landed with his people. _, But 
since: he found it to be a populated city, he did not wish 
to. stay there, but-travelled several miles inland, to Ulu 
Pattani. `He established himself there and founded acity, 
281) See fri. ' 167 
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called Langkäsuka... ... Later he went overland to 
what is 
now called'Ligor. Since it was only woods and wilderness, 
he founded a city there and called'it'_Ligor. He went forth 
to Kui and built a'town there. At Kul two Chinese junks came. 
Chäo Ui presented them with as much sappanwood as their two 
junks could carry. They left for China fully pleased. - The 
Chinese king was so delighted that he gave, one of his daughters 
called Näng -Pa6ham 
Thgng to Chao Ui in marriage-. He-then 
sent her off with great pomp and conferred the title Th&o 
II-Thgng upon Chao Ui. 
Thäo H-Thpng'in the meantime founded the city of Phet- 
chaburi. He-left the Chinese religion and accepted that of 
the Siamese. He further built the cities of Chongh; Cout- 
Thiam and Bangkok. Pinally he moved to the 'island' of 
Ayutthaya where he met a sI. By clever trick, he threw the 
hermit into the pool called' B9 Talengkýng in which the Naga 
king lived. 
Jeremias van Vliet informs us that he hadheard'most- 
of"the Siamese histories from Buddhist monks, 
282) It'is not 
difficult to recognize that they were presented in the tam 
fashion, and these i7-Thgng stories could hardly be authentic. 
The whole structure of Version II was borrowed from an episode 
in the Mahävamsa. In the Great Chronicle of Ceylon, Prince 
Vijaya, eldest son-of the Lion-Prince, led an unbridled way 
of life, and 
'violated the wives of,, his father's -noblemen. 
. The-noblemen 
threatened to kill him and his followers, so the 
Lion-Prince banished them from. his city. Prince Vijaya had 
to set sail. As he came in the southern direction, he landed 
282) Van Vliet, op. cit.: 54 
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at', iangkä: "The mention of Langkäsuka in the legend ofa Thfto 
11-Thgng is significant because this obscure kingdom` did= exist 
between-; the third and twelfth century A. D. The name Langkä- 
suka is most likely to have derived from a-combination of 
"LaAkä" and "Asoka". 
283) In-some. Malay Annals, Langkäsula 
was in the Kedah-Pattant area, but strangely enough, no 
-mention of it is made in the Siamese documents. The C17th 
Siamese must have had some vague knowledge of-it, -and seen 
it as part of the transferred Buddhist geography, Siam being- 
the Jambudipa, and Langkäsula "La$kä" or Ceylon. 
What concerns us here-is the proof that the earlier 
versions of the legend of Thäo V-Thgng are fantastic; the 
theme of the prince "who violated the mandarins' wives" can 
284 We may assume also be found in another Siamese t_. 
that some other variations which maintain that Thäo V-Thgng 
came from Phetchaburt belong-to the same tradition as Version 
II. The later compilations which associate Thäo fl-Thgng 
with Chaisiri and the TS/PP/61 obviously represent the late 
seventeenth-century attempt at synthetic history. Version II 
provides us with a folk-etymology concerning the name of 
Thäo fl-Thgng. This means that the Siamese, even at the 
beginning-of the seventeenth century, did not understand the 
name of this legendary king. Probably, its origin was Mqn; 
a certain Phayä II is said by the Slapat Räiawah Datow Smin Ron 
283) H. G. Quaritch Wales, "Lankasuka-and Tambralinga. z. Some 
Archaeological Notes", _. JMBRAS, 47,1. 
(Jul. 1974): 22 
284) Qng Waikamlang, "Tamfiän'Phra PrathBn Chedi", in Fine 
Art Department, RO'an Phra Pathomma Ch6d1, "History 
of the, _Pathomma , 
Special volume . or the funeral of Rhunmb Wqn Säträphan, -, 
Bangkok, 16 April-1963: 8 
I 4v 
(M9n Chronicle) to have become king of Martaban in C. S. 710 
(A. D. 1348),. almost the same year as RAmäthib9di founded 
285) 
and became king of'Ayutthaya. 
285). R. Halliday, (tr. ), "Sla at Rä swan-Datow Smin Roil: A 
History of Kings", JB , 3, (1923): 52 
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CHAPTER II 
The Phongsawadan: The Dynastic Chronicles 
It has been pointed out' that'. whereas the tamnän were 
written by scholar-monks as. popular histories with the pur- 
pose of preaching certain Buddhist doctrines. to the people, 
the phongsäwadän-werewritten by-court scholars to bolster 
the image of the reigning dynasty. Being part of court cul- 
ture, a phongsäwadän'`history-was considered the emblem of 
royalty. It was the dominant mode of historical writing in 
Siam until the mid- 19th century. It is also regarded by' 
historians. as a chief source of Siamis*political, history. ' 
i shall place the emphasis in this chapter on four aspects 
of the thongsäwadän historiography: (1) the phong'säwadän as 
a source of legitimacy and justification ' of the royal power; 
(2) the phongsdwadän as a referential work; (3) the influence 
of the Chinese historiographical tradition in Siam; and the 
main"section (4) the compilation of the various PhrarAtcha- 
phongsäwadan Krung St 'Ayutthaya, the Ayutthaya as well as 
the Bangkok recensions. In the last section I shall discuss 
also-the literary -trend ' of the first reign _'of 
the Bangkok 
period which gave the impetus to the recompilation of the 
Chronicle of Ayutthaya. All these 'aspects will provide the 
reader with a basic understanding of the phongsäwadän histo- 
riography and its implications in traditional Siam. It is 
to be seen that, all the Ayutthayan phöngsäwadän histories, 
the earlier I versions, i. e.. LP/1680 and 2/k. 125 Fragment, and' 
C. SS. 1 36, contain a framework of. factual history, whereas 
the Bangkok recensions are full of'misplaced interpolations.. 
14 2' 
The Phongsäwadän a `a" Source`-6f Legitimacy 
and Justification for the-Royal Power 
As we have seen in the foregoing pages, a ta mnän, 'writer 
would use his work as a-meansn, of teaching moral lessons by 
way of historical examples, with -a strong emphasis on the 
working of the kamma and the doctrine of impermanence. The 
.I 
genesis. of. the phongsäwadän was however secular in nature; 
compilers-of-the phongsäwadän would do their best to glorify- 
the semi-divine attributes of their kings. For this important 
reason the phongsäwadän were a major concern of the reigning 
king, especially if he happened to be ausurper. The compila- 
tion of a new version of the phrarfitchaphongsäwadän, "Dynastic 
Chronicle", was with little doubt a process of-legitimization 
for a new king, or rather a new dynasty. 
The phongsäwadfin -and similarly the dynastic chronicles 
of the others Theravada kingdoms of South-East Asia, i. e. 
Burma, Cambodia, and Laos- had a specific role to play with 
regard to the position of the royal family; the main purpose 
of the phongsäwadän was not simply to record the genealogies 
of kings, but more importantly to dramatize and extol their 
activities in order to legitimize their rule. With this in 
mind, it would not help and perhaps be unfair-to judge these 
dynastic chronicles by the yardstick of modern scholarship. 
Reading through the pages of these indigenous sources, one 
can hardly help becoming vexed by their content and style. 
A prominent scholar of, South-East Asia once made an observa- 
tion about the Burmese chronicles, which applies also to 
S 
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the Siamese phongsAwadän: - 
Burmese historians are notorious for their turn for 
exaggeration, for vaunting their national prowess 
and glory, and for the devotion of their pages to the 
achievements of'the members of the royal family. -... 
Their writings are mere'records'of court intrigues, 
bloodshed, tyranny, -oppression, the number of people 
killed, and of villages destroyed. To them their- 
kings are superhuman beings..... they'use their turn 
-for -undeserveadulation to laud their patrons to the 
skies at the expense of truth, and that, foreigners 
should be, cautious'in following them and sifting histo- 
rical truth from exaggeration, plain unadorned truth 
from allegories,. -. 1) 
The purpose and narrative style, of these dynastic chro- 
nicles make-it inevitable-that they should contain. instances 
of hyperbolic statements., Many-"facts" of course cannot, 'be 
taken literally; and 111O, O00''troops", for example, means sim- 
ply a great number of men. -The outcome of "court intrigues, 
bloodshed, tyranny, 'oppression, the-number of-people killed" 
and so on, is presented by the compilers in terms of Buddhist' 
philosophy, that is, the. working cut of. kamma consequences 
of the past. The Orientals are fatalistic; the fall of a 
promising king is due to the fact that "his store of merit 
had suddenly become exhausted", anda usurper can be crowned 
king because he "possessed the unrivalled. merit worthy of, a.. r 
king". In this sense, the writing of the, phongsäwadän'is in- 
fluenced by the-religious tamnan. Significantly, the Siamese 
attitude towards'change"is summed up quite fatalistically in 
. an old 
adage, "Lbw'tbh bun kam: nam pail' (let past merit and 
1) Taw Sein Ko, Burmese Sketches, I,: 278 
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demerit lead you. along the unknown. path). This attitude,, 
indeed, 
. 
has always left room for a , man of modest 
background 
to rise to the -. 
highest position in Siamese society. -The 
contest for-,. the- throne, of Ayutthaya was the resolution of 
the k_ of the claimants. It is. interesting to note that 
the succession of the kings of. Ayutthayä was. -very irregulär; 
of the thirty-three reigns, only-twenty ended by natural 
causes;. seven kings were murdered; four were deposed;, and 
the rest, bad to seek refuge-and satety in a monastery. When,,,,, 
a king passed away leaving a young and feeble heir behind,. 
a succession crisis was bound to follow. Out of the turmoil 
emerged a victorious claimant whose 'right to' the thronei -had 
to be justified. Often the phongsäwadän compilers contrived 
to gloss over this . 
legitimacy problem by having the rightful 
heirs or members of the old dynasty hasten to relinquish 
. their claim because the most powerful claimant at:, the time 
had accumulated a greater measure of merit from past kamma- 
actions. 
2) 
2) For example, Somdet Phra Pheträchä (1688-1703) is said to 
have been infuriated by his son, Luang S9raeak's miscon- 
duct, so he appointed one of his nephews, Lhäo Phra Phi- 
chaisurin, heir-apparent, despite the fact-that Luang 
S9rasak was already holding the rank of the Prince of the 
Front. Palace, and was de facto next-in line to the throne. 
Following Somdet Phra Pheträchä's death, the young felt 
insecure as he had no power-base. He carried the five 
emblems of, regalia to the Prince of. the. Front Palace, re- 
linquished his claims to the throne, and begged Luang 
S9rasak to accept the'throne on the grounds that: - 
I, your loyal servant, possess a tiny amount of 
fortune and influence. My merit is far from great; 
my power lacked strength 'Consequently, I can never 
rule successfully., If I were to succeed to the 
throne, the royal possessions, the kingdom, *the monks, 
and the subjects would be in jeopardy. This nine- 
tiered White Parasol is the emblem-of luck and bless- 
edness; anyone who has not accumulated sufficient 
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In old Siam, the fount of royal authority was vested 
in both Brahmanistic rites and Buddhist traditions. ' The 
Brahman officiators employed by*the court provided the Ayut- 
thayan monarchy with an appearance of sanctity, perpetuated 
by the compulsory drinking of the water of allegiance twice 
. annually 
by all officers of state whose duty required them 
to carry weapons. 
3) However, ' the Buddhist notion of a Sam- 
_ýR 
mutideva, "God-King by- common -consent", which is a tradition 
derived from the story of the first human king in': "the Buddhist 
4)- 
cosmogony, made it acceptable, if not obligatory, for an 
merit in past deeds cannot hope to maintain it. 
Your Royal Highness is endowed with luck, prowess, 
and unequalled. merit. Your Royal Highness is worthy 
of the throne of the Thai kingdom. 
The above quotation-. is-taken from: Somdet Phra Wan- 
narat of Wat Phra Chetuphon, Phrarätcha hon säwadän Krung 
Si A ttha rßä, "The : Dynastic Chronicle of . 
Ayutthayd. 11 ,. Mang wit aya edition, 1972: 553-4; Cf. Fine Art Department, 
Phrarätcha hon säwadfin Krung Sa äm, "The British Museum, 
Recension of a ron ce of yu thayä", Käo-Nä edition, 
1964: 
3) This solemn ceremony had its origin in the Angkorean Period. 
The Khmer inscription of Phimanakas-of 1011 A. D. suggests 
it was instituted by Suryavarman I (1002-50). Hubert de 
Mestier du Bourg, "ha premibre moiti6 du XIe siecle au 
Cambodge: Suryavarman Ier, sa vie et quelques aspects des 
institutions son 6poque", JA, No. 258 '(1970): 300-1 
4) The story of the first human king is. related in the Agganna- 
sutta in the Dhi ha-Nikä a. It is believed by Buddhists 
iaýthe firs human beings were at first purely spiritual, 
but they gradually became more and more material, until 
passion and evil practices arose. Thereupon the people 
assembled, and chose the fairest and ablest to be their 
king. He became Mahäsammuta, the first king,. and origina- 
tor of the royal caste. His legitimate claim lies in the 
fact that he had'been elected to rule, and attributed cer- 
tain. divine qualities. See Rhys Davids,. (tr. ), Dialogues 
of the Buddha, vol. IV: 88; E. J. Thomas, The Life of Bud- 
as Legend and Histor , 1949: 4-5;. Cf. J. Gonda, cien Indian Kingship from the Religious Point of View". Numen, 
3,2 (Apr. 1956): 155 
The story of Mahgsammuta is repeatedly told in the 
religious tamnän of Northern Thailand, but the name of 
this first king as given in the tamnän is usually "Samanta- 
rächfi", which in Pali means "vassal king". How this came 
about will perhaps never be known. 
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outsider to be chosen king, once he had proved to be the- 
most virtuous man in the whole kingdom. Accordingly, he 
must have. had the best store of merit (bun). It must be 
pointed out that there was no-'. definite law of succession in 
Siam until the-eve of King Wachiräwut"(1910-25)'s death; 
King Bgromtrailök (1448-88)-''s Palatine Law of 14682,5 
) 
which 
was formulated with the purpose of specifying an individual's 
place in the Siamese social hierarchy, contains no clause 
guaranteeing that the throne should be passed to either the 
king's younger brother or son. 
It is a fact that in Siam the compilation and revision 
of the phongsäwadän was done as'part of a legitimizing pro- 
cess, and thus it was the king's major concern to, -make sure 
that the phöngsäwadän did not fall into a state, of disrepute 
from his point of view. Court historiographers contrived to 
present their royal masters in the best possible light.,, In 
the phongsäwadän. one finds that the ancient Indian concept 
of "God-King", which was based on the Vedic treatises, the 
Artha6ätra, and the Law of Manu, is submerged under the influ- 
ence of the tamnän tradition, and this resulted in a reli- 
gious syncretism that transformed the-Ayutthayan kingship, 
into a prominent Buddharäja type. The shift of emphasis in 
the phongsäwadän historiography occurred perhaps in the se- 
cond half of the fifteenth century. There is a discernible 
5) The Palatine Law is dated 720 without . any indication of the era used.. "1720, Rat Year! ' can neither be the Cula, 
"Lesser" or Mahä. saka, "Greater" eras (+638 and +78. D. 
respectively). This date is therefore reckoned to be 
the little known. Culamani era 720, Rat Year, which corres-. 
ponds to A. D. 1468. 
See D. K. Wyatt, "The Thai Ka a Mandiarpäla and 
Malacca", JSS, 55,2 (Jul. 9967): 81-4 
ti ' 
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difference concerning the use of certain terms in the R /k. 
125 Fragment, the oldest Siamese phongsäwadfin recension, and 
the later-:: versions. In default-of any known phongsäwadän 
history between the compilation of the fifteenth-century 
2/k. 125 Fragment and I, P. /1680, a gap of some two hundred 
years, _any. 
interpretation has t. o be speculative. 
The compilation-of the 2/k. 125 Fragment, thought by. 
Michael Vickery to date prior to King B9rommatrailok (1448- 
1488)'8 administrative reform, 
6) 
seems to have mirrored an 
aspect of. the Hindu divine kingship still retained at the 
Ayutthayan court. King Bgrommarachä II (1424-48) was address- 
ed by his subjects as "Bhü Pen Chao" (Your Divine Majesty).? 
) 
This expression can be found in many old Ayutthayan laws. 
8) 
Al. though, we do not have another. earlier recension than the 
LP/1680, it is clear, that in the LP/1680 and all the later 
,. 
detailed phongsäwadän the term often used to refer to the 
king is either Phra Phuttha6häo or Phra Phutthi6häo, '! '. Your 
Majesty, the_Enlightened One", i. e. the Buddha'. Further, 
LP/1680, usesthe term nipphän or nardphän (Pal. =ni b`, and 
'Sans. =nirvana) for the king when he'died, implying he was an 
Embryo Buddha. It is possible that the earlier recensions 
of the phonßsäwadän may have used the term nipphän, "enter 
the state of being extinguished", such as LP/1680, and it 
6) Michael Vickery, "The 2/k. 125, Fragment: A Lost Chronicle 
of Ayutthaya", JSS, 65,. 1 (Jan. 1977) : 54 
7) ibid.: 10,22 
8) Fine Art Department, Rß'an Kotmai Tr& SAmduan , "Laws 
of Three Seals", 1978: see Phra i akan Atyli Luang, "Law 
of Grave Crimes", dated B. E. 1895 : 475; Phra 
-Ai akän Laksana Chon-, "Law of Thievery", dated B. E. 'M 
:; ra Ai akän Krabot Silk, "Law of Treason", 




was only replaced by the term sawanrakhot, "gone to heaven", 
in later-revisions. This is borne out by the fact that the. 
word nipphän sometimes slipped through in the detailed. phonQ- 
säwadfin, such as the so-called Chakkraphatdiphong (Chät) 
Recension, copied at ä 1ater-date. 9) 
Probably the change in the emphasis from a Hindu ? I- 
God-King" type to the Phuttharächä (Buddharäja) type'wae given 
an impetus by the rivalry between the Theraväda kings of 
South-East Asia in the mid-fifteenth century. At this time, 
Dhamma6h6di of Pegu (1472-92) was purging the Mqn SaAgha of 
bad elements, whereas-under King Tilok (1441-87), the ortho- 
dox Sifihalese School had emerged victorious in the religious, 
controversy against the'old M9n School at Chiang Mai, and at 
Ayutthayä, B9rommatrail0k (1448-88) was reportedly 
"a 
patron 
of the orthodox "Wat PA Kew""School. 
l0) LP/1680 implies 
that, -in emulation of King Lithai of Sukh8thai before him, 
Bgrommatrailok would not be outdone by his, rivals, especially, 
in the field of religious activities; in the abridged LP/1680 
six entries for the reign of B9rommatrail8k are about im- 
portant Buddhistdeeds. 
ll) Perhaps B9rommatrail8k was 
ordained as a monk at Wat Chulämani, in that capital, in 
1465, also in emulation of Lithai, and became the first 
Ayuttbayan monarch to be ordained whilst still reigning. 
12) 
9) Fine Art Department t Phrarätcha hon eäwad$n°Chabap Than ýhanthanumat (Cherm) Kav ra a trau au on¢ Chat) 
ang ay e on, 1964: 7 
10) Prince Damrong, "Athibäi Rü'ang Nai Phrarätchaphongsäwadän" 
(An Explanation on the Various Recensions of the Phrar$t- 
chaphongsäwadäri) in Phrarätcha hon säwadän Chabap Phrarät- 
-cha Hatthal4khä, "The oya Autograph ecens on of the Chronicle of yutthay&, 1952: 431 
11)-LP/1680 in PP/1, Khurusaphä ed.,. vol. 1: 136-8 See C. S. 
820,822,. 826,827,844, and 846 
12) ibid: -137 
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It is not unlikely that closer contact between Ceylon 
and the Tai kingdoms during the fifteenth-century-had actual- 
ly brought the notion of Buddhist kingship to the fore, espe- 
cially at Ayutthaya, where the concept'of monarchy had tradi- 
tionally come under the influence of the Hindu-oriented. cult- 
of the "God-King". The change of emphasis'even enhanced the 
prestige of the monarchy as an institution, but in the mean 
time, by retaining certain aspects of the Indian-derived king- 
ship, the Siamese king could pose as the supreme ruler in 
whose person the essence of divine spiritual strength was be- 
lieved to have been vested: 
13) The king's merit (bun) as 
seen through the eyes of Buddhists, and his inviolabe divinity 
according to theiHindu-oriented kingship,, made up a formidable 
force that governed the realm. The royal authority was abso- 
lute, and it had some magical significance too. The compiler 
of 2/k. 125 Fragment, for example; made'the vassal ruler of 
`Chaliang (Sisatchanälai) tell B9rommarächä II that "My'troops 
are rather weak; the people of Phrb and Nan have, twenty thou- 
sand troops, and their elephants and horses are well looked 
after for war. If I defeat them, it will be due to Your 
Majesty's unrivalled store of merit (somphän)11.14) 
-Considering that the phongsäwadän were written as part 
of a legitimizing process, it would hardly be surprising that 
kings such as Rämä I, founder of the present Chakkri dynasty, 
should have taken much personal interest in the views.. expressed 
in new Phon sý äwadän recensions, and one must assume that each' 
phongsäwadän version had the utmost importance for the ruling 
13) For this aspect of the'Hindu, kingship see Gonda, op. cit.: 
passim 
14) Vickery, op. cit.: 46 
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dynasty. Once compiled, a phongsäwadän history did not only 
become the-official history of the kingdom, it was also re- 
garded as an element of the rächapaphök, "possessions of a, 
king",. regalia. 
15) The phongsäwadän were kept and jeaslously 
guarded by the Department of Scribes in the Royal Archives or 
the, Hq Luang. It is interesting thatright-until the be- 
ginning of the twentieth century, the-Cambodian court, which 
had been influenced by Siamese court culture since Rämä I's 
reign, also adopted the same attitude towards the special 
. place of 
the phongsAwadän in the kingdom. A manuscript 
written in the reign of King-Sisovath Manivong: (l928-32) 
clearly states that: "The scribes must look after the sacred 
chronicles of Cambodia's kings, who reigned at'various 
times". 16) In Siam it appears that sponsorship of a compila-' 
tion of the phongsäwadän was a symbol of status for a king. 
When the prince of the northern town of Nan was granted the 
nominal title of Phra6hao Nan, "Tributary King of Nan", by 
King thulälongkgn in 1903, even he commissioned one of his 
court scholars, a certain Sin Luang R&tchasomphän, to compile 
a phongsäwadän history of Nan, though it was called the 
Rätchwongpakgn in the Tai Yuan fashion. 
17) 
That the phongsawadan were particularly important as 
an element of regalia is borne out by an event witnessed by 
a French missionary at Ayutthay&. According to Monsieur 
15) Cf"_M. Vickery, Cambodiä-After Angkor, the Chronicular 
Evidence for the Fourteenth ox een enures, npub. 
.,. Laie univere1. tiy, 1y-/'(: 5U5 
16) .. David P., Chandler, "The Duties of the Corps of Royal 
Scribes: An Undated-Khmer Manuscript from the Colonial 
Era", JSS, 63,2 (Jul. 1975): 345 
17) See-Prince Damrong, "Introduction to the Rätchawongpakgn 
Phongsäwadän Wang Nän" in PP/10: 188 
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Lacere, a mysterious fire broke out at the royal palace 
where King B9rommakot (1733-58) was residing in November 
1744, The fire spread rapidly to other buildings that housed 
the royal possessions. In. the panic that followed, the 
king was carried by two attendants to safety. Having regained 
his composure, the king ordered his officials to try to save- 
the "annales du royaume" and important papers from the fire. 
18) 
The priority given to the phöngsäwadfin over other valuables, 
which were not saved from the fire, showed the king's grave 
concern for his chief source of legitimacy. It would have 
been an ominous sign for his reign had the phongsäwadfin asso- 
dated with himself been-consumed by the fire. 
The majority of the still surviving phongsä wadan deal- 
ing with the Ayutthaya period (1351-67) were either compiled 
or copied following the fall of Ayutthaya in'1767. Only the 
2/k. 125 Fragment, hP/1680, and C. S. 1136/1774 Fragment can 
surely be said to be works of the Ayutthaya period. But a 
question has to-be asked: if the former kings of Ayutthaya, ' 
such as Bgrommaköt, were so concerned with the good state of 
the phongsäwadän, then why did the many phongsäwadän compiled 
during that period all disappear? The old argument is specu- 
lative and based on the-assumption that, like all the legal 
documents, the old phongsäwadän were lost because of the 
Burmese invaders. This is perhaps'only partly true. 
Getting to know the weaknesses and strengths of one, 's 
enemy was an aspect of ancient statecraft and warfare in 
18) Cited in Busakorn Lailert, 'The Ban'Phlu Luang Dmasty, 
.i.. ,. ý., ý ..., I'-w1, _ m 
R--rl: ----" "" _ lböä-l -lb-/, a ozuay- oi tine lnai Monarcthv durinjz ., the Ulosina Years of the Ayutthaya Per o. nuu . 
n. D.. on on n v.. 
1972: 107 
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South-East' Asia. '' The Burmese'king eommis6ioned'a group of 
his'court historians to produce a history of Siam priör'to 
the fall of'Ayutthaya. -'The fact that this history was 
based 
on the recollection-and-testimonies of the"Ayutthayan prison- 
ers of war means that the Burmese: had"failed' to secure - any 
phongsäwadän-history at all: . The, results'ofthis 
Burmese 
endeavour were' the so-called Khamhaikfin Cho Krung Kao, "Tes- 
timonyuof the-"Citizens of Old AyutthayA",. written originally 
in Burmese, and-, the Khamhaikän Khun Luang HA Wat, "Testimony" 
of, an Ayutthayan Prince-Monk",, written originally in Mgn.. 
*) 
Full of hearsay and containing many inaccuracies, the Kham- 
haikfin Chao Krung Kao does nonetheless provide us with clues 
to-many problems. One of these is the'fact that the ordinary 
people of Ayutthaya seem to have had only a sketchy'knowledge 
of-, the phongsäwadan. Furthermore, what was told to theBur- 
mese-came primarily from the'tamnän sources. One has to pre- 
sume'that ordinary people were not allowed access to'the Royal 
Archive, and--the, phongsäwadän were evidently remote to them,, ' 
With the exception of 2/k. 125 Fragment, the, earliest 
phongsäwadän date only from the reign of King Närai 
(1656-88) 
andKing Thai Sa 
(1709-33), plus possibly one version from 
the reign of King B9rommaköt (1733-58). ' The earlier versions 
did not any longer even exist in the eighteenth century. The 
reason given by the Siamese war captives to the Burmese 
was' 
that a C16th, usurper, Chinnarät. (or Khun WgrawongsA) "gave 
The M9n version was acquired by King Mongkut (1851-68), 
who had Prince Wongsä, his half-brother, translate the 
text into Siamese. It was left unnoticed in the Royal 
Archive until K. S. R.. Kuläp copied it and published it 
without proper. authorization from the court in the 1880s. 
The Burmese version was discovered in the Burmese Royal 
5 Archive at Mandalay by the B1'itiBh troops"in`'1886. 
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order that the old phongsäwaddn be put'in-the fire'or disposed 
of in. the river", and as a result "from-that time'on the dy- 
nastic* chronicles of the kingdom"have always 'been fragmenta- _. 
ryn, 
19) Khun W9rawongsä had ruled for only 42 days in 1548, 
but in that short period. of time he-had reportedly'-hastened 
to destroy a7.. chief source of legitimacy for the displaced dy- 
nasty. The extant -copies of. -the phongsäwad&. n all contain in- 
formation suggesting-that they were written at different points 
by different hands at times when there was a change of, dynasty. 
A number of the phongsäwadän which were not favourable to an 
emerging royal family must have been destroyed by' them. It" 
is hard to reconcile sources external to the phongsäwadän 
, compiled during, 
the early Bangkok period. '" As will, be shown 
later, the aberrations that occurred in the phongsäwadän re- 
vised during Rämä I's reign, were caused partly by the loss 
of documents normally used in the process of recompilation, " 
but mainly by the ever-increasing role of scholar-monks whoM 
held the view that-the fallen dynasty was responsible for the 
sudden end of Ayutthaya. By departing from the Buddhist prin- 
ciple of righteousness it had lost its legitimacy.. 
Yi 
The Phongsäwadän As a Referential Work 
Apart from being a source of legitimacy for the new, dy- 
nasty the phongsäwadän served a secondary purpose. The pro- 
cess by which they were compiled made them an important source, 
of reference for court officials. They were regarded more 
19)-Fine Art Dept., Khamhaikän Chao Krung Kao,. 2 edition, 
cremation volume. for Khunying ti6ni arongrit, Bangkok, 
1925: 69 
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or less. as. a treatise on, government, or what the Siamese 
called Phraý: Tamrä, "textbooks., for; the royal family". 
20)., 
During the Ayutthaya period, the compilation work was done 
systematically using various sources.... The preamble of the* 
LP/1680 gives us an-idea how_a phongsäwadän history. was. 
compiled. 
MAY IT BE OF-GOOD OMEN. 
in the Year - of the " Monkey, 
,C. 
S. 1042, Wednesday, twelfth 
of the fifth waxing moon, His Majesty graciously enjoin- 
4ed that all the records'formerly written by the thief 
Astrologer (Phra Hörä),. documents that; -could be found 
in the Royal Archive, and information, gleaned from the 
phon säwadfin"history, 'be. rearranged and incorporated 
into a single volume; -and that this work be presented' 
and written down in, chronological. order up to the pre 
sent time. 
21) 
From the above quoted statement we may conclude that 
(1) contrary to Prince Damrong's conviction that LP/1680 was 
the first Siamese chronicle, it was actually an abridged ver- 
sion prepared from a detailed phongsAwadän history as well as 
government papers; (2) it appears that once a new phongsäwadän 
history was compiled, it covered events up to the reign of 
the current patron king; and (3) having all kinds of govern- 
ment papers at their disposal, the court historiographers 
were capable of producing a kind of history which was fairly_* 
accurate. It is reasonable to suppöse that, where circums- 
tances allowed, the phongsäwadän were all compiled in this 
way. 
The remarkable accuracy of LP/1680 as a historical 
source of the Äyutthayä period is almost beyond doubt and 
20) Nidhi Aeusrivongse, Prawattisät Rattanakösin Nai PhrarAt 
chaphongsäwadän Krum S AYuttharýa, "Bangkok History in 
Ayudhya Chronicles", 1551: 
21) PP/1: 130; Of, Frankfurter's translation of the same 
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well proved by external. sources. 
22) What made it so reliable 
is the fact. that unlike the tamnän, LP/1680 was archived- 
based. - According to Prince Damrong, -important documents 
such as. royal decrees, military notebooks, legal documents, 
and astrologers'-diaries were all deposited in the Royal' 
or. Hq Sätsäträkhom, commonly known--. as-the HqLuang.. 
The Archives was looked after by-two junior officials, Näi 
Sane and Näi Suchindä Humphrb, who were responsible to the:. 
Department of Royal Pages Eorps. 
23) 
Taking LP/1680 as representative. of the, phongsäwadän 
of. the Ayutthaya-period, one can. _say 
that, the court historians 
placed a great deal more emphasis-on reporting fact than. -com- 
mentary. ý A reader needs no reminder that all the phongsäwa- 
dänawere written. in'dthe Buddhist spirit, and. the-compilers 
did their best to-avoid making-any denigrating remark. about 
the reigning king or-his family. However, the court histo- 
rians were allowed certain room to criticize the, fallen dynas- 
ty. Anyone`, can see that in the portion dealing with the 
reigns of Naha Chakkraphat (1548-68), and. Mahin (1568-69), 
the compilers were prepared to pass. adverse judgements on. 
Phra Mahä Thammarächä,: the vassal-king of Phitsanulök, who 
was to become the new. king: of Ayutthayä. and restorer of the 
SSukhothai dynasty. ryWhen Präsätth9ng got rid of the last king 
of the Sukhöthai dynasty in 1629, anew phonasäwadän history 
preamble in "Events in Ayuddhya from Chulasakaraj'686- 
966! ', JSS, 6,3 (Feb. 1909): 3 
22) Vickery, Cambodia:.: 324 et passim 
23) Damrong,. Prince, "Tamnän'Nangsti Phrarätchaphöngsäwadän" 
. 
(History of the Dynastic Chronicles)'in Phrarätcha hon - 
säwadän ChabA12 PhrarAtcha Hatthal4khä, " oyal Autograph 
Recension of e ronic e. of yu ayä! ' (RA) : 48 
, 
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had to be written which presented the case of the'new dynas- 
ty. Not only is it pointed out-that as'a descendant of the 
old Sukhothai dynasty, ' Mahä'Thammarächä wad an outsider placed 
on the throne''of Ayutthayä'by the hated Burmese, but'he is. 
also implicitly depicted by the phonksgiwadfin writers "as a,: -,, 
traitor who had brought about the "fall -'of Ayutthaya in ' 15'69. 
The preoccupation of the' court' historians with : facts 
-and what actually happened was supplemented by afair amount 
of-commentary. In the phongsäwadän compiled during the early 
Bangkok period there appears to have been a shift of emphasis 
in favour of commentary and, moral criticism. It is evident 
that historians at the . court of RämA', I 
(1782-1809) were much 
more exposed to Chinese literary tradition than during the, 
Ayutthaya period., This does not mean that formerly Chinese 
historiography had not-influenced the Siamese dlite,, _especial- 
ly the belief, that one must., seek good, examples -from the past, 
and. history,, in, Siam as. well as, in-China, was written for 
the ruling elite, and more, specifically, for the administrators. 
In the detailed, phongsäwadfin the compilers paid much atten- 
tion to matters such as royal ceremonies, conferring of ranks 
and titles,, appointments of vassal rulers, Siam's relations 
with, her neighbours and tributary states, and among other 
things, the preceding kings' aptitude for statecraft. These 
were of course subjects often referred to in the traditional 
system of government of Siam. One of the most important as-, 
pects of the phonaslwadfin as a source of, reference was that 
they provided the basis for Siam's claims of suzerainty over 
her dependencies., Some of these claims, however spurrious 
they were, served as a psychological boost. In the tradi- 
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tional framework of international relations. Siam, in-the 
eyes of the chroniclers, -was on a par with Burma,. wh. ereas 
Cambodia and the Lao principalities were treated with little 
respect as wayward buffer-states. As late as Mongkut's, - 
reign (1851-68), the phongsäwadän still retained much autho- 
rity in the reckoning of the Siamese for occasional reference, 
and it was Mongkut himself who argued, on the basis of=; thet 
phongsäwadän, that the Khmer had. long-been-subject to the 
Siamese. 24) 
III 
The Possible' Influence of the'Chinese 
Historiographical Tradition in Siam" 
It has been mentioned that the phongsäwadfin were writ- 
ten in the Buddhist spirit. But--it can be said that theme, 
thod of compilation, the`principle of truthful recording,. 
and the-application of the principle'of praise and blame were 
also characteristic. of Chinese historiography. ' 
25)''Even the 
need for anew phongeäwadäri, history following the fall of a 
dynasty was reminiscent of the Chinese tradition. Apart from 
presenting the case of the newly established` dynasty, the 
Siamese historians may have been following the example of 
the Chinese literati, since the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty, who 
held the view that the history of'the preceding' dynasty should 
24) Milton Osborne and-David K. Wyatt, "The Abridged Cambodian 
Chronicle: A Thai Version of Cambodian History", FA, 22, 
No. 193 (1968): 191 
25) Lien-sheng Yang, "The Organization of Chinese Official. 
Historiography: Principles and Methods, of the Standard 
Histories'from the Tang through the Ming Dynasty" in 
W. G. Beasley, (ed. ),. Historians of China and Japan, London: 
Oxford University Press, 1 
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be compiled by 'its "'süccessors, "because 'judgement and evalu= 
25 
ation can"become impartial only with'later'generatia3ns". 
As-'in the. -Chinese-Histories, the principle of praise and 
blame-was applied quite openly'in the Siamese phongsäwädfin, 
but to-get some'sense out-of certain obscurewordsjone has` 
to'read between the lines-and'be'perceptive. 
A seventeenth-century'"contemporary account reveals that 
King'Näräi (1656-88)'was. intensely interested in Chinese and' 
Japanese Histories, both being written in the same Confucian 
mould. 
26) And there is no doubt that'the Siamese elite looked 
toýChina for inspiration, and during the early Bangkok period, 
enjoyed reading Chinese historical novels, and a number of 
Chinese quasi-histories were translated into'Siamese at this 
time. The literary style of these-Chinese quasi-histories 
added a new dimension to the language used. by the historians 
who revised the phongsäwadän of Ayutthaya in Rämä I's reign. 
Did the Chinese contribute anything intellectually to`the 
Siamese during the'Ayutthayi. period? One' has to consider 
this carefully notwithstanding the 'assumption that not only 
was the contact' between the two peoples" commercial in nature, 
but the Chinese who came to trade"at Ayutthaya were a bunch 
of illiterate people. 
Indeed, little is known-'from the indigenous sources of 
the Chinese community at Ayutthaya. ' Even more amazing is the' 
omission of the Sino-Siamese relations by the pre-1850a chro- 
25 )* ibid.: 47 
an 
26) Nicolas Gervaise, The Natural and Political History of 
the Kingdom of Siam , translated by Herbert 
an ey ei , Bangkok, 19M: 117 
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niclers of the phongsäwadän. The Ayutthayan kings paid nomi- 
nal-tribute to the Emperor of China to facilitate a profitable 
trade between the two countries. But in the Indian-derived 
political philosophy, the Siamese king had to style himself 
an. ekkarät, "independent king", or a cakravartin, "universal 
monarch", and thus he could not have a suzerain. The hori - 
säwadän-c ompilers chose to conform to the Indian model and 
presented-the Siamese king instead as. the sole rächAthirät, - 
"king of kings". 
27) 
That the Chinese were always specially treated by the 
Siamese court is the consensus view of all foreign visitors 
to_Ayutthayä. Wang Ta-yuan (C14th), 'Ma Huan (early C15th), 
and the Portuguese Tomb Pires (early C16th) all wrote of the 
privileges enjoyed by the Chinese in Siam. 28) Jeremias van 
Vliet, representative of the Dutch-East India Company at 
Ayutthaya for eight years during the 1630s, wrote that this 
was because "the kings of China and Siam have been friends 
and allies from olden times". 29) Simon de la Loubere, Louis 
XIV's envoy plenipotentiary, who spent three months at Ayut- 
" thayä in 1687, observed that by inclination the Siamese liked 
to imitate the Chinese in many things. 30) 
27) In connection with this belief, one can talk of the Indian 
conception of mandala, "sphere of influence", whereby even 
.a petty king wou 
$`vrsualize a situation'in which he. pre- tended to be its centre, and rendered tributary those whose 
smaller kingdoms lay on the borders of. his own territory. See Gonda, "Ancient Indian Kingship.. " jPt. 47, Numen, 
2 (Apr. 1957): 148 "'-' 
28) Ma Huan, -Yin - ai sheng-tan, op. cit.: 104; Armando Corte- 
sao, (ed. r. , The uma rriental of Tome Pires,. Hakluyt. 
. 
Society, 1944: 104 
29) Jeremias van Vliet, "Description of the Kingdom of Siam", 
tr. L. F. van Ravenswaay, JSS., 7,1 (Jul. -1910): 49-50 30) Simon de la Loubbre, The Kingdom of Siam,: 8 
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Despite the paucity of Siamese records concerning°the 
history of Sino-Siamese'relatiöns and the position of Chinese 
traders overseas, modern research-has been done utilizing- 
-Chinese historical records, which not only'revealsthe true 
nature of Sino-Siamese tributary relations but'also confirms 
the understanding of contemporary observers. - One'of-the most 
intriguing facts is the-number of tribute=bearing missions 
sent by the kings of Ayutthaya to the CelestialCourt'between 
1371 and 1433. During this period of f2'years, Siam 'sent, 
58 missions, averaging almost one mission per year'-notwiths- 
tanding the one mission "every three years-prescribed by the 
Chinese court. 
31) This represented the very peak of cordiale 
Sino-Siamese' relations. According to one estimatev "Ayutthaya 
became one of 'China's'most important trading partners through- 
out the Ming period (1368=1644). 
32). Underlying this were 
some political 'implications. ' Recognition by the Chinese em 
peror, and the seal of investiture conferred by the Celestial 
-Court' on the' 
Siamese ' king were regarded ' as' another element 
in the process of local legitimization, but more importantly 
as permission to trade at Canton. And at'the turn-of the 
fourteenth century A. D*., `two court factions at Ayutthaya were 
vying with each other for the favour of the Chinese `emperor. 
The rivalry between the House of`Suphanburl and the House'of 
Lopburi heightened between the 1370s and'1409. Both factions 
found themselves at liberty to despatch diplomatic missions 
to China. At'times, they requested the Chinese emperor to-''- 
31) Suebsang Promboon, Sino-Siamese Tributar Relations 1282- 
1853, Unpub. Ph. D., .: nv. -o scons n, Tables Ill- 
32) T. -Grimm, op. cit.: 12-3 5 
ibi 
intervene. 33), ° In; 11409, it. seems, China's implicit support 
for Chao Nakh9n In had consequences that helped the. House of, 
34) Suphanburl gain the upperhand., 
The cultural aspect-of Sino-Siamese relätions during 
the early Ayutthaya--period, and especially prior to the-ad 
vent of-the Europeans in South-East Asia, must have been 'pro- 
nounced. -The Siamese ruling-, class had acquired a -taste , 
for,, 
luxury goods'from China, especially silk and embroidered ., 
fabrics. Furthermore, -Chinese art and architecture were evi- 
dentlyadmired, and strong Chinese influence in Siamese art 
of-the:. early Ayutthaya period is equally well exhibited. in 
the mural paintings on'the walls of--the Buddhist monasteries, 
where some of, them are accompanied by Chinese ideographs, 
so cryptic that no one now-really understands. them. 
35) 
In the fields of literature and historiography also,:. 
the'Chinese may have had'some influence `. upon-the' ruling'- class 
of Ayutthaya, probably from the latter half of-the-fourteenth,,,, 
century. --From the Confucian. political viewpoint, China was-,, 
the-centre of the world and-the hub-of civilization. Sitting 
on top of the hierarchy of kings, the Chinese emperor-needed 
to show his, benevolence,, towards "barbarians" and persuade 
them ýto appreciate the Chinese kway , of life and customs. It 
is noteworthy that in anticipation of the-Siamese response, 
Emperor Hung-wu (136$-98) chose°-to present the-Siamese-king, 
B9rommarächä I (1370-88), with many gifts' including a copy 
of the imperial almanac. 
36). it was early . on during his reign, 
33) For. details see ibid.: -3-5; Suebsang, op. cit.: 111 
34) Suebsang, op. cit.: 75 
35) Chüsiri Chäm9nman and Wibün Lisuwan, op. citý: 21 and 
Picture No. 13 
36) Suebsang, op. cit.: 152 5 
1b2 
that an arrangement'was made, for the National History Office 
to be attached to the =Hanlin Academy,. thereby'indicating"fur- 
ther government sponsorship for official: historiographerse 
In 1404'Emperor Yung-lo rewarded the Ayutthayan envoys by 
giving them a hundred copies-of the. "Biographies of Virtuous' 
Ladies" to- bring back 'to Siam. 38) 
Of the presence of Chinese scholars at. the Ayutthayan 
court, van Vl-iet, 'in his Description.. of the Kingdom of Siam, 
informs us that the emperor of China sent to the Siamese king 
four learned men aspermanent representatives at his court. 
39) 
Although van Vliet does not'say. exactly. when these Chinese 
scholars were attached to the-Siamese court,. he states in his 
descrittion-of Siam that it has been so since the commence- 
went of the relationship between the two countries. 
4° These 
scholars were allowed to appear in audience before the king 
when they wanted to, just like other noblemen. "Thus they 
became", says van Vliet, "so well acquainted-with the language, 
the customs of the country and the highest eloquence that the 
Chinese as well as'the Siamese letters could be translated'' 
thoroughly 
. 
according to the original text". 
41) The " employ- 
ment of Chinese scholars at the court of the Siamese kings 
probably continued throughout the Ayutthaya period so as to 
facilitate contact with-China, and this practice appears to 
have continued even in the Bangkok period until King Chula- 
longkgn's reign (1868-1910), even though China was no longer 
11 
37) Wolfgang Franke, "The Veritable Records of the Ming Dynas- 
ty (1368-1644)" in. Beasley, op. cit..: 62-4 
38) T. Grimm, op. cit.: '? 




the-dominant power in the region. 42) 
Besides the Chinese scholars, there were some other lo- 
cal Chinese who were prepared to adopt Siamese customs andý'°' 
work their way up the civil hierarchy. As'a, peaceful and 
industrious people, the Chinese were employed to manage the' 
king's junk trade with China: '` Many'were awarded Siamese ranks 
and titles, and some rose to''becöme the Phra Khlang or Chief 
treasurer of the kingdom, owing partly to their 'wealth and 
experience. - 
It would, _'be-hard to. believe that'Chinese customs and 
practices were not transmitted-to the Siamese by, -these Chinese 
noblemen who had every reason to believe in the superiority 
of Chinese, culture. 
44) We do not really know the extent to- 
which-the various -Chinese, DynasticHistoriesinspired the, 
Siamese court historians, but there are pointsýof similarity 
between the two traditions. First, the writing-and, compila- 
tion of the Chinese Official Histories and the uhongsäwadän-., 
was commissioned and sponsored by the emperor of China. and 
the king°of-Siam, -respectively. In both cases, the-writing- 
of dynastic-histories was-=an activity whichzlay; within the 
purview of the court literati. Second, in. theory at least, 
nhongsäwadfin compilers, especially during the early Bangkok 
period, aimed at re-examining the causes that had actually 
42) An example is Sut6hai Tanthäkät (? -1941), a Chinese scho- 
lar in the fifth reign, who was commissioned by King Chu- 
lälongkgn-to translate some Chinese Histories into Siam- 
ese (PP/5). He was given the rank and title. of Phra then- 
. 
shin-aksgn. San Somdet, 21,: 111,151 
43) Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East Indies, II, 
1930: 97; Cf.. GG. W. Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailands 
An Analytical History, Cornell- University Press. 1957: ; r1 4.7 
44) To quote J. Crawfurd (1822), "The Chinese'are the only 
foreign people with whom they. Lthe,. Siamese7 had much in 
tercourse, and whose superiority to themselves they are 
at all disposed to admit". Journal of an Embassy to the 
Court of Siam and Cochin. China,: 332 
lb4 
contributed to the downfall-of a king and the decline of his 
dynasty, no matter whether they-were political, ehtical or 
moral. -issues. From the 'Chinese' point of view, one can learn. 
lessons-from the past,; and-in, the words of Emperor T'ai*tsu 
(Hung-wu, 
_1368-1402),, 
"history marks success and . 
failure, and 
offers lessons. of encouragement or. warning, so that it should 
not be abandoned". 
45. ). This was also. the philosophy behind 
the compilation of. the post-Ayutthayanphongeäwadän- in the., 
first reign of the Chakkri dynasty. Krom phrarätchawang Bgw9n 
Mahä Surasinghanät, Prince of, the, Front Palace (1782-1806), 
could not help-condemning the Bän_Phlü Luang kings for their 
failure to learn lessons from the_past. conflicts with Burma. 
46) 
Third, as in. Imperial China where Official Histories. were 
chiefly used for occasional references rather than as common 
reading materials, 
47) the phongsäwadan were not for pleasure 
reading because they were written in a sort of solemn stylized 
prose.. Even when some of them were written in verse the poet 
would confine himself: quite, strictly to the use of either the' 
rai or khlon metre, or a combination of. both. 
48) These two 
poetical metres have the effect of making them sound very im- 
posing. 
. 45) 
Lien-sheng Yang, op. cit.: 47. 
46) Mahä Surasinghanät, Nirät Rü'an Ti Mü'an Phamä, "A Poet- 
ical Travellogue on-. We Occasion of y: amps gn against 
Burma in 1793", Bangkok: 
_Söphon 
Phiphatthanäkpn, 1923: 
: 21 et seq. .. I 47) Lien-sheng Yang, op. cit.: 49 
48)_A Siamese poet can choose one of five literary metres to 
suit the nature of his work. They are khlong, chan, kä', 
kln, and räi, s 
With rare exceptions, the poet m ht d . s- _RI play his s: i 1 by, including all the suitable metres, bar- 
ring klgn, in his work. nääi was used almost exclusively 
in-reli_g'ious pöems, because it was thought to create a 
ritualistic atmosphere, although it has'a simpple. rhyming 
scheme. The famous historical poems,, Yuan Phäi, "Defeat' 
of the Tai Yuan", and Taleng Phäi, "Defeat of the Burmese , written in C15th and C19th respectively, were composed in 
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IV 
The Phrarätchaphongsäwadän-Krung'SI Ayutthaya: 
The Ayutthayä'Recensions 
Until recently, there was almost no critical study on 
the genesis of and the philosophy -behind. the 4 writing 'of the 
phongsäwadän. - The study of Siamese history'had been"frustra- 
tingly hampered by the'lack-of a reliable phongsäwadän histo- 
ry among-those revised during the` early-'Bangkok period; until 
the discovery of the LP/1680 in 1907. Writing in 1913, Prince 
Damrong stated that as it is an-abridged chronicle, LP/. 1680 
could be the first phongsäwadän ever written by the Siamese, 
and that the post-Ayutthayan phöngsäwad9n were based struc-turally 
on it, although the chronology of 'events was revised 
. 
by Rama I's historians. 
49) During the 1970x, there wash 
revival of interest in the indigenous sources in general and 
'in-the phongsäwadän in particular. This new, interest `centred 
on~Michael Vickery's discovery, in'1971, of an unknown and 
incomplete phongsäwadän history, the so-called 2/k. 125 Fragment, 
and the publication of Jeremias van Vliet's, Short History by 
the Siam Society in 1975. The editing by Michael Vickery 
of the 2/k. 125 Fragment in 1977,50) and that by D. K. Wyatt 
of the Short History-in 197551) was admirably done, and shed 
new light on the history of Siam. Previously, in 1958, a 
further version of the, post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän had been 
discovered by Kha6h9n Sukhaphänit in the British Museum- 
the lilit form, i. e. 6 combination of rai and khlöng. 
For further details about Siamese verse see P. Sohw; isguth, 
Etude Bur 1a litterature siamoise: 18-25 
49). Damrong, "Tamnän Nangaü:. ": 30-2 . 
50) Same as fn. 6- .. a : 
51) The Short History of the Kings of Siam, tr. Leonard Andaya, 
1975 
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Library, - -and published, for. the first time, in 1964.52) 
The publications of_the three cited works-in the past 
twenty years have rendered * the many, revered 
, 
studies - of,.. Prince 
Damröng out of date,, notably where. the evolution of the phong- 
sAwadan historiography, is. concerned. Although-several. his- 
torians have begun. to treat of the subject-with a great deal 
more care than a few decades ago,: it, must-be: pointed out that 
their studies are limited in scope and-. perhaps, preponderantly 
historical rather than_historiographical, in approach; Michael 
Vickery is no doubt the leading. authority in: the. field, but 
his thesis and series of penetrating., review, articles concen- 
trate almost-solely on aspects of, 10ambodian-Siamese relations 
in the fourteenth and, fifteenth-centuries, 53) andýBusakorn 
Lailert's interest in the phongsäwadän in presenting the poli- 
tical history of the Bän Phlü Luang dynasty (1656-1767) is 
no more central. 
54), The most recent work is Nidhi Aeusri, 
vongse's Bangkok_History'in Ayudhya Chronicles, which attempts 
to give, an alternative interpretation with regard to the com-' 
52) Fine Art Department, -Phrarätchaphongsäwad$n Krung Sayäm, 
op. cit. 
53) Michael Vickery's critical approach to the indigenous 
sources persuades us to question many assumptions long- 
held by' historians of the previous generation. Besides 
Cambodia After An kor (see fn. 15), his important works 
include: 
"A Guide to Some Recent Sukhothai Historiography", 
JSS, 66,2 (Jul. ' 1978):. 182-246. V "The Lion Prince and Related Remarks on Northern; 
History", JSS, 64,1. (Jan... 1976): 326-77 
"The 2/k. 125 Fra ment, a Lost Chronicle of Ayutthaya", 
JSS, 65,1 (Jan. 19775: 1-74 
"Review of The Short History of the Kings of, Siam 
by Jeremias van Vliet". Jbb, 64,. u.; 207-36 
"The Khmer Inscriptions of Tenasserim: A Reinterpre- 
tation! ', JSS, 61,1 (Jan. 1973): 51-70 
"The. Composition.. and Transmission of the Ayudhya and 
Cambodian Chronicles" in Anthony Reid and David G. Marr, 
(eds), Perception of-the Past in Southeast Asia,. Singapore, 
1979: 130-54 
54) Same as fn. 18 
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pilation of the post-Ayutthayan phongsdwadfin. 
55) Impressive, 
as a piece of literary criticism, it does not tackle the 
fundamentals of historiography, however; i. e. no-attempt is 
made to place the various phongsäwadän in historical perepec- 
tive, although it appears-that their compilers swung from one 
tradition to another. 
The complacency of many historians in this area results 
from the belief that everything is. well'accounted. for with- 
regard to the_, phongsäwadän. In actual fact, there is yet to 
be any sort of comprehensive study of the evolution of the 
phongsfiwadfin. A sketchy introduction to the subject can be 
found in D. K. Wyatt's article entitled "Chronicle Traditions 
in Thai Historiography". 
56) Busakorn Lailert's "Phrarätcha- 
phongsäwadän Krung St Ayutthaya" (The Dynastic Chronicles-of 
Ayutthayä)57) gives an overview of the chronicles compiled 
under the Chakkri dynasty with some useful comments, but it 
is rather superficially written, and it can be said to be 
inspired by an earlier article by Tri Am$ttayakun, a well- 
known Thai historian. 58) Lastly, mention must be made of 
Nättawipha Chalitfinon'a Prawattisät Niphon Thai, "A History 
of Thai Historiography", 
58)*which 
was published in 1981, but 
55) Nidhi Aeusrivongse, Prawattisät Rattänakösin Nai Phrarät- 
chapnongsawaaan A- g 5i Ayutthayä, 
_"Hangkok 
History in 
yudhya Ls1c/Uhronicles", Bangkok: Bannakit, 1981 
56) in C. D. Cowan and O. W. Walters, (eds), Southeast Asian 
HistorySand_Historiography, Cornell Univers y Presst ' ' rvef R 7G 1 1 S 
57) SP, 12,2 (Jul. 1968): 89-93 
58) Namely, "Phu Teng NangsU Phrarätchaphon säwadfin Chabap 
Phim S9n. Lem". (The Real-Comps er e) of the Two-Volumed 
Edition of the Dynastic Chronicle of Ayutthayä), SP, 5, 
6 (Mar. 1962): 43-50; and SP, 6,1 (May 1962): 25-34 
58), *Bangkok; Thammasät University Press,. 1981 
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hardly. represents any great stride towards a better unders- 
tanding of the evolution of the phongsäwadän as a whole. 
There were many chronicular traditions in phongsäwadan 
historiography. Intrinsic to the extant copies of-i.: the phong- 
säwadän, these traditions need to be identified so that one 
can trace how they were transmitted from an earlier to a later 
recension. Of the thirteen recensions of the Phrarätchaphong- 
säwadän Krung S1 Ayutthaya, two: the SaAgitiyavamsa (1789) 
and the Culayuddhakaravarsa (c. 1802-1811) were written in Pali 
by the great first-reign historian Somdet Phra Wannarat, abbot 
of Wat Phra Ch4tuphon (Wat Ph6), Bangkok; one was written in 
Dutch by van Vliet, in 1640, from an old version of the Chro- 
nicle of Ayutthaya; and the rest, were written in Siamese. 
One of the major problems facing historians is the true date 
when these phongsäwadän histories were compiled or revised, 
inasmuch as many are fragmentary and not dated. It is quite 
crucial that historians of Thai history resolve this state 
of confusion. 
My objective will be to try to establish the chronolo- 
gy of these phongsäwadän on the basis of critical interpreta- 
tion, and then describe the interplay of various traditions 
in the compilation of post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän, for exam- 
ple, why in 1795 two revisions were made, and why the complete 
version was only finally achieved in 1808. In determining 
the age of the phongsäwadän the following considerations are 
taken into account: - 
(1) Pattern of Chronology. 
As will be explained, there appear to have been four 
different chronological frameworks confronting the phongea- 
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wadäýn compilers 'during the-early-Bangkok period. ' These 'are: - 
1.1 The LP/1680 group 
-1.2 The C. S. 1145 Fragment group 
1.3 The vV-Sa. gIti/1789 group, and 
1: 4 The Culayud/c. 1811" group 
These chronological-patterns are'arrived at by way'of 
comparison of. all the phongsäwadän recensions to be'discussed 
And reference' will. be'made occasionally to-Appendix III (A-C) 
for analytical purposes. 
(2) Language and Narrative Style. 
The fact is, one can notice the marked difference'bet- 
ween the 2/k. 125 Fragment (mid- or'lateL'Cl5th) and the rest, 
in terms of language used by the compilers. "' But it is not 
easy to tell the difference between the language and"ortho+;; 
graphy of the late Ayutthaya and early`Bangkok periods. From 
a literary point of view, however, the narrative style of 
the phon säwadän became more polished in the early Bangkok 
than the late Ayutthaya period, and the expressions used, 
show clearly traces of the influence of Chinese quasi-histo- 
ries. In fact many revisions'of the phongsäwadän are identi- 
fiable from the language used. 
(3) Anachronisms.. 
Unlike the Ayutthayan phongsäwädän, which are generally 
trustworthy, the post-Ayutthayan ones are full of anachronisms, 
and can hardly be vouched for by external evidence. These 
anachronisms take the form of. accretions, borrowed themes,, 
and misplaced myths as well as made-up. stories. 
-(4) Structure of Ranks and Titles. 
The inflation of ranks and conflation of titles is in t 
Vlu 
itself one of the most interesting subjects of Thai history. 
9) 
In the thirteenth century "Khun" meant "Lord" or "Ruler" of 
a Tai-principality. With the°expansion'of Ayutthaya in'the 
first half of the fifteenth century, many old Tai principali- 
ties in Upper Siam came under Ayutthayä's domination. The 
vassal rulers were then designated by the°Mqn-derived title 
of - "Phayä" or 
"Phraya"-(Graphic "Banal' and "Br ana"), whereas 
the term "Khun" devalued and was incorporated into -theSiamese 
official hierarchy. Obviously.. the term "Khun" still. re- 
tained much prestige prior to King Bgrommatrail6k-(1448-88)'s' 
supposed administrative reform, being the ministerial rank. 
60) 
But a number of new ranks were subsequently added to the 
Ayutthayan-hierarchy so that they further devalued the old 
Tai ranks, "Khun", "Phan", and "NAi". In the seventeenth cen- 
tury, "Khan" became a fourth-grade. rank, and the highest of- 
ficials of the kingdom had been-given the rank of "Phay$" 
since the reign of King Songtham'(1610-28). 
61) The compilers 
of the post-Ayutthayan hppngsäwadän probably did not under 
stand the complexity of this, and--their application of ranks 
could be erratic, especially as parts of the phongsäwadfin 
had to be written anew. 
I 
The originals-of the following phonasäwadän date from 
the Ayutthaya period: (1) 2/k. 125 Fragment, »(2) vV/1640, 
(3) LP/1680, and (4), C. S. 1136. Fragment. ' 
59) See M. Vickery, `"Review of Thai Titles and Ranks by 
Robert B. Jones", JSS, 63,1 (Jan. 1974)'. -158-73 
60) For example, see KTS: "Khun Phra Khlang" (Chief Treasurer), 
Law of Thievery dated, -B. 
E. 1903 (A. D. 1359): 431; "Khun 
. 
Monthianrabän" (Minister of the Royal Household), Law of 
Thievery dated B. E. 1910 (A. D. 1366): 466; "Khun Chfisbn- 
st'Ongkharak, Samuhanfiyok" (Chief Minister in charge of 
Civilian Affairs), dated from Bgrommatrailök's. reign: 505 
61) KTS: Phra Ai akän Laks; n11M 
. dradok, 
4Law Concerning Bequest", 
dated . 2155 A" ,3 
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(1) 2/k. 125 Fragment 
The-. 2/k. 125-Fragment is the oldest Siamese chronicle 
so far discovered. Consisting of 37 folded leaves bound 
into a single fascicle of samut-thai-dam, "folding black 
book", it was-copied from an. older manuscript. The extant. 
-manuscript seems to date from-the 
Ayutthaya period. 
62) It 
is a fragment of a detailed phongsäwadfin history. Two dates 
are found in the text: "Cula Era 845, Pig Year, fifth of the 
decade" and "Cula Era 846, Rat Year", but both are wrong. 
Michael Vickery, on the basis of textual analysis, has emen=ded 
-them to C. S. 805, -Pig 
Year, and C. S. 806, Rat Year, which 
correspond to A. D. 1443 and A. D. 1444.63-) These two dates 
fall within the reign of B9rommarächä II (1424-48), who, ac- 
-cording to 
LP/1680, invaded Angkor, the Khmer capital, in 
1431, and installed Phra Nakh9n In, his son, as vassal king 
of Cambodia. The 2/k. 125 Fragment describes events in Cambo- 
dia in great detail, especially the Khmer uprising led by 
rhäo Yät, whose campaigns finally dislodged the Siamese from 
Cambodia. It contains information which is missing from the 
other Cambodian and Siamese chronicles such as the fact-that 
Nakh9n In was not killed but died of illness, and that he 
was succeeded by Phraya Phr6k, his younger brother. The 
confusing Cambodian chronicles give the name of Intharächl 
for Nakh9n In and say that Phraya Phrek was his second name. 
64) 
Of all the phongsäwadfin, the 2/k. 125 Fragment is by far 
the most difficult to read and understand because it contains 
62) Vickery, "2/k. 125 Fragment": 50 
63) ibid. 
64) ibid.: 56 
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many archaic terms. Whereas the English translation by M. 
Vickery is admirably correct, there are certain points that 
can be otherwise understood. 
65) 
What should strike us all in the 2/k. 125 Fragment is 
its structure of ranks. To quote Michael Vickery, each rank 
"seems to have a much higher status than in the nineteenth 
century, and also higher than in the 1805 Laws, some parts 
of which are believed to date from much earlier. Thus khun 
and n appear to be high-ranking officers; the only people 
entitled banä/bran, (modern bra: ya) are rulers of the Sukh6- 
thai-area mo'aft, recently independent; and the only two cau 
banä besides Yat, who appears to have assumed that title him- 
self, are sons of the Ayutthayan king. Even officers who 
appear to be ministers of the central government are only 
entitled khun". 
66) He concludes that "the rank structure of 
2/k. 125 belongs right where its ostensible date falls, just 
before Trailokanath's reign". 
67) Possibly it could have 
65) For example, on page xvi a passage is translated like this: 
"So H. M. the King of Brat} Nagar HluofI had Näy Lai Bat ar- 
range a ruse, had him sneak off to report to Samtec Brat 
Paramarajädhiräj Cau that Khun Nagar... " ibid.: 37 
The problematical expression is tbng khon (i LA4 ) 
I take the word ""'s" for khon, "man", and no kon, "ruse" 
as does Michael Vickery. The word ten in modern usage 
is coupled with the tang, but its or ginal meaning, 
"appoint, choose, arrange for a man to do something", re- 
mains the same. I would translate this same passage as 
follows: 
"So H. M. the King of Nakhgn Luang (Angkor) ordered 
Näi Long Phat to arrange for a man to sneak off to 
report to Somdet Phra Bgrommarächäthirät Chao that 
Khun Nakhgnchai.. " 
The fact that Näo Long Phat did not go to Ayutthaya 
himself is quite clear in the following passage which 
read: "When the servant (khon chat) had reported the 
matter,... ". 
66) ibid.: 54; y=Näi, banä/bra? ia=Phayä/Phraya, Cau bang. 
Chäophraya in modern usage. 
67) ibid. 
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been-compiled during Trailok's reign because Bgrommarächä., II-" 
died in 1448, just four years after the events. the.. 2 k. 125 , 
Fragment* purportsf-to. cover. 
The 2/k. 125 Fragment has a distinctive narrative style. 
It is lucid and plain-but it consists of a-train of conversa- 
tions, which°-are, obviously imaginative rather-than real.., -The 
following is a passage from the, 2/k. 125 Fragment: - 
., 
So Khun Nakh9nchai sent Chao Yät on from Chaturamuk 
(Phnom Penh) by boat-without having him fettered. 
When they reached a district called Seng Plao.... 
Later on at night when all the guards who came with 
, him fell asleep, Chao Yät got into the water and swam 
away to Khun Phlapphlächai who asked him who he-was. 
Chäö lit then answered, "My name is Yät, son of Phra 
Räm". Khun Phlapphächai asked further, "(If) you 
are Phra RAm's-son, who then is your mother? " Chäo, 
, 
Yat answered, "My=mother's name is Nang Amphuket". 
Khun Phlapphlächai then said, "You are my friend's 
son, without doubt". He continued, "Khun Nakhgnchai 
wants to send you, Chao Yät,, to Ayutthaya. I shall 
protect you. Let no fear bother you. " Chäo Yät said, 
"From what you have just said, if I ever doubt your 
sincerity, do kill me please in your own house. " So 
Khun Phlapphlächai prepared food for Chäo Yät. After 
Chäo Yat had eaten, he sent Chao Yät to Maharnankhek 
of the Phak tribe of Khun Phalächai in Trdn. 
At daybreak all the guards knew-that Chao Yät had 
already escaped. All the soldiers"rushed out to, the 
quarter. of Khun Phlapphlächai. Khun Phlapphlächai 
said, "I have never met Chäo Yät. If anyone in my 
quarter knows him, he will accompany you, and we will 
help you look for him. , 
68) 
Despite some imaginative conversations, the compiler's 
rendition of events is remarkably accurate in the setting of 
fifteenth-century Khmer-Siamese relations. The imaginative 
68) Cf. M. Vickery's translation, ibid.: 15 
side of this chronicle-together with its considerable detail 
and the compiler's intimate knowledge . of 
his subject means 
that it must have been written just after the actual events. 
Apart-from, -, the two dates.. given, there-Pis-no other time ele- 
ment anywhere. There is no-, doubt-that it was-written under 
royal patronage, -but is not strictly based on archival ex- 
tracts. 69) Its significance amounts to the key t61C15th 
Cambodian-Siamese relations. An intriguing statement of the 
2/k. 125 Fragment reveals that Chao YAt, hero of later Khmer 
chronicles, was the son of "Phra Ram Chao" whom the Ayuttha- 
yan king had banished to rule in Chaturamuk. 
70) According to 
LP/1680, "Soindet Phraya Ram Chao", who had succeeded to the 
throne of Ayutthaya since 1395; quarrelled with his Chief 
Minister in 1409. The Chief Minister fled to Phra Inthar$chä, 
Prince'of Suphanburi, and'together they marched against the 
capital. Phraya Ram Chao was dethroned, and was sent by the 
new king, Intharächä, to rule at a place called Pathfikhü5hfim. 71) 
Michael Vickery argues, I think, convincingly, that the mys- 
terious Pathäkhü6häm is not only a corrupt orthographic form, 
but it can also be linked philologically to Chaturamuk 
(modern Phnom Penh). 72) If "Phra Ram Chao" of 2/k. 125 Frag- 
meat and "Phrayä_Räm Chao" of LP/1680 were the same person, 
we would have to conclude that Ayutthayä had already-exerted 
'some influence over parts, if not all, of 'Cambodia, - prior, to 
, 
69) ibid.: 53 
70) ibid.: 10-1 
71) LP/1680 in PP/19 Khurusäphä-edition, vol. 1,: 133 
72) Vickery, op. cit.: 55-60, 
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Bgrommarächä II's attack on Angkor itself in 1431. - A further 
twist to-the story is that, Chao Yät, the epitome of Khmer 
resistance against Ayutthayan rule, was. not Khmer at all, 
but a scion of the fallen House of Zopburt. 
(2) The vV/1640 
A Dutchman. named Jeremias van Vliet came to Siam in 
ý 
1633 as representative of the Dutch, East_India Company, which 
operated-from-Batavia., He was to remain at Ayutthaya until 
1641. During that long sojourn van Vliet wrote three impor- 
tant accounts of Siam: (1) Description of the Kingdom of 
Siam in 1636,73) (2) The Short History of the Kings of Siam 
in 1640,74) and (3) Historical Account of Siam in the Seven- 
teenth Century also in 1640.75). All three accounts are of 
considerable length and provide historians with first-hand 
knowledge of the political changes that occurred in Siam in 
the first half of the seventeenth century. They are an inva- 
luable source of Thai history because none of the Siamese 
chronicles for this period are reliable and trustworthy. - 
Having a. Siamese wife and knowing the Siamese language and 
customs quite well, van Vliet had the obvious advantages 
other foreign visitors found wanting. He showed remarkable 
73) Van Vliet, "Description", op. cit. 
74) Same as fn. -51 
75) W. H. Mundie, (tr. ), "Van Vliet's Historical Account of 
Siam in the Seventeenth Century",. JSS, 30 (1938): 95-154 
The English translation by__Mundie is based on the 
-French text which was translated from the Dutch original in 1663 by a certain M. Wicquefort. As it turns out, 
the French translation is full of mistakes, one of which 
is the reign period of Songtham, who the Dutch original 
says ruled for 19 years, but Wicquefort wrote down as 9 
years. See Kha6h9n Sukhaphänit, "Spp Pi Ratchakän Somdet 
Phra Ekäthotsarot" (A Revision of. Ekäthotsarot's Reign 
Period) in Kh mün_Prawattisät Samai A uttha ä, "Histori-' 
cal Sources: Ayutthaya Period,,, Social Science Associa- 
tion of Thailand, 1980: 78-151 
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skill in acquiring information about the Siamese past, which 
would otherwise be ignored by a Westerner. 
Of the three works cited, the Short*History, is the 
most important document from the historiographical point of 
view as it-preserves a chronicular tradition known only in 
a Pali work of the late eighteenth century, the Saelg1tiya- 
vaasa. The Short History was written by van Vliet for the 
Governor-General of the-Hutch East-Indies. It covers the 
period from antiquity to the reign of King Präsätthgng, who 
came to the throne just three years before van Vliet's arri- 
val. It appears that van Vliet had actually translated an 
old Siamese chronicle into Dutch. 
The pre-Ayutthayan period is-covered from various 
sources. Van Vliet refers to "Old Histories" and learned 
monks as his authority: 
76) In the Description, van Vliet 
speaks of the Siamese and their history as follows: - 
...: of antiquities of 
their country, of the beginning 
of war, of the conclusion of peace, of the loss of 
countries and towns, victories or defeats in battles, 
famous heroes or excellent persons in virtue and know- 
ledge, etc., they have few descriptions, thus that 
their principal descriptions consist in the laws of 
the country, the fundaments of their religion, the 
lives, deeds and praise of some dead kings whose fame 
was not so much based on Royal respect as on service 
rendered to the gods, temples and priests living in 
their country, and these. descriptions were mostly 
committed to the care of the priests, by whom also 
their ceremonies, 'punishments, exhortions,. consolations; 
and instructions are formed. Thus amongst the nobility, 
76) Short History: 53,54 
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the rich-or civil population, not many chronicles or., 
historical records are known, with exception of those 
which are reported verbally or are related in di6- 
courses. 77) 
Even a casual reader would'recognize that van' Vliet 
was talking about-the role of monks as historians in. 'Siam 
and their--attitude towards "good" historical" writing; which 
was based on a person's religious contribution. In'this case, 
van Vliet was describing the principle of, tamnän-history, -' 
and as can be seen from the section dealing with the pre-- 
Ayutthaya period,. extracts from the 'Old Histories". ' I which' 
are so varied and differing were actually taken'from the 
tamnän and -c-orrupt'religious texts. However, 'theýhistory of 
the Ayutthayan-period appears to have been translated from 
a single text"throughout as it corresponds', to'the'Saftglti. 
The chronology` of 'the' Short History (hereafter, ý vV 
1640) differs greatly from that of the 2/k. 125 Fragment'and 
LP/ 1680, which was compiled some 40 years after van Vliet's 
time. As shown'in appendices III (A & B), vV 1640's chrono- 
logy is correct only from 'the reign of 'Narssuan to 'that of 
the'then reigning-king, Pr¬sätthgng. ' The discrepancy suggests 
that this religious chronicle is not archive-based, and pro- 
bably, the saAgha had its own tradition. ' I agree with the 
late Kha6hgn_Sukhaphänit's assumption that van'Vliet-had no 
access-at all, to the Royal Archives (H9; Nangsfl°Luang); 78)as 
it was still an offence-in the reign of King Chulälongkgn, 
-in the late nineteenth century, even for a Siamese, let alone 
a foreigner, -to*copy the royal paper without permission. 
77) Van Vliet, "Description": 90 
78) Kha5hgn, op. cit.: 149 - 
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As it stands, vV 1640 was likely to have been compiled from 
a dateldss oral tradition in the reign, of Pr$sätthgng. The 
vV/1640 agrees-throughout with the SaAgIti/1789 on the length 
of-reign periods. We know from the Saiig! ti/1789 that from 
the reign of Narissa (Naresuan), to that of Präsätthgng, an 
animal designation is given. to each adoessidn, year, whereas 
in-the earlier reigns,,, only two animal years are. given for 
the accession years. of Rämäthibgdi_I. (Tiger Year, B. E.. 1892) 
and Ngphutthängkün (Bull Year, B. E. 2072). Where the animal 
year is given the accession date corresponds with LP-1680.79) 
The chronology from Räm9, thib9d1 I to Nahä. Thammarächä. is dis- 
torted with the exception of the accession dates for Rämäthi- 
bgdi I and Ngphutthängkün. 
80), This seems to suggest that the 
compiler of vV/1640 had worked on imperfect materials and,, 
been forced to rely mainly on oral transmission with regard 
to the first-seventeen reigns of Ayutthaya.. The compiler 
made no mistake with events very close to his life-time. 
Supposing he was (a monk of ?) 55 'to 60 years old, he would 
have witnessed all the changes that took place between the 
reigns of Rämesuan (Ekäthotsarot) and Präsätthgng. - 
A fair assessment of vV/1640 must be made in terms of 
the syle of narrative, bearing. in mind that van Yliet could 
not impose his own view on the original text, -, especially on 
79) For the full chronology of vV 1640 and'Sa-h lti 1789, ` 
see Appendix III (A-& B). When the animal year is said 
to be correct,. is ecause. it corresponds with LP 1680. 
80) ibid.; Not only does the chronology of vV/1640 differ 
greatly from that of LP 1680, _but 
the-names of certain 
kings in vV 1640 are also different from those given in 
LP 1680. gng Lan (mºýý+),. in LP 1680 is, most. likely 
to be a misspelling for vV 1640 s earlier form of Thgng 
Chan ('n14' ), but this does no .. exclude the possibiltity . that it could be the other way round. 
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the reigns previous to Songtham (1610-28)-when Dutch in- 
terests at-Ayutthayä were virtually non-existant. The 
judgement passed on each reign is characteristic of tamnän 
history. A king's fortune, glory and failure is summarily 
discussed with Buddhist ethical principles in mind, namely, 
one cannot, fail if one is "good". Ill-fated kings have to 
be glossed over. It is as though van Yliet had taken ex- 
cerpts`from the original and translated them Into Dutch. 
Thäo G-Thpng, a. wayward son of the Emperor of China, 
and reputed founder of Ayutthayä, 
81) is depicted as a. great 
king, despite his discredited past, 'because'"This king`was 
wise, eloquent, careful, courageous, active, liberal, soli- 
citous towards his soldiers and people, and devoutly reli- 
gious". 
82) On the other hand, his son, 'Phra Rämdsuan, who 
was deposed by Bgrommarächä I, 
was of little wisdom, was ill-natured, cruel and blood= 
thirsty, choleric', avaricious, greedy, 'gluttonous, and 
. 
lustful. He, did not hesitate to dishonour anyone's 
wives and have them brought to him by force. 83) He was 
careless in everything concerning the welfare of the 
kingdom and'the peace"of the'community. No warrior by 
nature, he did not love his soldiers at all, things. 
spiritual and religious very little, and the poor even 
less. 84) 
This-is one of the most hideous charges a monk could 
level against a king and his legitimacy because a. Buddhist 
king had to observe the Five Precepts and the Ten Kingly Ways 
81 For the tamnän origin, of D-Thgng see Chapter I, PP. 136-9 
82 Short History: 60 
83 gain the borrowed Mahava sa theme earlier used to 
described 
. 
D-Thgng himself. ibid.: '55-6 
84) ibid.: 60 
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and be'mindful to the welfare-of his subjects. After a pe- 
riod of enforced exiled, IPhra Rämesuan re-emerged ä different 
man, and deposed the son of the previous king, who had ousted 
him in the first place. This time the compiler had to extol 
a successful king, 'and it runs like this: - 
He was merciful, full of pity, modest, punished with- 
out, haste, and, forgave easily. He was wise and pru- 
-dent, brave in the handling of'-weapons on elephants .r 
and horseback, as well as on foot. He gave many alms 
to the ecclesiastics and to the poor, building and 
repairing many temples and monasteries. Because of 
his devotion he often went to, sacrifice to. _the gods, 
not so much like a king, but more like a monk. He 
was much loved by the mandarins and the common man. 85) 
The treatment of other kings similarly reveals that' 
11 the compiler of vV 1640 possessed little knowledge of fao'- 
trial history of Ayutthaya prior to the reign of Rämdsuan/ 
Ekäthotsarot (1605-10). probably, the idea of factual histo- 
ry was subject to the principle of "praise and blame" as 
understood by a Buddhist monk, who wanted to-highlight the 
moral issues by applying the Buddhist theory of causIes and 
effects. Thus the same king, Rämdsuan,. can be described as 
a disgraced person in one instance and as a just king in ano- 
ther. But we know from the Chinese records that changes at 
Ayutthaya^ and the succession crises until 1409 were precipi- 
tated by the rivalry between the House of Lopburi, "to which 
Rämgsuan belonged, 'and the House of Suphanburi, whose foun- 
der was Bgrommarächä I. Another example of a good king in 
the 9yes of the compiler derives from the reign of'B9romma_ 
85) ibid.: 62 
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trail8k: - 
His majesty lived a., fruitful, life which hie, forebears 
had not experienced. He was very merciful and solici- 
tous towards the welfare of-his people and-the peace 
of the ý land. He was _a 
lover of ' justice, and 'if any' 
judge. let himself be,.. corruptedwith gifts he had him 
severely punished. ' He ruled twenty years. He-laid.. 
down-his royal functions and became a religious person 
to the grief, of his'subjects: He did'not-encumber. ' 
himself anymore with , worldly, affairs, 
but. remained stu 
dious, religious and devout. He died a monk. 86) 
The fact is, Bgrommatrailök entered the monkhood for 
eight months in 1464, but he did not die whilst being a monk. 
No mention is made of Bgrommatrailök's war with Chiang Mai, 
which had occupied most, of this king's time., He. was one. of 
the, famous Buddhist kings of his life-time, _being 
also the 
composer of the much celebrated Mahfichät Kham Luang (1482), 
"Sermon on the Great Life of the Buddha". 
87) The compiler 
of the vv /1640 original-chose to bring to the fore only, his 
religious virtues. It is remarkable that this approach was.. 
to continue with the revised SaAg! ti/1789, one hundred and 
fifty years later. 
As a source of Siamese history, vV 16 0 is not to be 
trusted, inasmuch as it was apparently originally: compiled 
from oral traditions and fragmentary, records. The first- 
half includes many tamnän myths and foreign themes. Van 
Vliet himself seems to have confused RAmäthibgdi I and 
Rämäthibgdi_II, the first and eleventh kings of Ayutthayä. - 
The myth about the magical power of Rämäthibgdi II, 'who was 
86) ibid.: 64 
87) PP/1: 138 
. 
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able . to cast 'a spell on 
the 'agents -of 'Rämmarät, an Indian 
king, and transfix-them so that they could not move forward 
or backward, 88) reminds one of'a well-known theme associated 
with the legendary figure . of ýPhra 
Ruang of Sukhöthai, 'whose 
magic transfixed and petrified a : Khmer spy sent'by the king 
of Angkor. tQ kill him 
89) 
-. Thermagical warfare between the 
Indian king and Rämäthib9d1'II (1491-1529)'was not-entirely 
whimsical but rather-a hazy recollection`of the constant*war- 
fare; described by Ludovico°di Varthema, who visited Tenas- 
serim-iri- 1505,,: between-the King of Narsinga (old Bijayanagar) 
and-the King of Banghella on`the one hand, and the King of 
Tenasserim on the' other. 9o) As Tenasserim was Siam's impor- 
tant port,,, there is little: doubt that-the King'of Tenasserim 
di Varthema was referring to meant 'in''fact" the King of Siam, 
and as a matter 'of fact, Narsinga covered a 'great part of 
the -Coromandel Coasts. 
-There are some other 'points . that also invite discuä- 
sion. 'Van'Vliet. 'stated quite categorically, in all his-works 
that there was a law. in-Siam that gave. precedence, to ,a 
king's 
oldest younger brother over his son in the-matter of succes- 
Sion. This law, according to van Met, originated in the 
reign of Bgrommar. 1chä I. 
91) The Phra Aiyakän Tamneng. NA 
Phonlarü'an, "Law of Civil Hierarchy", enacted in the. reign 
88) ibid.; 66 
89) See Camille Notton, L6 endes sur le Siam et le Cambod e, 
Bangkok: Impremerie de I'Assomptionst 1939: 
90) Ulrich Guehler,. (tr. &ed. ), "The Travels of Ludovico di 
Varthema-and His Visit to Siam, Banghella, and Pegu,, 
A. D. 1505", Selected Articles from the Siam Society 
Journal, vol. 6, - 
-91) Short History: 61 
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of B9rommatrail8k, 
92) does indicate that the king's younger. 
brother, who'was invested with the, -rank and title of. "Somdet. 
Phra Anuchäthirat", had 
, -a 
higher sakdinä, "dignity", mark 
than the king's son. But the°Kot Monthianrabän, "Palatine 
Law",, -promulgated also-iri-Bgrommatrailök's reign, provides 
no clause at all , concerning the °, succession-, issue., - It-is---- 
likely that van Vliet misunderstoodthe terms of the-Law of` 
Civil Hierarchy, and'had confused it with the Palatine Law.. 
His obsession-with-this idea compelled him"to describe. B9rom- 
matrail8k as"B9rommarächä II's brother and not son. 
93) This 
assertion is''at variance-with-what we find, in LP/1680 and 
even the- Saflglti/1789.94 
) 
The vV/1640 is the only document of the first half =of a 
the seventeenth century besides the Khl6ng Mangtharä -a; ýpoem 
composed in 1614 by an anonymous Chiang-Mai-poet--that gives- 
the name Rämesuan'-to a king known generally by the name-of 
Ekäthotsarot (1605-10) in the post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän. 95) 
92) The Law of Civil Hierarchy is dated "1298, dog year". - 
This date is definitely wrong. In case of uncertainty, 
The animal designation is unlikely to be incorrect. 1298 
cannot be the Greater. Era (M. S. ) as M. S. 1298 is a 
"dragon year". Nor can it be a Lesser Era (C. S. ) date, 
because C. S. 1298 corresponds to A. D. 1936. The only 
ossibilit is, it is the little known. Chulämani`Erä ((+188=A. D. 
5, 
and 1298 must be corrected to 1289. Scribal 
errors abound in old Thai texts, and as a matter of fact, 
the graphic shapes-of 8 and 9 in written'Thai are very}, 
similar so that they can-be confusing. My amendment is 
supported by the mentioning of a "cock year, eighth of 
-the decade". The omission of the actual year date implies 
that that particular year has just passed. A "cock year, 
eighth of the decade" is C. S. 838 corresponding' to Chull 
mans Era 1288 (A. D. 1476). My proposal is*the law of 
Civil Hierarchy were promulgated in A. -D. 1477 in the 
reign of Bgrommatrailök (1448-88). KTS: 108 
93) Short Histor : 63 
94), See PP 1: "135; -Coedbs, "Une recension palie.. ": 19 
95) Sommäi Prem'hit & Puangkham Tuikhiäo, (eds), Khlöng Mang- 
tharä, Chiang Mai-, University, 1976: Stanza 22, p. 5 
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The post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän-were written some 150 years 
after these two documents, -'and'prove to be mostly inaccurate, 
so the name Räm4suan may be correct. 
Leaving the; chronicle part of the Short'History aside, 
one can say thatývan Vliet'e contemporary aocount'of the'- 
reigns of Songthäm and his successors is*of`immense histori- 
cal value. Of the reign of Songtham96), . and -the upheaval `fol- 
lowing his death in 1628, 'van Vliet could'certainly consult 
the records and diaries oftpreviots Dutch factors at Ayutthaya 
and report the events that took place-between that time and 
during his stay in Siam almost from the inside. Of course, 
as a Dutchman, van Vliet was-bound to be biased where Dutch 
political and commercial interests were involved; for example, 
in the Description, written earlier in 1636, van Vilet"was 
emotionally prepared to condemn. _Präsätth9ng's political ruse, 
but later in the*Short History, he seems to have changed '-his 
attitude towards this king. 
1 (3) LP1680. 
LP/1680, is named after Luang Prasert Aksgnraniti (Phe 
Tälalak), who discovered it in Phetchaburt province in 1907. 
it was translated by_0. Frankfurter into English in 1909. 
97 
96) Called "Intharächä" in vV/1640 and -Safi Sti 1789. He is- 
said in the detailed hon s wadän to have reigned between 
1602, and 1627. (See: Appendix B) Intharächä/Songtham, 
according to vV 1640 and SaigIti/1789,. came to-the throne 
in 1610, which is the date confirmed by European contem- 
porary records. See, especially W. H. Moreland, (ed. ), 
Peter Floris: His Voyage to the East Indies in the Globe 
Hakluyt Society, 1y34: 55 
97) "Events in Ayuddhya from Chulasakaraj 686-966", JSS, 6, 
3 (Feb. 1909): 3-19; Translated as early as 1909, it con- 
tains some-mistakes of which scholars of Thai history 
must beware. The misconceptions of early. Thai history 
in the early twentieth century were influenced by Prince, 
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According to its preamble, LP/1680 was compiled in the reign 
of King Näräi (1656-88) and "written down in chronological 
order up to the present time 
98) This means that it pur- 
port to'cover events in Ayutthaya from-its beginning to the 
first half of Näräi's reign. The copy acquired by-the Wachi- 
xayan National`Library in 1907 covers-the period between 
C. S. 686 (A. D. 1324/5) and C. S. 966 (A. D. 1.604/5). 'According 
to'European"sources and vV/1640, Nar6suan died in 1605 
. 9) We 
may then presume that the original LP/1680 consists of two 
fascicles,, the first"covering the period between 1324/5 and 
1604/5 and the second, the period between 1605/6 (first. year 
of Rämesuan/Ekäthotnarot's reign) and the 1670s. 
In 1913 the second copy of LP/1680 was presented to 
the Wachirayän National Library. 'Consisting of two samut-thai 
Damrong's "national" historiography, in which Siam was 
always to be presented as a unitary state. In fact as 
recently as the fourth Bangkok reign, peoples outside 
the Chäophrayä valley, Siam Proper were even described 
as "foreigners". In translating LP/1680, Frankfurter 
imposed the C20th Thai view of ancient history on a work. 
written some two hundred years earlier, For instance, 
the word "Wang Nti'a" in LP/1680'means certainly "Upper 
Siam", i. e. the old Sukhöthai kingdom, which was incor- 
porated as part of the whole Siamese kingdom in the early 
fifteenth century A. D., and it'does not mean, as in the 
modern usage, the North of present-day Thailand. For 
the C. S. 740 Entry Frankfurter translated it as follows; - 
In (740), the year of the horse, the King again 
conquered Chakangrao, and at that time MahAdharma- 
rRjA Lof Chiengmai7 tried to resist the King's army, 
but as he saw he could not do so, he paid homage. 
Modern research can now confirm that, -in epigraphic tra- 
dition, the title Mahädharmara a is always associated 
with the Sukhöthai pity, whereas independent kings of 
Chiang Mai called themselves Mahärä a (Mahärät). 
98) PP/1: 130 
99) Seventeenth-century European records call Narßsuan the 
"Black Prince". According to Peter Floris (early 1610s), 
Nardsuan subjugated Cambodia, Lao Lan-Chang, Chiang Mai, 
Ligor, Pattani, Tenasserim, "and dyvers places and-king- 
doms, till anno 1605, whenas_Lsie7 the Black King deceased 
withoute any issue". W. H. Moreland, Peter Florio: 55 
1äb 
or "folded black books", it was copied in'; 1774 from the first 
copy. 100) Lastly, the third copy of LP/1680 was presented 
by Khunying Pathumrätchawinichai to the National Library in 
April 1968-. 101) It gives the name of the copyist as Chum 
and the copying date as "Monday, . 
fourteenth-of the first wax- 
ing moon of C. S. 1149, -Goat Year- (A. D. : 1787)". -Chum, noted 
that "the text-}ends here, do look for further parts". ' It 
-means-that since the fall of-Ayutthayä in 1767, no one has 
ever come across the complete version of LP/1680. 
An abridged chronicle, -of very skeletal structure, 
LP/1680 is reflective of the kinds of archival materials on 
which it is based. That-the compiler made use of an earlier 
phongsäwadän history is clearly stated in. LP/1680's preamble. 
In. 1680, when King Näräi renovated Wat Chulämäni, the Royal 
Monastery where-King Bgrommatrail6k was ordained in 1465, 
he commanded that the event in 1465 described in the phrarät- 
chaphongsäwadän be-inscribed 'on stone. The two entries-for 
C. S. 826 and 827 reproduced by-the engraver of the Chuläman3 
inscription are not from LP/1680, but obviously from a de- 
tailed phongsäwadän, probably a proto-LP/1680. The language 
of both texts is not dissimilar, although the narrative style 
of the Chulämant inscription is more elaborate, -whereas 
LP/ 
1680 is rather terse. I-shall compare the`two-texts below. 
zP/1680s 
C. S. 826, °'Wgk-Sok; "Monkey Year", Somdet Phra B9romma- 
trailök'Chäo had'; the Temple of Wat Chulämani built. 
100) Prince Damrong, "Introduction'to LP/1680"; in PP/1: 129 
101) Nättawiphä, op. cit. ': 223 
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, 
C. S. 827, Rakä Sok, "Cock Year", Somdet Phra B9romma- 
trail0k Chao was ordained at Wat Chulämani and re- 
mained in the monkhood for eight months; after which 
105) H. M. returned to secular life. 
Ohulämani-inscription: ' Excerpts from a proto-LP/1680 
C. S. 826, Pi Wpk Naksat, "Monkey Year"; At that'time, - 
Somdet Phra Rämäthibgdi-SI Bgrommätrail6kkanät - 
Bgphit Pen Chao had the Temple of Wat Chulämanl 
built, where H. M. was to be ordained. On that 
occasion, the three independent kings (ekkarät), 
namely, the Bray& of Lan-Chä. ng, the "Mahärät" Bang 
of-Chiang Mai, and the Bang of Hongsäwadl (Pegu)' 
were all moved by H. M. 's religious zeal. They all 
sent envoys bearing the eight requisites to be 
presented to H. M. 
C. S. 827, Pi Rakä Naksat, "Cock Year", "tenth of the 
eighth waxing moon"; Somdet Phra Rämäthib9d1' St 
B9rommatrail6kkanät B9phit Pen Chäo came out for 
a sacred ceremony., H. M. let his "Somdet" son103) 
kneel down before him and pay respect at his feet, 
and then mounted the royal palanquin. H. M. had 
five persons ordained as pariwat104) monks before 
him. H. M. then donned the ceremonial garments, 
and all together, 2348 new monks were ordained to 
accompany him. Somdet Phra Räm6Lthib9di Si B9romma- 
trail8kkanät B9Phit Pen -Chao had remained in the 
monkhood for eight months and fifteen days, when, 
in the fifth month, the. "Somdet" son and the nobi-, 
lity, besought H. M. to disrobe dnd resume. -, '.. the affairs. 
of the kingdom. H. M. complied, and then travelled 
to, the Great City-of Ayutthaya. 105) 
102) PP/I: 137 
103) Undoubtedly Bgrommarachä, who was appointed vassal king 
of Ayutthaya, when Bgrommatrailök reigned at Phitsanulbk. 
104) lit. _ "exchanging", "! revolving", but here , "attendant. " 
105) "Silachärük Wat Chulämani"- in- PP/ 1: 160 
I 
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LP/1680 may have been a recompilation for use-as a quick 
reference, because it is so brief that it resembles, an°astro- 
-loger's record-book; --Its internal division is also interes- 
ting. The events between C. S. 686 (A. D. -1324/50)and C. S. 862 
(A. D. '1500/1) are extremely briefly dealt with; the-year: date 
is-followed as a'rule by a sentence or two such as-'the in- 
stances . shown 
below: - 
C. -S. 686, "Rat'Year", The principal 'Buddha statue- of 
Wat Phanengcherng, was first-erected. 
C. S. 712, "Tiger Year",: On Friday, sixth of the fifth 
waxing moon, at 9: 54 am, the city of Ayutthaya was 
founded. 
C. S. 731,. "Cock Year", :, , 




that time Somdet Phra Ramathib9di Chao entered 
nipphän. His son, Somdet*Phra Rämesuan, succeeded' 
to the throne. 
C. S. 732, "Dog Year",: Somdet Phra- B9rommarächäthirät 
Chao proceeded from Suphanburl and ascended the 
throne of Ayutthaya. His Majesty invited Somdet 
Phra Räm6suan°-Chao to proceed to and rule at Lopburl. 
C. S. 733, "Pig-Year",: Somdet Phra B9rommarächäthirät 
Chao proceeded to the North and conquered all the 
Northern principalities. 
0160004 `............ 
C. S. 802, "Monkey Year",:. At that time a fire broke 
out in the royal palaces. 
C. S. 803, "Cock Year",: A fire broke out at"the Trimuk 
. Throne Hail: , 
000000901.000000.. 000, 
C. S. 820, "Tiger Year",: 
-In 
that year, to promote the 
Religion, H. M. caused the 500 statues of the Bodhi- 
sattva representing his 500 lives to be cast. 
0.0011.9.0000.. 
.... ý .... ý 
C. S. 827, "Cock Year",: Somdet Phra B9rommatrail0"k 
Chao was ordained`at Wat Chulämani änd remained in 
the monkhood for eight months, after which H. M, "re- 
turned to secular life. 
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= It, appears that the compiler of LP/1680, had-made use- 
of an unknown-. tradition for the'events between the founding 
of Ayutthaya-and-Rämäthibpdi II's reign. `0r otherwise, LP/ 
1680 must-originally have, been copied by two scribes, who, 
had different ways of cropping°up-the longer text, 'a detailed 
, chronicle. -Events between C. -S. 862 (A. D. 1500/1) and C. S. 
966 (A. D. =1644/5) are a bit. iaore detailed than>in the pre- 
vious part. ° What makes 3the second part stand out is 'the 
use,. -, of time (. elements "such as "0. S. ° ". 865, Pig 'Year, "Friday, ý-° 
eleventh of the, eighth-waxing moon", "C. 
VS. 877, Pig-'Year; 
Tuesday, fifteenth of the eleventh waxing moon , `in - the }` mor- 
ning, at, the auspicious moment of 8: 20-am. ", and so on. 
These-time elements are to be found in the püm., hön, -"astro- 
loger's yearly calendar". The-time elements are lacking°". in- 
the 2/k. 125 Fragment and the first ten reigns of LP/1680. 
I would guess that the chronology from the reign of RAmAthi- 
b9dI II (1491-1529) onwards was revised quite-thoroughly by 
the historians of King Näräi, 'but the chronology before that 
reign was not accorded the time elements because the old 
pu_m hön had been lost. The time elements. in the`Chul4man1 
inscription is either exceptional'or fictitious, as do most 
time elements in the detailed., chronicles. 
Probably the-urge for a greater degree of accuracy 
was given impetus by the influence of Chinese historiography 
and contact with the Europeans in the seventeenth century. 
Bearing in mind that, Chinese etiquette ', was adhered to in 
the foreign relations of the Par-East, and the. letters'sent 
-ý 
from King Songtham/Intharächä (1610-28) to the Japanese 
g Shogun were written in Siamese on a golden plaque and in 
ryv 
Chinese on fine Chinese paper, 
106) the-Siamese seem to have 
had-an inclination towards Chinese customs and practices. 
It is. perhaps pertinent-to dwell for awhile on the Chinese 
influence. during the mid-017th-period and relate it to the 
numberof, diplomatic missions sent to China following the 
fall of Ayutthayä. in 1569. _S 
-After regaining its independence in 1584, Ayutthaya. 
grew-from strength to*strength. According to LP/1680, "the' 
Burmese king, Nanda Bayin, sent several punitive expeditions 
to bring Ayutthayä-back to vassalage. 
107) King Mahä Thamma- 
rächä, whom Bayinnaung put on the Siamese throne in 1569, 
died in 1590-and was succeeded by his son, Naresuan, who was 
referred to by-the Europeans as the "Black Prince" because 
of his complexion. 
108) Towards the end of 1592, the Burmese 
heir-apparent led a hugh force against Siam. In an elephant 
duel at the beginning of 1593 between the Burmese heir 
apparent and King Nardsuan, the former lost his life and 
the Burmese troops were utterly routed. 
109) By 1595, " Nar4- 
suan was already on'the offensive, and in'1599, he pursued 
the Burmese king to Toungoo but failed to take the Burmese 
make-shift capital'. The most intriguing episode in Sinö- 
Siamese-Japanese relations came in Nar6suan's reign. 
106) Khach9n, op. cit.: 140; also E. M. Satow, "Notes on the 
Intercourse between Japan and Siam in the Seventeenth 
'Century" Transactions of the Asiatic Societ of Japan, 
13 (18855: 143 
107). According to LP/1680,, the Burmese troops were sent against 
Siam in around January 1585,1586,1590,1592. PP/1: 153- 
156; For a contemporary account see Ralph Pitch's testi- 
mony in Samuel Purchas, Haklu tus Posthumus or Purchas 
His Pilgrimes, vol. 'X, Glasgow, - 
108) Same as fn. 99 
109) PP/1: 156 
1y1 
According to the Chinese records, Nar4suan'sent seven 
-envoys_to 
China proposing to send troops to outflank the 
Shogun Taiko Hideyoshi from the rear in-1592.110) At that 
time, Japan: had invaded Korea and China was in difficulty 
repelling the Japanese. När6stian's'offer-was turned down 
because Hsiao Yen, viceroy, of the two southern Kwang pro 
winces, suspected Siamese motives. 
") But Nargsuan's action 
was a display of loyalty towards the "big brother" as, wrote 
a Chinese scholar, T'an Ch'ien, ""the king of'Siam was angry 
with the Regent '(Bampaku) of Japan. 'His sense of duty moved 
him,. with neighbourly sympathy, to assist the emperor". 
112) 
This must have made a good impression on the Celestial Court' 
and paved the way fora cordial relationship between the 
two countries, which culminated strangely enough'in the 
reigns of Präsätthgng (1629-56) and Näräi (1656-88), a time 
when European powers were also jostling with one another 
for trading privileges at'the Siamese capital. Briefly, " 
after being snubbed by'theýChinese, Naresuan'must have felt 
affronted, because; this fiery king sent no'more embassies 
to China. And this "cool" period continued'to the end of 
Rämesuan/Bkäthotsarot's reign. But Songtham`(1610-28) sent 
three missions to China in 1617,1619. and 1623; Präsätthgng 
six ' in 1634,1635, -1636, ' 1643,1652 and 1653; and Näräi ten $r 
in- 1659, " 1663 ' (twine )., '1 1664, '1665,1667,1671,1672,1673 
113) 
andä1684 
110) Suebsaeng, op. cit.: 194; For a more detailed' discussion 
of this episode, in_Sino-Siamese relations see: O. W. 
Wolters, "Ayudhyä and the Rearward Part of the World", 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain 
11S) Suebsaeng, op. cit.: 195 112) Wolters, op. cit.: 172 
113) See number of embassies in Suebsaeng, op. cit.: 199-200 
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In 1685 imperial presents'to the king of Siam were also in- 
creased: by fifty more bolts of silk than usual. 
114) If we 
could 'gauge the Chinese influence at the Ayutthayan court 
-by, -the number of missions sent, to China, its peak in 
the 
second half of Ayutthayä's existence fell in the reign of 
Näräi, who instead is much talked'of''in Western literature 
with'regard to the intercourse'between Siam and'European. 
nations. 
It would be rather extreme to cherish the idea that 
the'-Chinese tradition and practice was solely responsible 
for'the accuracy of'LP/1680 without'any reference to the röle 
of. the Brahman priests and Buddhist monks whose yearly calen- 
dars also needed to be'precise. And one cannot dismiss the 
possibility of Western cultural impact either. What is sug 
gested hereIs that'the frequency of tribute-bearing missions 
sent is nonetheless indicative of Chinese cultural influence. 
This assumption is made'elsewhere concerning Sino-Siamese 
relations in the two periods of 1371-1433, and 1790-1820, 
during which the number of embassies sent to China reached 
a peak and the Chinese cultural impact made itself most 
felt. 115) If this-is in any way relevant to the Präsatthgng- 
Näräi period, it is not inconceivable that -contact with- China 
could have had-some-cultural implications, especially'during 
the reign of Näräi, who was a most famous patron of Siamese 
literature. Following the upheaval at the end of Naräi's 
reign, and the resulting distrust of, Europeans, Iranians 
and Macassarese, one can say that intercourse with China 
114) ibid.: 203 
115) See pp. . 160 -above. i 
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had to-beýLLthe-main channel of foreign influence. In the 
reign . of 
King Näräi, many middle-ranking officials holding 
the rank of Qk-khun were sent as envoys to Peking. 
116) 
Through these officials, who brought back mews of cultural 
and political developments, Chinese ideas and-historical 
traditions must also have been transmitted to the Siamese. 
at the highest level. It is reported that, during Näräi's 
reign, Chinese theatres were very popular at the Siamese 
court, and the Chinese dramatic troups were sponsored by 




popular pseudo-histories-such as the Romance 
of the Three Kingdoms and the like. Even until recently, 
Chinese dramatic art was quite popular. 
Where it, can be tested, by external evidence, namely, 
contemporary European accounts, Chinese Standard Histories, 
Burma's Hmannan Yazawin, and Chiang Mails RAtchawongpakont, 
LP/1680 has always been shown to be the most accurate Siam- 
ese chronicle. 
118) The compiler(s) of LP/1680 displayed 
what is normally associated with traditional Chinese histo- 
riography, -, that is respect for the established texts. An 
authority on`the subject writes: - 
. 116) 
For example, the mission sent-to China in 1665 comprised 
three officials: - 
(1) the chief ambassador, who was Wo- 
k'un-s su-lin-la-yeh-mai-ti-li ( k-khun Surinthararätcha- 
maitri); (2) deputy envoy, -Wo-k un- sin-wu-t'un-wa-t'i. 
-khun Sisunthgnwathi); (3) Wo-k'un-ch'ih-po-wa-ti ( 
k-c 
Slwgrawäthl). Suebsaeng, op. cit.: 199fn. 4 
117) Skinner, op. cit.: 14; Guy'Tachard, Chotmäihet Kan Dern- 
thAng Sü Prathet Sa äm, "Voyage de Siam des pre esu - tes ,. tr. San omonlabut, Fine Art Department, 1974: -66: 
118) Vickery, Cambodia after An kor,: passim. 
Prince Damrong, "Athib9i RUang Vai Phrarätchaphongsä 
wadän" in. RA, : pass im. 
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Traditional Chinese historical criticism aims always 
to attain categorical affirmation, whereas contempo-- 
rary scholarship recognizes that history must often 
"be content with a statement of. probability. ... the 
traditional Chinese, historian assumes that every do- 
cumentary source is entitled to respect as sincere 
attempt at truthful record, which presumably does not 
venture beyond reliable information. 119) 
There are certain things-that differentiate LP/1680 
from the other`phongsäwadän histories, and which demonstrate 
its connection with Chinese historiography. Unlike the. com- 
pilers of-the 2/k. 125 Fragment'and other earlier phongsäwadän 
-if any had existed at all- represented-by the first section 
of LP/1680 covering C. S. -686-862, the compiler(s) 'of LP/1680 
introduced the time elements in his work-quite immaculately. 
It is as though he'had had the overriding aim of°reporting 
'what actually happened". - Here we can bring in the comment 
of IbrAhim (Muhammad°RabI°, the Persian scribe'attached to the 
1685`embassy sent'by the Shah of Iran to the court of King 
Näräi', who observed that: - 
One 'of 'the customs in Siam is that a' special body of 
Siamese interpreters and scribes at the court prepares 
reports on everything anyone says or does, no matter 
how insignificant. The reports are then presented to 
the king. The Siamese seem very-eager over details 
and there is nothing which they consider to be more 
low and mean than telling a. 'lie. They are so concerned 
with the exact truth that if a person changes the 
slightest detail when giving an account of an event, 
he is considered an out and oüt liar. 120) 
1.19) C. S. Gardner, -Chinese Traditional Historio ra h ,, Harvard Historical Monographs , 1561: 
120) John O'Kane, (tr. ), The'Shi of Sulaimän, Persian Heri- 
tage Series, No. 11, London: outledge-& Kegan Paul,. 
1972: 52 
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Perhaps the obsession with'-facts of Näräi's court 
scribes explains why LP/1680 contains none of-'the imagina- 
tive conversations so characteristic of 2/k. 125 Fragment 
and post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadAn. *A close look at the latter. 
reveals that later chroniclers were less than vigorous in 
trying to present the correct time elements., 
Owing to its general accuracy,. and with'the support 
of external evidence,. LP/1680 is the basis on which the early. 
history of Ayutthaya up to Naresuan's reign can be. recons- 
tructed. There are grounds for criticism even here inasmuch 
as it misses out where events matter most, for instance, 
the number of Siamese attacks on Angkor prior to the-reign 
of Bgrommarächä II (1424-48). One must bear in-mind that, 
in the selection process, the compiler, despite his objecti- 
vity, was the product of his own society and influenced, by, 
the traditional Siamese world-view of his time. It must be 
suspected too, when the compiler fails to accord important 
. events the time elements-we would normally see. It implies 
that a statement has been drawn from another source than 
the astrologer's yearly calendars (püm-hon), 'and that it 
-could be a myth. To demonstrate this problem, I shall. tran- 
slate a passage from LP/1680 and collate it with some other 
sources. 
LP/1680:, 
C. S. 931 (A. D. 1569/70),. Snake Year, 'Sunday, eleventh 
of the ninth waning moon,. at 'about nine o'clock in 
the morning, the city of Ayutthaya fell into the hands 
of the King of Pegu. On Friday, sixth 'of the twelfth 
waxing moon, a prapdäphisek, "triumphant coronation", 
ceremony was performed for Somdet Phra Mahä Thammarä- 
196 
chäthirat Chao to ascend-the throne of Ayutthaya. 
Incidentally, when the King of Pegu returned to his 
capital, he also took Somdet Phra Mahintharäthirät 
Chao away with him. 121) 
The Hmannan Yazawin: 
"The-Glass Palace Chronicle of the Kings of-Burma" 
-Thus on Tuesday the 4th of waning Wagaung Chula 
'Sakkara; j 931 (A. D. 1569) did the capital of Siam 
fall into the hands of the Burmese a second time, 
through the treachery of one of her own eons whom 
fortune placed in high position'and rank, but. who 
turned his good fortune to the ignoble end of be- 
traying his own country. 
King Kyawdin Nawrata LBayinnaungl then administered 
the oath of allegiance to Bra Mahein and all his minis- 
ters and nobles. ... ... 
-on Friday,. the. 6th of waxing Tazaundmon 931 
{A. D. 1569), that is sixteen days after the corona- 
tion of_Oya Damayaza ýýkyä Thammarächfi7, King Kyawdin 
Nawrata left Yodaya for Peikthalauk on his way to, 
Linzin,; and his adventures. or rather misadventures 
in Linzin LZän-Chanel territory,... 122) 
vV 1640: 
After a few days the King of Pegu brought hie forces 
-together and stormed the city of Ayudhya on many 
sides,, but especially at the king's palace. . 
9kya, 
Chakkri (who had command there) did not pack his, 
gunpowder in tightly and did not shoot. accurately. 
When the Peguans approached the court of the king, 
he opened the gate and, let them in. 
The Siamese, 'king was so careless that he still 
stood, and watched a cockfight'when the Peguans had 
already captured the court. However, he was led to 
a certain room in the palace by Phra'Suwat_(about 
121) PP/1; 149 
122) Nai Thien, "Burmese Invasions of Siam, Translated from 
the Hmannan Yazawin Dawgyi", JSS, 5,1 (1908): 67 
I y'I 
whom much has been said previously) and was poisoned 
by her. 123) He was thirty-four years old and had been 
king for seven years. 124) 
Caesar Frederick's Contemporary Account (c. 1570): 
Sion [Ayutthäyä7 was the. Imperiall seat, and a great 
Citie, but in the yeere of Our Lord God 15675ic7, 
it was taken by the King. of Pegu, which King made a 
voyage or came by land foure moneths journey'with an 
Armie 'of men through his land, - and the number of his 
Armie was a, million and foure hundred thousand men of 
Warre: when he came to the Citie, he gave assault to 
it, and besieged it one and twentie moneths before he 
could winne it with great losse-of his people, this 
I know, for that I was in, Pegu sixth mouths after his 
departure, and saw when that his officers that were 
in Pegu, sent five-hundred thousand men of Warre to 
furnish the places of them-that were Blaine and lost 
in that assault, yet for all this, if there had not 
beene treason against the Citie, it had not beene 
lost; for on a night there was one of the Gates set 
open, through the which with great trouble the King 
gets into theCitie, and became tovernour of Sion: 
and when the Emperour saw that he was betrayed, and 
that his enemie was in the Citie, he poysoned himselfe: 
and his Wives and Children, Friends and Noblemen, 
that were not Blaine in the first affront of the 
entrance into the Citie, were all carried Captives 
into Pegu, where I was at the comming home of the 
King with his tryumphs and'victorie, which, comming' 
home and returning from the Warres was a, goodly sight. 
to behold, to see the elephants come home in a square, 
laden with Gold, Silver, Jewels and with Noble men 
and women and women that were taken Prisoners in that 
123) Princess Suwat was. Mahä Thammarächä's mother-in-law, a 
queen of Maha Chakkraphat (1548-68) 
124) Short History: '77 
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Citie. 125) 
On the whole, Caesar Frederick's account, vV/1640, 
the Hmannan Yazawin, 'and'the detailed phon sý äwadän-described 
the events before the fall of'Ayutthayä in 1569 in the same 
way, whereas LP/1680 is too brief to be of use for. analyti- 
cal purpose here. There are some discrepancies with regard 
-to the fate of Mahintharächäthirät in these sources. The 
two earliest accounts of the Venetian Caesar Frederick and 
vV/1640 say that he died of poison. . The vV/1640 is perhaps 
a blown-up version of the belief'at the time. 1P/1680 says 
categorically that the Siamese king was taken to Burma,, and 
the Burmese chroniclers, who compiled the Hmannan'Yazawin 
in the early C19th, -could not decide upon the fate of the 
dethroned king. If Frederick's account is no fake and he 
was actually in Pegu in 1569, witnessing the triumphant 
return of Bayinnaung's troops, 'we would have, to conclude 
that. LP/1680 is wrong, -and the Hmannan Yazawin is non- 
committal. 
If the extant copy of LP/1680 is not garbled, there 
is a curious gap in the period between C. S. 926 and C. S. 
930, which was to be filled in the detailed chronicles, 
C. S. 1136 Fragment, supposedly compiled in the reign of 
King Bgrommaköt. The-three missing entries (C. S. 927,928 . - 
and 929) would be about King Mahä. Chakkraphat's whereabouts. 
Perhaps the compiler of LP/1680 was so concerned about cate- 
gorical statements that in the event that he could not find 
accurate information,, he preferred to leave a gap in between. 
125) Samuel Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus, X,: 111 
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(4) C. S. 1136 Fragment 
According to Prince Damrong-, the C. S. 1136 Fragment 
was acquired by the Wachirayän National Library in 1910.126) 
The manuscript exists in the form-of a folded black book, 
the third- volume of a'- detailed phongsäwadän history copied 
in C. S. 1136 {A. D. 1774) during the Thonburi interregnum. 
C. S. 1136 Fragment covers the period between C. S. 925 (A. D. 
1563) and C. S. 930 (A. D. 1568) during which LP/1680 is-reti- 
cent. Consequently, the original C. S, 1136 Fragment must 
postdate LP/1680, and this is confirmed by the use of the 
language_which,. although similar to LP/1680, is slightly 
more recent. The text is full of lacunae, but C. S. 1136 
Fragment bridged the stylisitic gap between LP/1680 and the 
post-Ayutthayän detailed phongsäwadän. As Prince Damrong 
demonstrated long ago, we'can trace the evolution of the 
phongsäwadän. from LP/1680 through to the C. S. 1145 Fragment, 
the prototype of the post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadfin,. on the 
basis of literary-criticism and narrative style. 127) This 
can be done by comparing, the passages from these phongsä- 
wadän and seeing how over a century LP/1680 grew into a 
detailed chronicle. _ 
LP/1680: 
/ý. s. 92 7 ... ... 
In'the same year, Phra6hä Lan-Chang 
Ring of Läos7 sent'a royal missive to His Majesty 
/Ring' of, Ayutthayä7 asking for the hand of the princess, 
Phra Thepphakasat Chao. His Majesty graciously com- 
126) Dämrong,, Prince, "Introduction to PP/4", PP/4, Khuru- 
sapha edition, vol. 3,: 135 
127) Damrong, Prince, "Tamnän Nangsd.. ": 30-1 
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plied with Phrafhäo Lan-Chang's request. At that 
time Phra Thepphakasat Chao happened to be taken ill, 
so H. M. decided: to send 'Princess Phra . Kewf$, another. - 
-of his daughters, to Phrafhio Lin-Ching instead. 
C. S. 926, Rat Year, Phra6häo-Lin-Chang returned 
`Princess Phra Kbwfä to Ayutthaya with the message 
that he would insist on Princess Phra_Thepphakasat 
Chäo's hand. - H. M. then-arranged for the princess to 
be sent to Phra6häo Lin-Chäng. 128) 
C. S. 1136 Fragment: 
Atýthat time the King of the White Elephants and Golden 
Pavilion gave Princess Phra Kbwfä, his daughter, to 
Phayä Zän-Chang in marriage. When the Princess had 
arrived, Phayä Lan-Chang said, 
"We. asked specifically for the hand of Princess 
Phra Thepphakasatti and not . 
Princess Phra Kewfä. 
We shall return Phra Kewfä to Ayutthaya and'insist 
again on the hand of Phra Thepphakasatti. as We 
did before". 
After the War of the White Elephants had ended, Phayä 
Lan-Chang ordered Phayä Sen, PhayA Nakh9n, and Phayä 
Thipmontri, to escort Princess Phra Kewfä back to 
Ayutthaya and carry the message to H. M. insisting on 
the hand of Princess Phra Thepphakasatti. H. M.,. the 
King of the White Elephants, complied with the request 
and arranged for Princess Phra Thepphakasattl to be 
sent to Phayä Län-Chang. 
In the fifth month of the-Rat-Year, C. S. 926, H. M., 
King of the White Elephants, ordered Phayä Mbn to 
escort the royal daughter to the court of Phayä Lan- 
Chang by way to Sampsp. 129), 
128) PP/-1 : 148 
129) PP/4: 151 
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C. S. 1145 Fragment and the Post-Ayutthayan Phongsäwad$n: 
C. S. 912., Dog Year, second of the decade, Phra äo" 
. Krung 
Si Sattanäkhanahut Ring of. Läos7"was informed 
that the princess born of Queen Phra Si Suriyothai, 
whose body was cut across while riding on an elephant 
in the war against the King of Hongsäwadi (Pegu), had 
grown up-. He sent his'envoys, who carried the. royal 
letter and tributes to the court of Somdet Phra Mahä 
Chakkräphät, King of. the White Elephants.. The, letter 
reads: -' . 
'! I, King of Krung St Sattanakhanahut, pay homage 
to the Royal-Uncle, King of the City of Angels, 
Thawäräwadi St Ayutthaya. " As I, Your Humble Ser- 
vant, have still not a chief queen to enable me- 
to continue my family line, I. Your Humble Servant, 
would like to ask for the hand of your royal daugh- 
ter, Princess Phra Thepphakasatti, so that she 
will become the first queen of the Eastern City, 
and that the friendly relationship between the 
two kingdoms will prosper forever. " 
Having learned what was in the letter, H. M. called an 
assembly of ministers and councillors to consider the 
matter. - 
They counselled H. M. that as the enmity that 
existed between Ayutthaya and Hongsäwadi (Pegu) was 
like the tuberculosis in H. M. 's chest hard to cure, 
and Phra6h5o Krung St Sattanäkhanahut, a king. of con- 
sequence, had sent a suave letter to H. M., it was 
very advisable for H. M. to agree for the sake of a 
friendly intercourse, and the King of Krung St Satta- 
näkhanahut would be a formidable ally in the future 
war with Hongsäwadi. H. M. thus had a letter drafted 
which read: 
"That Somdet Phra6häo Krung Si Sattanäkhanahut 
wishes to become ä blood relation of the king of 
Ayutthaya is now accepted. Somdet Phra Mahä 
Chakkraphät, King of the White Elephants, has 
granted permission for him to send the guards 
'L U'L 
of honour to escort the Princess to his country. " 
The Ayutthayan envoys then departed carrying the royal 
letter for Krung St Sattanäkhanahut: Having arrived 
there they presented-the royal letter to the king. 
The king of St Sattanäkhanahut. was'greatly pleased. 
He-ordered that the envoys should proceed'to Ayutthaya 
with 500 servants and some lady officiators. When the 
-envoys arrived, 
Princess Phra Thepphakasatti was taken 
seriously'ill. The King of the White Elephants hardly 
knew what to do., H. M. reckoned that, 
"Even"if We send a letter telling the truth, lit is 
unlikely that the King of St Sattanäkhanahut will 
believe it. If it'is so, he would think that We 
are in two minds, and this may'doom the friendly 
relationship. - It is not appropriate-for a king to 
break his promise. " 
H. M. decided to giveaway Princess Phra Kbwfä instead 
together with*all the regalia fit for a chief''queen 
and 500 male servant'and 500 female servants. The 
envoys returned with Princess Phra Kewfä to their 
.. country. 
Knowing that the princess who came was not Phra 
Thepphakasatti, Phra6hfio Krung St Sattanäkhanahut felt 
disappointed and said, 
"From the beginning. We asked for the hand of Phra 
Thepphakasatti, who was born of Queen St Suriyöthai, 
who sacrificed her own life for the king, her hus- 
band, when the king was in jeopardy. Queen Si 
Suriyöthai. was of a-most virtuous family. " 
He ordered Phayä S6n, Phayä Nakh9n, and Phayä Thipmon- 
tri to escort Princess Phra Kbwfä back to Ayutthaya 
and carry a message together with presents to the, 
King of the. White Elephants. The message was as. fol- 
lows: - 
"At first Your Majesty promised Princess Phra Thep- 
phakasatti. This news is-known to all in Si Satta- 
näkhanahut. Now, -Your Majesty has sent Princess 
Phra Kewfä in-her stead. Though Princess Phra 
Gu') 
KLwfä is a thousand times more beautiful than Phra 
Thepphakasatti, that is by no means equal to the 
latter's renown. I would feel disgraced forever, 
and may-1, YourHumble Servant, return-Princess 
Phra Kýwfä to Your Majesty. Please, Your Majesty, 
send Phra Thepphakasattl to. me as Your Majesty had 
previously' permitted. " 
Somdet Phra Mahä Chakkraphat, King of the White' 
Elephants, having been informed'of the letter and the 
return of Princess-Phra Kýwfa, felt very embarrassed. 
Since Princess Phra Thepphakasatti had recovered from 
her illness, H. M. made preparation for her to proceed 
with courtiers, 500 male servants and 500 female ser- 
vants. 
In the fifth:; month, C. S. 913, Pig Year, third of 
the decade, H. M. commanded Phayä. Mbn to lead a thousand 
men and escort Princess Phra Thepphakasattl to Si 
Sattanäkhanahut. Phayä Men and the envoys then invited 
the, Princess to ride on a golden sedan chair. The 
procession travelled by land via Sam9s9.130) 
My translation of the excerpts from the various recen- 
sions of the Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung Si Ayutthaya is 
done on a word-for-word basis. Original titles of the kings 
of Ayutthaya and Lan-Chang are left untouched as expressed 
in the Siamese texts so as to highlight the changes that 
were effected over a period of time. We can now consider 
the evolution of the post-LP/1680 phongsäwad. n historiogra- 
phy with the following- points in mind; 
First, LP /1680 and C. S. 1136 Fragment appear to share 
the same chronology. C. S. 1136 Fragment contains some'con- 
130) Fine Art Department, Phrarätchaphon 
Avutthayä Chabap Yhanchanthanum 
versations; LP/1680 none at all. It is quite certain that 
at the time of its compilation, C. S. i136 Fragment was seen 
perhaps as an improvement on the LP/1660 in, matter of lan- 
guage and presentation. Actually, 'C. S. 1136 Fragment. filled 
in a period which the compiler of LP/1680 had left out, i. e. 
C. S. 926-930. 
Second, I do not know what evidence persuaded Prince, 
Damrong to conclude-that C. S. 1136 Fragment was originally 
written in Bgrommaköt's reign -(1733-58). 131) It is anyhow 
difficult to determine the true date of compilation on lite- 
rary grounds alone, but the best clues are the titles-, used 
to describe the Siamese and Laotian kings. The compiler, of 
LP/1680 employed the term Phra6häo to describe the position 
of both Mahä Chakkraphat and Chaisetthäthirät, king of Län- 
Chäng, implying that they were each other's equal,, in C. S. 
1136 Fragment the title accorded the king of Lan-Chang be- 
comes that of Phayä,. and the title of. Mahä Chakkraphat re-. 
mains Phrachäo, implying that the king of Lan-Chang was sub- 
ordinate to the king of Ayutthayä.,,. This seems to be a clas- 
sic case of a phongeäwadän history that mirrors the -, 
true 
situation of the age in which it was compiled or revised, 
while the compiler himself no longer had the real understan- 
ding of the age he-purported to describe. Towards the close 
of the seventeenth century, Laos was thrown into a state of 
confusion in the wake, of succession crisis, and one faction 
summoned. the help of Ayutthaya. Phra PhetrachA (1688-1703) 
intervenee in Laos's succession dispute with the intention 
131) Datnrong, "I'rrtrodizctlon to PP/4": 136- 
? U7 
of strengthening his own-legitimacy in. Siam, having been a 
usurper himself. The-Siamese chroniclers write profuse- 
13? ) 
ly about the approach of the king'of Lan-Chang, which was 
seen-in the old days as a-mark of respect and submission. 
133) 
It was from around 1700 that Lan-Chang became AyutthayA'ä 
nominal dependency. ' Thus C. S. 1136 Fragment could have been 
written in any-reign during the first half of the eighteenth 
-century, 'although one could claim it was written during the 
reign of B9rommakot-{1733-58) bacause Ayutthaya was then 
the leading power in continental South-East. Asia. 
Third, the inflation of rank and title for the-king 
of Zan-Chang goes one step further from C, S. 1136 Fragment 
to C. S. 1145- Fragment. The king of Län-Chang is again called 
Phra6häo in the reported speech of C. S. 1145 Fragment, but 
Mahä Chakkraphat is given the title Somdet Phra, re-empha- 
sizing the relationship between an independent king and, his 
vassal, Phra6h o (Khanthastmýi), in the Thonburl-early Bangkok 
terminology being "tributary king". 134),, It is, interesting 
that the chronology-of the phrarätchaphongsäwadän had begun 
to go wrong in C. S. 1145 Fragment even before the revising 
work ordered by Rämä I in 1795. 
132) Of. Busakorn, op. cit.: 48 
133)-Fine Art Department, Phan/1795: 438 
134) That the title Phra6h9Lo was used for a tributary ruler 
is clear and cane be seen in the investiture plaque pro- 
-moting the ruler of Nakhgn Sithammarät in Täk (Sin)'s 
reign to the status of Phrafhao Khanthasimä. See King 
Chulälongkgn's "Comments" In o mdi et rommaluan Narin- 
tharath4wi, ! 'Princess Narin's " moir , 5th Reprint, ; U-re--mal-on volume for Nangsäo Riap Wisetkun, 31 Oct. 1966: 
115-7; Another example is Käwila, the ruler of Chiang 
Mai, who, in the first Bangkok reign, was raised in rank 
from that of Phraya to Phra6h9o. N. J. Brailey, "Chiang 
Mai and the Inception of an Admministrative"Centraliza- 
tion Policy in Siam! ', Tonan Aiia_Kenkyu (Southeast Asian 
Studies), 11,3 (Dec. 1973): 309-10 
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C. S. 1145 Fragment: 
Copied_in C. S. 1145 (A. D. 1783), only two "folded 
black books" of C. S. 1145 Fragment have been discovered, 
one covering eventsýin the C16th reign of Mahä'Chakkraphat, 
the other the reign of Mahä Thammarächä. - The text of C. S. 
1145 Fragment has never been fully published owing to the 
fact that-it is virtually the same as the other post- 
Ayutthayan phongsäwadän compiled during the reign of R$mä-I.,, 
C. S. 1145 Fragment is obviously an extended version of LP/ 
1680 and C. S. 1136 Fragment; despite-its narrative style, 
which is rather pompous and long-winded, there are. borrowed 
passages from previous two chronicles. Its incorrect chro- 
nology is evidence that'it was not compiled during the, 
Ayutthaya period. As we can see°from the above excerpts, 
LP/1680 and C. S. 1136 Fragment give C. S. 926 as the date 
when Princess Phra Thepphakasattl was sent to Lan-Chang, 
whereas C. S. 1145 Fragment says it was in C. S. 913, a diffe- 
rence of thirteen years. The latter date does not fit with- 
what can be reconstructed from other, sources so it must be, 
wrong. 
It would be interesting to know when 0. S. 1145 Fragment 
was actually written and the old chronology revised, and 
why it was done. I'shall discuss. this later in, connection 
with the other post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän compiled. the 
first reign of the Bangkok period. It will be pointed out 
that with the dispersal of court historians following the, 
fall of Ayutthaya in 1767, Thai traditional: historiography 
was to fall within the. domain of-scholar-monks' intellectual. 
activity, a process stimulated by Rämä I's cultural restora- 
tion (1782-1809). 
2U'( 
The Cultural Restoration of Siam 
with Special Reference to the Compilation of the Annals 
of Ayutthaya During the Early Bangkok Period -- 
The fall of Ayutthaya in 1767 must have been a shat- 
tering experience for the Siamese ruling elite. of the eight- 
eenth century. Previously, after King Näräi's death in 
1688 and the bloodbath in its wake, " Ayutthaya had'plunged 
into ä long period of internal disturbances. With the excep- 
tion of the peaceful transition of power from Phra Pheträcha 
to Phrafhäo - 
SO' a in 1703, and from Phra6häo Sf' a' to Thai Sa 
in 1709, the succession issue forever threatened to bring 
chaos upon the kingdom. During the long reign of Bgrommaköt 
(1733-58), however, Ayutthaya enjoyed comparative peace, 
and became the greatest centre of Buddhism. In 1751, King 
Kirti Sri Rajasinghe of Ceylon sent an embassy to, Ayutthaya' 
to ask for Siamese monks to purify the Ceylonese saflgha. 
This was a matter of-pride for the Siamese at a'time when 
Burma was'on the brink of collapse under Mpn pressure. But 
only sixteen-years later, Ayutthaya was reduced from a pow 
erful kingdom to a heap of ruins. This prompted the Siamese 
ruling class during the early Bangkok period to look back 
and try to-find out what had gone wrong. It'is-in this 
self-investigation that the Siamese began to rebuild their 
self-confidence. 
The Thonburt-Bangkok'chroniclere, who had experienced 
the trauma of the last days of Ayutthaya, describe the fall 
of the old capital as the culmination of a gradual process 
of decline starting from the reign of Phra Pheträchä,. founder 
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of the Ban Phlü'Luang dynasty back in 1688. Interestingly,., 
the decline in'-, the fortune of the Ban Phift Luang dynasty 
was seen from a moral point of view. The great amount of- 
sin-committed by the Ban Phla Luang'kings,: save, Bgrommaköt, 
was implicitly as well as explicitly itemized by'the compi- 
lers. 
_ 
The memory of-the reign of the last king. of Ayutthaya, 
Phra Thinang Suriyämarin (1758-67) was still fresh. The 
-rotten state of the government, the. incompetent , reigning 
-king, the ex-king who-abdicated for the solitude of the_mo-, 
nastery, and thus shirked the responsibility, and the court's 
general complacency were brought to the fore. The French 
missionaries who resided at Ayutthaya at-that time, reported 
the lack of military spirit amongst the Siamese troops;, and 
the fact that the king left the defence of the city to Chi- 
nese, Christians, foreign contingents, and an English captain, 
who accidentally visited Ayutthaya at'the'critical"moment. 135) 
A feeling of despondency is claimed to have begun to 
permeate-the air of Ayutthaya from the beginning of Phra 
Thinang Suriyämarin's reign. The cryptic"Phlengyäo Phaydkon 
Krung Si Ayutthaya,, "A Ditty Prophesying the Fall of Ayuttha- 
ya", was also recited everywhere; it premonitioned a dread- 
ful end to the old capital, prophesied all kinds of freak 
phenomena, and told of the coming of a holy man. 
136) Accord- 
ing to Wannarat/1795, Siamese villagers captured by the 
135) "Chotmäihet Khana Bätluang. Farangset Kai Phb. ndin Phra- 6häo Ekkathat,. Krung Thonburl Lbh Krung Rattanak8sin 
Tgn Ton" (Records of the French-Missionaries Concerning 
Events in Siam from the Reign of Ekkathat. to the Early 
Bangkok Period), PP/39, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 23: 
136) PP/63, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 37: 128-38 
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invading Burmese vanguard informed Alaungpaya of this ditty, 
. and associated 
the holy man with the person of, the Burmese 
monarch himself. 
137) Both the French materials and the phong-. 
säwadän point out that, beleaguered by the Burmese.. troops 
in 1766,; some, sections 'of the people of Ayutthaya accepted 
that Ayutthaya was doomed and even voluntarily went over to 
the Burmese side. 
138) 
After a long siege from February 1766 to, April 1767, ' 
the'Burmese armies and the Shan contingents entered Ayutthaya. 
A French missionary gave an eye-witness account of, the Bur-, 
mese soldiers' indiscriminate behaviour. 
The King of Siam, who was suffering from, leprosy, got 
away but he died at Phö Sam Ton after the Burmese 
troops had withdrawn from Siam. After the Burmese 
had entered. the city, they set fire'to houses and des- 
troyed almost everything for,. 15, days. They killed 
the people indiscriminately no matter whether they 
were rich or poor, but they killed a greater number 
of monks. I myself saw the Burmese kill more than 
20 monks in one morning. 
When the Burmese had burned down all the houses, 
palaces and monasteries and churches, they'prepared 
to withdraw. They left the city on 15 April 1767.139). - 
Siam disintegrated in the aftermath of the Burmese in- 
vasion of 1767 and relapsed into the pre-Ayutthaya conditions. 
There were five, contending factions indifferent parts of 
. the country. 
Phraya TAk' '(Sin), the ex-". Lord of Täk", who 
137) Wannarat, Somdet Phra, Phrarätcha hon 




138) ibid.: -654 
säwadän 9 Krun 
b40 b 
Q Si . ITer erea 
139) PP/39: 61 
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had led a break-away from Ayutthaya during the Burmese siege, 
assembled an army at Chonburt in south-east Thailand. Having 
gained control of the heartland of Siam, Phrayä Täk was pro- 
claimed king, although he was-of Chinese extraction. Phra6h$o 
Täk moyed his headquarters to Thonburi. His immediate task 
was to pacify Siam and expel the Burmese occupying forces from 
Siam's dependencies. Helped by two able Chäkkri-brothers, 
Th9ngduang and Bunma, Phra6häo Täk, not only succeeded in quel- 
ling the other-four self-proclaimed kings and their factions 
in the. provinces, but he also held the planned return Burmese 
invasion at bay. - In 1777, all the Lao principalities, in-. 
eluding Luang Phrabäng and Wiang than {Vientiane), were con- 
quered, Chiang Mai having been brought. back under Siamese 
control since. 1774.140') Phra6häo Täk's military achievements 
were undoubtedly great, but the strain of war throughout his 
reign also began to affect. his behaviour in the late 1770s. 
The tragic-end of Phra3häo Täk came when he turned to MahQ- 
yänist Buddhism for solace and devoted his time to practising 
meditation. In 1779, it reached the stage where the king 
believed he was an incipient Buddha. According to the French 
missionary, Monsieur Koude, "The king always said that he 
could fly through the air. 11141), Also his outbursts of re- 
pressive action turned his subjects against him, and a 
rebellion broke out. The rebels forced the king to don 
the yellow robe. When the Chakkri brothers arrived back 
from the unfinished Cambodian campaign in 1781 to put the, 
140) For details see Klaus Wenk, The Restoration of Thailand 
under Rama I, 1782-1809, Tuscon, rz., 1968: 4 
141) PP/39: 146 
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house in order,. the fate of Phra6häo T$k was doomed. The 
elder Chakkri brother, Somdet Chaophraya Mahä Kasatsük, suc- 
ceeded as the next king of Siam, and Phra6häo Täk, -whose 
insanity had made. him unfit to -be king,. was executed , in '1782. 
Rämä I and the Foundation of Bangkok, the "New Ayutthayä" 
One of Rama I's urgent tasks when he succeeded to the 
throne of Siam in 1782, was to transfer the Siamese capital 
from Thonburl on the western side of the River Chäophrayä, 
to the old town of Bängkpk on the eastern side of that river. 
The king's decision in this matter was motivated not solely 
by military reasons, but by psychological ones as well, be- 
cause it meant a fresh start. Phra5häo Täk would have res- 
tored Ayutthaya to its former greatness had it not been iTre- 
parably destroyed by the Burmese. in 1767. Thonburi, as a 
small fortified town, was easier to defend than the remains 
of Ayutthaya, and the large-scale building. of a new capital 
by Phrachäo Täk was out of 'the question owing to the inces- 
sant wars with Burma and the acute shortage of manpower. 
When the pressure from the Burmese eased off in the last 
years of Phrachäo Tfik's reign (1767-82), the strain of cons- 
tant wars had begun to take its toll on the king. Rämä I 
came to the throne at a time when Siam had enjoyed a respite 
from Burmese attacks for some years, and-since 1777, during 
Phrachäo Täk's reign, trade with China had already begun 
again to fill the royal coffer. 
142) As often su ggested, the 
142)- It is said that the Chinese court was suspicious of the 
circumstances under which Phra6häo Täk became king-of 
Siam-. Emperor Ch'ien-lung allowed normal: tributary rela- 
tions to resume only in 1777. Suebsaeng, op. cit.: 271; Skinner, op. cit.: (23) 
a 
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town of Thonburt was awkwardly situated, and in the event 
of war, it could-well be too exposed to a Burmese force' 
invading from the west. 
143 But Burma was experiencing 
another succession crisis following the murder of King Singu. 
in 1782, and this crisis was followed by a bloodbath, and 
-later, in September 1783, by a Mqn rebellion. It' was-only 
. 
In the following year that King Bodawpaya succeeded in re- 
storing order in Burma. 
144) 
Rama I found' this turbulent period in Burma, a most 
opportune moment to build a permanent capital of his own. 
The construction of the new-capital began in 1782, and it 
was to continue until 1785 before it was completed, although 
the king and the Prince of the Front Palace moved into 
their new palaces in 1783. The plan for the whole complex 
of the-inner city (the grand palace) was modelled after 
that of Ayutthaya. The Grand Palace, representing the abode 
of the Hindu-deity Indra, was surrounded by the residences 
of the other dignitaries of the kingdom. The'whole layout 
was carefully planned to imitate the heavenly city of the 
Supreme God Indra, as described in the Buddhist texts and 
the Treatise on the Three Worlds. In 1786, the new capital 
was designated by the name of "Krungthep Mahä Nakh9n Am9n 
Rattanakosin Mahintharä Ayutthaya Mah$ Dirok Phop Noppharat 
143) Klaus Wenk, op. cit.: 17; Chäophrayä Thiphäkgrawong, 
OL..... «. ". ý.. L.. ý.. L..... ».. 1. `..... alt__ v_... ýý n_ii--- -. ý .... rctL-aat-aUviiaPciviap; rsttwts, utin nrunp; naTtiallaKbBlri ttatCh81Cd21 
.. ý 1 1, "Dynastic Chronicle of e Aro n pr ý ýe First Reign", Special edition for distribution in the 
funeral of Phra6häo. W'grawongther Krommamlin 'Anuwat Chäturon, 1935: .7- 
144) G. E. Harvey, History of Burma, London, 1925: 266-7- 
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Rätchathani Burirom... ", the essence of which- can be tran- 
slated like this: - 
"The Great Celestial City of the Immortal God Indra, 
the Sublime Ayutthaya, the Pleasant City, the Capital 
of the Nine Precious Stones of the Universe ... ". 
145) 
As one can see in the official name of Bangkok, the spirit 
of Ayutthaya still lingered on in the early Bangkok period, 
and the founding of Bangkok was an attempt by the Siamese 
glite, who had lived through the days of King Bgrommaköt, 
to recreate another Ayutthaya. 
No sooner had the construction of Bangkok been com- 
pleted than the Burmese invading forces came. Early in 
1785, Bodawpaya (1782-1819) conquered the kingdom of Arakan 
to his west and then turned his attention to Siam. Like 
Phrachäo Täk, and inspired by the white elephant myth, 
Bodawpaya believed that he was an incipient Buddha, and 
became convinced that he was destined to be a world con- 
queror. He personally led the first campaign against Siam 
in 1785-86.146) This was to be Burma's last large-scale 
invasion of Siam, known in Thai texts an "Silk Käo Thap" or 
the "nine Burmese armies" inasmuch as Bodawpaya attacked 
Siam from almost all directions with a superior force of 
between 103,000 and 144,000 men. 
147) The decisive battle 
took place at Lät Yä District where the'main division of 
Bodawpaya's army came face to face with the Siamese army 
under the command of the first-reign Wang N$ (Prince of the 
Front Palace). In February 1786, Bodawpaya's vanguard was 
145) Thiphäkgrawong, op. cit.: 91 
1461 Harvey, op. cit.: 270 
147 Wenk, op. cit.: 44 
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routed, and in a state of panic, -the Burmese king and his 
army retreated in disarray. 
148) Other Burmese armies also 
suffered great losses. Bodawpaya changed his strategy in 
his second attempt to subjugate. Siam in 1786.. by despatching 
-a single large army direct towards Bangkok via the Three 
Pagodas Pass. The Siamese Second King (Wang N$) led his 
army t'o the Burmese encampments at Tha Din Dbng and Sämsop. 
After three days of fierce fighting involving the use. of 
cannon on both sides, the Burmese were again forced to with- 
draw with heavy losses. 
149) In 1787, the Burmese king tried 
to regain control of the northern Thai principalities, and 
the fighting moved to the North. The Burmese laid siege 
to Lampfing and PAsang but were repulsed by an army sent 
from Bangkok led'by-the Second King. 
In 1787, RUA I led the Siamese troops to Lower Burma 
and tried to capture Tavoy. This endeavour was not suc- 
ceessful, but it served a'useful purpose. According to a 
French Jesuit missionary's report in 1788, the Siamese had 
become so vexed with the Burmese invaders that they felt 
the-need, to retaliate by making an inroad into old AyutthayA 
territory under Burmese rule to recapture it. 
150) Although 
the king had to withdraw'his troops because of difficult' 
terrains, the invasion of Lower Burma was a display of 
Siam's capability to take'the initiative, and a morale 
booster. In 1791, Rämä I found an opportunity to extend 
Siam's sphere of influence to Lower'Burma, 'but'the invasion 
148 ibid.; Harvey, 'op; cit.: 271 
149 Wenk,. _op. cit.: 
64 
150 PP/39: 192-3; Thiphäk9rawong, op. cit.: 146 
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of Burma in 1793-failed because of miscalculation'in mili- 
tary strategy and the lack'of co-operation of the'M9n' 
population of Tavoy. 
151) According to a contemporary account, 
Rämä I had to abandon Tavoy and retreat-to Siam in January 
1793 with the loss of a thousand men and some cannons. 
152) 
Thereafter Burma-did not pose a serious threat to Bangkok, 
although there were two more wars in 1797 and 1802, when 
Bodawpaya sent his army. to retake Chiang Mai, but failed' 
dismally. 153) 
The sack of Äyutthayä by the Burmese in 1767,4"'Fand the 
long-drawn-out wars'between the two kingdoms between 1767 
and 1802 induced a great deal of'resentment amongst'the 
Siamese of the' early Bangkok period. RämA I's-main concern 
was to consolidate the,, Siamese hold over what was tradi- 
tionally considered Siam's sphere of influence, i. e. the 
Lao principalities, the Malay sultanates, and-Cämbodia. 
This was practically achieved. by 1794 with Rämä I's inves- 
titure of Ang Eng as the Chao Khanthastmä, "tributory king", 
ofwCambodia in that year. The decision to give up Tavoy 
in 1793-was prompted by, the fact that Siam could no longer 
effectively-control an area where the Mgn population va- 
cillated'in their allegiance between Amarapura'(Burma) and 
Bangkok. Although Siam could defend herself successfully 
against Burma's relentless attacks, the Siamese ruling 
class were very irate and bitter about the Burmese, actions; 
because they came at a time when Rämä I was trying to bring 
Siam back to normality. Rämä I's inroads into Lower Burma 
151 Wenk, op. cit.: 76-7. 
152 ibid.: 206 
153 Thiphaäkgrowong, op. cit.: 228,258 
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in 1787 and 1792/3 were carried out, in order-,, to warn Burma 
of Siam's ability to counter-attack. 'It was during'the 
preparation for the invasion of LowerBurma in 1793 that 
the Second King, Krom_Phrarätchawang B9won MahA. Surasingha- 
nät, wrote a commemorative poem, Nir$t R01ang TI Wang 
Phamä, "A Poetic' Travelogue on the Occasion of My. Campaign 
against Burma in-1793", expressing his anguish at the way 
in which the'Burmese soldiers pillaged Ayutthayä, 'and his'-"', 
diassapointment with the last Ayutthayan ruler and his noble- 
men for their failure-to stand up to the enemy. About 
Ayutthayä's past greatness and its plunder by the Burmese, 
the Second King reminisced with anger and bitterness: - 
The Old Capital was a great store of provisions. 
Everywhere was to be found plenty of food. People, 
were so happy, every day,, night and day, that it was 
as though the dusk would never come, because life was 
so very-enjoyable. No one expected it would turn out 
as, bad-as this; the city in ruins, and the people in 
distress. The streets, the; röyal temples, and all, 
were irretrievably-lost. Even the soil of Ayutthaya 
was harmed. The Phra Kän (God of-Death), fulfilling 
the prophecy, imprecated destruction upon every inch 
of Ayutthaya. What a horror! The land of Ayutthaya 
trembled as though it was hit by waves that battered 
the shores of the Demon Island of Langkä {Ceylon). 
What a shame, the City, of -Ayutthaya -fell -before the 
eyes of those who did not care about seeing it dis- 
appear. Oh! Ayutthaya was doomed because, no one-tried 
to save it., It is all overgrown with trees and wilder- 
ness. It will fade,, from our memory day by day. Oh; 
the Law of Impermanence. The Old Capital was where 
the Religion of the Lord prospered. But now the 
monasteries, the pagodas, and the Buddha statues have 
been left to decay. The. Buddha has entered, the 
parinipphän, and established his Religion (for 5,000 
L11 
years)-.. The Religion is not yet terminated, but the 
Wdt and', wihän are gone because of the Burmese. I 
miss-the -splendour of the , royal alaces, 
the Three 
Great Residences of the ICing. 154 
Of the last Ayutthayan king, the SecondiKing had these words. 
of censure: - 
From now on Ayuttbayä is no more. There-will never 
be another place like the Old Capital. Once a crystal 
ball has lost its sparkle, how-can it ever be restored? 
Had the misfortune not befallen us, we would still 
have enjoyed the bliss. The chief-cause of the dis- 
aster was the incompetent king who did not know how 
to recruit-the right sort of servants. If a man had 
been in service, he continued to'give him food and 
shelter out of mercy alone, though he did not know 
how to carry out the royal commands, and always com- 
mitted wrongful deeds because of sheer jealousy. The 
ancient wise adage-"Never raise an unworthy person to 
a position of power, or he will mismanage the affairs 
of the kingdom", was not heeded. Learning nothing 
from the past, the king lost his royalty, honour and 
grace, country, family, people, and all possessions. 
The king did not prepare his soldiers for war, and 
did not know how to defend the kingdom. The whole 
thing was like being plagued by worms, and letting 
it take its, course. Those who should have been pro- 
moted senäbgdi_(ministers), patronized at different 
levels and entrusted with the defence of the kingdom, 
were not. They were treated as slaves and servants. 
When danger loomed the noblemen were ignorant of the 
proper course of action. When the enemy first ap- 
proached, they retreated without a'fight. The enemy 
rounded up the dispirited population and burned the 
houses to ground. This did not serve as a warning. 
The court was complacent, thinking that the enemy had 
154) Mahä'Surasinghanät, op. cit.: 19 
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withdrawn and would never comeback. They did not 
learn from the past-; all the bad people were gloating 
over their titles and ranks. -When the-Burmese 
returned, no brave'ones were found among the king's 
noblemen. They gave the king false information until 
the city finally collapsed as utterly as dust`. The 
people died in great numbers, and the'country was 
then laid waste. That was why Ayutthayä. was conquered 
by the Burmese. 155) 
. 
Lastly: the, Second. King pledged'to avenge upon the Burmese 
the fall of Ayutthaya. 'One of the most well-known quota- 
tions from Siamese literature has come from the pen of the 
Second King-on this occasion: - 
I-aim-for victory in this endeavour. 
I-want to be honoured by the whole country when, I 
have departed from this world. 
For what the Burmese have done to us in former times 
I 'will settle our account with them in full. 
Because they have-a mind-as coarse as that of a 
Tamil, I will undoubtedly extirpate them. 
This time, let them have no hope that Rattana Angwa 
(Ava) will escape my hands. 
The Burmese will become slaves of the Thai so that 
we can use their labour to build Ayutthayä. 156) 
In this belligerent mood the Second. King continued to des- 
tribe the Burmese in the most contemptuous way, and he 
also cited a cryptic prophecy, with respect to the M9n, 
Burmese King Alaungpaya, and himself., 
The Burmese are 
, 
unscrupulous (a-dhamma) people. 
They are bent on harassing every other country. 
the past they did. not leave us to live in peace. 
I They killed our people and destroyed our towns and 
155) ibid.: 20-1 
156 ibid.: 24' 
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monasteries so that they became jungle everywhere. 
They do not-think about the sinful acts they have 
committed such as causing many-to part with. their 
loved ones. They are untrustworthy wicked people, 
I will trample them down this time until they be- 
.. come-dust. There was an old prophecy at 
the, time when the Mpn attacked Ava that the Hongsa 
bird would swoop down and drink water in a pond. 
That bird was the Mpn of Hongsäwadt. That Aungzeya 
/Aiaungpayd7, the hunter, rose_to power because he 
had killed the Hongsä=bird symbolized the Burmese 
attack and-conquest of the M9n country. The prophecy 
has so far been fulfille(i. And it is 'said a powerful 
tiger will eat the hunter, who had shot and killed 
the Hongsä bird. The time is now due. It has to 
-happen. My army fits-in: with the 
prophecy, namely, 
it is the fierce tiger eager to-eat the hunter. There 
was an ancient prediction that Burma would disinte- 
grate. If anyone ever sees this prediction, do write 
it down. It'will come true according tothe-prophecy. 
Ava will face disaster now. 157) 
The Second-King Condemned the Burmese ' by, depicting, 
them as unscrupulous people. The word a-dhamma has. a nega- 
tive meaning, which is not identifiable with being a good 
Buddhist or a dhamma, "righteous",,, person. This must be 
the most serious charge one person could, level against 
-another in'the Buddhist"world. In citing the old prophecy 
about the Hongsä bird, the hunter. and the tiger, the Second 
King tried to relate it to past. events and interpreted it 
in favour of the Siamese action. In the past, a prophecy 
about the fall of Ayutthaya had played its part in inducing 
fatalistic acceptance; psychologically, the Ayutthayan 
people-seemed resigned to the end of Ayutthaya even before 
157) ibid.: 25 
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its actual fall in 1767. A prophecy about Aungzeya. (King 
Alaungpaya, 1752-60), representing the'then Burma's ruling 
dynasty, being destroyed by a fierce tiger was a psycholo-", 
gical back-up for the Siamese and the Second King in parti- 
cular. In the reign-of Phra6häo. Täk, the Second King had 
had conferred upon him the rank and. title of Chlophrayg 
Surast, but he was more commonly, known as Phraya SlI a, or 
the Tiger King, after the manner in which he had attacked 
his enemies. 
158) Leading an army into lower Burma in 1793, 
the Second King naturally associated himself with the pro- 
phesied tiger eager to kill*the Burmese hunter. 
Rämä Its Cultural Restoration and the Literary World 
Considering that the Siamese were at war, with'the 
Burmese almost continuously for seventeen years between 
1785 and 1802, one must say that Rämä I could claim equally 
to have achieved, a great deal in the field of internal res- 
toration. The king's attention was concentrated first on 
the sorry state of the saAlgha (the, Buddhist monkhood). - As 
a Buddhist king, Rämä. I, saw himself playing a double röle. 
Located at the, apex of the Great 'Celestial City of the 
Immortal God Indra, the presence of the king symbolized 
the supreme power of Indra or Sakka whose röle, in the 
Buddhist literature was to protect Buddha and, his religion 
whenever a crisis arose. -, In the Buddhist world, a king 
could also cherish the idea-of being-a Universal Monarch, 
6hakkraphat. (Pal... cakkavatti), implying his own status 
as the Grand Protector of the Buddhist Faith. 
158) Chulälongkgn, "Comments", op. cit. 122 
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In the case of Rämä I, the promotion of Buddhism 
was of the utmost importance for. two reasons. - Following 
the fall of Ayutthaya in 1767, the Siamese saAgha had fallen 
apart; monks become utterly impoverished, and the saftgha 
organization feeble. 
159) Phra6häo Talc had done his best 
to promote Buddhism. In 1769 he had invited a learned 
monk from Nakhgn Sithammarät to become the Supreme Patriarch 
-of his kingdom, and the Buddhist. 
Scriptures from that city 
had been copied and gilded in the same year. But events*in 
1780/1 had taken a bad turn for the Thonburi king as his 
belief in meditative methods became an obsession. In an 
assembly of high-ranking monks the king had asked for their 
sanction in his pursuits. The senior monks had split. into 
two groups. The sycophants'had been obliged to accept 
that ever a layman could take a short cut to enlightenment' 
without having to don, a yellow robe. But the minority of 
the monks had refused to, recognize the king's claims. The 
king-had got into a frenzied state, and orthodox monks 
were demoted, disrobed, and lashed. This action was seen 
byýthe opposition as one of the five-unpardonable crimes' 
in Buddhism, and thus Phra6häo Tak's legitimacy was ques- 
tioned. When. becoming king, Rämä'I reversed his prede- 
cessor's decision by reinstating the orthodox monks and 
demoting-those who accepted Phrafhäo Täk's radical claims. 
By becoming less orthodox-in that interval, a large section 
of the Siamese population had turned'to superstition and 
159) C. J. Reynolds, The Buddhist Monkhood in Nineteenth 
Century Thailand, Unpub. es s; Cornell 
n versi y, IM: 26 
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false beliefs. For Rämä I the existence of two religious 
factions in his kingdom was unbearable. His task was to 
bring about a unified saigha authority through which unruly 
monks could be systematically got rid of. It is interesting 
to note that of the 45 laws made during his reign which 
Rämä I included in his official legal compilation, 1.8, more 
than a'third, were introduced between his first (1782) and 
second (1785) coronation. 
160). Seven of these 18 laws were 
saftgha laws. 
161) In 1785, there was also a further shift 
162) 
of emphasis from Hinduism to Buddhism in royal ceremonial. 
Rämä I's religious activities -the promulgation of 
the sgha laws and the convening of a Buddhist Council in 
1788- must theoretically considered part of a legitimizing 
-process for a-king who 
had a root in the Ayutthayan khunnäng 
(nobility) class, but no obvious claim to the throne in term 
of his relation to the previous kings. Somdet Phra Wannarat- 
of Wat Phra Chetuphon (Wat Phö), author of the Pali chroni- 
cle, 'Saigitiyavamsa, made this point clear; legitimacy could 
160): L. M. Gesick, Kingship and Political Integration of Siam, 
1767-1824, Unpu .. Thesis, orne niv., : 114 
161) eyno s, op. cit.: 42 
162) In order to conform to the Buddhist Law, Rämä I ordered 
a revision of the procedure of the Water of Allegiance 
ceremony. During the Ayutthaya period, the Brahman 
officiators--would pay homage to the statuette of-Rämä- 
thibgdi I-in the Ceremonial Hall first, and then this 
would be followed by an invocation of the Triple Gem, 
i. e. "Buddha, Dhamma (Law) and Safigha". A law intro- 
'duced in 1785 required that the Triple Gem be invoked., 
first, and then homage could be paid to the apotheosized 
Rämäthibpdi, the Hindu gods, the Spirit of the. Land, 
the Spirit of the Air and so on. 
KTS: 767-8 
Gesick, op. cit.: 115 
Dhani Nivat, Rü'an Somdet Phra Phuttha Y tfä Song Fflnfü 
Watthanatham: . 
M3 
could be_derived from being a just king 163) As the Siamese 
. -monarchy 
was an institution which embodied most, if not all 
the'Buddhist ideals, a king's prestige was judged by the 
extent'-to which he: devoted himself to the Religion and the 
well-being of the- monks. No other Thai king before Rämä I, 
with--the-exception, perhaps, of King Lithai of. Sukhöthai 
and'King Tilök. of Chiang Mai, could claim to have' contributed. 
more to'the saAgha and the promotion of. Buddhism. Like King 
Tilök {1441-87), who sponsored a Buddhist Council in 1476, 
Rämä I must have hoped that another Buddhist Council in 1788 
would help reconcile. the two-religious factions, besides 
the 'fact that, having obtained the Lao and Mqn versions of 
the-Buddhist Scriptures, there was a need to convene the 
learned-monks in order to produce an authoritative edition. 
164) 
It was deemed that Rämä its prestige was enhanced by the 
Buddhist Council of 1788 because, as Somdet Phra Wannarat 
pointed out, no Ayutthayan king had ever convened a Council 
to halt the decline of Buddhism. 165) 
Rämä I's decision to realize a perfect Buddhist society 
and return to orthodoxy began early in his reign. Only five 
months after ascending the throne, Rämä I ordered that his 
court officials observe the Five and Eight Buddhist Precepts 
every day because this was better than donating the four 
requisites in great quantity but without sincerity, i. e. 
163) See section on the Sail Iti avamsa below, and of. Craig 
J. Reynolds, "Religious Historical Writing and the , 
Legitimation of the First Bangkok Reign" in Anthony Reid 
and D. G. Marr, (eds), Perceptions of the Past in South- 
east Asia, Singapore: Heinemann, 1 -1 
164) Thiphäkgrawong, op. cit.: 160-7 
165) Coed'es, "Une recension palie": *23 
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spiritual- training of-oneself was better than displaying 
one's wealth in donations to the Religion. 
166) The king 
insisted that from that time-on, monks who gave sermons. on 
. the 
Vessantaraiätaka should adhere as much as possible to 
the original Pali version, and the use of light-hearted 
vulgar expressions was forbidden. 
167) In 1789, following 
the conclusion of the Buddhist Council, the-king began. to 
crack down on undisciplined monks, and the eighth saftgha 
law was announced condemning those who indulged in debauch- 
ery. 
168) In 1782 the king had also laid down rules for the 
secular population. In the announcement it was stated that: - 
His Majesty-the King graciously announces that pre- 
viously all-the ministers and officials in the Royal 
Palace, all the female courtiers including the royal 
consorts, all court servants, those who serve in the 
Front Palace under the Second King, those who serve 
under the princes, and all town officials, were re- 
quired to set their mind'upon the four righteous ways 
(khadi-tham-than-si). and to'observe the precepts 
strictly so that a good deal of merit could accumulate 
for them in this world as well*as in the next. His 
Majesty is concerned now that people have started to 
gather and gamble unscrupulously without fear of 
sin. It is damaging to one's present life, and it 
will mean-long suffering in Hell in the next. Further- 
more, there has already been a decree warning. that 
if anyone is found guilty of drinking alcohol or 
gambling, he will be given three rounds of the lash. _ 
and stripped of all titles and rank. As long-serving 
officials have turned a blind eye to the decree, and 
166)' KTS: Rot Phra Song, "Saiigha Law", of 1782, p. 545 
167) ibid.; Dhani Nivat, "op. cit.: '21' 
168) KTS: 560-6 
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new officials have not been informed of it, His Majesty 
commands--, that from now on if anyone- is , 
found' drunk or 
gambling, no-matter where it takes place, and If he 
is proved guilty., he will be * given" three rounds of the 
lash, and to augment the punishment, be tattooed on 
the forehead. As for the owners of gambling dens, 
the punishment will also be three rounds of the lash: 
1.69: 
But in-theprocess of reintroducing the Siamese to 
orthodoxy, Rämä`I and the sai4gha used persuasion as well 
as 
. coercion. 
In its` effort to-stamp out animism and' supersti- 
tion, -the king"recognized the very fact that in time of dis- 
tress and difficulty ordinary people usually failed to cling 
to the true Religion-'but turned to animism and superstition, 
and for that reason, they needed re-education. "Rämä I pointed 
out'in one of'his laws. 'that the Triple Gem''hä. d meaning'only 
when-the people had some faith. in the Buddha, the Dhamma, 
and the Safigha. The law reads in part: - 
Presently, many men are ignorant. Once they are in' 
distress, their mind is. unstable and rejects the 
benevolence of the Triple Gem in favour of ghosts, 
devils and nymphs. Those who are wise worship the 
'Spirit of"land also, but they think of it as friend 
.... and protector, never as a 
better thing than the 
Triple Gem. 
If a man gives up the Triple Gem and turns to 
. -: *ghosts, devils and nymphs..., his way to take refuge 
in the Triple Gem will exist no more. 170) . 
. In,. order. 
to set a good example, -all officials, gover 
nors. and town administrators were given instructions not to. 
make animal sacrifices but to observe the precepts and give 
169) Quoted in*Dhani Nivat, op. cit.: 26-7 
170) KTS: Phrarätcha Kamnot Mai, "New Decree", of 1782; p: 
755-6 
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precedence to Buddhism over_animism. 
171) There is no other 
period in Siamese history in which the king was so concerned 
about the decline of Buddhism that he imposed a code of moral 
conduct upon his subjects. In fact; in the last sangha law 
issued in 1801,128 monks were found guilty of misconduct 
. on various counts ranging 
from alcoholic drinking, ' gambling, 
going to the theatre, committing adultery, unlawful dealing 
with foreign merchants, 'to quarrelling. ' These monks'were 
disrobed and sentenced to hard labour. 172) Rämä I's drastic 
-measures were 
taken in order to bring back some respectability 
to the saxlgha in general, and to purify it in particular. 
- In his campaign to bring about amoral-conscious society, 
Rämä I realized that some initiatives had to be taken on the 
the sazgha as well as secular sides. The convening-of the 
Buddhist Council in 1788 ensured that harmony was restored 
to the once deplorable sai"lgha. A complaint to the king in 
1805 about irregularities in legal proceedings prompted him 
to seek to redress the situation and order a new codifica- 
tion of the common law inherited'from Ayutthaya times. In 
the preamble of the Laws of Three Seals, which was codified 
in 1805, Rämä I made a reference to the "Ancient Räianiti" 
in connection with the new codification of Siamese law. 
173) 
The Rä aniti, "Treatise for a-King", is believed to 
have been written by two Brahmans, Anantayän and Khanamisaka, 
probably in the-early part of the Buddhist Era. The Siamese 
- 171) ibid. 
-172) Dhani Nivat, op. cit.: 26 
173) KTS: 2 
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version written in Pali is a mixture of Buddhist and Hindu 
principle. 
174) Its 153 clauses deal with the attributes 
that make-a king a great king. Unlike the-majority of Bud- 
dhist texts which deal with spiritual achievements in the 
further stages of life, the Rä janIti emphasizes the "benefits 
that-come before your eyes'!. 
175-) To quote a passage from 
this treatise, 
"The King so well-versed in the science-of laws that 
he commits it to his heart, and knows-every aspect of 
it well, will not meet with disaster. Furthermore, 
he will-conquer all dominions, and enjoy heavenly 
bliss". 176) 
According to-this important work, a king has a moral duty 
towards his subjects because he is like the owner of an. or- 
chard, who "ought to pick up the flowers in full bloom, look 
after the burgeoning plants, support the nearly falling 
trees, often uproot weeds and parasites, and separate tender 
plants and stronger plants from the main trunk of a tree 
C so that they can grow7fl. 
17-7) The people have to prosper 
for "the subjects' livelihood is the king's livelihood". 
178) 
All these assertions undoubtedly represent the philosophy 
behind Rämä I's activities in religious as well as secular 
affairs. 
174) Sombät Chanthawong and Chai-anan Samutthawanit, Khwäm 
Khit Than Känmü'an Lbh Sangkhom Thai, "Political` 
Teas and Thai oc a y, Bang o Institute of Thai 
Studies, Thamma: sät University. -1980: 127 
175 ibid.: 128 
176 ibid.: 129 
177 - ibid .: 131 178 ibid.: 132 
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The New Trend in Siamese Literature 
The constant wars with Burma and the return of the 
Siamese court to Buddhist orthodoxy during the reign of 
Rama I created an atmosphere in which a new kind of litera- 
ture was written. During the Ayutthaya^ period, court litera- 
ture was written for theatrical performance, and normally, 
it was composed in the most sombre mood. The Ayutthayan 
poets would seek to present the king as a godlike figure. 
But most literary works, no matter whether they were written 
for religious or other purposes, served a ceremonial func- 
tion. For instance, the Prakät Ongkän Cheng nam, "Oath on 
the Drinking of the Water of Allegiance", was read during 
the twice-annually drinking of the sacred water by the king's 
officers and servants to pledge their absolute loyalty. The 
Kap H6 Rü'a, "Poetic Boat Song", a poem written by Chäofä 
Kung, Bgrornmaköt's son, was chanted during the royal boat 
trips in the provinces. Towards the end of Ayutthaya, 
however, the court seems to have already been influenced by 
what we could term "popular" literature. 
179) 
The process of change in Siamese literary traditions 
during the first reign of the Bangkok period was not unex- 
pected. A great number of literary works must have been 
lost because of the Burmese plunder of Ayutthaya in 1767. 
A search for valuable works was ordered by the king, not 
only in Siam but also in the tributary states. 
180) This 
helped widen the vision of Siamese scholars. While trying 
179) Nidhi Aeusrivongse, Watthanatham Kadum hi, op. cit.: 30; Cf. similar contemporary trends in Tokugawa Japan. 
180) ibid.: 65-6 
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to preserve-certain traditions, change was possible because 
the court had adopted a new attitude towards. the kind of 
literature it wanted to sponsor; it saw fit to place the 
emphasis on the-edifying aspect of a literary work. This 
change of attitude corresponded with the. increasing influence 
of Buddhism and Buddhist scholars at Rama I's court. Many 
religious texts such as the Jinakälamäll and Rattanabimba- 
vamsa were either recopied and gilded or translated'into 
Siamese. Where important works could not be found, the king 
commissioned his scholar-monks to compile them anew. One 
of the most interesting works of this period is the so-called 
Traiphüm L kkawinichaikathä, "An Exposition on the Three 
Worlds". It was first compiled in 1783, but revised by 
Phraya Thammaprichä in collaboration with Phra Phutthakösä- 
chän in 1802/3 at the command of the king. The main diffe- 
rence between the Traiphüm LoAkkawinichai and the missing 
Tephümikathä (commonly known as Traiphüm Phra Ruang) on which 
it was modelled lies in the fact that. the latter is purely 
a description of the Buddhist cosmography, whereas the, former 
also concentrates on Buddhist moral principles. 
181) 
181) The so-called Te hümikathä is reputed to have been com- 
posed ip A. D. 1345 by -King Lithai of Sukhothai. This 
claim, however, has convincingly been refuted by Michael 
Vickery. The extant copy, probably an Ayutthayan fake, 
was written down in 1778 by Phra Mahfi Chuäi of Wat Klang, 
Päknäm. The fact that, only five years later, Rämä. I 
ordered the compilation of a new treatise on Buddhist 
cosmography suggests that his court did not know of the 
existence of Phra Mahä. Chuäi's Tphamikatha. In fact 
the preamble of the Traiphüm L, kaw nca makes no re- 
ference at all to the original Traiphfim, 
Prince Damrong, "Introduc oti n", Trraihüm Phra 
Ruan , Khurusaphä edition, 1963: 5; Nidh ö .c.: 27; 
eynolds, The Buddhist'Monkhood: 46 
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A break with Ayutthayan literary tradition is manifest 
in early Bangkok literature. The myriad forms of versical 
metres, once the trademark of court literature, were begin- 
ning to make-way for the simpler klgn-bot-lakhgn, although 
the latter had belonged to the common people during most of 
the Ayutthaya period. Rama I is reported to have been a co- 
authors of four plays, Rämmakian, Unnarut, Mang, and Ingo, 
which are all written in the refined klgn-bot-lakhgn. And 
others like the Second King, Chäophrayä Phra Khlang (Hon), 
and Phra Thepphamoli (Klan), all wrote in the klgn metre, 
} 
which was easy for the reading public to understand. 
Another aspect of early Bangkok literature that is 
worth mentioning is its sense of "realism", something which 
182) Nidhi one can hardly find in Ayutthayan literature. 
Aeusrivongse, in his study of early Bangkok literature, as= 
sociates this new feature with the rise of a bourgeois class 
in Siam. 163) In the new literature we see the gradual de- 
cline of the God-King image of the king. No longer was the 
king presented in the light of reincarnated god. The change 
of emphasis is evident in the eulogy which was customarily 
written at the beginning of a Siamese literary work. Of 
this notable change of attitude, Nidhi writes: - 
Nonetheless, one can notice the difference between the 
proems composed by some poets of the early Bangkok pe- 
riod. The descriptions of the. capital city had become 
more important than before. But more significantly, 
the poets, in lauding the king and glorifying his city 
. 182) ibid.: 16-7 
183) ibid.: 183-200 
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chose to extol what the king had actually achieved. 
Chäophrayä Phra Khlang. (Hon)'s Lilit Siwichai Chädok 
apparently represented a departure from the norm. 
In its honorific proem, 'the king was praised not'as 
a god, but because he had won victories over the Mpn, 
the Lao, the Cambodians, the Chiang (Mai) people, and 
the Vietnamese. It adduces evidence to describe 
Phrachäo Täk's military achievements. The Lilit Phayu- 
hayätträ Phetphuang, -written by the same poet at the 
king's command, did not talk. of the king as god either. 
Rämä I's proem to the Rämmakian is a good example of 
how the poet(s) prefers -Using real life to describe 
the king to presenting him as god. This can be seen 
in this work which describes Rämä I's accession to the 
throne, how he put down opposition, the extent of his 
religious fervour, how much he donated to the Religion, 
how he convened the Buddhist Council, and how he 
ordered the renovation of the Royal Temple of Wat Phra 
Chctuphon, etc. The change in this respect deprived 
the ceremonial proem of its sacred character, because 
it began to look more like the preamble of a book. 184) 
Another aspect of Siamese literature during Rämä I's 
reign was the influence of foreign literature upon the evo- 
lution of stylized prose in Siam. Formerly, during the 
Ayutthaya period, only works written in verse were considered 
literary masterpieces. Prose was used in works of a serious 
nature such as legal materials, royal decrees, and the phong- 
säwadän. The adaptation of foreign themes appears to have 
captured the imagination of the Siamese Elite in the. early 
Bangkok period. Apparently, the first foreign work to have 
been translated into Siamese, in B9rommak8t's reign (1733- 
58), was the so' called Nithän Sipsgng Liam, "Tales of Twelve 
184) ibid.: 27-8 
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Corners". 185) Its Persian original may have been one of the 
texts presented by the Shah of Iran's ambassador to King 
Naräi in 1685. One may assume that the translation of a 
foreign text belonging to an entirely different culture ne- 
cessitated the use of prose rather than verse. But Nithän 
Sips9ngLiam has also a serious moral tone. 
This Persian-derived work was temporarily lost in 1767. 
It must have been a prized possession of the late Ayutthaya 
court. Re-translated in 1782, the Nithän Sips9ng Liam, also 
to be known as the Nithän Iran Rätchatham, "The Tales of the 
Persian King's Judgements", was the first in a series of 
foreign loans, which conformed with the Siamese court's pre- 
dilection for edifying works. 
Most of the translations from foreign materials are 
historical texts. The Mqn Chronicle, Rächäthirät, was trans- 
lated into Siamese in 1785 by a group of scholars headed by 
the famous Chaophrayä Phra Khlang (Hon). The purpose of 
this translation is stated clearly in'the-preamble. Rämä I: - 
hopes that it will be of great help and benefit to 
member of the royal family, officials of high as well 
as low ranks of both the military and civilian wings. 
His Majesty wishes them to commit it to memory so 
that their wisdom will grow in the future. 186) 
The Rächäthirät, "King of Kings", has always been re- 
garded as one of the best Siamese works ever to have been 
written in prose. It set the standard for later works to 
emulate. In the 1790s, and not later than 1806, two Chinese 
185) Prince Damrong, San Somdet, 17,: 77 
186) Phra Khlang (personal name Hon), Chäophrayä, (tr. ), 
Rächäthirät, Bangkok: Sinlapa Bannäkhan, 1961: 1 
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texts were translated into Siamese at"the king's order. 
The first was the Sämkok, "Romance of the Three Kingdoms", - 
which was polished by Chäophrayä Phra Khlang*(Iion) to the, 
highest standard'. The Chäophrayä died in 1805, so the tran- 
slation of this Chinese semi-historical novel must have 
begun many years before his death. 
187) Another Chinese 
History, Saihan, was translated first by the Chinese scholars 
into coarse Siamese, and then its narrative style was refined 
by another group of Siamese scholars under the supervision 
of the'Prince of the Rear Palace (Wang Zang). As the Prince 
died in 1806, we can perhaps presume that the translation 
of both the Romance of the-Three Kingdoms and Saihan were 
commissioned- by Rämä I at the same time. Probably both works 
had been completed some years-before 18050 
Both the Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Saihan have 
enjoyed great popularity amongst the Siamese since their 
first publication by Dr. Dan Beach Bradley's printing firm 
in 1865.188) The Romance of the Three Kingdoms in-particu- 
lar, was regarded by the Siamese ruling class as a kind 'of t 
manual of war. It was even referred to Rämä II in his play, 
Khäwi, as the'Phichai Songkhräm Sämkok, "The Art of War, 
Sämkok". 189). It is intriguing to know why this'Chinese his- 
torical novel attracted the attention of Rämä I and his 
187) Damrong, Prince, Tamnän Nan s(t Sämkok, "Account of the 
Chinese Romance of the Three ngdoms",. Cremation volume 
for the funeral of Somdet Phra. Pituchä Chao, Söphon 
Phiphatthanakpn, 1928: 9; Schweisguth (öp. cit.: 195) 
reckons the Sämkok was translated from the San Kuo Chi 
Yen in c. 1802. Note that the Chinese text was on y 




court. Consisting of 95 samut-thai, "The Art of War, Sfimkok" 
tells the story of the wars between the various factions in 
China. during the period between A. D. '220 and A. D. 265. Pro 
bably,. the Siamese were not so much interested in the histo- 
ry of ancient China as unfolded by the author of the-SAmkok 
as-the exciting- episodes expounding psychological warfare, 
military stratagem, plots and counter-plots, and moral train- 
. ings and principles. 
It is most likely that the Siamese had been familiar 
with the Sämkok'even in the late Ayutthaya period, as episodes 
from this famous Chinese historical novel would often be 
performed on stage, whenever a Chinese theatre was organized. 
I would suggest that, following the fall of Ayutthaya in 
1767, the Siamese ruling class must have questioned the prac- 
tical value of their traditional way of conducting warfare. 
The morale of the people had been rather low, so the princi- 
pal aim of Siamese literature in the 1790$ would have been 
to restore self-confidence and self-respect as we have seen. 
with the Second King's Nirät Rü'ang Ti Mü'ang Phamä, in which 
he talked about bringing back some Burmese slaves to rebuild 
Ayutthaya. "The Art of War, Sämkok" was translated-and pub- 
licized with the specific purpose of adding a new dimension 
to Siamese military thinking. 
Roughly in the same period when the Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms and Saihan were being translated from the 
Chinese originals, Rämä I also sponsored another major work, 
the Rämmakian, the Siamese version of'the great Indian epic, 
the R5mayana, which was originally written in Sanskrit verse 
by the Indian poet, Valmiki. Although many Thai royalists 
Lý7 
claim that Rämä I himself wrote the Rämmakian in 1798, this 
seems highly'speculative.. The Siamese Rämmakian is based 
structurally on the Rämayana, but according to one authority, 
its story "is full of local Thai legend and is different 
from Valmiki's; story in a number of ways". 
190 In fact the 
story of the Rämmakian has a. setting in Bangkok of the*late 
eighteenth century, and the hero of. the story, Rämä, is the 
image of Rämä I himself. What-should surprise the reader is 
the fact that the writer decided to give the most prominent 
role to Hanumän, the Monkey King, who is Rämä's chief general. 
Phra Lak, Rämä's younger brother and friend in need, repre- 
sents no one else than the Second King. The R$mmakian has 
a highly edifying , 
value,,, because in Hanumän one can find the 
very mark of a-true soldier. The Monkey-King is brave, -loyal, 
considerate, and ready to die in battle against the enemies 
of his masters, Rämä and Lak., Rämä I would want the Rämmakian 
to inculcate these ideas in his soldiers. 
The Past Revisited and the Moral Lessons: The 
Post-Ayutthaya Recensions of the PhrarätchaphongsäwadAn 
The writing of the Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung St 
Avutt hayä during the first reign of the Bangkok period must 
be seen essentially, as part of the cultural restoration of 
the time. Consequently,, the dynastic histories were written 
and recompiled in the same spirit as the majority of literary 
works produced in., the- between 1785, and the, 1790s. 
Besides being an element of regalia, the phrarätchaphongsä- 
190) Theodore Helene.: Bofman, The Politics of, the "Ramakian", 
T9 , Unpub. Ph. D. Thesis, Univ. Of Michigan, 1978: 
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wadän compiled during this particular period were intended 
equally for edifying purposes for the ruling class. But 
what makes the post Ayutthayan chronicles so different from 
those of Ayutthaya is the style of narrative, which is as 
emotionally expresive as one would find in. the prose litera- 
tür& of-the early Bangkok period. The phongsäwadan had be- 
come part'of the new literary scene; the new-emphasis on the 
literary-style and pedagogical value-'of a phongsäwadän his- 
tory seems to have outweighed-the obsession with facts and 
correct chronology. The compilers showed no sense of ana- 
chronism, and at each stage, more interpolations were added 
so that they differentiate chronologically the Bangkok- 
compiled phongsäwadän from the Ayutthaya ones. 
The'consensus opinion is, many government papers and 
documents, including the phongsawadän, were lost, following 
the Burmese sack of the old capital in 1767. During Phra- 
6häo Täk's 15-year reign a number of old documents were re- 
collected. In 1774, for example, ''the two old fragments of 
the Ayutthayan phongsäwadän: LP/1680 and C. S. 1136 Fragment, 
were recopied. - We know that a recension of the phrarätcha- 
phongsäwadän was"copied (not compiled or revised) in 1783, 
in the second year of Rämä I's reign. Prince Damrong sug- 
gested that this recension, the C. S. 1145 Fragment, was com- 
piled in the reign of Phra6h9o Tak. 
191)- In matter of lang-' 
uage, ' the C. S. '1145 Fragment was an -improvement. ' on the' CAS. 
1136 Fragment, but 'in matter. of chronology, it belongedto 
another tradition. 
191) Damrong, "Tamnän Nangaü.. ": 35-6; Tri Amättayakun, 
,, op. cit.: 46 
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The question is: ý"When was the"C. S. 1145 Fragment ac- 
tually compiled? " In the absence of aýcomplete phongsäwadän 
history, and confronted by-'the various traditions,. the com- 
pilers would have-been tempted to'choose what''they'considered 
to be-the most useful materials; The discovery of IP%1680. 
and the-C. S. 1136 Fragment, both of which are"incomplete, 
could'have prompted Phra3häo Täk'to order the recompilation 
ofa new-phongsäwadän history, as tradition would require a 
Siamese king-to do. Also, one has to take into account the 
rise of scholar-monks at the court of Phra6häo Täk and Rämä I, 
and associate. it. with the tamnän element'in the new hon s- 
wadän histories. Phra Thamthirärätmahämunt (Chun), who was 
to become Phra6häo Täk's Supreme Patriarch, was perhaps res- 
ponsible for the C. S. 1145 Fragment as well as the Phrarätcha- 
phongsäwadän Krung Thonburi, "Dynastic Chronicle of the 
Thonburl Period". Basing, in terms of contents, on the C. S. 
1136 Fragment, the C. S. 1145 Fragment was compiled when both 
C: S. 1136 Fragment and LP/1680 were available. The compiler 
would have had no. means of knowing that'C. S. 1136 Fragment 
and LP/1680 were the authoritative recensions. It is clear 
that the compiler, whoever he may have been, had brought 
into play another tradition, with which he was perhaps more 
familiar. 
An oral tradition of the nineteenth century had-it'that 
the detailed Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Bruns Si Ayutthayä had 
been based on two Pali works known as the Mahäyuddhakäravamsa, 
"History of the Great Wars", and the Oulayuddhakäravargsa, 
"History of the Lesser-Wars". 
192 These two works-were com- 
192) Frankfurter, op. cit.: 11; Cf. Damrong, op. cit.: 38-9 
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posed in Pali by the great chronicler, Somdet Phra Wannarat 
of, Wät Phö. When they were discovered accidentally in 1917, 
Mahäyud--turned, out-to be the M9n Chronicle entitled Rächäthi- 
rat, already rendered. into Siamese in'1785, and"the Culayud: 
-was actually a version of the history of Ayutthaya, written 
almost in the-tamnän-tradition. ' The discovered Culayud- 
contains only two fascicles, just enough for comparison with 
other texts. 
193) Recently, the Siamese version of Cula_yud- 
was-published under-the title Chunlayutthakärawong Khwamriang. 
It. contains'the full first fascicle and the beginning part 
. of the second, which overlaps with the. beginning part of, 
Culayud-. " The comparison of the two works reveals that 
Chunlayut is the Siamese translation of the first fascicle 
(tanän history of Phra Ruang of Sukhöthai) of Culayud-. 
194) 
The Culayud- was by no means an original work-by Somdet Phra 
Wannarat, as the author himself acknowledges an earlier work 
called Culavamsa, the original of which is lost. 
195) 
.A glance 
at the chronology of the Culayud and the detailed phongsäwadän' 
which were based on the C. S. 1145 Fragment, will tell us that 
from the reign of Rämäthib9d1 I to that of L9rommar9chl II, 
both the Culayud- and the detailed phongsäwadän belong to 
the same tradition. 
196) It is not impossible that the com- 
piler of the C. S. 1145 Fragment may have used the Culavamsa 
(proto-Cula d-) as'the basis for revising LP/1680's chrono- 
logy, if the C. S. 1145 Fragment were compiled in phrachäo Täk's. 
reign. 
For details see Frinc. e amrong, "Introduction", Somdet 
Phra Wannarat, Cula_yuddhakäravamsa, Cremation volume for 
the funeral of Phraya Phahonlayäthin, 1920 
194 PP/69, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 40: 260-78 and 41: 1-42 
195 Cula ud-: 36 
196 See Appendix III (A) 
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The Saigltiyavaqisa, 
"History of the Buddhist Councils" 
'Consisting of seven fascicles of palm-leaves, -the 
19? ) SaAgItiyavamsa was written. in 1789 by Phra Wimonlatham" 
(the future Somdet Phra Wannarat of Wat Phra Chgtuphon). to " 
commemorate--the-Buddhist Council which was convened in the 
previous year. The Saigtti/1789 was-conceived as a Buddhist 
"universal"-history, and perhaps its writer may have seen 
himself making the same contribution to the religion and the 
new king's legitimacy as. Phra Rattanapanyä, the great Chiang 
Mai historian-and author of the Jinakälamält, did for the 
establishment of the Sifthalese sect at Chiang Mai and King 
198) Tilökkarät's legitimacy in the fifteenth century. 
Five copies of., the Sangiti/1789 have been known to 
-exist in Cambodia, 
199) but only5one copy -that of Wat Inthä- 
räm, Bangkok-, has been discovered in Siam itself. 
200) G. 
Coeds translated into French in 1914 the entire Chapter 7 
from the manuscripts of Wat Phra Kew and Wat Phöthiwan, both 
in Phnom Penh. The Pali manuscript belonging to the Wachi- 
rayän National Library was translated by Phraya Pariyatti- 
thammathädä (Phe Tälalak) and published in its entirety in 
197) According to. C. Coedes, op. cit.: 2, the correct Pali 
word should be SaAgltivamsa, not Saigltiyavamsa. 
198) Incidentally the-Jinakalamali was recopied and gilded 
on the palm-leaves during tie Buddhist Council of 1788. Seng, op. cit.: 17 
199) Coecibs,. öp'. cit. ": 
_ 
200) Wimorilatham, Phra, Sa: i iti ava sa, "History of the 
. 
Buddhist Councils", 'translated to.. Siamese by Phraya 
Pariyattithamthädä (Phe), Cremation-volume-for the 
funeral of H. R. H. Krommakhun Phetchabitn Inthartchai, 
1923: 15 
C4V 
1923. There are some minor differences in the'Pali versions - 
reproduced by Coedbs and Prince Damrong due evidently to. 
scribal errors in the process of recopying. 
201) 
The Sanglti/1789. is divided into nine chapters with 
. 
many sub-headings. The Sa'giti/1789 is not an original work, 
and looks m6 Ye like an updated- version of the Jinakälamäl! 
in. matter such as-Organization and style of narrative. 
Chapter I is entitled: Jambudlpasaigltiriiddesa. It 
deals with the-history of Buddhism from the prediction of 
D1paikara Buddha to the Third Buddhist Council sponsored by 
King Aaoka. It draws heavily from the Pali texts, especially 
the Mah9vamaa. 
Chapter-II bears the title LankAdipacatutthavärasanga- 
haniddesa. It relates how Buddhism arrived-in Ceylon. Most 
of the information is drawn from Chapter IV-VIII of the 
Saddhammasaftgaha, which itself is based on the Mahävamsa. 
Chapter III-VI is a reproduction of the religious 
history of the North of Thailand from the JinakälamälI. It 
deals with the history of Buddhism in Ceylon, Hariphunchai 
and Chiang Mai, together with the various Buddhist Councils. 
Chapter VII is entitled Anukkamachatitsaräjaniddesa, 
"History of the Thirty-Six-Kings". It is actually a brief 
history of Ayutthayä, retold from a Siamese text. Its chro- 
nology from the reign of RAmäthibgdi to that of Pras$tthgng 
201) Some of these differences will be discussed-in the 
following pages. Whether miscopying has transformed 
,, 
the text into a bad one is difficult to. say. According 
to Coedes, the style used by Phra Wimonlatham is 
awkward. and the Pali, vocabulary often incorrect. "Une 
recension palie": 3 
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corresponds with vY 1640, so Phra Wimonlatham may have used 
a_manuscript whose original-dated back to the second quarter 
of. the seventeenth century. The title of-this chapter is 
quite misleading, because it deals with 33-kings of Ayutthay$, 
not 36 as:. stated. 
202) It is likely that'Phra Wimonlatham 
had a copy of the tamnän. history of Ayutthaya, which. alsö 
included-three of the pre-Ayutthayan kings, probably 
Rämäthibgdi; I's'immediate ancestors, because in another Pali 
chronicle; the Culaguddhakäravamsa, -Phra Wimonlatham (Somdet 
Phra Wannarat ) traced the history of Ayutthaya back to 
legendary times. As Sailgiti/1789 presents the history of 
Ayutthaya as part of the long history of Buddhism, -it, would 
seem appropriate-to leave out-the legendary kings. This 
history of Ayutthaya ends with the Burmese-sack of-the 
Siamese capital in 1767. 
Chapter VIII is entitled Navaniadhammasaftgahaniddsa. 
It tells the story between 1767 and the convening of the 
Buddhist Council in 1788. This represents the climax of 
the SazgIti/1789 from the writer's own point of'view and 
experience. Phra Wimonlatham was one of the orthodox monks 
disrobed and demoted by Phra6häo Täk-in 1781 Heýwas re- 
instated by RAmA, I as ,a prominent monk, so he was the chief 
spokeman for the new dynasty in this religious chronicle. 
As one of the leading scholar-monks, Phra Wimonlatham 
chaired the committee for the revision of the. Phra'Satthawiset, 
"Grammatical Treatise". 203) In contrast to the previous 
chapter in which the writer tried to point out that'the. 
202) See: "List of the Kings of 
Ayutthay4II in Coedes, 
op. cit.: 31 
203) Thiphäkgrawong, op. cit.: 168 
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decline of Ayutthayä was inevitable because the kings of 
Ayutthayä`gradually'turned away from the teaching of 
Buddha, this chapter highlights the religious activities 
of Rämä I and the Second King still leaving. Phra6hAo Täk 
also-generally condemned. 
204)_. The Sanglti/1789 was written 
to present the Chakkri brothers in the best possible light 
at the expense of the whole history of. Ayutthay$ and even 
'the reign of Phra6häo TAk. 
Chapter IX`is entitled Nänäänisamsacetiyathanapän- 
cantaradhänaniddesa. In this concluding chapter, the 
writer elaborates on religious subjects: the nature of 
merits and good works, and the five antaradhäna or modes 
of the disappearance of the Buddhist Religion. 
Like'most writers of religious chronicles, Phra 
Wimonlatham saw history as an unfolding manifestation of 
the ultimate truth. The fall of Ayutthaya was recorded 
in the SaigTtiyavamsa "so as to demonstrate the cause of 
compassion and the truthfulness of the trailak, namely, 
the Three Doctrines: Doctrine of Impermanence, Doctrine 
205) In this of Unstability, and Doctrine of Nothingness". 
kind of work, the writer'needs to show some concern about 
the state of Buddhism and to identify the chief cause of 
its decline. Phra Wimonlatham referred'to King Lithai's 
prophecy, 
206) and said unequivocally that war had contri- 
buted most to the sorry state of the Religion and the 
suffering of mankind. 'According to his. reckoning, the 
204) Wimonlatham, op. cit.: 423 
205) ibid.: 421 
206) See: Chapter -I, pp. 57 above. 5 
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Burmese and-the Mqn were responsible for the spilling of, 
war all over the place. 
After 2,000 years of the Buddha's Religion had-passed, 
Buddhism began to degenerate because of many reasons. 
... ... A great war, frightening as it was, broke 
out in the Mqn contries and Burma. Since then, the 
sovereigns of the two. sides marched against each. 
other, pillaged each other's cities, destroyed them, 
and-killed a lot of people. 207) . 
Then, many wars were waged in various countries. 
. Because of their bad actions 
(a-kusala-kamma), men 
were faced with great tragedy in parting with loved 
ones. 208) - 
And the result of these wars was: 
Temples, monks' dwelling units, and people's houses - 
were destroyed by enemies. Monks and laymen alike 
were homeless, - without shelter, and full of sorrow 
and anguish. - All had to flee. Buddha's words, 
that. is, the Tipitaka, which had been kept in dif- 
ferent places, were destroyed in fire. The rest 
of them were scattered and not cared for. Time after 
time, wars went on, and the Tipitaka gradually dis- 
appeared, and no more did'it contain the 84,000 
dhammakhandha (divisions of Buddha's teaching). Men 
in many a country were ignorant,. "avaricious, full 
of hatred, and full of delusion. They no longer had 
faith in the religion, saw the benefit of, and heeded 
Buddha's words. They did not help and respect 
learned monks. because they were self-opinionated. 
They could not preserve the Dhamma and prevent it 
from sinking into oblivion. 2O9 
In dealing with the later history of Ayutthaya, Phra 
Wimonlatham passed many damning strictures-on the kings of 
-207 Wimonlatham, op. cit.: '370 
208 ibid.: 371 
209 ibid.: 372 4 
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the Bin Phlü Luang dynasty, because they had failed to rule 
according to Buddhist principle. Three kings in particular 
were. condemned. outright. * Phra6hio S1'a. -(1703-9) is called 
Mahälona, "The'Reprobate", because "he had committed a lot 
of sin, killed living creatures,: and done little for the 
good cause 
210) Phra6hao Thai Sa (1709-33) is disdainfully. 
called Mähäcora,. "the Great*Robber",. for almost the same 
reason. But worst of. all is King Ekkathat (Phra Thinang 
Suriyämarin, 1758-67), who is described in this way. 
Having little intelligence, a perverted mind, no fear of 
sin, and neglecting kingly duty;: he had no regard for 
anything good or bad. [As a result? At that time, 
the generals and ministers, -the people of the Capital, 
. 
the people of. villages, and the people of the towns, 
all adhered to the false doctrines, 'led a dishonest 
life, quarrelled amongst themselves, and were in dis- 
tress. 211) 
With regard to its chronological framework, the SaA iti 
1789 is-inconsistent. Reconstruction shows that it was writ- 
ten by two writers; one was perhaps a monk in the reign of- 
Präsatth9ng, and the other was Phra Wimonlatham himself. 
The chronology-of vV 1640 and. that of Ski/ 1789 '(up to 
the accession year of Präsatthgng) agree with each other 
with the exception of the reign period of RämSsuan, as given 
by the text prefaced by. Prince Damrong., 'This discrepancy 
can be explained away. as one of'the many scribal errors. 
The vV 1640 and the manuscript of the SaAg! tiyavamea edited 
by Coeds give Rämesuan a six-year reign (1388-93) whereas 
210) Coed'es', "Une recension palie": 25; Wimonlatham, op. cit.: 
395 
211) Coedes, op. cit.: '27; Wimonlatham, op. cit.: 402 
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Prince Damrong's copy gives the same king a nine-year reign 
(1388-96)--. The mistake in the latter_must have occurred 
during the process of recopying. The copyist could easily 
mistake the Pali word for six (A3) in a corrupt manuscript 
for nine (to). 
212) 
As the SaAglti/1789 gives the animal designation to 
certain kings' accession date, sometimes with the Buddhist' 
Era, we can reconstruct the whole chronology quite accurately. 
Since the chronology of vV/1640 and'that of Sangiti/1789 
correspond with one another, it is possible to calculate 
the reign period-of-each king by using the traditional Tai- 
Chinese method of counting the animal years. The basic 
principle of this method is to' include all animal years a 
reign covers. Supposing a king came to the throne in 1664, °, 
a "Dragon Year", and died in 1667, a "Goat Year", he would 
be said to have ruled for four years, because his reign is 
considered to have covered four animal years: (1) 1664, 
"Dragon Year", (2) 1665, "Snake Year", (3). 1666, "Horse Year", 
and (4) 1667, "Goat Year". In the same instance, modern 
arithmetic will give a three-year reign to this king. In 
between the reigns of Rämfithibgdi I and Präsätthgng, we 
have a skeletal chronology based on the seven animal years 
given in Saig! ti/1789.213) With the stated reign periods 
in vV/1640 and SaAglti/1789, one can fill in the skeletal 
21 
chronology by using traditional arithmetic. 
4) However, - 
212) Coedbs, op. cit.: '8; Wimonlatham, op. cit.: '375 
213) Coedbs, op. cit.: 31 
214) See Appendix III (A&B) 
i 
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this is not the case with the chronology between the reigns 
of Präsätthgng and Ekkathat. 
The confusing sequence of reigns between Präsätthgng 
and_Näräi suggests that the compiler of the addendum of the 
original SaigItiyavamsa and vV 1640 was writing from. oral 
traditions. In actual fact Athitsurawong ruled briefly'in 
1629 and was succeeded by Präsätthgng, who was also known 
by the contemporary title*of Phra Sithammarächä. 
215) The 
compiler in the early Bangkok period became confused by 
Präsätth9ng's true title, and mixed it up with that of 
Intharächä, his predecessor, who was known commonly as Phra- 
6häo Songtham, the "Great King" in European sources. As a 
result Sithammarächä is säid-to have been succeeded by 
Diyara, a king unknown in other sources, European or indige- 
nous. If Prä. sätthpng (Sithammarächä) had been mistaken 
for Phraahäo Songtham, then Diyara must have represented a 
son of Songtham. This mysterious "Diyara" is followed in 
the reign sequence by Präsätth9ng (Suvannapasada), so he. 
could be Athitsurawong (Athittayawong in the detailed phong- 
sä wadän). The only possibility is that "Diyara" is a cor- 
rupt Pali name. I propose amending it and restoring it to 
the more usual form (A)di(t)yafäýja) in Pali and Athittayarät 
in Siamese. 
In the addendum of the SaAgitiyavamsa, four animal 
designations are given to the reigns of Sudhamaräja (Sutham- 
marächä, Sithammarächä, i. e. Präsätth9ng), a Horse Year; 
Näräi, B. E. 2207, a Dragon Year; B9rommakot, B. E. 2275, a 
215) W. H. Mundie, Van Vliet's Historical Account..: 136 
2 4? 
Rat Year; and Uthumph9n, B. E. 2301, a, Tiger-Year. The most 
interesting-fact I found-in trying to reconstruct the chro- 
nology of 'the , addendum of 
SatRiti/1789 is thät: one cannot 
fill in'the skeletal chronölogy by'using: -traditional arith-, 
-metic. In Appendix III (C), I juxtapose the reconstructed- 
chronology-by traditional arithmetic in, the left cölumn-and 
that by modern arithmetic in the'right column., Närai is 
said-to-have come to. the throne in, B. E. 2207'(Dragon. Year- 
A. D. 1664) and-ruled for 24, years. Phra Phetr$cha is, said 
to have-ruled for ten years; Phra6hao Sa'a, seven years; 
Thai Sa, 26 years. If constructed-by traditional arithmetic, 
the reign of Thai Sa should. end in 1727. But the- Saiý Iti 
1789 also states that Bgrommakot came to the'throne in, 1731 
(B. E. 2275, Rat Year). This represents a discrepancy of 
1731-1727 -4 years. - On the other hand, if. calculated by 
using modern arithmetic, the sum total of the whole period 
between'Iäräi-and Thäi'Sa-will be (24+10+7+26) 67 years. 
Add. 67 to A. D. 1664 and one arrives at A. D. 1731 which is 
the date of Bgrommaköt's accession to the throne. 
216) It 
is not clear how this calculation came about, and whether 
it wasýPhra Wimonlatham himself who chose to experiment 
with modern arithmetic in this religious chronicle,, -because 
it was not. used in Siam until the reign of Chulälongkgn. 
Otherwise, the Siamese'version must have been written by 
someone who had been in close contact with Europeans, and 
the*text was not tampered with by Phra Wimonlatham when it, 
was-presented in the Pali version. 
216) Coedbs, op. cit.: 25; See also the reconstructed chrono-. 
logy of Saiglti/1789 in Appendix III (C) 
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As. already mentioned, the Saigitiyavämsa was written, 
to commemorate the Buddhist Council of. 1788, and to provide 
Rämä I and the Second King with some legitimacy. In. con- 
trast to. the. few pages devoted to the reign of Phra6häo Täk, 
the king who brought Siam back on her feet against the , 
Bur 
mese,. the whole. Chapter VIII is devoted to panegyrizing the 
Chakkri'brothers,, especially in their efforts to purify the 
saftghä. But most important of all, the SaASTti/1789, in emu- 
lation of the JinakälamälI', has accentuated_aBuddhist tradi- 
tion amongst 'the Thai with regard to the number of the Bud- 
dhist Councils.,. According to Saiigiti/1789,. the Buddhist 
Council sponsored by Rämä I was the ninth. Of the other 
eight Councils,, -the first three were held in India, the next 
four in Ceylon, and the eighth in, Chiang Mai. These Councils 
are listed as follows: - 
The First Buddhist'"Council was convened only 21 days 
after Buddha's parinibbäna. 
The Second Buddhist Council was sponsored by King 
Käladoka in B. E. 100. 
The Third Buddhist Council was sponsored by King Adoka 
the Great in B. E. 218. It is believed by`South-East Asians 
that on this occasion, missions were sent to-propagate the 
Buddhist Religion outside India. 
The Fourth Buddhist Council was convened in Ceylon 
under the patronage=of King Dutthagäminl in, B. E. 376 
The Fifth Buddhist Council was also 'convened in Ceylon 
in B. E. 433 during the'reign of King Vattagäminl. 
The Sixth Buddhist Council was sponsored by King 
G4y 
Mahänäma in B. E. '956.. The'Buddhist Scriptures' were written 
in Pali for. the first time. 
The Seventh Buddhist Council was'convened. 'in B. E. 
1587, and sponsored by`King Parakkamabähu'of Ceylon. 
The. Eighth Buddhist Council was sponsored. by'King 
Tilökkarät of Chiang Mai in'A. D. 1483. 
The'Ninth Buddhist Council was convened in Bangkok 
in A. D. 1788, -and was sponsored by 
RAmä I. It is the main 
subject of Chapter VIII of the SaAg! tiyavämsä. ' 
There is, however, an element of rivalry between the 
Siamese and Burmese saftghas. In this matter the Burmese 
have adopted a different tradition'of their own: They list 
these Councils only: - 
The First Great Buddhist Council was organized byý' 
Mahäthera Kassapa'and sponsored by King Ajätasattü`of Räja- 
gaha soon after the Buddha's parinibbäna. 
The Second-Great Buddhist Council was convened at 
Vaisäli in B. E. 433 (A. -D. 443) 
The Third Great Buddhist Council was convened at Pata- 
liputra in B. E. 218 under the sponsorship of King A60ka. 
The Fourth'Great Buddhist Council was convened in 
Ceylon in B. E. 376 (B. C. ` 13) during'the reign of King'Dut- 
thagämini. 
The Fifth Great Buddhist Council was convened in 
Mandalay, Burma's capital, 'by King Mindon in 1871. 
The Sixth Great Buddhist Council was convened in 
217) Burma in 1956. 
217) La Fuente, "Le Sixibme Grand Concile Bouddhique", in 
Presence du. Buddhism, PA Publication, 16, No. 153-157 
(1959): 666-71 
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The Chakkraphatdiphong (Chat) Recension 
The Wit Recension of, the Chronicle of Ayutthaya com- 
prises 17 fascicles of palm-leaves. Presented by a son. of 
Phra Chakkraphatdiphong (Chat) to the Wachirayfin, National, 
Library in 1908, it. has-no, preamble. It covers events from 
the founding-of Ayutthaya in 1351 to C. S. 1089 : (A. D. 1727) 
in the reign of Thai Sa. It has received the, least atten- 
tion from Thai historians amongst the detailed phongsAwadfin. 
The content of Chit up to the beginning of Narai's 
reign is virtually the same as the other detailed phongsä- 
wadan, i. e. Phan/179, Wannarat/1805?, and BM 1808. There 
is little doubt that Chat was compiled and revised during 
the early Bangkok period, though some scholars believe that 
it was compiled during Bgrommaköt°s reign, because it ends 
with his father, Thai 5a. 218) This uncritical assessment 
is quite illogical. First, C. S. 1136'Fragment, which is be- 
lieved to have been written in either the reign of ThAi Sa 
or that of'B9rommak8t, proves to have adopted the chronology 
of LP 1680., It seems unlikely that Chat with its wrong 
chronology up to Näräi's reign could have been written by 
B9rommak8t's historians. Secondly, as Prince Bamrong indi- 
cated, the chronological aberrations occur first in the 
C. S. 1145 Fragment. 219) Of all the detailed chronicles, 
Chat's language is the least polished. Its "time elements" 
(Friday/11th of the waxing moon/8th month) are not used 
very consistently. It is full of lacunae. There is every 
218) Nättawiphä, op. cit.: 231 
219) Damrong, "Introduction", PP/Q, Vol. 3,: 136-8 
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possibility that C. S. 1145 Fragment may have formed. part of 
Chat. Thirdly, as will be demonstrated in the case of, BM 
1808, the detailed phongsäwadän compiled during the first 
" Bangkok reign are the result of "scissors and paste" treat- 
went. Thus, to say that Chit was written in Bgrommak8t's. 
time is misleading, though I would not disagree that from' 
the reign-of Nirii to that of-Thäi Sa the compiler was copy- 
ing from. an Ayutthayan manuscript. 
What must strike historians doing research on the 
history of late Ayutthayä is the fact that Chat is the only 
phongsäwadfin history that offers the correct chronology 
concerning Näräi's reign and the Bän Phlü Luang dynasty.. 
Assessing the historical value of ChätP Nidhi Aeusrivongse 
comments: - 
Chät7 was probably written under the sponsorship of 
the Ban Phlü Luang dynasty. It is the only phongsä- 
wadän history. that renders events towards the end of 
Näräi's reign quite accurately, whereas the other 
phongsawadän recensions are at variance with-the pri"-. 
. wary sources, for instance, 
Chät does. not claim that 
Chäofä Aphaiyathot was Narli's son; other recensions 
say he was. Chat gives the correct date of Narai's 
death; others are 6 years out. The chronology as 
given by Chat is accurate when tested against primary 
220) 
sources, except for the reign of Phra6hao Sü'a. 
e 
Although. Nidhi's assessment of Chat is fairly satis- 
factory, it should be pointed-out that his perusal of Chat's 
chronology has failed to reveal that even the date of 
Phra6hao Sf'a's death-is correct. - Ostensibly, Chat gives 
220) Nidhi, Bangkok History..: 8 
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C. S. 1077: (A. D: --1715)-as the year in which Phraýhäo Sü'a 
died. 221) This date is'undoubtedly incorrect. ' But Nidhi 
could have rejected this date by checking the internal evi- 
dence. Chat also states clearly that Phra6häo Sü'a came 
to the throne in C. S. 1065222) and ruled for seven year. 
223) 
According to traditional arithmetic, the last year of this 
-king'. s reign should fall in C. S. 1065+7-1 1071 (A. D. 1709). 
4 
As the last two digits of. 1071 and-1077'sound: very similar 
in spoken Siamese, the compiler (or'a reader) could have 
said 71 {5het-sip-et) and the scribe could have heard 77 
(chet-sip-6het). Once the scribe had written down 1077, 
an animal designation had to be attached to it. In this 
case, C. S. 1077 would correspond to a Goat Year, so the 
scribe wrote down "C. S. 1077, Goat Year, seventh of the 
decade" instead of "0. S. 1071, Bull Year, first of the'de- 
cade", which is correct. 224) 
.,, The Phan6hanthanumät (Cherm) Recension 
,, 
Consisting of; 22 samut-thai, the Phanchanthanumät 
(Cherm) Recension is a detailed chronicle of Ayutthaya. It 
was published as PP/64. It covers:: the period between the 
founding of Ayutthaya and the fall of Ayutthaya in 1767. 
It also has a preamble stating that: - 
May it be-of good omen. O. S. `1157, ' Hare Year, Seventh 
of the Decade. His Majesty, the Great Upholder of 
Buddhist haw, King of Kings, Ruler. of the Celestial 
221) Fine Art Dept., Phrarätchaphongsäwadän: 941 
222) ibid.: 939 
223) ibid.: 941 
224) ibid. 
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City of Thawäräwadt St Ayutthaya, sitting upon the 
throne of Dusit the Great Hall,.. ordered. the, revision 
of the phrar9Ltchaphongsäwadän. 225) 
The Phanehanthanumät (hereafter cited Plian-175) is- 
the most. problematic of all the detailed. phongsäwadän as 
it represents two stages of revision. The word used in the 
preamble is chamra, "to revise an old text". This means 
that Phan/1795 is based on*an early-version of the chronicle 
of Ayutthaya, possibly Chat or C. S. 1145 Fragment. It is. 
evident that a great deal of improvement had been made in 
the matter of language used and uniformity of "t-ime. elements". 
In Chat the 'time elements" are usually arranged in the fol- 
lowing order: day of the week/lunar date/month, which is 
the correct way of translating the old -"time elements" re- 
presented in figures. But there are also instances of them 
being arranged in this order: day of the week/month/lunar 
date. The inconsistencies are to be found in the treatment 
of Mahä Chakkraphat's reign, where the traditional figures 
are translated in both ways: 
C. S. 892, Lr3 
1 47 = Tuesday, 4th month, 7th of the 
waxing moon. 226), 
C. S. 894, L1 6 27 a Sunday, 2nd month, 6th of the 
waxing moon. 227) 
C. S. 899, " (1 1 27 = Sunday, 1 st_ . of the waxing moon, 
5th month. 228) 
C. S., 
, 
906,., L'7 87 =_ Saturday, Ist of the waxing moon, 
8th month. 229) 
225 ibid.: -1 
226 ibid.: 536 
227 ibid.: 538 
228 ibid.: 542. 
229 ibid.: 565. 
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The inconsistencies as found in the reign of Mahä 
Chakkraphat suggest the possibility that when Ch$t was 
first compiled, the reign of this king was revised and re- 
written by a different hand. We learn from the second 




His Majesty,.. ordered that the phrarätchaphongsäwadän 
should be revised (chamra), concerning events from 
the founding-of Ayutthaya by Rämäthib9d1 I, right,. -. 
through the next eleven kings-ending with'Phra Chaiya- 
rächä, the executions of Khun W9rawongsä and Meh St 
Sudä han, the invasion of'the Burmese and - their with- 
drawal, to Phra-Mahfi Chakkraphat's preparation for 
a punitive expedition-against Cambodia. 230) 
It must be emphasized that Phan/1795 underwent revi- 
sion twice in 1795. In the first phase of this revising, 
work, Rämä I's historians carried the story'up to C. S. 1060, 
Hare Year. This is not correct because C. S. 1060 was ac- 
tually a Tiger Year. The editor of Phan 1795 suggests that 
"This is probably a Rat Year, C. S. 1070, at least, because 
the previous entry is C. S. 106911; 231) The entry for C. S. 
1069, Tiger Year, is again dubious, 'because it was actually 
a Pig Year. It would fit in well with the internal evidence, 
if we-believe that the animal designation is correct, and 
amend C. S. 1069 to C. S. 1060, Tiger Year. That being done, 
C. S. 1060, Hare Year, First of the Decade, must be amended 
to C. S. 1061, Tiger Year, First of the Decade. It is there- 
fore, plausible to say that in the first stage of revision,. 
Phan 1795 carries the history of Ayutthaya-up--to C. S. 1061 
&. 
230) Fine-Art Dept., Phrar$toha hon säwa'än-Krun Say äm: 51-2 
231) Fine`Art Dept., Phrar tchaphonas wad Phan 1795: 425fn. i 
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(A. D. 1699). For convenience's sake, I shall refer to 
this first phase ofrevision as Phan/1795 (I). 
Phan/1795 (I) departs from the Lhät's*chronological 
framework beginning with the reign of King N$räi. The 
chronology of_Phan/1795 (I) is not correct, and the story 
from Näräi's reign to C. S. 1061 in Phraahäo Sa'a's reign 
must have been written anew (teng), not only revised (chamra). 
By way of chronological analysis, we may conclude that the 
compiler of Phan/1795 (I) was following the öulayud- tradi- 
tion, which was also, be the basis for Wannarat/1805? -, 
Paramänuchit/1850,, and R. A. /1855. (See Appendix-III (C) ) 
At the end of Phan/1795 (I) there is a statement by 
the second. compiler to the effect that: - 
Up.: toethis point, the story concerning the reigns of 
Phra. Pheträchä and PhraShäo Sü'a was done previously. 
His Majesty-has now commissioned Chäophrayä Phiphit- 
phicahai, toýwrite about the reigns of; Phra Näräi, 
Phra Pheträchä, Phra6häo Sü'a, Phra Bgrommak8t'and 
Phra Thinang Suriyämärin. This is to be done chro 
nologically. 232) 
The Siames sentence "Tham wai'teh-k9n" (was done 
previously) is'quite vague in actual meaning. , 
Some histo- 
rians'believe that this means that Phan/1795 (I) was com- 
piled under the sponsorship of Bgrommaköt and revised 
during-the Thonburt period. 233) With regard to Nfiräi's 
reign. in Phan/1795 (I), the compiler states that "Two books, 
are missing concerning' events in the O. S. '1030s". 234 
The events during'the-C. S. 1030s are not related in Lhät 
232) ibid.: 425 
233) Busakörn, "Phrarätchaphongsäwadän": 50 
234) Phan/1795: 409 
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. either. 
After'an interval of 21 years in the middle of 
Närai's reign, the compiler of Chat takes up the story 
again; in C. S. 1045 (A. D. 1683), -; whereas the compiler of 
Phan/1795ý(I) takes up the story again in°C. S. 1044 (A. D. 
1682), and says Näräi died in'thät year. 
0nvthe other hand; "done'1previously", in the words 
of. Chäophrayä Phiphitphichai, can mean the revision-done 
for Phan/1795 (I), and another-compilation was needed to 
bring the story up to the. fall of Ayutthayä in 1767. " It- 
appears that Phan/1795 (I), like Chät, was. revised in 
Rämä I's reign. 
_ 
This-interpretation is based on the evi- 
dence thatthe chronology of Phan/1795 (I) is wrong with 
regard to the reigns of Phra Pheträchä and Phra6hfio SV a;. 
had it been recopied from an Ayutthayan text, it would 
have given an accurate account. Purthermore,. the often 
retrospective applications, of the Bangkok term "Krungthep, 
Mahä Nakh9n B9w9n Thawärawadi St Ayutthayä" in the final 
part of Phan/1795 (I) are clear evidence of interpolations. 
235) 
Chäophrayä Phiphitphichai's treatment of the'`Bän 
Phlü Luang kings differs greatly from Phan/1795 (I). 
shall hereafter refer to his work as Phan/1795 (II). 
Phan/1795`(ii begins in 0.6.1044, the last. year of King 
Näräi, and ends with the fall of Ayutthaya in C. S. 1129. 
Its chronology is all wrong except for the last two reigns 
of Uthumph9n and Suriyamarin. 
236) Why Chäophrayg. Phiphit- 
phichai saw the need to rewrite the-history of the. last '' 
235) For example, ibid.: 400,401,404, etc. The normal 
Ayutthaya term would be "Phra Nakhgn St Ayutthaya", 
ibid.: 416 
236) See Appendix III (C) 
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year of NArli's reign will be discussed in connection with 
Zhät; Wannarat/1805?, and Phan/1795 (I) later. 
Somdet Phra Wannarat of Wat Phra Chdtuphon 
and the Sangha Views of the History of Ayutthatä 
In-1863 the American missionary Dan Beach Bradley 
published`a version of the 
. 
detailed- chronicle of"Ayutthay&- 
together with an abridged chronicle known to have been. 
written by. Somdet Kromma Phra Paramänuchitchinörot in 1850. 
The detailed chronicle was published in two. volumes, and 
has come to be known as the Bradley Recension or th'e Two- 
Volume Edition. Bradley'did not publish the-preamble. to 
the detailed chronicle, and for a long time, it was under- 
stood that it also was, written by Kromma--Phra Paramänuchit- 
chin8rot. 
237) But it is clear from the preamble that, ýSomdet 
Phra Wannarat was chiefly responsible for this revision of 
a"previous text, probably, , Phan 17 5. -The., preamble is as 
follows: - 
'May 'it be of good omen. ' C. S. 1157 (1795), ' Hare 
Year.. His; Majesty, 
.,, ordered the revision 
(chamra) 
of the phraratchaphongsawadän. Later on, Somdet 
Phra Wannarat of Wat Phra Ch4tuphon, the royal pre- 
ceptor, and Phra6häo L'k Ther named Somdet Phra 
Paramanuchit Chinorot Si Sukhot Khattiyawong,. his 
disciple, revised and cross-checked (chamra-sqp) 
it from the beginning to the end,. -and compiled it'' 
further until the Bangkok period. 238) 
237) Wannarat, Somdet Phra, Phrarätcha hon säwadän Krung St 
19 A ruuttha ä, Khlang Witthaya edition, "Introduction" 
of the ne Art Dept., ýp. 1; Hereafter cited Wannarat 1805?. This chronicle has partially been translated 
nto English by Samuel-J. Smith (History of Siam, Bang- 
kok:. S. J. Smith's Office) since 1880, 
238) ibid.: 4-5 
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The last entry of, this detailed chronicle is; C. S. ' 
1154 (A. D. 1792). But this Wannarat Recension could have 
been revised any time between, C. S. 1157 and C. S. 1169,, the 
date of the compilation of the British Museum Recension. 
There is a possibility that in 1795, when Phan/1795 was 
. finally finished by Chfiophrayä Phiphitphichai, 
Rama I-asked 
Somdet, Phra-Wannarat-to re-examine it and carry. the story. 
on to'C. S. 1154 (A-. D. 1792). In revising it Somdet Phra. 
Wannarat appears'to. have incorporated the, history of-Phra- 
Whäo Täk's reign written by Phra Thamthirfirätmahämuni"'. 
(Chftn) of Wat Kong. 239) The preamble, of Wannarat/1805?. 
suggests that its compiler was assisted by his pupil, Prince.. 
240) Paramänuchit. . The Prince was born in December 1790. 
By the end of. 1795, Prince Paramänuchit would have been only 
five. years . old, and wit would 
be, impossible 
. 
for a child of 
that age to help write a long chronicle. The Prince, became 
a novice in 1802 and studied the art of letters with. Somdet 
Phra Wannarat.., If the young novice had. any. hand in it, it 
must have been between 1802 and 1808, because by that. time 
he would have been aged, between 13, and.. 17, and, his preceptor, 
who was born in 1734,241).. would have. been between 68 and 73. 
The young Prince Paramänuchit's. interest in the phongsäwadan 
. is manifest, 
because during his novitiate. he requested his 
teacher to compose two more Pali chronicles: the Mahäyuddha- 
. 239) Tri Amättayakun, op. cit.: 34 
240) Natthawut SutthisongkhrAm, Krom Somdet Phra Paramänuchit, 
"BiögrqhyAof Prince-Monk Param uc ,, Bangkok; 
-Watthanaphanit, 1962: 5 
241) ibid.: 23 
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käravamsa (Mqn Chronicle) and the Culayuddhakaravamsa 
(Siamese Chronicle). It is-. conceivable that in all cases 
Paramänuchit's contribution was in a minor scribal röle. 
In all likelihood, I would place the Wannarat Recension 
around-A. D. 1805. 
There are three aspects of Somdet Phra Wannarat's 
History which deserve some discussion. First,, the chrono- 
logy of the Bän Phlü Luang period, as devised by Ohlophrayä 
Phiphitphichai in Phan/1795 (II), is again revised in favour' 
of the Culayuddhakäravamsa tradition. Events-in the C. S. 
1030's were compiled to fill in the reign of King NAr$i, 
although these represent anachronistic interpolations. A 
distorted chronology is inevitable because of the conviction 
that Näräi died in A. D. 1682. Somdet Phra Wannarat. had to 
reconstruct new dates from certain animal designations so 
that they would fit in with the contrived chronological 
framework. For example, it is said that the Greek adven- 
turer Constantine Phaulkon came to Ayutthäy$ in C. S. 1019 
(A. D. 1657), Cock. year. 242) This is obviously wrong. If 
we assume that the animal year is correct and add-to it two 
twelve-year cycles, it would fall in C. S. 1019+24 1043 = 
A. D. 1681. Contemporary accounts lend credence to this 
243) date. It was common knowledge that Phaulkon arrived 
IF . 
242) Wannaratf1805? -: 413: 
243) The scribe who accompanied, the Iranian embassy to 
Ayutthayl in 1.685 wrote that Constantine Phaulkon had 
been chief minister for three or four years. See John 
O'Kane, (tr. ), The Ship of Sulaiman: 103 
Cf. E. W. Hutchinson, 1688 evo u ion in Siam: The. 
M6moire of Father de Bbze s. ., Hong Kong. Univers ty Press, INT: xi 
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and became Siam's prime minister many years before N$räi's 
death. Somdet Phra Wannarat could not place this date in 
his chronological scheme, as it would be a year before 
NArdi's death. 
Secondly, more than any previous recension of the 
post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän,.. the Wannarat: represented a 
break-away from traditional phongsäwadän historiography 
where historians "reported what. actually had happened"., In 
the'early Bangkok period, the constant wars with Burma and 
the cultural reconstruction initiated by RUmä I had created= 
an atmosphere in which edification was becoming the over-, 
riding principle in the writing of the phongsäwadfin, and 
"facts" alone. were no longer- sought. Influenced by the-, 
-, 
Chinese historical novels, S$mkok and Saihan, °the new 
phongsäwadän adopted a-new style of narrative, which brought 
the historical work closer to the literature of the day. 
Some passages and'some ideas were "loaned" from the Romance 
of-the Three Kingdoms. For instance, an interpolation in, 
the reign of Räm4suan has the besieged king of Chiang Mai 
stand coolly waving his feathered fan on-the walls of the 
244) This was city in order to trick Räm6suan's armies. 
obviously taken from an episode in S$mkok where the greatest 
Chinese strategist, Khong Beng, was beleaguered by the-- 
enemies, 'but waged psychological'warfare'against the opposing 
troops by coolly blowing his flute on the top of the city- 
walls. 
245) In another instance, Somdet Phra. Wannarat 
244) Wannarat/1805?: 6 
245) Sämkok, vol. 4,. published for the funeral of Somdet 
Thrä Pitutchä Chao Sukhumärast, 1928: 1678-1680 
Cf. Nidhi, Bangkok History: 44 
, (-U 1 
describes how King. Näräi is supposed to have wanted to ap- 
point Pan as Chaophraya Kosä in. place of his deceased elder 
-brother, 
Lek, and as commander-in-chief of the expedition- 
ary forces to attack Chiang Mai. Pan asked to prove. his 
worth first. Carrying the royal sword, he ordered the as- 
sembling. of troops and commanded his soldiers in this war 
game to camp with a'specific instruction that in making 
the fences everyone must-pierce the sharp-end of the-bamboo 
sticks into the ground. Everyone obeyed Chäophrayä Kösä 
(Pän)'s order. The following day an officer came to inspect. 
Finding the bamboo sticks planted wrongly into the ground, 
he ordered-the soldiers to do it in the correct way and thus' 
disobeyed the commander-in-chief. Knowing of this disobe- 
dience, the Chäophrayä had the officer executed, for in 
the actual battle the soldiers must not question the instruc- 
tions of their commander-in-chief. 246) What Somdet Phra 
Wannarat implied in these examples is that in time of war 
one must not lose one's morale, and a strong-willed general 
is the key to military success. 
Thirdly, Somdet Phra Wannarat, previously, compiler 
of the SaAgItiyavamsa in 1789, represented the voice of 
the saAgha at the time. An energetic man and a highly poli- 
ticized monk, the abbot of Wat Phra Chetuphon was a strong 
supporter of Rämä I. In revising Phan/17954 he applied 
the same kind'of Buddhist principle of "praise and blame" 
in his state chronicle as in the SaAgitiyavamsa. In order 
to highlight Rämä Its standing as a great Buddhist king, 
246) Wannarat/5?: 450-1 
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Somdet Phra Wannarat saw the need to, condemn most of the 
Ban Phlü Luang kings as unjust leaders, who had abandoned 
the Buddhist way of life. In one instance he describes 
their enemy, Alaungpaya, who led an invasion of Ayutthaya 
in 1767, as "the supreme monarch endowed with prowess,... 
who would quell the enemies, subdue the kali uk, "time of 
troubles", promote the Religion, and care for all the 
subjects, no matter who they were. 
" 247) 
It can be said that the degree of "blame" directed 
at the Ban Phlü Luang kings increased with every stage of 
the revision of the phrarätchaphon, säwadan. Even Chat, 
which is quite lenient with the Ban Phlü Luang dynasty, 
could not help condemning Phra Pheträchä and Phra6häo Sü'a 
for their rebelliousness towards the end of Nardi's reign. 
248) 
But this is likely to be a late interpolation, because the 
latter part of Chat is very favourable to the Ban Phlü Luang 
kings. In its treatment of Phra Pheträchä's reign, Chät 
praises this king highly, for example, it is said that: - 
Phraya Pheträchd said, "I shall invite the corpse 
of the late king L aräi7 to the royal barge. All 
the noblemen should act according to my instruction. " 
The nobility said, "It is an appropriate moment for 
you to ascend the throne. " Phraya Pheträchä replied, 
I shall look after the affairs of the kingdom until 
we can find a meritious man. " ... Phraya Pheträchä 
embarked on the royal barge, Sisakkarät, which fol- 
lowed the Suphannahong, in which the royal corpse 
was kept. At about 8 o'clock in the evening the 
247) ibid.: 640 
248) Fine Art De t., Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung Si Ayut 
'tha ä Chat : 934 
Gbj 
procession arrived at Ban Taphung. A miracle took 
place. The Buddha's relics flew past the barge that 
carried the royal corpse, and flew in encirclement 
of . the 
Sisäkkarät. 249) 
The compiler of Phan/1795 (I) was perhaps working to 
an earlier document, which is quite flattering to Phra 
Pheträcha, founder of the Ban Phlü Luang dynasty: In an 
entry for C. S. 1044, -it-is written that,, 
At the moment when. the king LNaraij was taken seriously' 
ill, he said Phra Pheträchä was a high-ranking official, 
so he entrusted him with the administration of the 
kingdom. 250) 
Both'the compilers of Chat and Phan/1795 (I) apparently 
tried to give Phra Phetrachä a kind of legitimacy, and in 
. 
both cases, the word used to'describe the coronation of this 
controversial king is präpdäphisek, or "accession to the. 
throne by right of conquest". Phan/1795 (II) and Wannarat' 
use the less prestigious term rachaphisek to. describe the 
way in which he came to the"throne. 
251) 
Chat and Phan/1795 (I) say simply that Phra Pheträchä, 
promoted his old wife to the rank of Phra Akkhamahdsi, "Chief 
Queen" of the Right, and a daughter of King Näräi to the 
rank of Phra Akkhamahdsi of the Left. 
252) Phan/1795 (II) 
. and 
Wan_ rat deliberately try to defame the king. It is 
reported that Phra Phetracha intended to have intercourse 
249) ibid.: 936 
250) ibid.: 934 
251)'ibid. (Chät): 937; Phan/1795 I: 410; Phan/1795 (II): 
428; Wannarat/1805?: 376 
252) Chat: 937; Phan/1795 (I): 410 
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with Närai's daughter but she utterly resisted. The king 
therefore asked for the help of a magician to induce her 
to sleep with him. 
253) Somdet Phra Wannarat's version is 
the more sensational of the two. 
The greater part of Wannarat/1805? is devoted to 
describing how some of the Ban Phlü Luang kings committed 
grave sins in quite appalling fashion. Like the Safigiti/1789, 
Wannarat condemns the'bad behaviour of Phra3häo Sü'a and 
Thai Sa. The condemnation of Phra6häo Sü'a does not exist 
in Chat nor, strangely enough, in Phan/1795 (II), but it is 
highly dramatized in Phan/1795 (I) and Wannarat. Probably 
Phraya Phiphitphichai removed this false charge. 
254) To 
demonstrate this point, I shall translate a passage from 
the latter: - 
At that time the King had a base character; his heart 
was full of filth and void of honesty and goodness. 
He departed from the kingly way. He lacked the sense 
of right and wrong, and his thought was the source of 
all sorts of perversion. ... 
The King was fond of sexual intercourse with girls 
who had barely reached puberty. If any young girl 
could bear the pains, he rewarded her with cloths and 
money. If any young girl could not bear the suffering, 
he would hit her because of his uncontrollable anger 
until she died. 255) 
The myth of a "fierce and barbaric" Phrahao S1'a, or 
even his common name "Si'a" (Tiger) must have originated 
253) Phan/1795 (II): 429; Wannarat/1805?: 378 
254) It cannot be substantiated by contemporary French 
missionaries' accounts. Somdet Phra Wannarat must have brought it back into the text. 
255) Wannarat/1805?: 575-6 
from the fact that the. king was born in a "Tiger Year". 
256) 
Also, the charge against PhraLhäo Sü'a, is recognizably an 
extreme variation of the "lustful prince/king" theme of the 
Mahävamsa, the chronicular bible of a monk., One can dismiss 
this charge-as unfounded. And predictably, the same sort 
of charge, that had earlier been referred to by. 3omdet-Phra 
Wannarat in Sailgiti/17$9,. is similarly levelled. against' 
Phra6häo Thai-Sa, who. is said to have abandoned the Buddhist 
257) 
precepts and killed animals just for*pleasure., 
The British Museum Recension. 
In 1958 a recension of the detailed phongsäwadän was 
discovered by Näi Xhadhgn Sukhaphänit in the British Museum 
Library. It had previously been presented to that library 
in 1948 by J. H. Hayes, a`descendant of an English surgeon, 
Nelson Hayes, who worked for the Siamese government during 
Chulälongkgn's reign (1868-1910). Consisting of 30'samut- 
thai, it was perhaps copied-from an original, ''which has since 
been lost, in the reign of Chuläl'ongk9n. 
258) It'was 'first 
published by the Fine'Arts Department in 1964.259) 
The British Museum Recension is the longest "of all the 
Siamese detailed chronicles, covering the period from legen- 
dary times to C. S. 1146 (A. D. ` 1784). The'pre-Ayutthaya 
history was written in the"tamnän tradition, and was ob-. 
256) WannaratJ1805?: 
_584-5, 
says that Phra3häo SO'a was born 
n U. b. lUZ4, '1Tiger Year°. This is confirmed'bv Chat. 
which says the. king died in C. S. 1071, aged 49. --Ag-an,, 
49 must have been another scribal error; 48 must be 
correct: 
27Wannarat 1805?: 593' 
258) 
) 
ac ?n URNa-phfinit, "Khai Khü Phis. Ting Phrarltchaphong- 
säwädan Krung. Si Ayutthaya". (Who Were the Compilers of 
the Chronicles, of Ayutthaya? ), Kh mün Prawattisät: 221 259) Phraratchaphongsawadan Krung Say m, o-N edition, +1964 
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viously'taken almost verbatim from the Phonasäwadfin"Mü'ang 
Nü'a, "History of"Upper Siam", which was compiled by Phra 
Wichianprichä. (Nqi), head of the 'Department of the Royal 
. 
Academy of the Right, under the patronage of the Prince of 
the Front Palace (future Rämä II) in 1807.260) 
According. to its preamble, 'the British Museum Recen- 
sion was revised and presented to R$mä I on Thursday, 14th 
of the waxing moon, 2nd month, C. 5.1169.261) This date 
falls in January 1808. It was also supervised by the Prince 
of the Front Palace. It may be surmised that following 
the death of the first Second King in 1806 
. 
it was RAmA I, 
who considered it appropriate to entrust his heir-apparent 
with such scholarly work, which would enhance the new 
Second King's personal prestige. Perhaps for this political 
reason, BM 1808 offers virtually nothing new; although the 
pre-Ayutthaya period was included, and this may have been 
indicative of a wider vision of the Siamese ruling class, 
we have to presume that it was associated with another work` 
supervised by the Second King. 
BM 1808 is a classic case of "scissors and paste" 
editing of earlier materials as one can see that: - 
(1) The pre-Ayutthaya period is a reproduction of 
the Phongsäwadän Mü'ang Nü'a. 
(2) From the reign of Rämäthib'gdi I to that of SIsu- 
thammarächä, '-the BM 1808 follows the narrative style of 
Chät. TheLreproduction of Chät is confirmed by the-incon- 
sistencies in the "time elements", which the compiler(s) 
260) PhonRsäwadän Mü'ang. NÜ'a in PP/1: 7 
261) BM 1808: 1 
Lb't 
of BM 1808 did not bother to correct. 
(3) From , the reign of Näräi to the end : of ' the chroni- 
cle, BM 1808 is based on the Wannarat recension. 
The Culayuddhakäravamsa. 
According to Prince Damrong, this Pali chronicle 
-translated into Siamese by Phraya. Päriyattithammathädä (Phe), 
was written by Somdet-Phra Wannarat of Wat Phra Chetuphon. 
262) 
It is on record that Somdet Phra Wannarat composed another 
I 
Pali work, the Mahäyuddhakäravamsa, "History of the. Greater 
Wars", at the request of his pupil., *Prince-Monk Paramänuchit. 
If the Culayuddhakgravamsa, "History of the Lesser Wars", 
is the Mahayud's sequel, and was written at the same time, 
it could have been written at any date. between 1802 and 1811,, 
the period of Prince Paramänuchit's novitiate. Tri-AmAtta- 
yakun, however, suggests that it could have been written by 
another scholar-monk, Phra Thamthirärät (Ohün) of Wat Hong, 
who was Somdet Phra Wannarat's rival. In this connection, 
Tri cites several discrepancies between the Wannarat/1805? 
and the Culayud, and concludes that they could not possibly, 
have been written by the same person. 
263) This assumption 
is. not tenable in view of the-fact that Somdet, Phra Wannarat 




from that of the Wannarat/1805?. 
As stated earlier in this. Chapter, Culayud is based 
on another-work called Chunlawong or Culavamsa (if the. 
original happens to be a Pali text)., The Culayud. als. o deals 
with, the legendary period prior to the founding of Ayutthaya. 
262) See pp. 237-8 above. 
263) Tri, op. cit.: 30-3 
? 001-+ 
It is difficult 'to assess this Pali chronicle in great detail 
as. the extant copy tells the story only up to the year A. D. 
1449. The content of the extant copy indicates a'mixture 
of Wannarat/1805? and Sangiti/1789. The Pali version is. 
almost a verbatim translation from Wannarat, but in Culayud, 
Somdet Phra Wannarat adopted anew chronology for certain-- 
reigns. Probably, Culayud was composed in Pali, just after 
he had finished. the revision of Wannarat, which is . based on 
Phan 1795" 
Despite the similarity of the Wan_ rat and Culayud with 
the latter, Somdet Phra Wannarat appears to have adhered'-to 
his original text, whatever it was, 'quite honestly. The 
detailed phongsäwadän all list 16 vassal states paying. tri 
bute to Rämäthibgdi I in 1350, Culayud gives 24'dependen-''' 
cies. The Culayud is the only Siamese source that says cate- 
gorically that during Rämäthib9d1 Is reign "the Cambodian' 
King was not Ayutthaya's vassal". 264) The king of Ayutthayä 
had to send his son, Phra Rämdsuan, to attack and bring 
Cambodia into the Siamese orbit. Other ohronicleB. save 
LP 1680, imply that Cambodia had long been Ayutthayd's depen- 
dency, and thus Rämdsuan's expedition was a punitive one. 
Cula 's reign-periods for C15th Bgrommatrsilök and his 
immediate successor ' differ greatly from 'Wannarat. Culla 1 d, 
265. ) 
now in conformity with SaAglti/1789, calls Bgrommatrailök's 
successor "intharächä", whereas LP/1680 and the detailed 
phongsäwadän call this king Bqrommar$chä. 
264) Culayud: 31 
265') See Appendix III(A) 
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Prince-Monk Paraminuchit's Abridged Chronicle 
and King Mongkut's Royal Autograph Recension. 
The Abridged Chronicle was compiled by Prince-Monk Para- 
mänuchit at Rama III's request in 1850.266) It was first pub- 
lished in-1863 by Dan B. Bradley, .. and 'since then 'it' has. been 
-known in Siamese as' the. Sangkhep, ''"Abridged", to differentiate 
. 
it from the detail chronicles. It has also been translated 
into*English. 266 It appears that in writing this short'chro- 
nicle, Paramänuchit had attempted to summarize' his spiritual 
teacher, Somdet Phra Wannarat's Pali Chronicle, the Culayud, 
and presented it in Siamese. The Abridged Chronicle covers 
the same period as the Culayud, beginning in pre-Ayutthayä 
times and ending with the fall of Ayutthaya. More importantly, 
Paramänuchit adopted the chronology of the Culayud throughout. 
In around 1855 Krommaluang Wongs$thirätsanit, a half- 
brother of King Mongkut and one of the leading Siamese intel- 
lectuals during his reign (1851-68), produced another detailed 
phongsftwad$n. This last detailed chronicle was apparently 
prompted by the request of Sir John Bowring, Queen Victoria's 
envoy plenipotentiary, who came. to Bangkok to negotiate a 
treaty with the Siamese government. 
267) Prince Wongsä's 
work was annotated by Mongkut himself; thus it has been 
referred to as the Royal Autograph Recension. 
268) It is 
known that when Paramä. nuchit died in 1853, most of his works 
were transported to the Grand Palace. It is hardly sur- 
266) 
-Prince. 
Damrong, "Tamnän Nangsti.. " : 16 
266*tD. K. Wyatt, "The-Abridged Royal Chronicle of Ayudhya of 
Prince Paramänuchitchinorot", JSS, 61,. 1 (Jan. 1973): 
25-50 
267) See also p. -., 340. below 
268) Damrong, op. cit.: 18-9 
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prising that Prince Wongsä should have made'use of Paramä- 
nuchit's materials, so that the chronology of RA/1855 cör- 
responds entirely with that of the'Culayud and the Abridged- 
Chronlole. 269) 'Although RA 1855 returned to the usual - 
'format'of the phongsäwadän excluding the legendary period, 
and followed the narrative style'of Wannarat/1805?, there 
are some alterations concerning the use of certain expres- 
sions. Some of the kings' names-in Wannarat were altered-'in 
line with the Culayud; Bgrommarächä III'becömes "IntharAch&", 
and Yqt Fä, 'in the other detailed phongsfiwadnn, becomes 
"Kew Fä" in RA/1855.270) In the matter of chronology one 
has to conclude thatthe Culayud, Paramänuchit/1850, and. 
RA 1855 belong to the same tradition. 
The phongsäwadän historiography, as described in the 
foregoing pages, has complexities that can puzzle even 
specialists on Thai history. Prince Damrong's editing of 
RA/1855 in 1914 has given credence, in the eyes of many, to 
this recension as the official history of Ayutthayan Siam. 
Systematic dissection of the various Pali as well as Siamese 
chronicles reveals that there were four chronicular tradi- 
tions, religious as well as secular. It seems that court 
historians of the, Ayutthayä. period were particular concerned 
about "facts". Only during the Thonburi-Bangkok period,. with 
the revived Buddhist scholarship, and*the impact of Chinese 
literature, were the phongsäwadän given a new. literary di- 
mension, that almost blurred the distinction between facts 
and made-up stories. One is faced also with interpolations' 
269) See Appendix III A 
270) See Appendix III kBý 
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and. scribal errors intrinsic to any manuscript transmission. 
A historian-must not trust his sources blindly, and a criti- 
cal method has to be used to assess their value. In the 
phongsäwadan histories we can' establish the fact that only 
the 2/k'. 125 Fragment, the LP/1680, and the C. S. 1136 Fragment, 
all Ayutthayan chronicles, are really trustworthy. The 
underlying factor is that the Bangkok compilers were much 
more concerned than their. Ayutthayan counterparts with. legi- 
timation issue and moral edification, and this propensity 
has given the post-Ayutthayan phongsäwadän their distinctive. 
character. - 
-PART TWO 
The Impact of the West 
Introduction 
Chapter III: The "New Avutthavä" and the Passing of the 
"TraiPhüm" World-View 
4 
Chapter IV: The Challenge of the New. "Gurus" and the 
. Genesis of "National" Historiography; - 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the previous Chapters I have discussed at some. 
length the two dominant categories of Thai traditional his-. 
toriography, namely, the religious ta mnän and the dynastic 
chronicles, the phrarätchaphongsäwadän. In analyzing them 
I placed a great. deal of emphasis on the various factors 
-historical developments, and especially the impact of 
Burman/Mqn, Khmer, and Siihalese traditions- which had ori- 
ginally come to influence not only Thai society, but also 
the Thai sense of the past. Overriding. these elements is 
the fact that over the centuries Buddhism remained the most 
important cultural unifying-force, and spiritually, the 
shining hope in the Thai world. As a result, Buddhist' 
literature had for a long time had a sustaining effect on 
Thai traditional historiography, given that Thai historians 
in the old days were. either a by-product of Pali studies or 
scholar-monks themselves. Old habits die hard, and the 
ta mnän and the phongsäwadän were still being written even 
in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, long after 
the first elements of the Siamese elite began, to acquaint 
themselves with Western culture and technological know-how. 
In Part Two of this thesis I shall describe when and 
how Western learning came to influence the traditional 
world-views of the Siamese elite in the mid-nineteenth cen- 
tury, and the subsequent decline of old-fashioned Buddhist 
scholarship.. Siam stood out amongst the countries of South- 
East Asia, more or less, because she remained independent.. 
_ 
when all her neighbours, 'one after another,. fell victims 
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to Western imperialism in, the second half of the nineteenth 
century. But-it was the challenge of the West that brought 
about many changes in Siam. - It contributed directly to the 
decline in the röle_öf Buddhist scholar-monks as the central 
figures in the intellectual world of Siam, and. undeniably 
it brought-into existence the first generation of Siam's 
modern intellectuals. " Above all, the threat of Western 
colonialism spurred on the'Siamese ruling class to incorpo- 
rate Siam's dependencies and outlying provinces into the 
central administration -the result of which was nothing less 
than the actual birth of the Thai nation. 
It is my intention to discuss in the following pages 
the evolution of Thai historiography of this period against 
the background of Western-inspired intellectualism. Sur- 
prisingly, not so much has been written about the'intellec 
tual, impact of the West upon Siam and even less about the 
Siamese reaction from the native point of view, 
') The 
r 
general, impression most historians have tried to convey is 
that the willingness of the court of Siam to accommodate 
the Western powers was greater under Mongkut (1851-68) than 
1) Amongst a'few works dealing with Siam in transition are 
Walter F. Vella, Siam Under Rama II1I 1824-1851, New York: 
Monographs of the Assoc a on for Asian Studies, 1957; 
another of his works, The Im act of the West on Govern- 
ment in Thailand, Berkeley and os gees: University 
of California, ess,. 1955-; William L. Cowan, "The Role 
of Prince Chuthamani in the Modernizing of Siam". JSS,. 55,1 (Jan. 1967).: 41-59. Abbot Low Moffat, whose Mongkut, the King of'Siam (Cornell University Press, 1961) is now 
considered quite superficial, follows the somewhat offi 
cial line. vonstance M. Wilson's State and Society during the Reign of Mongkut, *1851-1868: Thailand on -the Eve of - Modernization (Unpublished PhD. hesis. orne niversitN 1970) is perhaps the most informative of all the works 
pertaining to Mongkut's reign, but again it suffers from 
over-emphasizing the official historiography, 
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under his predecessor, Rämä III (1824-51). Although the 
early Bangkok period appears to be less problematic than 
the Ayutthaya period, thanks to the different kinds of 
material available for consultation, it is by no means un- 
controversial. Again, one has to bear in mind the difficulty 
of dealing with the incomplete Thai records, and the bias 
shown by those "civilized" Europeans and Americans who tended 
to judge everything Siamese by the standards of the West. 
Various questions arise when one compares Siamese to Western 
sources. To complicate the matter further, the nature of 
the Siamese sources requires that historians reading them 
exercise the utmost care and are prepared to look for infor- 
mation between the lines. 
The first half of the nineteenth century A. D. witnessed 
parallel changes that occurred simultaneously in the fields 
of politics, administration, and literature. These changes 
which were sometimes innovative, represented a departure 
from the old Ayutthaya model, notwithstanding claims of 
Bangkok being the "New Ayutthaya". During the second Bangkok 
reign (1809-24) Siam enjoyed comparative peace, and by the 
end of that reign, Burmo-Siamese confrontation. had effectively 
ceased to exist, thanks to Burma's entanglement with the 
British. Peace brought prosperity to Siam, and one can now 
talk of the emergence of a mercantile class, and the consoli- 
dation of the khunnäng (nobility) class in the capital. In 
our present context, the 1830s -with renewed contact with 
the West, the arrival of Protestant missionaries in greater 
numbers, and significantly the rise of the Bunnäk family- 
were the beginning of the new era of Siamese intellectual 
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history. 
Chapter III will begin with. a brief discussion of 
the indigenous sources concerning the first four Bangkok_ 
reigns. -This is followed by. a section on the Siamese lit- 
erary scene in. the. 1809-1851 period, during which there was 
initially a last flowering , 
of. traditional Siamese literary 
activities, but which, coincided arguably with the'final' 
decline of traditional literary forms, despite the towering 
figure of Prince-Monk Paramänuehit (1790-1853), one of the 
most talented traditional poets in the history of Thailand. 
In connection with this, I shall discuss the impact on. the 
literary scene of the late 1830s of the discovery by Prince- 
Monk-Mongkut of the Sukhöthai. inscriptions. It will be 
pointed out that contact with the West was not an important 
factor in bringing about institutional changes in Siam in., 
the early stages. Neither did the influence of the West 
extend to the writing of Siamese history. But the ideas of 
science and Christianity came directly into conflict with 
the Buddhist views of life and universe. In, the old days, 
the Siamese-had called Westerners the,. "mitchäthitthi". (those 
who hold false beliefs) because, they were non-Buddhist. 
2) 
The Bangkok Siamese also dismissed Christianity as nonsense.. 
However, Siamese intellectuals were generally impressed by 
the missionaries'- scientific knowledge and were prepared to. 
learn from them. It was not long before. the leading thinkers- 
of the period became sceptical about the Buddhist exposition-, 
of the "Three Worlds" (Traiphüm), which was-also the. basic 
2) See, for example, an Ayuttha'yan law-dated from 1663 in 
KTS: '663-4 
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ingredient of tamnän histories. The passing of the tradi- 
tional world-view was not sudden, but one can see that the 
new idea*of a geographical world had implicitly been widely - 
accepted and encouraged even by the conservative Siamese 
court by the late 1830s-. This change of mind is obvious in 
the anonymous work entitled Tamrap Thäo'S1 hulälak, "Lady 
Sichulglak's Treatise", commonly-kriown as Rü'ang Khgng Ngng 
Nopphamät, "Story of Näng Nopphamat", and in the inscriptions 
of Wat Phra Chdtuphon (Wat Pho) engraved in 1837-8, des- 
cribing in poetic form the foreign peoples of the geographical 
world known to the Siamese, 
The preoccupation of the Siamese intellectuai glite 
with. Western learning in the third reign apparently led to 
the decline of traditional scholarship. The last major 
historical work by a traditional scholar was written in 
1850, by Prince-Monk Paramänuchit, who was invited by Ram. 
III, as noted above, to produce an 'updated' version of 
the Chronicle of Äyutthayä, and'this appears to have been 
the only known new formal history of Siam in forty years. 
Y 
The discovery of the Rämkhamhbng inscription of, 1292? 
by Prince-Monk Mongkut, in 1833, seems*to have generated 
some interest amongst the Siamese d1ite in ancient history. 
But it was not until 1855, four years after Mongkut had 
acceded to the throne, that a new attempt was made to revise 
the Phrarätchaphongsäwadän. Interestingly, 'the-revision 
was prompted by the request of Sir John Bowring, the British 
envoy, in 1855, and by Mongkut's own feeling that the Siamese 
chronicles were not' very reliable. This was the first re- 
vision, of phongsäwädän history by a how Westernized Siamese 
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scholar, Prince Krommaluang Wbngsä. 
Chapter 1V. will , 
be 'devoted -to a discussion of some 
prominent. intellectuals of. the'fifth-reign generation cul- 
minating in-the person of Prince Damrong, widely-acclaimed 
as the "Father of-Thai History"., - Two better known scholars 
during the fifth reign were commoners of. modest family. 
background,, Thianwan (1842-1915) and K. S. R. Kuläp (1834-1913). 
Of the two, Thianwan was of, a more radical mind,, whereas 
K. S. R. Kuläp was a well-respected historian of his time. - 
Unfortunately, both were--disgraced; Thianwan for his radical 
social and political-views, and R. S. R. Kuläp°for his trans- 
gression of-the royal authority in the field of historical 
-writing, 
and for, -his unusual way of popularizing 
Siamese=, -- 
history, which proved unacceptable-to the court. Until 
recently, the-works of Thianwan and R. S. R. Kuläp were un- 
fairly suppressed in official historiography owing to the 
preponderant influence. of- the writings of Prince, Damrong. 
In the past thirty years or so, ", our understanding of the 
fifth reign has-been conditioned by the rosy picture painted- 
by royalist historians and uncritical-writers. 
3) Modern, 
researches have produced ,a rather less favourable view of 
the internal development of Siam=during King Chulälongkgn's' 
reign. It_. would be; appropriate for Western and Thai scholars 
to look, at Thianwan and Kuläp more attentively than at 
present. I justify the sections on Thianwan and Kuläp on 
these grounds. 
3) See, for example, Chula Chakrabon se, Prince, Lords of 
Life, London, 1960; Salao R6kharudhi and Udom amuanwit, 
PI ä Mahärät Chulälon k n, Our Beloved King Chulälongkgn", 
Bangkok: Odeon Store, 19 1; -Prachoom Chomchai* Chulalongkgn the Great, Tokyo, 1965; This is to name only a. few. 
2'! y 
Chapter III 
The "New Ayutthaya" and 
The-Passing of the "Träiphüm" World-View. 
A Note on the Indigenous Sources 
In dealing with-the history of the early Bangkok pe- 
risd, historians are faced with the'fundamental problem of 
interpreting the various Thai-sources., -The problem"was 
-first. highlighted in 1869, when Chgophrayl Thiphäk9rawong, - 
(Kham Bunnäk) began-to write his Dynastic-Chronicle of the 
Bangkok Period for King'Chu1älongkgn. He. -had-previously 
given some. thought. to the writing of a history of the Bunnäk 
family of which he a leading member. In collecting cer- 
tain source materials,, he told the king, -his. task "was very 
much hampered by those officials who claimed that, government 
records had either been 'eaten up by white ants,, were lost, 
or in a bad state". 
')- King. -Chulälongk9n was then a minor,,: 
of sixteen years of age', under the tutelage of the Somdet 
Chäophrayä B9rom': Mahä Sisuriyawong (Chuang Bunnäk), -the 
Regent and actual ruler of'Siam'and, also Chäophrayä Thiphä's 
half-brother. * Under the circumstances, one'can guess that 
. the initiative 
for this literary undertaking came-originally 
from the Bunnäk'clan or the Chäophrayä himself. According 
to'Chinese-derived tradition, it"would- have been appropriate 
then for a newly-crowned-king to sponsor the writing of a 
1) Seethe old Bänphänbk, "exordium", in Chäophrayä Thiph$'s 
iliraratcnaphongsawaaan Krung Rattanakösin Ratchakän Thi I 
ronicie of -tne -rirst Bangkok eian" , rev by Prince Damrong in 1901, Special cremation-volume for 
the funeral of Prince Krommamtin Anuwat6häturori, 1935: 5 
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new dynastic history. Only with"the authorization in. the 
name of the king could all obstacles'raised by the interested 
parties ' be- removed, and the Chäophraya"enabled to go through 
all the documents kept in the government' departments and by 
members of the royal family. 
2)' In, view of the fact . 
that`' 
apart from the government records that still' exist in the 
National Archives, ---Bangkok, -there are only a few reliable 
contemporary. accounts concerning the first 'three reigns 'of 
the, Chakkri dynasty, and that contemporary'Europeari accounts 
of. real value only start with John Crawfurd's'mission in 
1822, Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle is a"'. major' 
source of, information. - As'Prince Damrong often pointed out, 
Chäophrayä Thiphä's work contains some. inaccuracies with 
regard to dates. But we are*fortunate'-that the Chäophrayä 
had a'tendency to reproduce verbatim old documents which'are 
no longer. " available to historians. ' Furthermore, ' he; had been 
an active participant in°the government from-the beginning 
of the third reign right through to the ' end of the°'fourth 
reign, when he retired as Minister of Foreign Affairs because 
of, ' bad . health, and failing eyesight. 
There'are some. other primary sources on'the Thai side 
that merit a mention here. They can'be'listed as follows: 
(1), the so-called Chotmäihet Khwäm Song ham Krommaluang 
Narintharath4wi,., "Memoir of Princess Narin", which is 
believed to_have been written by Princess Narin, 'a half-.,. 
sister of Rama I; 
3) (2) the royal letters of King. Mongkut, 
fl2 ibid.: 5-6 ,. 3 Chulälongkgn, King, "Phrarätcha Wi6hän" (A-Critical 
Comment) in Chotmaihet Khwäm Song6ham Krommaluang Narin- 
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of'which a number have already been published together with 
his other numerous writing; (3) the various literary works 
of the first four reigns,, including biographical poems in 
praise of the second reign by. Rämä III, and of the Prince. 
of the Front Palace of the, first reign by Princess. Kamphut- 
chat, his daughter. There are some limitations peculiar to 
the use of these sources, and there is as yet no critical 
study of them. The basic problem of dating some of these 
documents has still to be satisfactorily solved. Until 
recently, no historian made, a real, effort to. look at Thai, 
history from the literary point of view. Nidhi, Aeusrivongse. 's 
-Watthanatham Kadumphi Kap Wannakam Ton Rattanakösin,, "The 
Bourgeois Culture and the Literary Works, of the Early 
Bangkok Period",, which came-out, in 1982,4) is a major. step 
towards a better, understanding of the sociopolitical set-up 
of Siam in the first half of the nineteenth century,, sig- 
nificantly : from the Siamese point of view. , 
But as the most 
clinical analysis of some of the Siamese literary works of 
the same period, one cannot failed to. be impressed, by Chit 
Phümisak's Botbät Thäng Wannakhadi Khgng Phra Mahä-Montrt, 
"Phra Mahä Montri's Contribution to Thai. Literature", 5) one 
of the best literary-critiques ever written by a modern 
Thai scholar. 
tharath6wi, "Mdmoir of Princess Narin",, 5th reprint,. 
rema on volume for the funeral of Nfingsäo Riap Wisetkun, 1966: 49-58 
4) Institute of Thai Studies, ThammasAt University, 1982 
5) in Thipakgn (pseud. ), Bot Wikh h Wannakam Yuk Sakdinä, 
"A Collection of Critical udies of-Thai Literature of the Sakdinfi Period", Bangkok: S6ngtawan, 1976: 1-86 
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The first half of the nineteenth century was a period 
in which internal changes took place as a result of the 
meteoric rise of the Bunnäk and a few other related families, 
and the attempt by the throne to check their advance. It 
is not totally unjustified to. claim that the history of 
the-early Bangkok period is. the history of the Bunnäk clan 
as much as that of the Chakkri dynasty. Prof. David K. Wyatt 
has appropriately termed the special relationship between 
the royal family and the noblemen "family politics : Ct. 
is an area in which far-reaching coriclusions"can, be drawn 
from genealogies of such as the rätchanikun7) na Bfingchfing, 
the Singhaseni, the Bunnäk, and others, on the one hand,. 
and the rätchasakunlawong8) on the other. 
A few words ought to be said about European accounts 
and American missionaries' reports. Irrespective of the 
recorders' personal views and background, many European 
accounts, such as John Crawfurd's Journal and the Burney 
Papers, 9) are important primarily because they have proved 
to be accurate, and significantly, as shrewd observers, 
John Crawfurd and Henry Burney have contributed where the 
Siamese records are historiographically most suspect. 
6} D. K. Wyatt, "Family Politics in Nineteenth Century 
Thailand", JSEAH, 9,1 (Mar. '1968): 208-28 
7) =" "those families related to the first queen' of the 
"Chakkr1 dynasty" 
8) '"'those families related to thethakkri dynasty itself" 
9) John Crawfurd, journal of an Embassy to the Cburt of 
Siam and Cochin. China, Oxford-in Asia Historical Reprints, 
Wachirayän National library, The Burney Papersp 
Bangkok, 1910 
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This assessment of Crawfurd's'Journal and the Burney Papers 
also. applies to the majority'of other European accounts of 
Siam, and especially. the records of the Protestant mission- 
aries, who were already in Siam. between 1832 and 1851. 
It is not, intended that this tudy should go into. much` 
detail-in areas that have already been well-explored such'. 
as economic'history1o) and foreign relations. 
11. ) I propose- 
instead to re-examine a much neglected aspect of Thai history, 
that is, that is the evolution of Thai intellectualism fol- 
lowing the renewed'contact with the West. In usingIThai- 
materials, my_ approach will be as descriptive as-the nature 
of the sources allows. Where the Thai sources are found to - 
be at variance with Western contemporary'sources, aýgreater 
weight, if justified, will be given the latter'on"account 
of-the suspect nature. of the'Thai records, although every 
effort will be made to present Thai history from the Thai 
point of view. ' 
The "New Ayutthaya" 
"0h, Splendid Ayutthaya: Thou hast risen again. 
Here is the Lion Throne, 'and there beyond, the 
glittering-. spires are everywhere. " 
Source: Näi In's Nirät'Narin12) 
Reminiscing about the change in the early Bangkok 
period, Prince-Monk Pawaret Wariyälongkgn (1809-92)., the 
'10) See, for example, Sarasin Viraphol, Tribut and Profit, 
Sino-SiameseTrade, 1652-1853, Harvard university Press, 
11) Neon Snidvongs, The Development of Siamese Relations with 
Britain-and'France 
. UnDub... Ph. D. Thesis, London Universitv. 
12) t,. R. "Pramuanmäk, (pseud. ), Nirät Narin LZth Nirät P1ik Y i, 
Bangkok: Phrb Phitthayä, ' 1970: 11 
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"Supreme. Patriarch in the fifth reign, summarized the whole:. - 
process"in these* famous words: 
In the first reign,.. the king's favouriteä.. were-warriors; 
in the second reign, 'they were poets; in. the third 
reign,. they. were. builderä of Buddhist monuments; and 
in the fourth reign', they were those who could speak 
and write'the English language. 13)- 
-This quotation -reflects the . main 
themes . of , the activi-, - 
ties that occupied the minds of the first four Chakkri-kings. 
The fall of Ayutthaya in 1767, to the Burmese, was a bad 
shock for the Siamese, and their lamentations over so tragic" 
a loss of the old-capital can be found in the-literature of- 
the early Bangkok period. The foundation of Bangkok as the,., 
new capital by Rämä I, in. 1782, "marked the beginning of-a 
new era, of_. Siamese history. It also represented a new phase 
in the expansion-of Siamese influence in terms of Siam's" 
relations with her tributary states, which was to culminate 
in the third reign (1824-51). 
Internally, the first-"Bangkok-reign was a period in. - 
which-, intense, cultural activity-, took place. Notwithstanding 
a"series of-Burmese incursions, Rämä. I (1782-1809) was 'able 
to initiate a--cultural-restoration aiming theoretically at 
the creation of - an ideal- -Buddhist "kingdom.: "-Like most: of 
his ' ministers, -Rfimä, -- I was born in. " the reign of King- Bgrom- 
maköt (1733-56)=during. which time-Siam had enjoyed a-long 
periodý, of political stability, and- reached a "zenith in 
13) Quoted in Prince Damrong's "Introduction" in Fine-Arts 
Dept., Nirät L nd n Lbh Chotmäihet Kh nMm R&chöthai,. 
"Mgm: Rac as Poetic rave oque on s visit to 
London and-the Relevant Records of-the Siamese Embassy' 
to the Court of St. James in 1857", 10th reprint, 
Khlang WitthayA edition, 1965 
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her power, -while her neighbours were going through bad times. 
The memory of Bgrommaköt's reign was something Indelible in 
the. minds of, the Siamese'rulingelite of the post-Ayutthayä 
period.. =Beginning in 1779, three years before his deposition, 
Phrachäo Täk ordered his Lhakkri°Minister (later Rfim$-I) to. 
head a commission whose goal was to restore ritVals. and cere- 
monies after theýBgrommakot model. 
14) This polic. y'was pursued- 
rigorously by'Ramä I after he himself became. king. e As-the 
post-Ayutthayan Alite had fond memories of'the "Old'Ayutthay$" 
of Bgrommaköt's time, often referred; to as khrang bän inü'ang 
di, "time of the°{good country", 
15) the-'foundation of Bangkok 
in 1782 was then seen°as representing-a new hope and destiny. 
The inspiration for a "New-Ayutthayl" was so great onýthe 
literary scene that Siamese poets began to break with tradi- 
tion and extol the new capital as much as or even more-than 
the "God-King". 
-. The cultural restoration was'a long-drawn-out process 
lasting nearly'half a century before'it reached its-climax 
in the'1830s. The-degree of self-esteem, and the tendency 
towards conservati-sm, exhibited, by the Siamese of the-early 
nineteenth, century were partially caused by 'the virtual' 
isolation _of 
Siam -from 'the Western world in, the -aftermath . 
of the 1688, Revolution, which had resulted in the end-of 
the Greek Minister Phaulkon. episode, and the expulsion of 
the then French garrisons, in the-country. By'ýthe beginning 
of-theýsecond reign in 1809,1120 years later, the Siamese* 
_. ý. 
14) Fine Arts Dept., Latthi Thamniam Tän tän , "The*Various Customs and Practices in Slam". an itthayl, '1964, 
vol. I, part 15: "1 
15) SS, 12,: 110 
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ruling classes had fully regained their self-confidence, 
and they withstood the last Burmese invasions, in 1810 without 
much apprehension. Arts and literature continued to flourish 
in the first three reigns, though there were changes in the 
field: of literature-which became characteristic of the early 
Bangkok, period. 
In the second reign, with newly found prosperity and 
the-growth of Bangkok, Näi Narinthibet (In), was able-to 
express his admiration for the completion-of the building 
of Bangkok in his famous poem, Nirät Narin, which made the 
Siamese exude a 'Bense of relief and, satisfaction. 
-Rämä II was himself a great poet, and his court boasted 
the greatest number-of Siamese poets laureate, including 
Näi Narinthibet-(in). But, again. in. the second reign, the 
great warriors, who had experienced war against the Burmese, - 
began to pass away. The remnants of the old Ayutthaya 
finally-gave way to a new generation of the Siamese Elite, 
most of wham had'spent the best part of their-lives not in 
the battlefields, ' but in the comforts of thriving Bangkok. 
The China trade reached its peak towards the end of the 
second reign, and brought wealth to some influential noble 
men's families. With the new wealth, 4the upper and middle 
classes acquired a new literary taste. In the meanwhile, 
closer economic links with China, and 
.a 
greater degree of 
assimilation of the Chinese into the 6h äonäi (princely) and 
khu nnäng classes was responsible for the partial Siniciza- 
tion of Siamese'arts. and culture. 
16) 
16) Cf. D. K. Wyatt, The Politics of Reform- in= Thailand: 
Education in the ein o in ulalon korn, New Haven : 
Yale University ess, 1969: 24-5 fn. 
Göl 
II- 
The Literary Scene in Perspective. 
What can best be termed literary works in old Siam' 
existed only in verse, -for prose was only used in works of 
a serious nature such as historical writing, royal decrees, 
and proclamations. Early Siamese'literature-was highly ri- 
tualistic-and considered an aspect of the "God-King"cult. 
Siamese classics; were as a rule written in the so-called 
. 
llit, using a combination of räi and khlöng, metres, and, - 
the kham-luang, "great poem", =using a combination of all the 
Indian-derived versifications,. räi, khlön ,- chap, and kip. 
The composition of these two literary genres requires a 
court poet to have a good. command of Pali and Sanskrit, 'and 
a good knowledge of the myriad forms of poetical metres. 
-Naturally_; not many people could understand the Siamese clas- 
sics, and-they were--to all intents and purposes for the 
scholarly upperclass people to read.., -There was also reli--. 
gious'literature, which was written in-a mixture-of Pali 
and, Siamese in the simplest form of räi. This type of liter- 
ature was easily understood and very popular, because its, 
main themes came from the 'Nipä. ta-Jätakas, or "Buddha's life 
Stories". --Reading it, ýthe Siamese believed, would: replenish 
-their, store. of merit 
As for the lower-class-people, the basic form of their 
literary activities is little known., It appears that, ' at 
least in late, Ayutthayfi, klpn phieng, a simple rhyming scheme, 
was most, popular with the population at large-*"" Klan phleng, 
"poetic, song", and its kindred variants, s4phä, -*"love and 
romance", phleng yäo, "love poem", and klon bot laknon, 
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"dramatic poem", were perhaps originally associated with 
the popular culture., -The adaptation of the Java-derived. 
-love story, 
Dä ang, -as the klon=bot lakhpn by one of King 
B9rommak8t's-daughters suggests-that the klgn phleng=had 
been°upgraded°and become a'form of court literature as opposed 
to the more formal drama such asý. theýritualized mask-dance. 
khön; which: restricted ' the performers i to the ' great Indian 
epic, the Ramayana It had; become a tradition, probably: 
since-Bgrommakot's time, that only the king could maintain, -, 
. the lakhgn nai, "Inside the Court Drama", `performed'exclu- 
sively-by ladies ofýthe palace, and that the-lakhgn nok, 
"Outside 'the Court Drama", performed only by` men, -was ' owned 
by other people. `'The klon bot lakhgn, written for both kinds 
of theatrical performances, ' differed greatly in the'. matter 
of, - stories chosen. 
During the early Bangkok period, Siamese literature- 
was varied, and over the decades-there were some new-develop- 
_ 
menus brought about by the personality of each king. `I 
have discussed how, under Rama I, Siamese-literature was 
used as a moral stimulus and a'means'of'restoring self-confi- 
dence, following the fall-of Ayutthayä'in 1767. The transla- 
tion of foreign literature, which went back to Ayutthaya 
times, "was'given new`impetus. 
17) 
-The close contact with 
China in the first. half of the nineteenth' century was respon-- 
sible for°a greater-degree of acceptance of Chinese culture, 
17) King Näräi (1656-88) is reported'to have-been very keen 
on the French; Chinese, and Japanese histories,. and 
liked listening to them read-. by his attendants. Nicolas'' 
-Gervaise, op. cit.: 117 
Ldy 
Before-the rapprochement with the West, the Siamese ruling 
class-looked to China for' inspiration. It is. said that the 
. tale brought 
back. by Siamese envoys of the beautiful Chinese 
gardens of-Peking excited RamaII so-much that he. ordered'-- 
KrommamUn Chet (future Rimä III) to be in charge of--the con- 
struction of Chinese-styled pavilions and a garden, on, -the-, 
Chinese model, inside-the Grand Palace. 
18) The influence 
of Chinese literary. traditions had begun to make itself felt 
in the first Bangkok-reign, -especially with the translations 
of Sä mkok, "Romance, of the Three Kingdoms", and-Saihan, a 
Chinese history. The Bunnäk--were° great patrons of the: -. trans- 
lations of Chinese historical novels in the fourth and fifth 
reigns. Somdet Chäophrayä BgromýMahä Sisuriyawong (Chuang) 
and Chäophrayä Thiphä (Kham)-were thereby responsible for. - 
the translations of most Chinese-literature in-that period. 
Chinese scholars-were employedrto, render Chinese texts -what 
the-Siamese called PhongsAwad9Ln, 6h1n, "Chinese History"- 
into Siamese, and-then-well-known scholar-monks; were requested 
to polish the rough texts into a presentable-form. 
19) 
Crawfurd pointed out in 1822, that of all the peoples 
of the world, the Siamese had high regard for the Chinese-, 
alone. 
20). Rämä II and' Rämä III =were -: both. -admirers of Chinese 
culture and arts, and one-need look no. farther than". the 
decorations of Wat Pho in., -, Bangkok which were-restored in the 
18) Thiphäkgrawong, Dynastic- Chronicle of-the Second Bangkok 
Rte: 93 
. 19)Natthawut 
Sutthisongkhräm, Phü San Wannakam, "Thailand's 
Great Literary Figures", Bangkok: ungr angsän Press, 
1977: 164 
20) Crawfurd, op. cit.: 332 
1yU 
third reign. Chäophrayä Thiphä, like his half-brother, the 
Somdet Chäophrayä, is said to have observed certain Chinese. 
customs quite rigidly. 
21) The-adaptation of-Chinese. histo- 
rical novels. "had: _; 
far-reaching consequences, because it ex- 
tendedthe, use of prose in'Siamese literature; and as prose 
was much more intelligible to the. average person than-verse, 
it attracted a wider audience. But basically, the essence 
of Chinese wisdom contained in the Chinese h18toricäl, novels 
was greatly appreciated by the Siameseruling, class, Yeven 
after Siam had resumed. -full contact with, the 
West. 
.. Traditional Siamese scholarship continued 
to prosper 
under the first three Chakkri-kings: in the.: cultural drive 
of the time., But there was a parallel transformation of 
traditional non-court-,, literature, , due to changes in the for- 
tunes of the nobility-and-the mercantile class. By, the 
third reign the traditional upper-class literature had reached 
stagnation; the Siamese-classics were=in the field for-., a 
few poets. On the other hand, the folk literature was taking 
over. In his recent study of early Bangkok literature, 
Nidhi Aeusrivongse correlates-the emergence of the Siamese; _, 
mercantile class with the new trends in traditional Siamese 
literature. 
22) This transformation was marked not so much. 
by a decline in, the prestige of khl6ng, chan, and käp metres, 
but simply the upgrading-of the use. of hp lens for classical 
plays-: like Rämmakian, Unnarut, and Inao byAhe court poets-; 
proved a-great success. - Indeed, the distinction in taste 
21) Natthawut Sutthisongkhräm, Säm Chäo hra ä, '"The LifeI and 
Works of the Three C"haophrayäý; 'Bang o: Asom Aksgn, 
1963: 555 
im. 22) Nidhi, op. cit.: pass 
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between the, -Ch äonäi princes, and the. khunnäna. (commoner* 
officials and nobility)- was not. so obvious in. the early 
Bangkok period as in.. late Ayutthaya, given the. fact. that 
the -two social groups. were increasingly related by marriage. 
For instance, the, mercantile activities of'the khuunnäng had 
transformed them into a group of noblemen-cum-merchants. 
Their literary. taste was'by no, means, so sophisticated. In 
the-past, -, Siamese court literature had been orally awe- 
inspiring.. But-the rise of the bourgeois-like khunnfing 
had brought into existence the need for a new , 
kind. of litera- 
"ture that served their class. 
The new kind of literature was no longer religious 
nor ritualistic, but for:. pure entertainment. Besides the 
literary works written for lakhgn-näl and lakhgn-n9k dramas, 
the new brand of Siamese literature was aimed at ai reading 
public. Although stories were drawn from episodes of the. 
Chiang Mai 50 Jätakas, a well-known 15th-century Pali work, 
they could be adapted to a wide range of subjects not, per- 
missible. in the old literature... There were two factors. that, 
made the new literature enormously popular, the klgn suph4p, 
a form of hp 1 eng perfected by the great poet, Sunthpn (Phü), 
and the increasing literacy among the Siamese as a result of 
Rämä III's pedagogic policy, and the availability of some 
new language primers. written. by Phra Amaräphirakkhitta of 
Wat BgromniwAt and Phra Thepmöli, (Phdng) of Wat Ratchabürana. 
23) 
Rämä_II was perhaps the greatest patron of Siamese 
literature'in.. Thai history. An accomplished poet himself, 
23) For biographies of these two scholar-monks, see Natthawuti- 
PhüSang Wannakam : 183-217 
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the king encouraged his bards to express themselves freely. 
Rämä II was fond of both lakhgn-nai and lakhgn-ngk plays. 
He paid special attention to the all-female lakhgn-nai drama., 
to perfect the performance. One of his lakhgn-nai plays, 
Inao, is still acclaimed'as. the best example of the la khgn- 
nai. As for the lakhpn-ngk plays, Ramä II contributed to 
some episodes of Khun Chäng Khun Phan, an adaptation of a' 
popular tale dating from early Ayutthaya. Actually, episodes 
of the famous Khun-Chäng Khun Phbn were handed out to the 
court poets, including Sunth9n (Phi) and Krommamtln Chet, to 
write in competition. It was the first time that a popular 
tale was given such prominence in'the court literary circle. 
At the same time, one must note the'lack of originality and 
ingenuity in the field of religious literature in the second 
reign, although Rämä II held an assembly of learned monks 
and court scholars in 1814, and commissioned them to rewrite 
the six missing acts of the Mahächät Kham-luang, "A Poem 
on Buddha's Great Life", the greatest of Siamese religious 
writings dating from 1482, in the reign of King Bgrommatrailök 
(1448-88) at Ayutthayä. 24) 
Many of the poets who made their name at Rämä II's 
court lived and prospered under the king's aegis,. Sunthgn 
(Phil very much so. Phraya Trang, NAi Narinthibet (In), 
and Sunthgn (Phfl) were contemporary. The first two belonged 
to the traditional school, and were unrivalled in the khlöng 
composition. Nai Narin, the Wang Nä (Front Palace'Prince)'s 
personal attendant, was arguably the most talented? poet. 'Siat 
24) Damrong,, Prince, Phrarätcha hon säwadän Krung Rattanakösin 
RatchakänThi 2, is ory of The Second Bangkok Reign". 
1516: 385 
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has ever produced. No one, not even the legendary Siprät', - 
the great-Ayutthayan poet, could write a more heart-rending 
poem than his famous---Nirät'Narin'(c. 1809). But; as the peo- 
ple's poet, Sunth9n (Phil) was more successful than Näi In, 
because he represented'ä departure from the established 
court'literature and the limiting tradition of khng and - 
than versification. 
Born in 1786, Sunth9n (Phi) came from a broken'family,, 
and until his death in 1855, he led an ever-wandering life, 
most of the time as a drunkard, apparently as a result of 
his personal' insecurity. He made hie name as a'poet with 
his first-works',. Nirät Mi'ang Kling, Nirät Phrabät, and'the 
Tale of Khöbut ' (c . 1807) , when he was 21 years old. 'In the 
Tale ofýKhöbut, 'Sunth9n (Phi), by his sheer talent, created' 
a new kind of hp leng, later referred, to as klpn. 'suph$p or 
kl9n pbt, 
25) and used it to narrate an episode - from'an extra- 
. canonical` 
ätaka,. the so-called 50' Jätakas. ' His instant 
success stemmed from-the fact that he had introduced an inter- 
nal rhyming scheme in his poem, which made it sound'pleasantly 
smooth and easy to-recite. 
26) However, his talent'was not 
recognized by the court until 1816, when he was'efinally'ap- 
pointed Khun Sunth9nw8hän'in theýDepartment of Royal-Scribes. 
As a`favourite of the king's, Sunthpn (Phi)'s life thereafter 
was for a while full of promise and happiness. It was only 
25)., A stanza of kl9n su hä devised by Sunthpn (Phü) consists 
of four eight-word nes with elaborate internal as well 
as external rhyming schemes. 
-26) Fine Arts Dept., Phra A haimant Kham K1 n. Kh n Sunth n- hhü, "A Romance o ra p aiman : Sun 9n is 
poetic Tale", Bangkok: Sinlapä, bannäkhän, 1959: see 
-_"Introduction",. p. 47 S 
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his insensitive-behaviour-towards Krommamün Chet,; the future 
Rämä III, when he was still not expected to succeed to the 
throne, that-was to condemn him'to a mi-serable life throughout 
the third reign. 
It is common-knowledge that Krommamfin Chet-was origi- 
nally an admirer of Sunthgn (Phü)'s immense talent, but an 
incident turned him against his father's favourite. Rämd II 
assigned the=prince to'compose a part, "ofathe lakhgn-ngk play, 
Khun Chäng Khun Phen. Having finished his work, the prince. - 
asked-Sunthgn (Phi)to comment or correct where applicable. 
The famous poet told the, prince_that his, work was beautifully 
written,, and there was no room for him to improve the prince's 
work. But in a literary forum presided over by Hämä II, when 
the piece composed by-Krommatfln Chet was read before the king 
for his approval, Sunthgn (Phü) humorously criticized the 
prince's literary endeavour. -Krommamtin Chet-felt publicly 
humiliated, and Sunthgn (Pha)'s offence was never. forgiven 
by the future king. When he came to the"throne'in 1824, 
Rämä. III immediately, dismissed the great poet and stripped 
him of his official rank and title. 
Rämä III's accession came amidst controversy, in pre- 
ference to. his younger. Chaaofä half-brother, . 
Mongkut, who was- 
, 
to-succeed him in 1851, and the Sunthpn (Phü) misdemeanor 
left an , 
indelible, mark on his mind. Literary forums, so 
lively in the previous reign, came to an end, and the'-'lakhpn- 
nai troupe was disbanded. Court poets had to seek patrons" 
among the'Mionäi and khunnäng outside the Grand Palace. 
Only a Phra-Ong-Chao prince, by birth, "son of one of his fa- 
ther's minor wives, the king saw the need to justify his 
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cause and present himself in the best possible light as one 
of the most pious-of monarchs. Promoting Buddhism was a 
means of acquiring merit, and it was certainly part of a 
legitimizing process, especially in the face of the challenge 
. of 
Christian missionaries who began to propagate their faith 
in Siam.. *in. 1828. 
_. 
Rämä III is well-remembered today for his 
religious piety. He was responsible for the building of 
four new royal monasteries, 'and'the renovation of 35 wats. 
Writing a eulogy for. the king in 1837, Prince-Monk Paramänuchit 
also emphasized. this aspect of Rämä III's reign. 
27) RAM III's 
well-known austerity also seems to have had. some influence 
upon the literature of the period, especially the-so-called 
"Suphäsit" (good adages) literature, which was rather didac-. 
tic, as on the walls of Wat Phö. 
The renovation of Wät Phra Chetuphon (Phö) was very 
extensive, and in 1838, cost the royal treasury 560,000 
2 ticals. 8ý . 
On the monastery walls were engraved inscriptions 
covering a wide range of subjects from traditional medicine, 
Buddhist tracts, history, geography, to literary works. It 
isareported that 35 poets, comprising 6 princes,. 18 court 
scholars,. and 11 learned monks, contributed to this large- 
scale endeavour. 
29) It was in a 'sense the first "open uni- 
versity". of Siam, as the king invited his subjects to come 
I 
"27) Pine-Arts Dept., Prachum. Si19. härük Wat Phra Chetu hon (PS3/WPC), "The Inscriptions of Wat Phra upon 
Cremation volume. for Somdet Phra Ariyawongsä, the Supreme 
Patriarch, 23 April 1974: 714 
28) Arunnipha, M. C., "Phra NangklAo Chao YO-Hua" (Rama III) 
in Ministry of Education, Thetsanä Phrarätcha rawat, 
"Sermons in Praise of the rs our Reigns 
.o 
the Bangkok 
Period", 8th reprint, Bangkok, 1938: 109 
29) PS6/WPC: 743 
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and study the inscriptions. The motives behind this ambi- 
tious educational scheme are not hard to find. The king was-. 
obviously inspired by and. concerned about the Western mis- 
sionaries's charitable work in the 1830s. Western sources 
claim that in Buddhist beliefs, the king's charity must not 
be exceeded by that of-any other individual or organization 
"in the kingdom, as this would effect the king's accumulated 
merit. 
30). Put the king would have felt threatened by the 
interest' shown by-the Siamese elite in Western culture. In 
'the literature section of the Wat Phö inscriptions, Rimä III 
`, expressed his opinion that-traditional Siamese literature 
had suffered--a setback because: - 
in the old: days, children of good families were 
engrossed in literary works, and learned how to' 
compose poetry, but now there are many. sinful people 
and few learned men. 31) 
He went ön to say that it was the duty of a man to do 
good things, to acquire merit and to follow the good words 
of wise men. The king also admonished those arrogant poets 
who "fell too much in love" with their own words, because 
real'misery would pursue them, -a reference perhaps to the 
fallen Sunth9n (Phil). 
The following works dating from the third reign: the 
anonymous Suphäsit Phra Ruang, The World of Lady Sl6huiälak, 
and'Kham Khlöng Lökkanit, a work by Krommakhun Ddchädisgn. " 
All these works are characteristically of moralizing nature. 
In the. field of religious literature, Rämfi III sponsored 
30) Donald. C. Lord, Mo Bradley and Thailand, Michigan, 1969: 76 
31) PS6/WPC: 453 
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another re-compilation'of the Buddhist Scriptures, the 
Tipitaka. 32) But the most important religious work during 
the third reign was Prince-Monk Paramänuchit's. Pathomsomph8- 
thikathä, a Siamese rendition of a Chiang Mai*Pali text. 
-The author-must have completed this monumental work sometime 
before 1837, because some of its passages are inscribed'on: 
the walls of Wat Phö. 
33) 
Prince-Monk'Paramänuchit was one of-the greatest poets'' 
in°the history of Siam. His contribution"to the richness of 
Siamese literature, and in particular, to the inscriptions of 
Wat Phra ChAuphon, surpassed all others. As an historian, - 
as mentioned above, he was invited by Rämä III to write an 
abridged. chronicle of Ayutthaya. And the chronological frame- 
work of the Thetsanä Chunlayutthakärawong, which corresponds. 
with the Abridged Chronicle, confirms-that it was originally. 
a sermon on the history of Siam delivered by the Prince-Monk 
in the King's presence. 
34) But people have come to remember- 
him as the composer-of two outstanding literary works, the 
historical poem Lilit Taleng Ph$i, "Defeat of the Burmese", 
and Samutthakhöt Kham Chan, "The Romance of Samutthakhöt". 
The former, atribute. to King Nar6suan (1590-1605), was proba- 
bly written in the-1830s. 'Samutthakhöt is a , unique piece of 
. Siamese 
literature because its was-composed by three poets. 
It was begun by the Phra Mahä Rätcha Khrü, 
35?. 
and thencontiz-t 
nued by King Näräi (1656-88) of Ayutthaya. It was then again 
32 Arunniphä, op. cit.: -109-10 
33) PS6/WPC: 97 
34) See-PP/66, Khurusaphä edition, vol. 41: 67 
35) King Näräi's "Royal Teacher". 
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left unfinished. In 1846, Prince-Monk Paramänuchit, as a 
most capable Pali'scholar and abbot of Wat Phra Chdtuphon, 
was requested'by Krommaluang Kraisgn and Krommaluang Wongeäv 
to 'complete the. '_ final part of this classical poem. It' took 
the prince-Monk more'than three years before the'work'was 
finished. It has'become'one of. the . finest 'piece : of Siamese. ` ' 
literature. 36) 
The almost complete dispersal. of the'royal poets ': during. 
Rämä III's, reign opened the way far` some influential' princes= 
and noblemen to offer them patronage. However, no one was 
prepared to offend the King and keep Sunthgn (Phü) under his 
roof. This poet entered the monkhood for a while, ' for. his' 
own safety, '_ and then wandered from place ' toplace. ` But this 
was Sunthgn (Phi)'S most productive period, because he"had'to 
write to earn his living. ''' Of his 24 works so far discovered, 
nine were written during the third"reign. " Sunthgn (Phü) 
was the greatest master of'Nirät poems. Nirät means "separa- 
tion fiom'a loved one". In this type of literature'the poet' 
laments the misfortune that'-causes' him' to be` away from his 
wife, or lover. 
37) Sunthgn (Phü)'s peregrinations inspired 
him to write at least eight Nirät poems over the years. The 
best Nirät Sunth9n (Phu) ever wrote was the Nirät Philkhao 
Tß. (1828), on a; visit to Ayutthaya. The least successful 
of his works is said tobe the Nirat M1'ang. Suphan, 'written 
the classical khl8n metre, 
_which 
seems to have eclipsed 
36) Natthawut Sutthisongkhräm, Krom Somdet Phra Paramfinuchit, 
"The Life and Works of Prince-Monk aram uc , Bang ok:. 
-Watthana Press, 1962: 369 
3? ) See also. Manas Chitakasem, "The Emergence and Development 
of the Nirat Genre in Thai Poetry", JSS, 60,2 (Jul-1972): 
135-68 
2y! ) 
his natural gift for klon. 
38) 
Sunthpn (Phi) was a man Of unbounded imagination. As. 
a story-teller, -he enchanted 
the hearts. *of his readers. The 
most well-known of his works is Phra Aphaimani in which he 
ýcleverly. blended. themes. from the classic Persian Tales and 
the Chinese historical. 
_novely 
Saihan, translated in-the first 
reign. 
39) it-was started in the, second reign, and met with. 
much success. The main body of the work was, only written. in 
the 1830s, when Sunth9n (Phil), was-briefly being sheltered by 
Prince iakkhanä (1812-35), one of Rämä III8s sons, whose 
daughter became first full queen to King Mongkut. Following,, 
the prince's death, Sunth9n (Phil) became a prot, 6gd of Krom- 
mamfln. Appas9n Sudäthep, Rämä III's favourite daughter. It 
was she who asked the poet to continue his story to its end. 
40) 
The writing of Phra Aphaimani appears to have been interrupted 
again by the untimely death of the princess in 1845. Sunth9n 
(Phü) was again in distress until he entered the service of 
Mongkut's full brother and Second King Pinkläo (former Prince 
Chuthämani) in 1851, and was given his old rank and title. 
He must have completed his masterpiece in the early 1850s. 
It was published for the first time in 1870, by the printing 
firm of missionary Samuel J. Smith, fifteen years after the 
great poet's death. 
Phra Aphaimani,. containing many thousand stanzas, is 
38) Fine Arts Dept., Phra Aphaimant: 49 
39) -ibid.: 60-4 
40) Somphong-Kriangkraiphet, Chiwit Leh N an Kawi Ek Kh n 
Thai,. "Life and Works of a Greatest Thai oe 
Bangkok: Phanfä Phitthayä, 1965: 310 
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the longest Thai poem with the most elaborate structure. 
What has made it so special among the literary works of the 
early Bangkok. period is the fact that it captured the, spirit 
of 'the age in which it* was written. The complexity, of its 
. 
themes reveal some interesting things. First, Sunth9n (Phil)` 
showed'that he was very much influenced by Chinese literary 
traditions. - Second, Phra Aphaimanl, more than any other' 
work, represented the Siamese view'of and attitude towards 
the West; it expresses a contradiction between outward tole- 
rance and an inward sense of contempt for, and superiority 
over foreigners, whom the Siamese had called the mitehäthitthi, 
"those who hold false. beliefs" . About the 
centuries-old 
distrust of Westerners, as reflected-in Siamese arts and 
literature, Mattani Rutnin explains 
In the painting of this period, Europeans were often 
caricatured as the followers of Mara, the God of Evil, 
who came, to. tempt the Buddha before His' Enlightenment. 
They were portrayed as sinners being grotesquely and 
cruelly punished in Hell. On temple walls, French and 
Portuguese soldiers, diplomats, and priests are usually 
presented in the lower World together with demons,.,  
ogres and semi-human or sub-human beings. In dramatic 
literature such as Phra Aphai Mani by'Sunthon'Phu.., 
farang (White Europeans) sometimes appear in villainous 
or comic, roles. _, 
The curious paradox between the out- 
ward tolerance and acceptance of. Western culture for- 
the benefits of their country and the inner sense of 
Thai superiority over and contempt for farang, as well 
as for other foreigners, is an enduring characteristics 
of. the Thai relationship with other countries. 41). 
41) Mattani Rutnin, Modern Thai Literature: The Process of 
Modernization an a Transformation of a ues, whole 
Volume of Bast- Asian Cultural Studies, 17,1/4 (1978): 
7; The hatred of Europeans and Christian priests was 
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Third, according to-Prince-Damrong, many people who 
read Phra Aphaimani when it was published in 1870, thought 
, of 
Sunth9n (Phü) as an eccentric persön and Phra Aphaimani 
a. weird story, because the poet claimed apparently ignorantly 
that the-population of Langkä (Ceylon)-were farang, "Europeans", 
and also that. they had. a young queen, who had just come to 
the throne. 42) And Sunthgn (Phil) had his hero, 'Phra Aphai, 
fall in love with her, 'although they were supposed to be 
enemies. 
This is in, fact Sunth9n. (Phil)'s peculiar way of record- 
ing international. events, by means of events written. down in 
, the form of poetry. _ 
In the_1830s,. the Siamese were beginning 
to have a wider world-view, and the Protestant missionaries 
brought in news about. the. outside world. In, 1815, Ceylon 
.. had 
become-one of Britain's colonies. Many missions sent by 
the Siamese safigha came into contact with the British authori- 
ty there. -Sunthgn,, (Phü). was thus quite right in the sense. 
.. that the ruling class of 
Ceylon were faran . Also, Queen 
Victoria came to the throne-of England in 1837, and as a 
result, she was regarded as the sovereign of Ceylon. Thus 
Sunthgn. (Phü) was again correct, in presenting Ceylon in this 
light. 
also apparently intense, even in the remote principality 
of Nan in North Thailand. J. G. Scott, a British Minister 
in Bangkok during the fifth. reign, reported seeing a. ' 
mural painting at a Nan temple, in which Europeans, es- 
pecially French and Portuguese were depicted as suffer- 
ing in the "Traiphüm° Hells. See: G. E. Mitton, -. Scott 
of the Shan-Hills. -London:. John Murray, 1936: 207-8; 
a the people-of the. North resented the presence of 
Christian missionaries in the early 19th century was 
mentioned by Sir John Bowring in his The Kingdom and 
People of Siam, vol. II, Oxford in Asia reprint, 1960: '.. 
T4-21 
42) Damrong, "Introduction". in Phra Aphaimant: 58 
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It'is quite certain that. Sunthgn (Phi') wrote the second 
. 
half -of his masterpiece'after 1837, the date of`Qüeen Victoria's 
accession. He probably finished this extraordinary romance 
just before his death In ` 1855. In Phra 'Aphaimani 'the conflict 
''between Ceylon and the hero's country, an imaginary Thai king 
-dour, was reflective of 'the strained relations between Siam yt 
and"Britain in-the late 1840s. 'The farang were said' to have 
possessed mechanized gadgets and instruments whereas the 
Siamese hero had only a'magic flute. if 'Sunthgn (Phü)* used 
Phra Aphaimant to represent any real person. at all, one cannot 
help thinking of the populär Prince Chuthämant, his final 
-patron, whose flambuoyant character and musical talent-far 
exceeded anyone else in the kingdom, 
43) 
Phra Aphaimant was written in a periodYwhen the Europeans 
were trying" to convince the Siamese 'elute of the superiority 
of Western technology and science. In his'story, Sunthgn 
(Phil) voiced the Siamese unwillingness to change; and-as an" 
ex-monk, he made fun of the'Christian priests. The-hero's 
magic flute'undoubtedly represented in the poet's mind the 
spiritual and supernatural power that the Siamese mass be- 
lieved in. The magic flute was not, only a sweet-sounding 
instrument, but had 'a devastating power that could destroy 
the most'menacing enemy. 
Sunthgn (Phil) was by'no means'the only poet of the pe-" 
riod to have produced a'remaikable work based on'a real situ- 
43) G. R. Williamson, (ed. ), Memoir of the Rev. David Abeel, 
Scholarly Resources, Inc,., reprint, .:; Of. Natthawut:. Sutthisongkhräm, Kasat Wan -Nfi, "The Front 
Palace King", Bangkok: Phre Kanc ang, 1 72:. passim. 
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ation, and real characters. A.. sense of realism was becoming 
an accepted feature of the third-reign literature. Phra MahA, 
Montri (Sap), one of the, least known-Siamese poets,, was per- 
haps 
, 
the most radical in his approach to literature. His now 
famous satirical play, Raden Landai,, "The Romance of, Beggar- , 
-King, Landai", represented. a complete break with the traditional 
cöncept_, of- ! 'good" literature. Until then (the 18305), Siamese 
poets had concentrated on. the. so-called, rft'ang 6hak6hak" wong- 
won , "adventures of the princes and princesses", whose, pro- 
tagonists and antagonists invariably had to be confined, to 
the upper-class circle; even Sunthgn (Phü)'s Phra Aphaimani 
conformsrato this established tradition. A short poem, Raden 
Landai has a simple structure involving, four. characters, a. 
beggar named Landai, his wife named Nang Pradeh, Landai's lover, 
and Pradbh's lover. It was intended to be a. dramatization of 
four-real Malay characters living in Bangkok, whose entangled 
lives provided, gossip for the neighbourhood of Sao-Ching-Chß 
District.,. To the unaware reader,. Raden. Landai wasan, hilarious 
story of the people he, knew, sometimes verging on vulgarity. 
Phra Mahä Montri'(Sap) calls the protagonist a Raden (Javanese- 
King), implying that hiework is a parody of Rfimä, II's much 
acclaimed lakhQn-nai play, Inao. He used all the royal attri-. 
butes to describe his lowly "hero", who is a'beggar living 
in a "castle with broken spire", and his wife, i who is, a slave. 
To a critical reader, Phra Mahä Montri (Sap) was being criti- 
cal of the social environment of, that time. In an attempt 
to make known his- protest, this radical, spoet 'made a mockery 
of the princely class,, and the establishment, in such a strange 
way that he could not be accused of lose maiest&. Phra Mahä 
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Montri (Sap)' intention was to depict the life of the lower- 
class people, and to highlight their problems such'as gambling 
and alcoholism, a reality not known to the insulated world of 
the upper-class people. 
Phra Mahä Montri (Sap)-was also responsible for another 
pieced of work known as the Phlengyäo Bat"Sonthd, ä short poem. 
Bat. Sonthd means "allegation bill". In it, Phra. Maha Montri, 
who was head of the Department of the Police of 'the Inside. 
Right, publicly- condemned Chamün Rächämät, his counterpart 
in the Department of the Police of the Inside Left, for cor- 
ruption, overbearing, and intimidation of the people. The 
accused Chamfln is said in the poem to have intimidated the 
Chinese community so much that the Chinese feared him more 
than Phraya Chödük, the official in charge of the Chinese 
affairs. But theChamün (later Phraya Mahäthep), "who had. a 
sak_ nä, "dignity mark", of 800, was not prepared to, bring this 
serious matter to the king for redress, partly because Phray$ 
Mahä Montri (Sap), who had a sakdinä of 2,000, was his supe- 
rior, and what the latter alleged had some elements of truth. 
44) 
Phlengyäo Bat Sonth4 is the first political poem not to have 
been suppressed by the old regime. Phra Mahä Montri (Sap) 
was in a sense a precursor*of the fifth-reign political com- 
44) Chit Phümisak, op. cit.: 62-3; Little indeed is known. of 
the life and career of Phra Mahä Montri (Sap), and he. 
does not feature prominently. in Plü'ang na"Nakhgn's stan- 
dard textbook on Thai literature, Prawat. Wannakhadi Thai , 
op. cit.., nor in. Paul Schweisguth's. Etude sur la littýrtture 
siamoise, op. cit.; Chit Phümisak_prov es a most n eres- 
ing study of this poet's works. 
Chäophrayä Thiphä (Dynastic Chronicle of the Third 
Bangkok Reign) also had . an adverse . commen . on e. a aviour of Te princes and the police "who arrested the people and 
tried them at will, and took young women away from their" 
parents to become their concubines. This happened time 




mentators like Luang Phatthanaphongphakdi (Thim Sukhayang, 
1848-1915), author of the controversial Nirät Ngngkhäi, and 
Thianwan, who were to suffer dire consequences at the hands 
of the government for. their political literature. 
III 
The New "Past": 
Mongkut's Discovery of the Sukhothai Inscriptions. 
In 1833, Prince-Monk Mongkut, a half-brother to Rämä III, 
went on pilgrimage to the Buddhist shrines in Upper Siam. At 
Sukhöthai, the capital of the 13th and-14th-century Siamese 
kingdom, he came across a large slab of stone set in masonry 
beside the ruins of an old rp äsät (royal hall of residence), 
and near it he found what was to become one of the most famous 
stone inscriptions of South-East Asia, the Rämkhamheng inscrip- 
tion of 1292?. This eventful discovery was fully recorded by 
his adopted son, Chäophrayä Mahin (Pheng Phenkun), who claimed 
to be an eye-witness. 
45) Prince-Patriarch Wachirayän, a son 
of King Mongkut, also wrote of this memorable event, apparently 
quoting verbatim from the Chäophrayä. The latter's diary re- 
cords this event in an usually absorbed way and shows the 
writer's awed feelings. I shall translate this special entry 
as follows: - 
On Thursday, sixth of the third waxing moon, (the Prince- 
Monk)'returned to his river-boat and headed downstream. 
On Friday, seventh of the third waxing moon, (he) ar- 
rived at a. place called Thä Rätchath$nt;, thence. he fol- 
45) prayut. Sitthiphan, Somdet_Phra ChomklAo Chäo Krung Sayäm 
"Mongkut, the Sovereign or-Siam"", vol. I,. Bangkok: 5ayäm 
Press, 1973: 37 
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lowed the-course of the river up to Sukhöthai. He 
took up-his. dwelling-placeiin the main hall of Wat 
XIAng in Sukhöthai. In the*eveniiig, he was-out touring 
in the vicinity of the ruins of an'abändoned rp äsät. 
The Prince-Monk found a slab of stone near to the 
ancient palace. -. This slab of stone had been stood up 
some time before but it had fallen down against a heap 
of mould at the base of the rp äsät. The. local people 
regarded it as an object of reverence. Many people had 
made offerings to it, and their requests had been en- 
tirely fulfilled. The people of the town thus organized 
a fete such as a boxing show every year to placate it. 
It was sacred, and was not to be violated; anyone who 
dared to show his disrespect and come close to it 
. 
became ill. Having listened to the warnings of the 
town officials, the Prince-Monk walked straight towards 
the stone. The attending officials lost heart for 
fear of what might happen to. the Prince-Monk. With lips 
trembling, they tried to dissuade the Prince-Monk from 
approaching the. stone, anticipating the stroke of mis- 
fortune. 
Heeding no warning, the Prince-Monk walked up to the 
flat-stone-and commanded: "Thou shalt harm me not, thou 
shalt harm me not". Having said so, he graciously 
seated himself on the stone and uttered these words: 
"Here you are in the midst of the forest. Let me take 
you to Bangkok so that you will hear the Dhamma, observed 
the Buddha's precepts and enjoy the blissfulness of 
the City. The City is more pleasant than this northern 
town. " At that- moment, the atmosphere was calm and 
peaceful. Misfortune befell no one. All who were 
present there felt happy. 
Before returning to Bangkok, the Prince-Monk had enjoined 
that the stone slab be transported to Bangkok on a raft. 
When it had arrived in the City, the Prince-Monk caused 
a pedestal to be,. erected. On it, the-Prince-Monk put 
the stone slab, under the tamarind tree in front of the. 
ceremonial hall of Wat Samgräi (where he resided). 
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Beside'it he placed the stone inscription, engraved 
with the Khmer letters, 46) which had been-removed from 
Sukhöthai'at the. same'time as the stone slab. When 
the Prince-Monk ascended the throne [. äs Ki47, he had 
the stone slab and the (two) inscriptions transferred 
to. a pavilion. within the precinct of the-Royal-Chapel 
in the vicinity of the Grand Palace. 47) 
What Mongkut had discovered in. 1833 consisted of a stone 
throne, called Manangsiläbät, King Lithai's Khmer inscription, 
and the Rämkhamheng inscription. After their discovery in" 
1833, Mongkut came to regard the stone throne and the two an- 
cient inscriptions-as a miraculous manifestation of fate fore- 
telling his own accession to the throne. The Khmer inscription- 
was deciphered first. Again, Chäophrayä Mahin speaks out 
Mongkut's mind: - 
As for the Khmer letters engraved on the stone, their 
translation into Thai results in an account praising 
the magical prowess of a king who ruled Sukhöthai as 
the great capital. It appears to be an outline of the 
history of the northerners at that period. In retro- 
spect, it seems that the-stone slab and the inscription 
were a divine manifestation of the will of the God of 
Sukhothai. assuring the Prince-Monk that he would become 
a great king possessing great honour and prestige like 
the Phra. Zhäo Kamrateng-An St Surayawong Ram Mahä Tham- 
marächäthirät', the Supreme Ruler of Sisatchanälai, such 
as. recorded in the stone inscriptions, he caused to be 
brought down to Bangkok. 48) 
Historiographically, Mongkut's revelation of the two 
stone inscriptions of Sukhöthai marked a new era of Thai 
46)"A reference-to Lithai's inscription,. No. 4 in PS6/I , 
47). Prayut Sitthiphan, op: cit.; "Cf. Wachirayän-, op. cit::, 141 
48) Prayiit Sitthiphan; op. cit.:. 38 
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historical tradition, The nineteenth-century Siamese had 
no more than a_hazy recollection_of their remote history. 
The. Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung SI'Ayutthay , which was'the 
official history of the kingdom, never traced the origin of 
the Siamese back beyond the founding of Ayutthaya-by. RämAthi 
-bgdi I. as ascribed to 1351.. The pre-Ayutthaya history was 
totally confusing, but a cult hero, the legendary Phra Ruang, 
king of Sukhothai, *was well-known to the Siamese from the 
Phongsäwadän Nü'a, "History of Upper Siam", compiled in 1807 
from local. folk-tales. In these oral sources, Phra Ruang was 
made the, first independent Siamese king, because-he was be- 
lieved to have liberated the Siamese from Khmer yoke, and 
ruled a prosperous, powerful kingdom. For the first time, 
the two inscriptions brought by Mongkut from Sukhöthai#pro- 
vided concrete evidence that'Sukhöthai had been a powerful 
state in the thirteenth century prior-to the foundation of 
Ayutthaya, and that Phra Ruang was an historical personage. 
The Rämkhamheng inscription in particular, gives a detailed 
account of the daily life of the people of Sukhöthai, their 
customs and manners, and interesting information about their 
ancient paternalistic form of government. Indeed, it-is a- 
document well worth-reproducing here as a. classic specimen 
of Siamese prose. It is almost impossible to retain the 
flavour of rhythmic'medieval Siamese in the English transla- 
"tion, but 
I-shall render it in the way that is understood 
by ordinary Siamese. The first part begins with King Räm- 
khamh6ng's life 
, 
story,, whereas the second part relates the 
culture of thirteenth-century Sukhöthai. The text of the 




My father was named St Intharäthit. 
50) My mother 
was named Nang Sü'ang. My'brother was named Ban Wang. 
_I7have 
five brothers and sisters, who were born of the 
same womb; three male and two female. - My eldent brother 
died when he was a child. When I grew up and reached 
the age of 19, Khun Säm Chon, Lord of the City of Chpt- 
. came 
and attacked-the town of Täk. My father went to 
fight-Khun Sam Chon by charging the elephant. to the left. 
Khun Sim Chon drove forward to the right. ' Khun Sam Chon 
-led a charge with force. My father's subjects fled in 
confusion. I did not flee. I was riding an elephant 
named N4kaphon. I pushed him in front of my father and 
engaged Khun Sam Chon in an elephant duel. Khun Sam Chon 
withdrew and fled. My father thence called me Phra 
Rämkhamheng'51) because I'had fought an elephant-duel with 
. Khun Sam Chon. 
During the lifetime of my father, I 'served my father 
and mother. Whenever I caught any game or fish, I brought 
them to my father. Whenever I picked any acid or sweet 
fruits, I selected good ones and brought them to my father. 
Whenever I went rounding up elephants I brought them, to 
my father. Whenever I attacked a village or town'and 
captured tusked elephants, men and women of rank, silver 
_a 
and gold, I gave them all to my-father. When my father 
49) The first part is believed to have been in King Rämkham- 
heng's own-literary style. The text of this inscription 
has been translated into French and English by. many 
scholars. - Not all of them agree on every difficult point. My translation-is based partly on that of'A. B. Griswold 
and Prasert iga Nagara, "The Inscription of King Rama Gamhbf1 of Sukhödaya (1292)", JSS, 59,2 (Jul. 1971): 203- 
20. -My intention is to adhere strictly. to , the original meaning of the-words and phrases although this can result 
in some distortion in the English version. Wherever I 
differ from Griswold & Prasert, it will be indicated, 
and should be considered an alternative interpretation. 
50) Cf. "Si Intharab9dinthar¬thit" in No. 2, PS6/ I: 38 
51) meaning "as brave and valiant-as Rämä 10od Vishnu" 
s1u 
passed away and my brother was still-alive, I served 
my brother in the same way as I had my father. When 
my brother died, I got the whole kingdom to myself. 
Second Part 
en% ' 
During the lifetime-of Phg-Khun Rämkhamheng, "' the 
City-of Sukhöthai was good. There was fish in the water 
and rice in the paddy fields. " The Ruler of the City did. 
not levy toll on his subjects for-travelling the roads;. 
they could-lead their cattle to trade and ride their 
horses to sell. Whoever wanted to trade inelephants, 
did so;. whoever wanted to trade in horses, did so; who- 
ever wanted to trade-in silver and gold, - 
did so. When 
any commoner, member of the princely family or member 
of the nobility, died, his entire estate: clothing, 
54) 
elephants, wives and children,, rice granaries; retainers, 
52) The Thai Phrase " ýfýDli9tiº1Du 1l'1`Iuft Iiý''iý: ", (During the 
lifetime of Ph9-Khun Ramkhanfheng), suggests that this is 
a description of the past.. The whole text that comes 
after it tells of the good things of Sukhöthai during 
the reign of Rämkhamheng in a most nostalgic mood. Even 
the king is referred to in the third person... It must 
seem very, odd that the same engraver should have changed 
his style in such a sudden manner. Events after the 
reign of this king are obscure and at best confusing. 
The inscription of Nakh? n Chum (No. 3 in PS6/I, dated 
1357, implies that Sukhothai went temporarily into decline 
'following the reign of-Rämkhamheng. Pridä Siohalfilai, 
a well-known epigraphist, thinks that textually, this 
part of the inscription could have been engraved in the 
reign of King Lithai (1347-c. 1368), who wanted to extol 
the good deeds of his grandfather. See: Prasert na 
Nagara, "Khwämhen Rü'ang öhärük Phg-Khun Rämkhamh6ng" 
(An Opinion on the Rämkhamheng Inscription), reprinted 
in Phon-n än Khonkhwä Prawattisät Thai, "Researches on 
Thai story , Special edition for the funeral of N4i Bunrü'ang Va=Nagara, 31 Oct. 1971: 83 
53) Griswold & Prasert, 
__ibid.: 
246, who translate 
"lük Zýhäo lük khun" as ""men of rank". 
54) A conjectural translation. Griswold"& Prasert (ibid:: 
206 fn. 28) read'. the word in question as "sfi'a kham" 
and render it "the deceased". " I follow Coedes ("Notes 
critiques sur l'inscription.. de Räma Ramheng", JSS,, 12, 
6 (1918) : 5) who read the word as "sfi' a kha'! and 
translated it "vetements". 
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and groves and areca and betel, 
, 
was, bequeathed to his 
son. If a commoner and a man of rank differed-and 
disagreed, the-king looked into the case impartially, 
and administered justice to. the commoner not by siding 
with the one who stole and concealed. 
55) The king did 
not covet the, rice belonging to other people. He was 
not engulfed with-the fire of envy * when he saw the 
wealth of other people. If anyone-came riding an ele-,., 
phant to place his town, udder his protection, the: king* 
would support him. * If he had no elephants,, no"horses, 
no lords and ladies, 'no silver and no. gold, the king 
gave these to him, and helped him found a village or 
town.. When he, captured_enemy warriors, he killed them 
not, he beat them not. 
Over there at the front of, the gate was hung a bell.. 
'If any distressed commoner, who lived in the City, had 
grievances, which sickened, his stomach and perturbed 
his heart, and wanted to air them with the king, he 
would not miss him. If he rang the bell, Phq-Khun Räm 
khamheng, upon hearing it, would meet, him and., investigate 
the mdtters justly. Thus, the people of the City of . 
Sukhöthai all admired him. They, planted the groves of 
areca and the groves, of betel all over the City. The 
groves of coconut were in-'abundance in this City. The.. 
groves of jackfruit were in abundance in this City. The* 
grove of mangoes were in abundance in this City,, as well 
as the groves of the tamarind trees. Whoever planted 
anything,, got its fruits. 
In the, middle of the City of Sukhöthai was a marvellous 
pond, the water which was clear and as good to drink as 
the water of the Me Khöng Criver7 during the dry season. 
55)'Cf. Griswold & Prasert, ibid.: 207 
"When commoners or men of rank. differ and disagree, 
/the Kinglexamines the case to get at the truth and 
hen. settlles it justly for them., " 
I take " v1 " in "ai'J 1tAJ no%VtinJ'º" as meaning strictly 
the. commoner as. opposed to men of rank, while Griswold 
& Prasert translate it as "them" (both the commoner and 
the man of rank). 
JIL 
Encircling the City.. of Sukhöthai were.. the, triple walls 
measuring three-thousand and . 
four. hundred arm-lengths. 
The people of Sukhöthai,, liked to give alms and observe 
the precepts. Ph9-Khun Rämkhamheng,. Lord, of Sukhöthai, 
together with the court ladies,,. the princes, men and 
women of rank,. and all the noblefolk without exception, 
both-male and female, all. hadfaith in the Religion of 
the Buddha, and observed the precepts during the rainy 
season. At. the close of the rainy season, they celebrated 
the kathin ceremonies, 56) which lasted a month. When 
presenting the kathin, there were heaps of cowries, heaps 
of areca nuts, heaps of flowers, and also many-cushions 
and pillows. Each year, the gifts given in the kathin 
celebration amounted, to two million pieces. Everyone 
went to the Aranyik57), over there-for recitation of the 
kathin occasion., Returning to the City, the people formed 
aline all the way from the Aranyik to the parade ground. 
They repeatedly did homage together, 58) accompanied by 
the sound of musical. instruments and the singing. Who- 
ever wanted to play, did. so; whoever wanted to laugh, 
did, so; whoever wanted to sing, did so.. The City of 
Sukhöthai had four main gates, and the people came crowding 
in to watch the king light the candles and set off fire- 
works. This City, Sukhöthai, was filled--with people as 
though it might burst. 
In the centre of the City of Sukhöthai there were 
vhihän, 
59) there were golden Buddha images.., There was 
a Buddha statue called Phra Atthärot, eighteen cubits in 
height. There were big statues of the Buddha; there 
were statues"of. the Buddha of,: möderate size. There-were' 
56) kathin = "yellow robes presented to monks at the start 
o the rainy season" 
157) "Quarter of the forest-dweller monks". 
58) Conjectural translation. 
59) vihära (Pal. ). "abode of monks, central hall where Buddha statues are kept" 
1 
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for that purpose 
big hýihän and'medium-sized ones.. There were monks, 
nisaiyamutta, 
60). thera, 61)'and mahäthera. 
62) 
To the west of the City-of Sukhöthai was situated 
the Aranyik. Phg-Khun Rämkhamhbng built and presented 
it as a gift to'the mahäthera Pdtriarch, who was. well- 
versed in 'the Tipitaka, who was wiser than any monk inn3) 
this-City, and who came from the City of. Sithammarät. . 
In the centre of the Aranyik boundary, there was 'a 
hp ihän of great height and beauty. There was a standing 
Buddha-of eighteen cubits height. ' 
To the east of the City of Sukhöthai (one would find) 
a hp i= and senior monks, a majestic lake, ' groves of 
areca and groves of betel, vegetable gardens and rice- 
fields, villages large and small, -groves of the mango 
trees and groves of the-tamarind trees. (These) were 
all beautiful to look at as though they had been made 
there was a'statue of Buddha, Phra Afton; there was'ä 
royal residence; there were groves of the coconut trees 
and groves of the jackfruit trees. There were vegetable 
gardens and rice-fields. There were'settlements; there 
were big villages and small 'villages. 
To the south of the City there were kuti, 
65) hp ihän, 
and learned monks. There was a reservoir. There were 
To the north of the City, there-'was an open market; 
64) 
'6o) "One who is set free from reliance on support".; monk who 
has been ordained for at least five years., 
-61) "Monk who has the seniority of ten rainy seasons: ', 
62) "Monk who has been ordained , for at least twenty years 
63) The equation of "Mil'ang Sthammar$t" in this inscription 
with modern Nakhgn Sithammarät in Southern Thailand is 
. universally accepted, although 
it could hav. e been Thaton, 
or Suthammanakhpn, a thriving Mqn kingdom and Buddhist 
centre in. lower Burma. 
64) The Siamese word' äp sn derived its origin, from the 
Persian word. "Bazaar , "a market". 
65) a "monks' living units" 
4 
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groves of coconuts and jäckfruits, 'groves of mangoes and 
tamarinds. There were mountain streams. There. was the- 
Spirit of the Phra Khaphung Phi, which'was'God of the 
Mountain and Lord of all the-'spirits iri the City. What- 
ever lord ruled Sukhöthai; if he made the right offerings. 
to"the Spirit, he'would-rule a stable and thriving city. - 
If he did not . show : obeisance and make . 
the right offerings 
tö"the Spirit of the Mountain, it would not protect' -him 
and the 'city was bound to be lost. 
'In 1214 Saka -(A. D. -1292), a. Dragon Year, Ph9-Khun 
Rämnkhamheng, lord of the kingdom of Sisatchanälai-Sukh8- 
thai, who had planted these sugar-palm trees fourteen 
years before, commanded his craftsmen to cut a slab of 
stone, and place it in the midst of these sugar-palm 
trees. On the day of the new moon, the eighth day of 
the waxing moon, the day of the full moon, and the eighth 
day of the waning moon, one'of-the learned monks or thera 
or mahathera would go up and sit on the stone slab to 
preach the Dhamma (Law) to the throng of 'lay people who 
observed the precepts. When it was not the-day for 
preaching the Law to the people, Php-Khun Rämkhamheng, 
lord of the kingdom of Sisatchanälai-Sukh6thai, would go 
up, sit on_the stone slab, and let the officials, the 
princes and the nobles, discuss affairs. of state with 
him. On the day of the new moon, and the day of the full 
moon, when the white elephant'named Rif hasi had been 
decked out with howdah and tasseled head cloth, and 
always with gold on both tusks, Phg-Khun Rämkhamheng 
mounted him, and rode away to pay homage to (the Buddha 
statue)66) at the Aranyik, and then he returned. 
There was an inscription in the City of Chaliang, 
67) 
66)-Conjectural reconstruction. Cf. Griswold & Prasert, ibid.: 
215, "to_ pay homage to, the Safigharäia 
. 
(Patriarch)" 
67) Chaliäng was perhaps the old town of Stsatchanälai near 
Sukhothai. In the Phon säwadän Mü'an Nü'a,. it is called 
Sawankhalök, and s'a to have been. u by an ascetic 
named Satchanalai. 
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erected beside the Temple of Phra Si Rattanathit. There 
was one in a cave called Tham-Phre. Ram (Cave of Rama, 
God Vishnu), which is on the bank of the'Samphal, There 
was one in a, cave called Tham Rattanathan. In the midst 
of the sugar-palm trees, there were two pavilions; one 
was called Sala Phra Mit, "Pavilion of the Golden Buddha", 
the 'other, Phuttha. Sälä,,, "Pavilion of Lord Buddha". This* 
stone slab is called Manangsiläbät. It was', installed 
at this-place so_that all could see. 
-Phq-Khun Rämkhamheng, son of Phq-Khun Si Intharithit, 
was king of Sisatchänilai-Sukhöthai'. All the MA, the Käo, 
the Lao, the Tai of the lands under the vault of heaven, 
and the Tai who lived along the C and the Kh9ng, came to 
pay homage to him. 
In. 1207, Saka, a Pig 3Cear, 
69) the king caused the holy 
relics ' to , 
be dug up' so that the people could see and 
worship'them for one month and, six days. Then they were 
deposited in the centre of the City of Sisatchanälai, 
upon which a. 6hed1-(pagoda) was built. It took six years 
before the 6h6di-was completed. -A wall of rock enclosing 
the relics was then built and it took a further three 
years before it was finished. 
Formerly, this type of Tai script 'did not exist.? 
0) 
68) They are all ethnic Tai groups. The "lands under the 
vault of heaven" is a reference to Yunnan in Southern 
China. 
69) The engraver made a mistake here because 1207 Saka, or 
A. D. 1283, was a Cock Year. 
70) It is generally accepted that Rämkhamheng only devised 
the Sukhöthai script, a type of Tai letters, in 1283, 
but-he did not claim to have created the Tai writing. 
The phrase "Mi'a K9n Lai St Thai Ni B9h Mi" does not 
exclude the possibility of-there having either existed, 
a different sort of writing either in anöther-Tai group 
or even at Sukhöthai; it only implies that all writings 
bearing a resemblance to that of Rämkhamhbng derive 
from the latter, and-that any document having such cha- 
racteristics. is-posterior to 1283. G. C'oedes believed 
that Rämkhamhbng devised the Sukh8thai script from the 
old Mqn and the cursive Khmer letters. What is unique 
about the new script is that all the vowels and conso- 
nants are placed evenly on. -the same line as in the Roman 
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In 1205 Saka, a'Goat Year, Phq-Khun'Rämkhamh&ng set his 
mind andhis heart on-, devising these _Tai 
letters. These 
Tai letters exist because that lord devised them.. Ph9- 
Khun Rämkhamheng aspired to become lord of all the Tai. 
He aspired to'become a sage in order to teach all Tai 
peoples to understand truly the merit and the Law. 
71) 
Amongst the men who-live. in the lands of the, Tai,. there- 
fore, there was no one to equal him in knowledge and 
wisdom, in bravery and courage, and in strength and energy. 
He was able to quell a throng of*enemies.. (For that 
reason, he) possessed a vast kingdom and a great number' 
of elephants. 
72) To the east, he received the submissions 
of these towns: Sa_Luang, S ng Khwb, Lumbä6häi, Sa-Khä, 
and his authority reached73' the banks of the Kh9ng, 
Wiang Chan Wiang_Kham, being the, limit. To the south, 
these towns submitted: Khonthi, Phra Bang, Phrbk, Suphan- 
naphüm, Rätchaburi, Phetchaburl, Sithammarät, and his 
authority reached the seacoasts. ' To the west, his autho- 
rity extended to Chgt,..., Hongsawadi, 
74) 
and the seas. 
script. Nevertheless, the writing of Rämkhamheng was' 
short-lived; the next oldest inscription dated 1339, which 
was engraved with similar script, had already placed the 
vowels above and below. the consonants. See: Louis Pinot, "Laotian Writings" in Rend de 
Berval, (ed. ), Kingdom of.. Laos: The land of the Million 
Elephants and of the White Parasol, rs. Mme. a sa er 
u ros, e al. v Saigon, 1 -27 
G. Coedes, Tamnän Aks n Thai, "History of'the Thai 
Alphabets", Bangkok, 1925: 6-10 
71'. ) of. Griswold & Prasert, ibid.: 218fn. 126 who omit through- 
out the translation of the Siamese word hä, "to seek, as 
pire", thinking it is used only as an affirmative particle. 
I think otherwise. 
72) Cf. Griswold & Prasert, ibid.: - "He was able to subdue 
a throng of enemies who possessed broad kingdoms and many. 
elephants". 
73) Debatable translation. "Thäo Fang Kh9ng" means literally 
"to reach the bank of the River Khgng", i. e. the king's- 
authority just "reached the west bank. of the Mekhong and 
did not extend beyond that. Wiäng Chan could even have 
been under Khmer rule. 
74) Pegu, capital of a M9n kingdom in Lower Burma. 
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To the north, his dependencies included Phre, Man, N.., 
Phlua, and beyond the banks of the RiverKhgng, Chawa 
was the limit. The king looked after all"those who 
lived in these lands in accordance with the law. of the 
Religion, each one of them. 
In the early days of epigraphic study in Siam in the first 
half of the 19th-century,. the two Sukhöthai inscriptions con- 
tributed much more to the rise of didactic literature than to a 
better understanding-of the history. of Sukhöthai itself. Al- 
though King. Mongkut has been acclaimed as the founder of Siam- 
ese epigraphy because, when he set about deciphering Ramkham- 
heng's famous inscription, there was no one in the world who 
had ever tried to read an inscription written in old Siamese, 
75} 
it is fair to say that the Siamese, a people without "history", 
lacked even the knowledge to'distinguish between Rämkhamhbng 
and his grandson, Lithai.. The confusion arose because Phra 
Ruang had become a generic name of the kings of Sukhöthai. 
One of the most well-known religious works entitled 
Tebhllmikathä, or Traipham Phra Ruang is-believed by many his- 
torians to have been composed by King Lithai whose name appears 
in the colophon of this work. The date of composition is 
said to be "23, Cock Year" of an unknown era. According to 
the Phongs$wadän Mü'ang N. 'a,, Phra Ruang,, Ring of Sisatchan$1ai,. 
abolished the old Buddhist Era and the Chunla Sakkarät, "Lesser 
Era",, and introduced a new one. As Lithai is said in the 
Traiphüm to have ruled Sisatchanälai. for six years-when he 
composed the Traiphüm in "23, Cock Year", it would seem that 
1123, Cock Year" belonged to the new era. The myth of*Phra 
Ruang introducing a new era in the Phongsäwadän Mft'ang. NÜ'a, 
75) Griswold & Prasert, op. cit.: 182 
;p1ö 
and-King Lithai writing the'Traiphüm in "23, Cock Year" may. 
have originated from two sources, the influence of Burman/ 
M9n traditional-historiography, and Lithai's Khmer-inscrip- 
tion. According to the latter, the king is said to: - 
have learnt the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma in-conformity 
. with the method of 
the traditional masters, namely, the 
brahmans and ascetics. The king knows all the Veda, 
treatises, traditions, laws-and maxims, and the science 
of astronomy-... the. syears, the months, the eclipses of 
. the sun, 
the eclipses of the moon... He is capable of 
calculating the defective years, of taking away from, 
76) 
erasing, or adding to them days, -months, etc. 
It the text of the Traiphüm was not falsified, the co- 
lophon must have been interpolated by an Ayutthayan scribe 
who had a hazy conception of tr4e Sukhöthai history. 
77) In 
fact all the inscriptions dated in Lithai's reign employ the 
Mahä Sakkarät, "Greater Era". 
The revelation of the inscriptions of Rämkhamhbng and 
Lithai in 1833 not only reingorced the old beliefs in the 
Phra Ruang myth, but also gave new stimulus to the Siamese 
ruling class to hark back to a golden past. Paternalism of 
the kind described in the Rämkhamheng inscription was seen as 
an ideal form of government. It was by no means a coincidence 
that in 1836, the Phra Khlang Minister (Dit Bunnäk) ordered 
a big drum to be made and presented to the king.. Rämä III 
76) PS6/I: No.. 4, F. 2/1-7/80;,. Cf. Coedbs, "Documents sur la 
dynastie de Sukhodaya", HEFEO, ' 17, -. 2 
(1917): 13-7; Cf. 
Griswold & Prasert, "The. Epigraphy of Mahädharmaräja I. 
of_ Sukhodaya, Part I", JSS, 61 , 1(Jan., 1973) : 136-44 
77) Michael Vickery, "A'Note-on the Date of the-. Traibhümi- 
kathg", JSS, 62,2 (Jul. 1974): 278, -283 
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called it-Klgng Winichai Pherl, "Petition Drum", and ordered 
new proceedings to be implemented whereby a commoner could 
air hisgrievances to the king more directly than before. 
78) 
In the meanwhile, a collection of old Siamese proverbs and 
sayings was engraved on the walls of Wat Phra Chetuphon (Phö) 
in 1837/8. These--poetic proverbs. were attributed to Phra 
Ruang of. Sukhöthai, and thus-. cal-led Suphäsit Phra Ruang, "I'A 
Didactic Poem by Phra Ruang". It is obvious that these pro- 
verbs and sayings could not be convincingly dated to the 
Sukhöthai period, -, at least in terms of-the language used. 
As already noted, 'one of the most'interesting works 
produced in the early Bangkok period is Lok Khpng Näng Nop 
hhammät, or Tamrap Thäo S! 6hulälak, -"The Worldýof Lady Sichu- 
lälak", also apparently owing something to the discovery of= 
the Sukhöthai inscriptions. 
Undated'and written by an anonymous'writer(s), `The 
World of Lady Siohulälak is narrated'in the first person by",. 
someone who claimed-to be a minor queen-of Phra Ruang of Su 
khöthai. The story begins some time before Phra Ruang: has' 
introduced a new era, and ends in the 18th year of, the. new 
era. The author describes the scene at Sukhöthai, life in 
Phra Ruang's court, royal ceremonies of various months, and 
in between, moral tales. According to Prince Damrong, there', - 
are five or six slightly different versions of this work. 
79) 
King'Mongkut is known to have admired this book, and-King 
78) Thiphäkgrawong, Dynastic Chronicle of the Third Bangkok. 
Reign: -363-4 
-79) See 
Prince Damrong, "Introduction" in Fine' Arts Dept., 
Ming Nopphamät, "Story of Nang Nopphamät", 1970:, 4"14 
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Chulälongkgn believed it was originally a pre-Bangkok. work,,, 
probably-an adaptation. of a Brahman's treatises. But it is 
the consensus that the narrative style of The-. World belongs 
to the second or third Bangkok reign. periods. 
80) 
The author of this book must have known the Traiphüm 
Phra Ruang, because he-evidently tried to set the background 
of his story against it, especially by mention of the'year 
"18th of the new lesser Era". 
81. ) It is then supposed to be 
a pre-quel to the Traiphüm written by King Lithai in the 
year "23, Cock Year". Although many people think of it as an 
historical work, it is definitely a fake. On the other hand, 
ironically, The World must be considered the first Siamese fic- 
tion in prose. The author, wanting to present his fictional 
work as history, conformed to historical tradition and wrote 
it in prose. 
The true date of The World can be established by inter- 
nal evidence. First, the poetic portion consists of Sunthgn 
(Phü)-type klpn suphäp. Second, the description given of the 
various races of the world is strikingly similar to that on 
the walls of Wat Phra Chetuphon. Third, interestingly, when 
talking about the languages of the various countries, the 
said that "Taleng_Phäk is faran " (the language of the people 
of Lower Burma is European) -an apparent reference to Britain's 
annexation of Lower Burma in 1826.82) And fourth, although 
The World is pure. 'fiction, its author describes the world 
in which he lived in a most realistic way, and not like the 
world of Sukhöthai. Some-sections of this book were written 
80 ibid.: V- 
81 ibid.: 158 
82 The World: 3 
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almost in imitation of the Rämkhamhbng inscription. For exam- 
ple, describing Phra, Ruang's-royal activities, the author 
said: - 
Above all, His Majesty has faith in the religion, and 
has promoted Buddhism so that it will last and prosper 
forever. He sets his mind on all kinds of charity, 
donating the royal alms for the benefit of the Triple 
Gem, the various monasteries, the Law, the Saflgha, and 
the people-everyday, every month, and every year. He 
installed a mahäthera well-versed in the Law of the 
Religion as the Supreme Patriarch, who oversees the 
town-dweller monks and the forest-dweller monks. He 
appoints many senior monks to ecclesiastical ranks in 
both the khanthathura83) and- Wipatsanäthura84) divisions. 
The king gives them the four 'requisites' and invites 
all the monks in both divisions to disseminate the 
religious message and persuade all his subjects, male 
and female, to observe the precepts for their own bene- 
fit in both this life and the next existence, so that 
Buddhism will not decline so soon. Besides, His Majesty 
also pays homage to the Brahmans who practise the way 
of Brahma-. strictly. He offers them rewards and shows 
them respect. He consults with them about good omens 
and bad omens that befall the kingdom. 
His Majesty has a kind heart because he knows the 
Law of Impermanence. He gives alms to the elderly, the 
sick, and the bereaved. His Majesty gives them food 
and clothes everywhere in his kingdom. ... 
The Great City of Sukhothai is full of heavenly 
bliss. It is like a Celestial City. The princes, the 
noblemen, the courtiers, the safigha, the merchants, 
and the subjects, all are loyal to the king and praise 
83) A religious sect whose members devote themselves to the 
study of Buddhist texts as a means of enlightenment. 
84) Monks in this Buddhist sect concentrate on meditation as 
a means leading to enlightenment. 
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him for his kindness. They, tray for His Majesty's 
good health and happiness. 
)) 
The. World was probably written between 1834 and 1840. 
-As its subject matter is life in the court of Phra Ruang, and 
its aim moral preaching to court ladies in. the Inner City of 
the Grand palace, The World must have been written by some- 
one who knew court life well. - Oral sources say that Rfim$ III 
wrote one chapter so that he could criticize indirectly the 
decline in court decorum amongst the ladies of the Inner City. 
This could be the chapter in which Phra Simahosot, the narra- 
tor's father, asks-Lady, S1 hulälak, his daughter, to explain 
how she should behave, once she has been presented to the 
king. 86) Given the realism of the story, one would presume 
that the author, whoever he (or she) is, wanted to present 
Rämä III, a devout Buddhist king, in the light of Phra Ruang 
of ancient Sukhöthai. 
The setting of The World is supposed to be hinterland 
Sukhöthai; but in fact the author appears to be describing 
the bustling port-city of Bangkok, when he says: - 
All the merchants, within and without the kingdom, who 
come to trade at the Great Celestial City of Sukhöthai, 
carry their commodities'in all kinds of-vessels,. steam- 
boat and junks. 87) 
There is evidence to suggest that the author'of The 
World was in fact-ignorant of the tamnän tradition concerning 
the Phra Ruang myth, especially when he mistakingly. refers 
his readers to the further history of this legendary-king 
85) The World: '28=30 
86) Prince Damrong, op. cit. 
87) The World: 10-11 
5 
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in the Tamrap Chämmathew1wong, instead of the Jinakälamäll 
or Sihifganidäna. 
88} But, he certainly had a wider vision 
of-the real world than most people. -No longer did he, believe 
in the exclusivity of the-Buddhist world. It was perhaps, 
its loss already-of Lower Burma'and Ceylon to the Europeans 
that prompted the author of this work to: -state that: - 
Of all. the countries, big and small, *in the world, 
there exist only a few countries where-the Religion 
of the Buddha still flourishes; in other places 
Buddhism has declined. Only one-tenth or two-tenths 
of-all the countries are now with a Buddhist king and 
Buddhist subjects. The rest, nine-tenths or. so,, 
belong to the mitchäthitthi, "Those who-hold false 
beliefs", who believe in_other religiduä teachers. 89) 
The-author's genuine concern for the'decline of Buddhism 
must be understood against the activities of Protestant: =mis- 
sionaries in the 1830s. But. a great degree'of religious to- 
lerance is also displayed by the author of this work, when 
he talks of non-Buddhist mitchäthitthi, who "build their own 
places of worship". "The Muslims and Europeans", the author 
says, are allowed to "build their mosques and churches to 
practise their religion". He goes on to say that "the bät- 
luang ['French Catholic bish6p7'can. propagate, his religion 
according to his tracts". 
90) Ironically, the author showed 
signs of influence by-the Christian concept of cosmogony 
contained in the Bible, because he maintained that at the 
beginning of world-systems all human beings spoke the same 
language. 
91ý 
88 ibid.: 31;. 'For these tamnän histories see Chapter. I above. 
89 ibid.: 9 
90 ibid.: 22 
191 ibid.: 2 
j'L 4 
It is generally accepted that, as early as the 13th 
century, the time of Phra Ruang and Rämkhamhbng, no known 
Europeans had yet arrived in South-East Asia, and there could 
not have been any American, Dutchmen, Portuguese, or English- 
men in-Sukhöthai. Nor could there have been cannons mounted 
on the battlements of that city. These anacronisms conclu- 
sively prove. that The World ii-no more than a fake. We learn 
much more from it-of the history of the*early'Bangkok period 
than that. of Sukhöthai., Although the author was inspired by 
by revived interest in the history of ancient Sukhothai, his 
work was a third-reign expression of the Indian-derived con- 
ception of-sovereignty in the traditional world of`South-East 
Asia. For example, the author expounded his theory to his 
readers as follows: - 
And if a great king, who possesses immense power and` 
commands brave soldiers and strategists in the art of 
war, capable. of destroying, his enemies from all direc- 
tions, builds up enough strength, and is well supplied 
with warships, war animals such as horses and elephants, 
and provisions, he will be able to attack all-countries, 
big and small, which are inferior in the number of 
soldiers, and in capacity to his kingdom. The feeble 
countries become his dependencies, and his'kingdom 
expands in'this manner. This is why a great indepen= 
dent country. can have subjects who. speak two, three, 
four,. or five different languages. There are many 
great independent countries in the world... ' 
If the subjects of two independent-. kings come 
into contact with one another, and the two sovereigns 
are powerful and supported by belligerent ministers, 
they are-bound to covet-the other's treasure and terri- 
tory. They will wage war against each other, which 
will last for generations. Merchants on both sides 
:) e7 
cannot trade, and all other countries know that they 
are at war. 92) 
Nevertheless, he went on to say that independent kings could 
maintain afriendly relationship: - 
-Onýthe'other hand, some independent countries have 
only. two or three tributary states, while others have 
more than ten. dependencies. The independent countries 
maybe near or far away from each. other, but if-, the 
sovereigns. of these countries act. royally, they should, 
foster friendly intercourse with the other side by 
sending gift-bearing envoys to one another, regardless 
ofathe difference in race and language. If this is 
done, the independent countries will prosper. 
93) 
The author of The World was referring to Siam's relations 
with her tributaries, which was justified on the grounds that 
Siam was a stronger country.. As regards the war that had 
dragged on for generations, the author was perhaps alluding 
to the contention between the independent kings of Siam, Burma, 
and Vietnam. However, the call for independent kings to fos- 
ter friendship rather than wage war. with each other sounded 
the death-knell of the concept of cakravartin, or "universal 
monarch", asserting such authority where necessary by force, 
because, in the eyes of the author, the Siamese king could 
not realistically claim that status. 
94) With the presence 
of the British in the south and west, and unified non-Theravada 
Buddhist Vietnam in the east, it was difficult for the Siamese 
elite not to recognize that they had to accommodate other 
92 ibid.: 6-7 
93 ibid.: 8 
94 Cf. Nidhi Aeusrivongse, "LOk Khgng Nang Nopphamät" (The 
World of Nang Nopphamät),. WT,. 9,1 , 
(Jul. -Sep: 1979):. 
21-2 
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independent kings or countries with different religions. 
The World of Lady Si hulälak reflected the fact that people 
had grown tired of unceasing wars, and it voiced perhaps the 
mercantileclass'. s feelings, because, had the independent c oun- 
tries been at peace, 
the- safigha, the nuns, the brahmansand all the subjects 
will. live happily.. Merchants and clients will be able 
to conduct their. business quite conveniently, and with- 
out any misfortune. The country will be full, -of all' 
commodities, gold and silver. The people of all nations 
will have only admiration for the king and come to him 
for comfort and protection. 95) 
The World of Lady Si hulälak, written in an autobiogra- 
phical form, has a novel-like character that distinguishes it 
from Princess Narin's Mdmoir, which had been written earlier 
in the third reign, and is a true historical account. But 
if The World is truly the first real Siamese fiction ever to 
have been written in stylized prose rather than in verse, 
96) 
it. is a work that reflects both the writer's tamnän conception 
of Siam's remote past, stimulated by the discovery of the two 
Sukhöthai inscriptions, and a*sense of realism, which was a 
new feature of early 19th-century Siamese literature. However, 
until recently, it was despised by serious historians and 
ignored by traditional literary critics, despite the fact 
that 'it was "history" of the third-reign generation, and, re- 
presented a new tradition in the writing of pseudohistory, 
95) The World, op. cit.. 
96) MAU, op. cit.: 11; Nidhi's "L6k Khgng Näng Nopphamät" 
is as yet the only serious study on The World of-Lady 
S1 hulälak in some detail. He sees as mar ng a new 
. -Burgeoning phase of Thai intellectuality because its 
author virtually abandoned the myth of the Traiphftm 
-cosmography. 4r 
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whose subject matter was not confined to episodes from the 
various Chinese-Dynastic Histories, but derived from an in- 
digenous source. 
Iv 
The Passing of the "Traiphüm" World-View: 
In the previous section I. have discussed the impact. of 
Mongkut's discovery in 1833 of the Sukhöthai inscriptions on 
the Siamese literary scene. Significantly, the "golden age" 
of Sukhothai, was discovered not on the basis of a vague. tamnän 
history, but on epigraphic evidence. The World of Lady Si 
chuullalak. dramatizes this new "past". in a most effective way, 
and It-was the first work dealing with pre-Ayutthaya history 
that was not written in the tamnän format. Evidently, the 
author of The World was among the first Siameseýto reject 
the traditional- world-view of life and the universe. The,. 
renewed contact with the West in the third reign had., paved, 
the way for leading. Siamese intellectuals to acquaint them- 
selves with Western ideas, and before long the intellectual 
impact of the West was_to"shake the basis of the Traiphüm 
world-view, upon which the notion of tamnän historiography 
was based. 
It. is believed that Buddhist-cosmography, which is an 
aspect of Theravada Buddhist philo. sophy,, formed, the core, of 
Siamese religious instruction from the fourteenth century. 
The Siamese-belief in cosmography derived principally. from, 
a religious treatise entitled Tebhümikathä. It is commonly 
known as the Traiphüm Phra Ruafg, or "Phra Ruang's Exposition. 
on the Three Worlds", because it is reckoned to have been 
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compiled from the Pali commentaries by King Lithai of Sukhö- 
thäi in A. D. 1345.97) 
It is a moot point when the ' Traiphüm was originally 
written . 
98), It is most likely that the original work, `. pro- 
bably dating from the Sukhöthai. period,. had been interpolated 
here and there in the Ayutthaya period-before it was lost 
during Phra6häo Täk' s reign ' (1767-1782) .' The. ' only* extant 
copy-'today of the so-called Traiphüm Phra'Ruäng was copied`' 
by a monk named Phra Mahä Chuäi in C. S. 1140 
(A. D. 1778). 99) 
It is written in Khmer, and has a narrative' style so distinc- 
tive of the Sukhothai period, except the-Pali`exordium, 
which, 
according to Prince-Patriarch Wachirayän, 'was added läter. 
100) 
Nevertheless, its existence was apparently not known to Rlm$ I, 
'because-the king, upon his accession in 1782, called an as- 
sembly of learned monks and Pali scholars and commissioned 
`them to recompile this' sacred`book'in 1783. The result of 
their concerted effort was a new Buddhist cosmography entitled. 
Traiphüm Lekka Santhän, "A Description of the Three Worlds" . 
101) 
Rämä I is said to have reviewed the'new Traiphüm in c. 1802/3, 
and been dissatisfied with it. Subsequently he ordered its 
revision, which was entrusted to head of the royal pundits, 
97) Craig J. Reynolds, "Buddhist Cosmography in Thai History, 
with Special Reference to-Nineteenth-Century Culture 
Change", JAS, 35,2 (Feb. 1976): 206 
98) ibid.: -206-8; Michael-Vickery, op. cit.: 275-84; Prasert 
na Nagara, "Kan Chamra. Prawattisät Sukhöthai" (A New Look at the_History of Sukhöthai) in Phon-ngän Khonkhwä 
Prawattisät Thai: 34-6 
99) Prince Damrong, "Introduction", Fine Arts Dept., Traiphüm 
-Phra' Ruang, ' Bangkok: Khurusaphä,. 1963: 5. 
100) SS, 13,: 2- 
101) ibid. 
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Phraya Thammaprichä, who was-assisted. by Phra Phutthakh8sä- 
6hän. 102) The revised edition, which is shorter than the 
original, was then called Traiphüm Lokka Winichai, "An Expo- 
sition of the-Three Worlds" 
103) As no more Traipham_were, 
to be compiled, the Traiuham-Lokka Winichai wäs to become, 
the most authoritative edition in the early Bangkok period., 
The word "Traiphüm" means "Three lands" or. "Three 
Worlds".: The Buddhist, concept of Traiphüm is, based on a cos- 
mographical_scheme that divides the,, universe into three worlds: 
(1) the. world of formless, insensate brahma deities; (2) the 
world of insensate brahma deities still retaining form;. and 
(3) the world of. all beings still conditioned by_sensation 
and desire as well as form. 
104) There are said to be thirty- 
one levels, 4 in the upper world, 16 in the middle world, 
and 11 in. the lower world, in the entire scheme.., The differ- 
ent levels in this cosmological scheme are, tied to the grad- 
ings by merit all creatures of the universe are supposed to 
have. Whether one climbs up, the TraiphOm hierarchy, or moves 
down the scale, depends, on one, 's good or bad kamma in the 
present existence. But the law of impermanence, makes it 
imperative that: -. 
All. creatures who are born in the Traiphüm, no matter 
whether they are a cakravartin, an Indra, or a brahma, 
cannot live and enjoy their wealth and exalted rank 
forever. They are bound for destruction and-bereave- 
ment. Indras and brahmas whose store of merit has 
102 Reynolds, op. cit.: 60-1 
103 SS, 13, op. cit. 
104 Trai hum: 1 
Reynolds, op. cit.: 204 
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been exhausted have to travel back and forth along 
the unending path of the. Three Worlds. 105) 
Over the'--centuries, the'TraiphOm provided an important 
source of reference for Thai artists and poets. Mural-paint- 
ings illustrate scenes of blissful-Heavens and horrific Hells- 
described vividly. in the Traiphüm. 
-Despite-its 
Hinduistic' 
content, the Traiphüm served a Buddhistic purpose of reminding 
Buddhists of the reward-they.. could aim for in*the next life 
should they-observe the. Buddhist precepts, and-not to commit 
sinful acts. The Traiphüm cosmography. was a , fascinating 
subject even at the time when Anna H-. Leonowens was teaching 
King Mongkut's. children in the 1860s. The-royal children- 
had a detailed knowledge of celestial geography that amazed.: 
their English governess, and whenever a difference of opinion 
arose amongst them with regard to, specific details.. they 
would refer to the_Traiphüm Lokka Winichai, which settled 
all the, questions about the, three realms of the cosmos. 
106) 
However, it is the description of the human world 
that is of interest to us. The Siamese believed that the, -. < 
human world was at the fifth level from bottom of the lower 
world. At the centre of this world sits Mount Meru (Sumen 
in Siamese) on top of three pedestal-like'mountains. Mount 
Meru, on top of which in-turn is situated. God-indra's abode, 
is. surrounded by-, seven rivers and seven; mountain. -ranges of 
gigantic size. Farther away from the last mountain range 
is a. vast ocean of 30 leagues width encircled at the outer 
105). Traiphüm: 256-7 
106) Anna H. Leonowens, Siamese Harem Life, London: Arthur 
Barker, ltd., 1873, reprinted 98 
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extremity by a cosmic wall high as 82'900G leagues. Four 
islands or continents are floating on this vast ocean. 
Jambudipa, our continent, is situated to the south of Mount 
Meru,; and is said to be, supported by a mythological fish 
named-Anon. The three other human continents are believed 
to be inhabited-by those who have already attained a higher 
plane of-spiritual development then the human beings of 
Jambudipa.. According to the Traiphüm, the world is "'flat, 
and the sun and-the moon can take three orbiting routes 
over. the sky from the cosmic wall to' 'Mount Meru, the, centre 
of the universe, depending upon the time of. the year. Of. 
all the four continents, Jambudipa is the largest, measuring 
100,000 leagues wide and 300,000 leagues-in circumference, 
but much of it is covered by water and wild forest. ". Human 
beings are said to'be confined to two sections of the'. island: 
Matchimaprathet (Pal. a' Ma j jhimaesa) , "Middle Land", ". and 
Pat6hantaprathet (Pal.. -Paccantadesa), "Outer Land". As 
its name suggests, Matchimaprathet is placed in thecentre 
of Jambudipa, and said to consist of'16, great cities. It 
is in the Middle land only that brahmas, Buddhas, ar_ ts,, 
and cakravartins can be'reborn 
The Traiphüm "geography" was originally a crude carto- 
graphy of the Indian sub-continent. The 16-great cities 
are a development of the 16. mahaianapada of ancient India, 
. which 
included amongst others Arimaddana,, Ayodhya, 'Champa, 
Kambo. ja, and Kosambi. Mainland South-East Asia constitutes 
the periphery of JambudIpc' 
I 
decline of Buddhism in India after the eighth century A. D., 
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and the rise of Theravada Buddhist literature in Burma 
. in 
the eleventh century A. D., provided a basis fora second 
India to be conceived and imposed upon the countries of 
South-East Asia, especially through the religious chronicles. 
107) 
For centuries, the Siamese believed that Siam. was in Jam- 
buý, or at least an extension of it. Contact with the 
West in the seventeenth-century may have widened the Siamese 
vision- of the world* outside India, South-East-Asia, China 
and Japan, but the Europeans then failed to really impress 
the Siamese with their superior technology. French missiona- 
ries at Ayutthaya reported in 1739 that King Bgrommak6t', 
then Prince of the. Front Palace (Wang Na), ' asked them. for 
a world map hoping°ito find the mountain "oü ils assurent 
que sont tous leur paradis: 'montagne si 6lev6e, disent-. i. ls, 
qu'elle'passe au=dessus de tour les cieux": 
108) What Bgrom- 
maköt was trying to find was Mount Meru, the centre of the 
whole Trai hum geography. 
But the new contacts with the West during the third 
reign, paved the way for the introduction by Protestant 
missionaries of modern scientific knowledge into Siam.. The 
propagation methods of the Protestant missionaries in the 
early 1830s alarmed the Siamese court because they involved 
distributing religious tracts to the peopie. 
109) Later, 
107) See Chapter -I of this thesis. 
108) Quoted in Busakorn, The Ban Phlu Luang-Dynasty: 255-6 
109) Suphanni Kän3hanatthiti, '"Botb5t kh9ng American-, 
Mitchannärt nai Prathet Thai" (Thai Role of Amgrican 
Missionaries. in Thailand) 
_in. 
Khwäm Sam han Rawang. 
Thai Kap Saharat. Amerikä, "A History o American-Thai 
Re la Relations", Bangkok-, -M6: -33. 
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their medical achievements won over the Siamese 4lite so 
that-the missionaries were called hi, or 'Doctor,, and not 
Bat-Luang, a term used to describe Catholic-"priests". As 
most Siamese always disdained the religious teachings-of 
the mitchäthitthi-, the evangelical efforts of, the Protestant 
missionaries were not so rewarding as they might have expected, 
although their dispensaries could hardly cope with the demand 
for modern medicine brought in from. the West. 
110) " 
It was through-the American missionaries that some 
members of the-Siamese. ruling Elite began to acquire know- 
ledge of applied science. Foremost among Westernized 
Siamese intellectuals were Prince Chuthämant, his brother 
Prince-Monk Mongkut, and the Bunnäk half-brothers, Chuang 
and Kham. The greatest motive driving this small group to 
Western learning was the awareness of the superiority of 
the Western powers, and the modern technology they learned 
from the missionaries. By the late 1830s, Bangkok had 
acquired a cosmopolitan outlook, and the. Siamese ruling 
elite could mix freely with-the Westerners. As aresult, 
the Siamese knew-a great-deal more about the outside world. ` 
The Poem Describing the Peoples of the World (xhlöng Phäp 
Khon Tängdäo), which was engraved on the walls of Wat Phra 
ChStuphon in 1837,, gives a list of-32 races known to the 
Siamese; 
111) The author of the World of Lady Si hulälak 
also describes the 32 languages of 32 nations. 
112) These 
two lists differ slightly, but significantly, they both 
110) Donald C. Lord: 72-5 
111) PSS/WPC: 695-711 
112) The World: 3-5; Nidhi, op. cit.: 19-20 
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represented a change in the Siamese world-view. -= Phra 
Yänpariyat, who wrote three poems describing. Dgdchi (Dutch); 
Rüt Pitasabak-, (Petersburg, Russia) and Rüt"(Russia), -im;. 
plied that he derived them from having "heard them Lthe 
missionaries, ] say that... hl. 
113) The World.. also mentions 
"Rat"'{Russia). - Obviously, the knowledge of the outside'- 
world and modern'geography was transmitted from the missiona- 
ries to , the Siamese''dlite. Western observers in the third 
and fourth reigns expressed a great'deal of admiration for 
Prince -Chuthamani, 'Second King' Pinkläo, who showed an- 
intense interest in Western learning. George B1: ° Bacon; 'whö 
had an audience with him in 1857, called him, "one of the 
most remarkable men in the world". Describing the Second 
King's study, he said it: - 
was decorated with engravings, maps busts, statuettes. 
The bookcases were filled with well-selected volumes, "' 
handsomely bound. There were, I remember, various 
encyclopedias and scientific works... There were two 
copies of Webster's quarto dictionary, unabridged... 
on the table lay a recent-copy of the London Illus-,, a trated News to which the king is a regular subscriber, 
and of which he is an interested reader. There was 
-in it, I remember, a description, with diagrams', of 
some new invention of fire-arms, concerning which-he_ 
wished my opinion, but he knew much'more about it 
than I did. ll4) 
The Second King was perhaps the first Siamese to learn 
to read, write, and speak English fluently, and his-quest, 
113) PS6/WP(; : 702 
114) George B. Bacon, Siam: The Land of the White Elephant 
as it Was and Is, New or :- Charles cri ner s on, 
101 
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for scientific gadgets. and equipment from Europe and America 
was well known. But he was not untypical of a -small group 
of the newly emerging Westernized Siamese intellectuals.. 
King Mongkut*was not to be outdone by his younger brother. 
During his twenty-seven years as amonk, Mongkut's-preoccu= 
pation was with Buddhist affairs, as leader of a reformist 
sect, the Thammayut, attempting-to bring orthodoxy back. to 
. 
the Siamese sangha. 
115i But at the same time Mongkut also 
had a curiosity for things Western. He was a-good linguist, 
and from Jesse-Caswell and Bishop Pallegoix, he acquired 
the knowledge of English, French, and Latin. Jesse Caswell, 
the American missionary, noted Mongkut's unremitting` effort 
and enthusiasm to learn. 
116)- Mongkut is said. to have been 
a generalist, - whose intellectual pursuits covered a variety 
of subjects ranging from natural science, geography, 'astro- 
nomy, mathematics, -to politics, history and Christianity. 
ll? ) 
Krommaluang Wongsä, a half-brother of-Mongkut's,, was an 
expert in Siamese herbal-medicine, but, he was anxious t°, 
learn modern medical treatment from the American missionaries, 
and did not hesitate in prescribing the use-of Western phar 
maceutical products. 
118) The'Bunnäk brothers, Chuang and.. 
Kham, were also well-disposed towards the, missionaries. In 
1835, remarkably, Chuang was the first Siamese-naval engineer 
to build a steam-boat: patterned after the Western model in 
7: 15) For an excellent treatment of the subject see Craig J. 
Reynolds, The Buddhist Monkhood in Nineteenth-Century 
Thailand: 83-90 . ..,. 
116). W. h. Bradley, "Prince Mongkut and Jesse Caswell"; J$S, 54,1. (Jan. 1966): 36-7 
"117 Wilson,. op. cit.:. 228 
118) K. E. Wells, Prawattisät Protestant nai Prathet Thai 
"A History o the Protestants in Thailand". 1958: 14-5 
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Siam. It was ä talent well-appreciated by Rämä III, who 
ordered him to build some other steam-boats for royal 
service. 
119) 
Unlike the Japanese of the same period, -Siamese 
Buddhists hardly thought-that Christianity. could success- 
fully undermine Buddhist teaching. 
120) With the exception 
of Prince Chuthfimant, 'the Siamese intellectuals were anyhow 
staunch supporters of Buddhism, and-Mongkut, when abbot of 
Wat Bgwgnraniwet, showed his confidence in Buddhism by 
allowing Christian missionaries to propagate their religion 
in the-grounds of'his monastery. 
121 The Siamese Slite. saw 
religious and worldly affairs as separate issues, accepting 
that Buddhists could learn worldly things from a Christian 
missionary, and at the same time ridiculing his religious 
faith. 
But the Siamese elite could not defend the shortcomings 
of their traditional approach to worldly matters. Scientific 
inquiry, based on systematic observations and repeated experi- 
ments, had proved to have concrete results, whereas the 
traditional Siamese epistemology, much' influenced by^Buddhist- 
Hinduistic philosophy, was based almost entirely on'specula- 
tion. The new awareness of the outside world, "and the'newly 
acquired-scientific knowledge, combined to' undermine the, .f 
Traiphüm world-view. Again, we turn to"The. World of Lady. 
S! hulälak. The author of'this work'no'longer mentioned 
119) Donald C.. Lord, op. cit.: 80-1; Thiphakgrawong, Dynastic 
Chronicle of the Third Rei : 358 
120) Reynolds, us osmography.. ": 21.9 
121) %inrong, Prince, Khwam Song ham,. '! Autobiography", 
Bangkok, 1971: 96 
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. 
Mount'Meru as_ the centre of the universe. 
122) A-severe mis- 
-conception of world geography 
was still presented there, but 
a new element,. Sakon, "universal"., was added to Jambudipa 
tö. cover also the races beyond JambudIpa, which the author 
later described. In fact, "Sakonla Jambudipa" was in the eyes 
of the author a wider world. A: idistinction was being made 
between India (Matchimaprathe: t)', Ceylon (Langkä), and Siam 
(Patchantaprathet). 123) 
One of the most interesting books of the fourth reign is 
the Nang s{! Sadeng Kit6hanukit, "A Book Explaining Various 
Things", written and published in 1867 by Chäophrayä Thiphä 
(Rham Bunnfik). Then the most up-to-date textbook on science, 
geography, and commparative religion, it put another. nail 
into the Traihuam world-view. Previously, in 1863, Chäophraya 
0 
Thiphä, as Minister of Foreign Affairs, had impressed his 
Western visitors, the German traveller, Adolf Bastian and 
Henry Alabaster of the British Consulate (late of Siamese,? 
Government service), with his scepticism of parts of the Pali, 
canon. He concluded that the Jätakas=were only fables, and,, 
with regard to the plausibility of the famous Pali text,, - 
Mil dapanhý, "The Questions of King Milinda: ", the Chäophrayd 
dismissed the claim that Nägasena, the; learned monk in c. 500 
It was B. E., could have descended. from brahma heavens., 24) 
the first time that a member of the Siamese. elite had openly- 
repudiated Buddhist myths that had provided the basis for 
. 
the mta nan history for hundred of years. In Kit6hänukit, 
122 Nidhi, op. cit.: 19,. 
123 The World: 2-3 
124 eyno ds, op. cit.: 213 i 
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Chäophrayä Thiphä set out to explain two subjects in parti- 
cular: natural science and religions. It is stated, right, - 
at the beginning that: - 
The author, has a kind heart and concern for the younger 
generation, because he fears that the children will be 
quite ignorant. - Although-they-go to the monastery for 
their education or receive tuition at home,. they-are 
taught. by their teachers to read the primers,. religious 
texts, and some other kinds of books. I-do not think 
that those. books are of good value. The primers'are 
helpful, but other books are of a sensual nature rather 
than edifying. They do. not add to the minors' wisdom. 
What adults have been teaching children is rather non- 
sensical, -such as "Oh! Pretty Moon, may I have rice 
and curry . nice, may 1 'have a copper ring for my little 
girl's hand to cling". There are ditties of this same 
sort in the teaching, so that the children lack intel- 
ligence. _1 propose to explain the fundamentals of the 
worldly and'religious matters... so that literate minors 
. can read this book instead of the religious texts or 
dramatic plays. 125) 
Following the bold statement quoted above, Kit6hänukit 
is presented in the form of question and answer. When deal- 
ing with natural phenomena, Chäophrayä Thiphä often dismissed 
the Traiphüm myths; for instance, rain falls not because the 
rain-making deities venture out of their abodes, or because 
a great NN a (serpent) thrashes its tail, but because of 'winds 
that suck out water from the clouds. Other things such as 
diseases, earthquakes, comets, eclipses, high tides and low 
tides. äre treated by the Chäophrayä in a similar way. 126) 
125) Thiphäkgrawong, Chäophrayä; Nan sU`Sadýný Kit6hänukit, 
Bangkok:. Khurusaphä edition, -2 Cr. Henry Ala- 
baster, The Wheel of Law,: London,. 1871: 4 
126) Reynolds, op. cit.: -215 
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He pointed out that although the Trai'phüm says that the earth 
is flat, in fact it is spherical and orbits around the Sun. 27) 1 
According to Chaophray Thiphä, the Buddha was omniscient, 
and he saw. no advantage of prescribing any cosmographic for- 
mula, because it would not be ;, conducive to his disciples' 
mental development., The Traiphüm, literature was only an ac- 
cretion to the Pali text. 
128) 
The decline of the Traiphüm world-view had the effect 
of demythologizing. the traditional concept of the exemplar 
king, cakravartin, or "universal monarch". 
129) In fact, 
influenced perhaps be his discovery of the Sukhothai inscrip- 
tions, Mongkut's kingship was inspired more by the so-called 
"Ph9-Khun" paternalism of the Rämkhamhbng type.,  
In, 1853, 
Mongkut decided to reintroduce the MA(petition) proceedings 
in which his subjects could present a petition to-. him in 
person. 
130) 
The preoccupation of the Siamese ruling class with 
Western learning-contributed in the fourth reign to the de- 
cline of Siamese literature and arts. No Siamese classic 
was produced during Mongkut's reign, although a book-trade 
began in 1862, when Dan Beach Bradley, an American missionary 
printer, paid; B. 400 for Mqm Rächothai's poetic travelogue, - 
Nirät Lgndgn, an account of the journey of-the Siamese embas- 
sy, to Europe-in 1857.131)_ Its popularity resulted from pub- 
127 Thiphäkgrawong, op. cit.: 82 et passim 
128 ibid.: 99-101 
129 Reynolds, op. cit.: 217 
1.30 "Prakät Rü'. ang Thawäi Dikä C. S'. 1215" (Decree Regulating 
the Presentation of Petition in-A. D. 1853) in Prachum 
'Prakät Ratchakän Thi 4 B. 
E. 2394-2404, "Collection of 
Decrees Issued in tie Four eign, Ä. D. 1851-1861" 
Cremation volume for Phra Naha Phothiwongsäya^n, 1968: 
`47 
131) Plü'ang, op. cit.: 405 
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lie curiosity in the world outside Siam. In this transitional 
period, the Siamese ruling class was outward-looking'rather 
than inward-looking. In the field of historical writing, -tan` 
attempt was made to revise the Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung 
Si Ayutthaya at-, the request-of Sir John Bowring, -British envoy 
to Siam in 1855. ° It was indicated in Mongkut's correspondence 
to Sir'John Bowring"later. in the year', 'that the-king himself, 
and his half-brother,, Krömmaluang Wongsä,. were responsible 
for the new revised chronicle. 
132) In the same letter, Mong- 
kut asked for some French records concerning the'Ayutthayan 
embassy to Paris in the reign of King Näräi (1656-88), be-' 
cause "it is said one of our ancestors had been head"ý. He 
also criticized quaintly the Siamese records for unreliability. 
There'is the detail, or particular statement written 
here, said to be statement of, that embasshy on return 
from France; but all styles and statements are not 
in our satisfaction for believe, as it is very exag- 
gerated from the facts of truth, and very opposed to" 
geographical knowledges which we-know now to be true 
facts of the world, as the author of the said state- 
ment of the Siamese embasshy upon the said time must 
have thought that none of Siam would not go to see 
France country again: 133). 
King Mongkut was. of course- referring to the passages 
of. Somdet Phra Wannarat's Phrarätchaphongsäwadan Krung St, -, 
Avutthayä compiled in Rämä I's. reign. It, was his awareness 
of the authoritativeness of the sources and their anachronisms 
that distinguished Mongkut from traditional court historians. 
In 1855, for example, Mongkut ridiculed a Burmese minister, 
132 Sir John Bowring, The Kingdom and People of Siam, II,: 444 
1333 ibid.: 445 
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who sent a letter to'the Siamese Patriarch, for not realizing 
that Machimaprathet was India, and for trying to blindly 
. 
claim-ancient Indian ancestry for the king. of Burma. 
134) Siam 
had given up her'Traiphüm cosmology, and Mongkut felt obliged. 
to criticize the ignorant''. Chinese for still believing in their 
"cosmology (false Chinese geography)". 
135). 
-a notion that placed 
the Chinese-empire at the centre of the universe. 
As the king presiding over-the full opening of Siam, 
to Western intercourse, ` consequent upon the`Bowring Treaty 
with Britain in 1855, and its various 'unequal' counterparts 
with other Western powers thereafter, Mongkut had little-time 
to spare for historical writing. He sponsored the_Siamese 
translation of'Cambodia's Nong'Chronicle presented to him by 
the king of Cambodia'in 1855. Two' years` later, a version of 
the Mgn Chronicles was'also translated into Siamese and-known 
as the Phongsäwadän Phamä-Räman. - Not-long afterwards, 'Mong- 
kut wrote a brief"history of Siam for foreigners, and-it, was 
called Brief Notices of the History, of Siam, which was pub- 
lished in the Chinese Repository. ' Interestingly, it contains 
some information not found in the later official textbooks. 136) 
Two of Mongkut's works were written as a direct result 
of the change in the Siamese world-view and the Western impact. 
Both his Prakät Rü'ang Rätchathüt Pai Charern Thäng Phrarät- 
cha Maitrip "Royal Proclamation on the Despatching of a 
Siamese Embassy to Foreign Countries", and Phongsäwadän Khamen 
134) Thiphäkgrawong, Dynastic Chronicle of the Fourth Bangkok 
Rein: 160 
135) G. oedbs, (comp. ), "En lash Correspondence of King. 
Mongkut", JSS, 21 (19285: 130 
136) See Appendix A in Bowring, opcit.: 341-63 
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Yang Y ,..,. "Abridged Khmer Chronicle" . 
had some political im- 
plications'with regard to Siam's foreign relations. The 
Royal Proclamation is a lengthy document outlining the tradi-- 
tional relationship between Siam and China, which was based 
on the former sending tribute-bearing missions to the Chinese 
A 
court every third year. - Mongkut had suspended tributary 
relations with China in 1853, and the Royal Proclamation was 
made to that effect. Mongkut regarded Siamese kings sending 
tribute in, the past as "ignorant and greedy" ! in sacrificing 
their prestige for trading privileges. 
137). Mongkut argued 
that the Chinese emperor looked disdainfully on other peoples 
as barbarians, and treated all other countries as China's 
dependencies, notwithunderstanding the fact that the Chinese 
court could never exert political control in any of their 
supposed tributary states. 
138) But underlying this statement 
was the. feeling amongst the Siamese ruling class that China 
was anyhow no longer the dominant power in the region, and 
thus sending further Siamese embassies to China would-be ana- 
chronistic and-, out of place. With the crumbling of royal 
monopolies in. Siam, and internal disturbances in China,. the 
137) Mongkut, King, "Prakät Ri3'ang Rätchathüt Pai Charern 
Thäng Phraratcha Maitri" in Prachum Prakät Ratchakän 
Thi 4 Phäk Pakinnaka, "Collec on of-Decrees and o- 
c amaions Issued in the Fourth Reign, Miscellaneous, 
Part 1", Cremation volume for the funeral of Thäo 
Songkandän, 1924: 62-5 
138) ibid.: 74; This statement is confirmed by modern research, 
and with a few exceptions, the Chinese claim of sovereign- 
ty over other countries was a sham. See useful- articles 
in John K. Fairbank, (ed. ), The Chinese World Order, 
Harvard University Press, 19 8, especially Wang ungwu's 
"Early. Ming Relations with Southeast Asia: A Background 
Essay": 34-62 
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royal trade connection with China was just no longer-pro-. 
iýol .- fitable. "" 
The Abridged Khmer Chronicle, -which has been published 
in the Prachum Phongsäwadfin, "Collected Chronicles",. Part 71, 
is believed to have--been-, compiled by King Mongkut in 
c. i863/4.140) Its strange feature is that all. dates in the 
Siamese text are expressed in the Christian Era-as-, well as 
in conventional Thai fashion, "which suggests the Thai 
version specifically was drawn-up, -for the use of foreigner". 
141) 
It must be seen in the context of Franco-Siamese argument 
pertaining to-the subject of Siamese sovereign rights over 
Cambodia. 
In August-1863, -a'treaty was signed between France 
and-the king, of Cambodia by which a French,. protectorate over 
Cambodia was established, effectively terminating Siam's 
political influence in that kingdom. The Abridged Khmer 
Chronicle was written from the Siamese point of view, and 
transmitted to_the French Minister of the Navy and the 
Colonies, Count Chas seloup-Laubat, by the Siamese Consul in 
Paris, A. Grehan, in-early 1864.142) The reason for the 
provision of this document to the French authorities was 
the hope that "it might be possible either to prevent or, 
revise the French Protectorate, over Cambodia, a country 
which the Siamese regarded as a-vassal state. "143) The secret 
139) Suebsaeng, Sino-Siamese'Tributar_y' Relations: 3'10-4 
140) Milton Osborne and D. K. Wyatt, "The Abridged Cambodian 
Chronicle A, T Version of Cambodian History", FA, 
-22, 
No. 193 (1968): 190 
141 ibid.: 191 
142 ibid.: 191,196 
143 ibid.: 191 
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treaty arranged; in December 1863, by Mongkut and King Norodom 
of Cambodia, -may 
have played a crucial part in spurring 
Mongkut to try to save ° an , apparent lost cause, '- and to., counter 
claims by contemporary French historians. 
Much of the- contentýof the Abridged Khmer Chronicle 
concentrates on the recent-history of Cambodia. Mongkut- 
highlighted the unruly character of the Cambodian race when 
he said: -` 
As'for-the Cambodians, they have, been a power, the 
country was calm, ,, 
but. they have not been able to 
remain in this state as happened in Siam and in 
other countries where there are Laws and Order. 
Although they are half civilized, the Cambodians 
are nevertheless half barbarian, they are naturally 
a mixture of good and bad. 
In comparison with the Siamese the Cambodians 
are much less civilized.. In Siam there is much more 
order and system. The inhabitants have mores and 
customs even though a great number of them still 
live in the forest. 144) 
The traditional Siamese view'of foreign peoples is 
manifest in Mongkut's above-quoted statement. ' The concept 
of "Law and. Order" and being "civilized" was'perhaps a 
reflection of Western influence. 
Significantly, Mongkut 
used the word Chgo Mü'ang, normally translated as "Governor", 
certainly not appropriate to an'independent ruler, to 
describe the status of the rulers of. Cambodia, which implied 
that Cambodia was part of the Siamese kingdom. Mongkut's 
persuasion did not work with the 
French, but historical 
writing in Siam by the fourth. reign had. begun to assume a 
144) ibid.: 192 
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new political role. 
Following Rämä-I's cultural restoration, Siam reached 
a mature stage in the second reign, in the field. of-arts 
and literature. In the third reign the development-. of 
foreign trade and contact with the West brought in'new 
challenges as well as inspiration. In the fourth reign, 
the emergence of works inspired by a sense of realism, the 
decline of traditional scholarship, and the demythologizing 
of the God-King aspect of the Siamese monarchy came about 
as a result of the decline of the Traiphftm world-view. In 
the field of history, a-few works were produced in the 
second, third, and fourth reigns. The Royal Autograph 
Recension of the Phrar$tchaphongsäwad&n Krung St Ayutthaya, 
which was to remain the official version as late as 1913, 
actually represented little progress in the-study of the 
history of Ayutthaya. Had it been revised in the 1860s 
when Mongkut was acquiring foreign records145) the outlook 
of this recension would have been much different. But with 
a greater awareness of European sources concerning Siamese 
history, the decline of Thai traditional historiography had 
begun to set in. The next generation of the Siamese glite 
was much more Westernized, and history was to be seen in a 
wider context. 





The Challenge of the New "Gurus" and the 
Genesis of "National" Historiography 
I 
Intellectual Background: Chäophrayä Thiphä's 
Chronicle, the "R. S. 103 Memorandum", and Kind Chulälongkgn. 
In 1867, Chäophrayä Thiphäkgrawong (Kham Bunnäk), the 
fourth-reign Minister of Foreign Affairs, and a leading Siam- 
ese intellectual, produced his first famous work, Kit6hänukit, 
"A Book Explaining Various Things", which showed traces of 
Western influence, and marked the end of; the Traiphüm world- 
view. The Chäophrayä was also a most distinguished chronicler 
of his generation, although his most important contribution, 
the Phrarätchaphongsäwadän Krung Rattanakösin, "Dynastic Chro- 
nicle of the Early Bangkok"Period", was only compiled in 1869, 
at the beginning of King Chulälongkgn's reign (1868-1910), 
and significantly at the height of the Bunnäk. power. 
In 1868, after a much publicized journey to WA-K9 
District to observe a full solar eclipse there on the Gulf 
of Siam, King Mongkut died quite unexpectedly, leaving Prince 
Chulälongkgn, a minor of 15 years old as his heir. In an 
assembly of. members of the royal family, the nobility and 
senior monks, chaired by Chäophraya Sisuriyawong (Chuang 
Bunnäk), the most powerful man in the kingdom, Chulälongkgn 
was selected king, and Sisuriyawong himself nominated Regent, 
or Phi Samret Rätchakän Phýndin. 
Cleverly manipulating the situation to ensure-the cen- 
tral röle of the Bunnak family, Sisuriyawong unprecedentedly 
ý 4'! 
proposed that the, late 'Second King'. Pinkläo's'eldest son, 
Prince Yqt, then seeking his support, . 
be `elected , to -succeed 
his father as, the Wang Na. All the 6häo-nfii and khunnäng in , 
the assembly were cowed into accepting-it, -except Prince'- 
Prämöt, (Krommakhun Wgra6hak), a half-brother of King Mongkut; 
who dared-question it on the. grounds that this would deprive 
the newly selected king of his traditional privilege to 
appoint, the Wang Nä- himself. The prince. was: confronted, by 
Sisuriyawong andx-had"to yield. Sisuriyawong was, to become 
the virtual- ruler: of Siam while King thulälongk9n was under 
his tutelage. To acknowledge Chuang's unusually high status, 
he was entitled Somdet Chäophrayä B9rom Mahä-Sisuriyawong 
with absolute power of*life and death. -King, Chulälongk9n's 
second coronation in late 1873, whenýhe. came of'age, marked 
the-end-of-the SomdetChäophrayä's regency,, but the old 
statesman continued-to exert his influence over the course. 
of events in Siam until just before his death 'in 1883. 
With Chuang having the absolute-power over the affairs 
of the kingdom, the disgraced Prince W9raftak, who had 'just 
taken over the Ministry of'Foreign Affairs (Krom Thä) from 
Chäophrayä Thiphä (Kham) in-the-previous year,. had to retire 
for his own safety. This-turn of events led to the recall 
of Chäophrayä Thiphä from retirement 
to take' charge of the' 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The amazing fact is that, in 
1867, Chäophrayä Thiphä had retired- from office because of 
his deteriorating eyesight; and at the peak of the Bunnäk 
power he was still to compile 
his monumental Dynastic Chro- 
nicle of the Early Bangkok 
Period, in 1869, reportedly "at 
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the invitation-of King Chulälongkgn"-, who was then aged if. 
Given the fact that the Chäophrayä was the most-scholarly 
man amongst the Bunnäk clan, it was still unusual for a Yjigh- 
ranking nobleman, and not a"scholar-monk, a court historio- 
grapher, or a senior member of the royal family, to. write 
a phongsäwadän history., And, whether the.,, king liked it or 
not, `and in-the--, heat of the resentment over the Bunnäk man- 
oeuvring, Chäophrayä Thiphä was chosen-as the king's spiritual 
adviser. His Kham Thawäi Owät 35 Khph, " 35 Items of Advice 
to the King", enumerates a list of the new king's duties 
and conduct-in the art of government. This is obviously a 
text suppressed by the official-historiography of later days. l) 
In it, the Chäophrayä displayed his knowledge of : the Chinese 
Histories, citing from them the good example of Chinese 
emperors whose kindness had endeared them to their nobility 
and commanded. the respect of their subjects. 
2) Significantly, 
item 2 reveals the mutual distrust between King Mongkut and 
the Somdet Chäophrayä Ong Yai (Dit), father of Chuang and 
Kham, and head of the Bunnäk family. earlier in the fourth 
reign. According to Chäophrayä Thiphä, King Mongkut was 
told by ill-intentioned courtiers that the, Somdet Chäophrayä 
Ong Yai-had planned to disthrone'him,, but, later the king 
found. this'allegation-to be groundless. -Chäophrayä Thiphä 
besought the new king to heed no rumours. 
3).:. Thereis little 
doubt that the Chäophrayä's memorial was designed on behalf 
1) The fragmentary text has been published in Natthawut, 
Sam Lhaophraya: 534-44 
2) ibid.: 534-5 
3) ibid.: 536 
;? 4y 
of the Bunnäk family to allay the young King Chulälongkgn's 
suspicion of the rumours that Chuang, in imitation of Chao= 
phraya-Siwgrawong (later., King Präsätthgng), his 17th-century 
Kalahem counterpart and Regent, would-seize the throne for 
himself. 
It was'during Kham's one-year interlude as Phra'Rhang, 
in 1869, that he*supervised the compilation of the history 
of the early'Bangkok period. Born on Ist October 1813, 
Chäophrayä Thiphä was a son of the then Phraya Suriyawongmontri 
(Dit Bunnäk), Commander of the Royal Pages Corps, early in- 
the-second reign. In the third reign Kham had entered 
government service, like the sons of most leading noblemen, 
in the Department of the Royal Pages Corps. He rose rapidly 
up the ladder of rank, from Näi Phonläphan to become Chamffn 
Rätchämät, Deputy-Head of the Department of the Police, 
towards the end of the third reign. Apparently, together 
with his half-brother, Phraya Stsuriyawong (Chuang), he was 
responsible both for the enthronement of the inexperienced 
Prince-Monk Mongkut in 1851, and the previous downfall, in 
1848, of Mongkut's enemy, the ambitious Prince Raksaronnaret 
(1791-1848). 
4 
Kham was promoted to the rank and title of 
Chäophrayä Rawiwong and later Chäophrayä Thiphäk9rawong early 
in Mongkut's reign, and was to become Siam's Minister of 
Foreign Affairs until. 1867. During his tenure of office 
Chäophrayä Thiphä had to deal. with Europeans and. Americans, 
and his acquaintances were reportedly impressed with his open 
4) Vella, op. cit.: 9-10 
Of. Thiphäk9rawong, Dynastic Chronicle of the Third 
Reign: 317-21 
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mind and power of intellectual argument. ' 
) 
Understandably, Chäophrayä Thiphä wrote. the Dynastic" 
Chronicle of the Early Bangkok Period from the Bunnäk point 
of view.. 'It is often maintained that the Chäophrayä was 
the last traditional chronicler of Siam because he adhered 
strictly to the phongsäwadän format with its chronicular 
approach; but in terms of content, he showed a great deal 
of - skillin projecting Siamese history in a wider perspec- 
tive than any of his predecessors, notably when dealing with 
Siam's foreign relations of the third and fourth reigns, an 
area which had been omitted in the earlier phongsäwadän. 
Furthermore, the Chäophrayä broke with'tradition in concen- 
trating, as much on the rise of his own Bunnäk family as the 
Chakkrl kings' activities. When cross-checked against 
contemporary European-records such as John Crawfurd's Journal, 
Dr. Richardson's Mission, and notably The Burney Papers, 
Chäophraya-Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle of the Third Reign 
is found to contain not only inaccuracies, but also obvious 
distortions in favour of the Bunnäk noblemen in general, and 
the compiler's father, Chäophrayä Phra Khlang (Dit) in par- 
ticular. A good example of such distorition is the Chäo- 
phrayä's treatment of the negotiation'in 1825/6 between 
Captain Henry Burney, the British Government of India's envoy, 
5) PrinceADamrong, SS, 4,: 269; Chalong Suntharäwänit, "Wiwat- 
thanäkan Kan Khiang Prawattisät Thai Chak Chaophrayä 
Thiphäkgrawong Thüng Phra6häo Bgrommawongther Krom Phraya 
Damrong Rachanuphap"A(The"Evolution of"Thai Historiography 
From the Times of Chaophraya Thiphä to Prince Damrong), 
Sp, 16,4. (Nov. 1972):. 70-80 
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and the'Siamese court. According to, -Burney, the Siamese 
court divided over the issue into. two factions, one headed 
by Rämä-III, who was-intelligent,. moderate, and anxious. to 
cultivate friendly relations with-the British, and,, the, other 
by the Wang Na Prince, who had interested southern connec- 
tions, was ignorant, and opposed accommodation. 
6) The 
Bunnäk'were related to the Wang NA, and with him, 'they formed 
the obstructionist party. But Chäophrayä ThiphA recorded in 
his Chronicle-that: - 
At that time, His Majestyy-LAAmA II ].. had no wish, 
to conclude an obligated treaty with Britain, but 
hoped to maintain a good relationship with her in 
the same traditional way as with Vietnam. Thus, 
the Wang Na, Krommamffn Surin, ChäophrayA Phra, Khlang 
and the, RAjä öf Ligor, all 4 of them, besought the 
King to accept the British offer, or otherwise, 
there would be no peace, because the British envoys 
had come twice... 7) 
1 Distortion of this kind occurred because past events 
were being viewed in the context of Siam's foreign policy 
of the' fourth reign of which-the compiler himself. had been 
an advocate, and when the opening up of Siam had been the 
order of the day. And, how could one then expect the Chäo- 
phraya to present his own father as an obstructionist? 
Prince Damrong was particularly critical of Chäophrayä Thiphd's 
Dynastic Chronicle of the Third Reign. 
8) It is understandable 
also why King Chulälongkgn, in 1901, commissioned Prince 
6) D. G. E. Hall, Henr Burne :A Political Bio 
Oxford Univers y ress, 
7) Thiphäkgrawong, op. cit.: 28-9 
8) Prince Damrong, op. cit. ' 
0 
Q raphy, London: 0 
Xy'G 
Damrong to revise Chäophrayä Thiphä's work, the Dynastic 
Chronicle-of the First Reign. I shall return to this 
-Chronicle later in this Chapter. -'Suffice it to say that 
the writing of history, a source of traditional legitimacy, 
had passed into the hands of a high-ranking nobleman, -who 
seized the opportunity to write the history of the achieve- 
ments of his-own family. 
Traditional. scholarship and historiography further 
declined in the fifth reign, as a direct result of the 
greater willingness of the Siamese dlite to accept Western 
culture and modernize Siam along Western lines. The spread 
of the printing press in particular, ushered in a new era,, 
of Thai intellectual history. Towards the end of the fourth 
reign, Protestant missionaries such as D. B. Bradley and 
Samuel. J. Smith, had abandoned publishing Christian tracts 
and turned to the publication of Siamese literature, including 
9) historical documents. Through their enterprise, Bangkok 
Siamese learned as much about the Thai literary heritage as 
of the history of foreign, countries, translated from English 
into Siamese. Samuel J. Smith was to dominate the book 
trade in Siam until the 1880s, -and as a successful publisher, 
he also owned the Chotmäihet-Sayam Samai (or The Bangkok 
Daily Advertiser), the first daily newspaper in Siam between 
1868 and 1886, and several other, journals and magazines. 10), 
9) D. B. Bradley was first to, publish ahistory of Siam, Somdet 
Phra Wannarat's Phraratchaphongsäwadan Krung St Ayutthaya, 
in 1863- 
1(]) Sukanyä Tirawanit, Prawat Kän Nan&süphimNai Prathet Thai 
Phäitai Kabob SombüranavasiTTnirati,. ", nlstorv nA 
- ewspapersin e Age of the so Ab Monarchy", angkok: 
Thai Watthanäphänit, 1977: 28-32 
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The emergence of modern journalism was an important factor 
in the modernizing process of Siam in the 1870s and 1880s, 
and especially in the development of the intellectual Elite 
outside the princely and nobility. Two Westernized commoners, 
. 
Thianwan and K. S. R. Kuläp stood out as radical thinkers in 
the. last quarter of the nineteenth century. Both made their 
name in the publishing world, the first Siamese to break 
the missionaries' monopoly of the book trade. Both were in 
their prime respected as the modern khru, "gurus" (teachers) 
. 
because of'their intellectual lectures. But above all, both 
epitomized the social change that was taking, place in the 
fifth reign, brought about by the impact of the West. They 
were, however, controversial figures that official historio- 
graphy prefers to write out of history and condemns to 
oblivion. They deserve our attention not-only because they 
were anathema to the court, but also because through their 
writings one'can better understand Siam in the fifth reign. 
With regard to Thianwan and K. S. R. Kuläp and their 
contribution of the intellectual scene, Thianwan as a radical 
social critic, and K. S. R. Kuläp as a self-proclaimed historian, 
one has to call in question even 20th-century Thai views of 
history. Since the 1940s, -Prince Damrong 
(1862-1943) has 
been elevated to the position of "Father of Thai History", 
11) 
He has become in Thai circles the privotal figure of""national" 
11) This epithet was originally given Prince Damrong -by Luang 
Wi6hit (1898-1962), the most influential Thai nationalist 
historian and writer. See Sulak Siwarak, "Somdet Krom 
- Phrayi- Damrong Kap Sakun Prawattisät Damrong Rächänuphäp" 
(Prince Damrong. and His, History School), Ruam Botkhwam 
"Prawattisät, 1,1 (Jul. 1980): 27 
')74 
history. I-shall'discuss later his role in this particular 
field. , 
King Chulälongkgn's.. second full coronation in'late 
1873, dissolved the, regency of Somdet Chäophrayä Bgrom Mahl 
Sisuriyawong, but, signalled the beginning; of. internal strife 
between the King and the old Regent, who still controlled 
the government and tried to protect the interests-of the 
Bunnäk family. However, the gradual decline of the Bunnäk 
family set in properly, -by 
the early 1880s, and by the end of 
the decade, the king had gained complete control of the state 
machinery.: But by the time the so-called "prince-cabinet" 
was--launched in 1887, the future of Siam as an independent 
country was in jeopardy; the British had conquered the remains 
of Burma. in late, 1885, and a year previously Vietnam. had 
fallen into French hands. At. the beginning of the 1890s, 
the danger-from. the colonial powers could never have been 
more. acutely felt. Furthermore, the tenuous relationship, 
between. Siam and,. her, outlying provinces and dependencies left 
room for the, intervention of, foreign powers. To, meet the 
threat-of Western colonialism, the so-called Chakkrt Refor- 
mation was commenced, aiming at absorbing the semi-autonomous 
provinces and tributary states into a unitary kingdom. But, 
arguably, it was not until after the Päknäm Incident of, 1893 
with, France,, that the reform of provincial administration 
was set, earnestly in full swing. 
The introduction of the 
Monthon Thýsäphibän or "Circle Government" under the leader- 
ship of 
high-ranking officials appointed by Bangkok, was a 
task undertaken by the king's capable half-brother, Prince 
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Damrong Rfichfinuphäp who was only made Minister of the Interior 
in December 1894.12_. 
) 
: Reading the - available literature, in Thai as well as 
in Western languages, on the reign'of King Chulälongkgn', one 
is.. led, 'by the overwhelming strength of tbe. official histo- 
riography, to believe that-Siam was in a good. condi. tion through- 
out,. politically and- socially, - because she had a,. -reformist 
king. Indeed, in the - initial- stages. King Chulälongkgn, in, 
carrying through--the Anti-slavery, Act and the Council of 
State Act,. both of 1874, must have been full of enthusiasm. 
The Council of. State, =which consisted of 20 Councillors se- 
lected, from the core--of the king's tight supporters, was a 
dismal failure as a. -democratic forum, 'for no one was'prepared 
to open-his, -mouth-for fear. öf - offending the 
king, but it. 
servedýthe'king's purpose.. in placing another layer of autho- 
rity. over the existing bureaucracy. controlled by, the ex-Regent 
and the Bunnäk. With the passing of the Somdet Chäophrayä 
from the scene in 1883, { and the death of-the Second King, in 
1886, there was no longer a main rival to the royal power, 
as Chäophrayä Surawong (Wgn), the ex-Regent's son and succes- 
sor, did not have the character of the Somdet Chäophrayä. 
For the first time in the history : of the Bangkok period, enor- 
mous powers were concentrated in the king alone, supported 
by an amenable princely-dominated government, whose members 
12) Y am grateful to Dr. N. J. Brailey for pointing out to me 
that Prince Damrong was originally appointed Minister of 
the North (Old Mahätthai Department) in 1892, and- did 
not become the Minister of the Interior (New MahAtthai 
Department) until 1894. 
See also Tej Bunnäk, The Provincial Administration of 
93 Siam, 1892-1915, Oxford University Press, 197 88, 
')7b 
owed their. position directly to King. Chulälongk9n. 
Now that modern research has. produced results con- 
trary. to the. long-held beliefs concerning the internal 
development of Siam in the 1880s and 18905,13) one needs to 
. have a fresh reinterpretation of 
Chulälongkgn's reign. It 
is obvious that, during the 1880s, the king had fallen back 
on traditionalw'Siamese statecraft, and with numerous royal 
offspring and, a hugh royal household-to look after, the king 
even seems to have had little time for government. 
In. January 1885, Prince,. Pritsadäng (1851-1935), Siamese 




gathered like-minded Siamese who served in 
the Legations in Paris and London to discuss the contents 
of a memorandum-to be submitted to the king at the royal. 
request. It was signed. -by-11 people including Prince Sawat, 
Prince Naret,: and_Prince Sonabandit (Phitthayaläp), all 
half-brothers of King Chulalongk9n1s. 
15) 
This so-called "R. S. 103 Memorandum" is*one of the 
most important documents in Thai history. For the first 
time it used the word chit emphatically to mean "nation", 
13) N. J. Brailey, Two. Views of Siam on the Eve of the Chakkrt 
Reformation, forthcoming; 
___ 
aw sin_ wa ana, 
, 
an 
long TF-un-Thang Setthakit. Khgng Chao-nil Thai" (The 
Princes' Investment), ' Ruam Botkhwäm Prawattisät, 5 (Jun. 
1982): 54-93 
14) See, for example, King Chulälongkgn's letter dated 
23 June 1875. in Natthawut, Phü Sang . Wannakam: 252-3 
15) See the text of the R. S. *103 Memorandum reproduced in 
Chai-anan Samutthawainit'and Khattiya Kannasat, Ekkasän 
Kan Malang Kan Pökkhr n Thai, "Collection of Thai 
o ca Documents", Bang o, 1975: 74-5 
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and it was stated that Siam belonged to the Siamese people. 
16) 
The R. S. 103 Memorandum outlined the various problems con- 
'cerning Siam. The signatories pointed'out that as a small 
nation, Siam-could not defend herself'against the Western 
powers, if the'latter should decide, -justly or unjustly, 
to . impose- a , protectorate upon Siam, on the pretext that 
Siam was an uncivilized country. To rid the West of the 
pretext-of mission-civilisatrice, it was stressed, Siam had 
to follow Japan's example. 
17) Siam could not hope for any, 
European country, to come to her rescue in the event of a 
dispute with another European country, because all'the 
Europeans-believed that the people of an 'uncivilized nation' 
would be better off under a European colonial administration 
that was bound to bring social justice to the'wronged. 
18) 
Supporting their assessment, the Princes enclosed cuttings 
from the French newspapers that predicted-that in five years' 
time., France would certainly impose their colonial rule- on 
-Siam. 
l9) 
The Memorandum went on to point out that as the 
political situation stood, Siam'should not expect to encoun- 
ter the West with sweet words and a policy of conceding 
peripheral territories, and be let off the'hook. Nevertheless, 
Siam, like not only Egypt, but Belgium, and Switzerland too, 
16) This was a bold statement because traditionally the King 
was called Phra6häo Phbndin or "Lord of the Whole Lands". 
17) Chai-anan, op. cit.: 47' 
18) ibid..: 50 
19) ibid.: 50-1 
S5ts 
was in a-favourable geographical situation, because'Prance 
and England-might entertain the idea'of Siam remaining -'a 
buffer-state between British Burma and French Indo-China. 20) 
Nonetheless the only strategy that would ensure Siam's 
integrity and independence was to win the respect from the 
21) 
West in-the same way as the Japanese'had done. 
-Interestingly, the petitioners thought it wrong for 
anyone to convince himself that Siam had achieved a great 
deal of progress'because of some social reforms such as the 
abolition of slavery and. the acceptance of European social 
-etiquette. 
22) Some European practices were absurdly adopted 
by the court, for example, the. awarding'of*decorations. A 
European nation have a decoration, as a rule, to a certain 
distinguished person'for his good deeds to the nation, but 
on the contrary, the-Siamese-court gave one to a man according 
to his high rank and-high birth. How could one argue that 
this was based on the idea of justice? Even the fact that 
Siam had representatives in Europe, by Western reckoning, 
was not real evidence of Siam being 
'a 
civilized nation, 
because the cultural changes that had taken place were only 
cosmetically Western. 
23) 
The petitioners recommended that Siam should follow 
the West in the introduction of constitutional monarchy to 
ensure that the people of Siam were ruled by a just-govern- 
ment. They cited a Western report which criticized curruption 
20 ibid.: 54 
21 ibid.: 51 
22 ibid.: 55 
23 ibid.: 56 
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in-the Siamese administration'and its intrinsic laxity. 24) 
They raised another question: "How could the West believe 
that the Siamese Government was able to provide justice-to- 
its people, while all matters of state were concentrated in 
the hands of the King and his ex-Private Secretary newly-- 
appointed Foreign Minister, also'Prince Sawat's full brother, 
Prince Thewawong. 25) In their opinion, the petitioners 
argued, further reforms had to be put in effect with'these 
principles in mind: (1) the drafting of a constitution, 
because it was like "a machine that sets the state going"; 
(2) the elimination of-corruption prevalent among' functionaries; 
(3) the notion of freedom of expression and egality of all 
before the'law; (4) the'further abolition of obsolete laws* 
and customs; and (5) patriotism could be inculcated in the 
people only when they felt that "Siam belonged to-them" and 
26) 
there was no longer any oppression. 
The reform proponents, however, stated that although 
they advocated a reform based on a constitution,, they did 
not by any means insist that a European-styled parliament, 
be introduced in Siam. 
27) The "R. S. '103 Memorandum" ends 
beseechingly with a plea that it was the King's obligation 
to his country and people that a solid, foundation for govern- 
ment reform be laid for 'the prosperity of Siam, not only in 
his reign but also-in. the longer term future. 
28) The 
C. 
petitioners, according to Prince Pritsadang, refrained from 
touching on polygamy for fear of upsetting'the King. 
29) 
24 ibid.: 59 25 'op. cit. 
26 ibid.: 60-1 27) ibid.: 60 
28 ibid.: 73 
29) See "Pritsadäng Memorandum or .L L"" written by the 
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In his reply, King Chulälongkpn expressed his con- 
viction that Siam could progress a lot more if government 
reform was to be initiated. But with suppressed anger, he 
criticized. the reformists for having divorced themselves 
from the true-situation back home in Siam. He would have 
no hesitation stepping down from the position-of absolute* 
power-and the "Premiership" of the government had the in- 
cumbent ministers not been a. bunch of incompetent adminis- 
trators, and the Council of State (appointed by himself of 
course) not degenerated into a rendezvous of nonparticipa- 
ting members. 
30). To illustrate this. point, the King cited 
the example of Chäophrayä Phänuwong (Thuam Bunnfik), who 
failed to execute his duty capably, emphasizing that the 
Chäophrayä was a better man than the rest. 
31) It was im- 
politic to get rid of all the ministers in the present 
government, for it would-cause a stir among the ignorant 
ordinary population. 
The King's reply was made after the fall of the 
imperially-minded Jules Perry French Government in Paris in 
March 1885. The news was received with some relief by the 
King, who reportedly became less anxious about French 
pressure. 
32) It was not long before the King vented his 
displeasure on the principal actors behind the Reform league 
disgraced Prince for Frank Swettenham about conditions 
in Siam in the previous, decade, in Public Record Office, 
London, F0.69/147 
30) Chulälongkgn, King, "Phrarätcha Damrat Tqp Khwämhen Khgng 
Phu Cha Hai Plianplerig Kan Pokkhrgng" (A Royal Reply. to 
- the "R. 
S. 103 Memorandum") in Chi-anan, OP. cit.:. 79-80 
31 op. cit. A 32 Pritsadang Memorandum of 1891, F0 69/147 
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when he learned of the criticism levelled by its members 
against court customs and the practice of polygamy. 33) The 
King, who had 92 wives and numerous children, was of course 
sensitive to this sort of adverse comment. Although govern- 
ment reform was anticipated after the "R. S. 103 Memorandum", 
it was not to be put into practice until 1892. Two of the 
King's favourite half-brothers, Princes Thewawong and Damrong, 
were entrusted with special missions to Europe in 1887 and 
1891 respectively, and on both occasions, the Princes were 
also asked to study and evaluate the benefits of Western- 
style government. 
34) 
In the period between 1885 and 1893, the year of the 
Päknäm Crisis, it was alleged by Prince Pritsadäng, that the 
Siamese Government was plagued with infighting and intrigues 
amongst the Princes who strove to win the King's favour, 
whereas the Reform League had broken up because of mutual 
distrust and jealousy amongst its members. 
35) The King, be- 
lieving that his authority was secure, and the investiture 
of Crown Prince Wachirunnahit in 1887, had guaranteed a 
smooth succession down his line, is said by his main critic to 
have devoted more of his time to family than state affairs. 36) 
A sense of foreboding was felt by certain princes, not least 
by Prince Phänurangst, Minister of War and full brother of 
33) ibid. 
34) Damrong, Prince, 42 Prawat Bukkhon Samkhan, "42 Biographies 
of Important Persons". Bangkok: ann n, 1966: 220; 
also his Letters of Prince Damr Damrong on the Occasion of His Vislti 'co . 6urope in l tsyi ,, urematiionvolume for 'ý'Tie 
funeral or M. U. Ditsanuwati J)1 saxun, 1968 
35) Pritsadäng Memorandum 
36) ibid.: "Present State of Siam 117", P. 44 
5 b; e 
the King, who confided to Prince Pritsadäng that: - 
We all know that it is impossible'for any sane person 
to hope: that we can maintain our independency and the 
question is what preference we should have. We all 
prefer as an ultimate result that we should be under 




Although the King-was averse to the suggestion. that 
he should, relinquish his absolute authority, and rule like a 
Western monarch38) the recommendation,, of, the, "R. S. 103 Memo-, 
randum" was not entirely snubbed when the opportunity came, 
with the resignation_of, Chäophrayä Surawong, Minister of the 
. South, and 
the last Bunnäk official of consequence, in 1887. 
The King's strategy, in the late 1880s and early 1890s , was ýto ,,. _ 
bolster the image of Siam, still largely cosmetic, in the 
comity of 'civilized' nations, and a great effort was constantly 
made by the-Siamese King, to cultivate close-relationship with 
the European courts. Prince-Thgwawong, attended the Golden 
Jubilee of, Queen Victoria in 1887, and in Germany, he presen- 
ted to Wilhelm II. the highest Siam Order on behalf of. King 
Chulälongkgn. 
, 
In 1891, the Tsarev. ich (future Nicolas II),. in 
the course of, a general tour of Southern and Eastern Asia, 
paid a visit to Siam and, presented the 
Grand Cross of St. 
Andrew to King Chulälongkgn., This implies a connection between 
Mongkut's "court" politics and the famous Siamese policy of 
37) ibid.: 56-7 
38) See Chai-anan, Ekkasän Känmft'an : 124; In refusing to step 
down as an absolute monarc King Chulälongk9n showed his 
concern for Siamese traditions arguing that in some West- 
ern countries constitutional monarchy was an evolutionary 
development demanded by the people. Such was not the case 
with Siam where any kind of change 
had to be introduced 
from the top. 
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"playing one off against another" in the nineteenth century. 
Prince Damrong's European tour of 1891 had the objective of 
sounding out how other European powers, besides France and 
Britain, would respond to aýSiamese cry fo, help in the event 
of. Franco-Siamese conflict. In Siamese reckoning, Russia, as 
a mighty state in Europe, could be a useful counterbalance to 
France and. Britain. Prince Thewawong! s correspondence with 
Prince Damrong suggests Siam would have liked to. enter into 
some sort of treaty of friendship with Russia. 
39) 
. 
And it was 
during this time that the Siamese Government decided not to 
let'any power have a dominant influence over Siam. This-was 
reflected in Prince Damrong's educational plan for the king's 
sons, and in a bid for international-recognition, young princes 
were to be sent to study not-only in England, but also in 
, Germany, Denmark, and notably Russia., 
The Pfiknäm. Incident of 1893, and the subsequent loss of 
territory, together with a large indemnity to France, revealed 
the weakness of Siamese, diplomacy ona grand scale. The PAkndm 
Crisis also had many internal repercussions. The humiliation 
and dented prestige proved too much-for the king, who fell 
seriously ill; and in 1894 in the'aftermath of Päknfim, there 
39) H. B.,, Smith, "Nineteenth-Century Siamese Adventures in 
Fringe Diplomacy", Southeast Asia, 1,4 (1979): 293-4; 
. Following 
initial to s between rince Damrong and Arthur 
Vyvodtsev, Russian-Consul at Singapore, in February 1891, 
Prince Thewawong, in March, with the approval of'the King, 
prepared the draft of a Declaration of Friendship between 
Russia and Siam to be signed by both' sides during the 
Tsarevich's visit. It fell through because Russia wanted 
a Bowring-type treaty. Chalpng Suntharäwänit, Rutsia Kap 
Thai Samai Ratchakän Thi 5-6, Russo-Siamese Rel jöns 
"during the Filth and xh Reigns", Bangkok, 1982: 66-9 
40) During his visit to Siam in-1891, the Tearevich suggested 
to King Chulälongk9n that one of the latter's sons be 
sent to Russia for education. Chal9ng, ibid.: 109 
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were royal "death scares", and there was talk of another 
regency. 
41) All affairs of state were. suspended for long pe- 
riods, for nobody was prepared to make any decisions,. '. The 
breakdown of central government, according to R. L. Morant, 
Crown Prince Wachirunnahit's guardian, led to. an increase in' 
crime and disturbances in-the provinces. 
42) The general 
feeling was that it would. be impossible for Siam to maintain 
her independence in the light of recent events. 
43) King 
Chulälongkgn probably believed so., On the occasion of Prince 
Wachiräwut's departure for England to study there in 1893, 
King-Chulälongkgn reportedly arranged for a sum of £800,000 
to be transferred to England for the young prince, for the 
immediate future of. Siam. was not at all certain. 
44) 
The most acute problem over the future of Siam was 
apparently solved in 1896. Fiance and. Britain reached an 
agreement according to which Siam Proper was recognized as 
a buffer-state between British Burma and French Indo-China. 
But it still allowed France and Britain to further nibble 
away at Siam's peripheral dominions. Siam was coerced to con- 
cede a large territory on the west bank of the Mekhong to 
France in 1902. , 
Again in 1907, she lost Western Cambodia to 
France in return for the abrogation of France's jurisdiction 
over her Asian subjects... In 1909, a similar arrangement 
was made with Britain, a move initiated by the Siamese court,. 
41) N. A. Battye, The MilitarL_ Government, and Society in Siam 
1868-1910, Unpub. rn. y. lnesis, vornell university, 
375-b 
42) Robert L. Morant, "Memorandum on the British Legation in 
Bangkok", July 1894., FO 17/1223 31652 
43 . 
ibid. 
445 Salao & Udom, op. cit.: 422 
ýd5 
whereby Siam conceded the four northern Malay sultanates 
to Britain, and . 
the latter agreed to give. up her extra- 
territoriality over-her non-European subjects. In between 
1893. and 1909; Siam lost one-third*of her territories to 
France and Britain, but by the end of King Chulalongkgn's, 
reign, the. centralization process carried out by Prince 
Damrong was virtually completed, and Siam had become a full-, 
fledged unitary state. 
It was Western pressure that brought about the socio- 
political changes in Siam in the last quarter of the nine- 
teenth century. The King and the princely elite, whilst 
trying to preserve their traditional privileges, were aware 
-of the implication of Western political culture. There were 
cries for the introduction of radical reforms such as a 
parliamentary system, and a selection process based on the 
principle of "merit" rather than "birth". With the liquida- 
tion of the Democratic Reform League, the flight abroad in 
1890 of its chief exponent, Prince Pritsadäng, and the complete 
about-face of other of the league members, notably Prince 
Sawat, the younger brother of Prince Th6wawong and the Queens, 
Sawäng and Saowaphä, the voice of protest and demand for 
political reform within the ruling class disappeared almost 
overnight. It-is at this juncture that we need to introduce 
into the discussion the life and works of Thianwan and K. S. R. 
Kuläp, the Western-inspired gurus of the fifth reign, whose 
contributions provide the reader with an, insight into the 
real condition of Siam, -and are crucial not only for historians 
but-the story of the development of Thai historiography. 
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II 
Thianwan and "The Dream of an Awakened Man" 
Today, very few. Thais know who Thianwan was; and as a 
matter of fact, Thianwan, as a radical thinker, has no place 
in the official historiography. The reason is that Thianwan 
was a commoner, and above all, the only vociferous critic of 
the princely government of the fifth reign. In those days, 
it seems, worth was judged in terms of family background 
rather than achievement. However, his'writings'are now 
supposed to have been an inspiration for the revolutionaries 
in the reigns of King Wachiräwut (1910-1925) and King Prachä- 
thipok (1925-1935). 
What we know about Thianwan comes'chiefly from his 
Prawat Kham Klgn, "Poetic Autobiography", and the more famous 
WAduäi Khwämfan Lamer T2h Michas Ngnlap, "The Dream of an 
Awakened Man", written towards the end of the nineteenth 
century. In his authobiography, Thianwan traced his ancestors 
back to a certain Khun Thian Wichianhong, a minor official 
in the court of King När$i (1656-88). He claimed also that 
the Supreme Patriarch (Sä Putsathdwa) of the fifth reign 
was his maternal uncle. 
45) 
Born in 1842, in the third reign, Thianwan was the 
son of a thrice-convicted criminal. His father died when he 
was still young, so he was brought up by an uncle. At the 
45) Chai-anan Samutthawanit, Ohiwit Lbh Ng-in Khonp Thianwan 
. 
TAt1 x. ý. tc.. xuläp, -I'. Life ana w orKa " oZ vhianwan Ar, 
u ap , Bang o: Rü'angsin, 1978: 20 Hereafter- cited Chiwit 
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age of 8, he was sent to Wat PhraJCh6tuphon to receive'ins- 
truction in Siamese and Pali from Mahä Phum, a famous'scholar- 
monk. There he met K. S. R. Kuläp, who was having tuition in 
the same monastery school. Fatherless, and having come from 
a broken fämily, -Thianwan led an aimless life, and often 
got into-trouble. His-mother remarried when he'was 15 years 
old. * According to. 'his own account,. Thianwan became a reformed 
person under the guidance of. his much admired step-father. 
He was-ordained. as a novice in the following year by Phra 
Sätsanasöphon ýSä), his uncle. After 13 months he left the 
novitiate to go back to live with his mother and step-father 
for a while. But it was not before long that he started a 
wandering life again travelling to the North, and at the age 
of 19, he left Siam in a European steam-boat., 'for 15 months 
in 1861/2. . Upon returning to 
Bangkok, he was 20 years'old, 
the right age for becoming a monk according to Siamese custom. 
He was ordained at Wat Bgwgnraniwet by the Prince-Patriarch 
Pawaret Wariyälongkgn. He spent four rainy seasons (vassa) 
at that monastery until King Mongkut built a new monastery 
called Wat Rätchapradit for Phra Sätsanasöphon 
(Sä). ' Thianwan 
. 
followed his uncle there, but for some unknown reasonýhe 
soon decided to return to Wat Bgwpn. 
It is claimed that 
he was the victim of jealousy and framed for having a love 
affair with a court lady when he 
follow Sä to perform reli- 
gious ceremonies in the Grand 
Palace. 
Disillusioned by monastic, life , Thianwan decided-to ..: 
disrobe in 1867. Again in 1868, he left Siam and travelled 
in a 'European vessel to various parts of 
Asia and the Pacific. 
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This was the turning-point in his life, because after many 
years in foreign countries. and'Western colonies, he had ac- 
quired a great deal of knowledge of Western institutions 
and how things operated in the West. He'was particularly' 
interested in international laws-and theology, but also he 
read foreign history and-international'politics intensively. 
46). 
Like S. S. R. Kuläp, Thianwan. was among the'few Siamese who 
had the best of both worlds of education, available at that 
time, traditional as well as Western. 
Unlike most Westernized Siamese of his generation, 
Thianwan looked. at Siam's problems almost from the Western 
point of view. He even adopted the Western attitude that 
white men were more intelligent than yellow men and yellow 
men were more intelligent than the Africans. 
47) He believed 
that parliamentary democracy was an attribute of a civilized 
country because it was through parliament that a people 
could participate in the government of their country. As 
a political theorist, Thianwan expressed a more radical view 
than the princes-dominated Reform League, who presented the 
R. S. 103 Memorandum to King ChulAlongkpn in 1885. As a 
social critic, Thianwan was averse to obsolete Siamese cus- 
toms, and wanted to see them abolished by the court. 
48) 
Following his return to Siam in around 1871, Thianwan 
became an advocate of social reform. He claimed in his 
46) ibid.: 31 
I 
47) This remained his view as late as 1906, see "Ton Nangeti 
Than Kläo" (Draft of a Petition Presented-to-King Chulä- 
longk9n) dated 24 January R. S. 124, reprinted in ibid;: 
206 
48) TOelmsok Numnon, "Thianwan", in FUn Adit, "The Past Redis- 
covered", Bangkok: Rü'angsin, 1979: 118 
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famous work, Wäduäi Khwämfan Lamer Teh Michas Ngnlap, that 
back in 1872, he had presented to his princely friends and 
many people a comprehensive programme for the modernization 
of Siam, implying that he was already an "awakened" man 
dreaming of-the day when radical reforms were. to be imple- 
mented and Siam'became a civilized nation. - His programme 
consisted of 34 items covering. the following'subjects: social 
reform, modern'education, 'reorganization of the army and 
the navy, political reform, and national economy. 
49) If"he 
had contemplated this programme in 1872 as he claimed, he 
would have been the first Siamese intellectual to publicly 
demand the abolition of slavery. 
50) However, it'is difficult- 
to-substantiate Thianwan's claim, as the'Dreäm of an Awakened 
Man was only published in 1904. Many parts of it echoed ac- 
tually what the missionary press had campaigned for in the 
1860s, especially the attack on certain Siamese-practices 
and customs such as polygamy, heavy gambling, bribery, and 
the lack'of women's educational opportunity. 
51) On thel 
subject of slavery, Thianwan suggested that its abolition' 
should be done in two stages. First, all slaves (that) 
should be freed, because slavery was a social vice. Second, 
the government must seek means of providing them with employ- 
went, for ex-female slaves without protection and personal 
security would be all too willing to become wives of'Chinese. 52) 
49) "The Dream of An Awakened Man" reproduced in Chiwit: 
143-54 
50) Chai-anan, Ekkasän,, op. cit.: 140 
51) Sukanyä, op. cit.: 24; Cf. Chi: 64,145 
52) Chiwit: 33 
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Thianwan's fear of, the-dwindling of the native Siamese popu- 
lation-and the domination of, Chinese immigrants in Siam might 
have resulted . from, his awareness of foreign newspapers which 





Thianwan was very; much impressed by Western culture.. 
He A gave. up the, Siamese habit of, chewing red-limed : areca nuts,, 
and betel leaves,, and dressed himself like a European gentle-. 
man. He also-sported, a-Western hair-style, and,. wore socks 
and shoes. His reason was, that European food and European 
customs "were, clean and conducive to good. health". 
54) 
As a writer, Thianwan had contributed to the., Darunöwät., 
"Wise Words of the Young", a prince=owned newspaper, in the 
early 1870s, but his radical ideas had alienated the princes. 
In the royal reckoning, he-, was no more-than a nuisance. In 
1880, Thianwan wrote a memorandum entitled. Praiwet Kham N&hnam, 
"A Private Counsel", to M. R. Lek Siriwong na Ayutthayä, 'then 
Chäomdn Sisgrarak, aide, to Chäophrayä: Surasakmontri., (Cherm 
Seng6hüt5), a Reform League member, analyzing,, the basic dif- 
ferenäes between European countries, and Siam., The gist of 
his argument was that Western nations prospered because. in- 
tellectuals took part in the government and that ensured 
the promulgation of good. laws. 
55) Western nations, in. Thian- 
wan's opinion, had made much more progress than Asian nations 
53) ibid.: 16.7; Cf. Charles Ryder Dibble, The Chinese in 
rnailana against zne nacxKrcuu- VRInese-ihai xelations 
npub. Ph. D. Tom, Syracuse university. -1 
54) Chai-anan, -Ekkasän: A38' 
55) ibid.: 150 
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thanks to three good principles. First, the European ruling 
class was not only enlightened but also sympathetic towards 
"the people. Second, the ordinary people of the West were 
well educated. And, erudition was crucial for any people 
of the world. to make great strides because it was the fount 
of knowledge and intelligence. Third, the West had good 
military morale. 
56) But above all, Western governments cared 
for their subjects, and honoured their intellectuals. Thian- 
wan pointed out that all the countries of the Par East had 
the same shortcomings, namely, a lack ofF{interest in intel- 
lectual pursuits amongst the people, and a general lethargy 
of the whole fatalistic nation. In Siam, the major problem 
was that virtually'every capable person was thwarted in' 
the attempt to introduce reform. He cited the example of 
Phranäi Wai (Cherm, later Chäophrayä Surasak), M. R. 'Lek's 
superior, as an honourable government official who'had to3 
experience obstacles even'from his ownYfamily. 
5? ) 
Thianwan had first been arrested by the authorities' 
for his revolutionary ideas in 1879, but had'soon been re-" 
leased. It is understandable that when writing A. Private 
Counsel 
, 
in the following year, Thianwan chose to highlight 
Pý 
the fact that as it existed, the law was an instrument for 
the government to suppress those who dared to think differ- 
ently. " "Anyone who wants to do good walks straight into 
58) 




57) ibid.:. 151-3; Thianwan did not indicate clearly in this 
private letter. what kind of situation Phranäi Wai found 
himself"in in 1880. A capable soldier and one of the 
King's favourites, he was later in 1884 accused bpi Prince" 
Prachak of plotting a rebellion. This led to his resigna- 
tion. Battye, op. cit.: 242 
58). Chai-anan, Ekkasän, ibid. 
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In 1882, Thianwan's second brush with the government 
resulted in his , being. charged with contempt of court and 
lese maieste'. It has been claimed that Thianwan was the 
victim of a conspiracy of princes and certain noblemen. Pre- 
viously, on the occasion of-a-royal son's, ordination, King 
Chulälongkgn had-invited members of the royal family to com- 
pose a poem_in honour of the young prince. Prince Phanuranget 
(1859-1928), King Chulälongkgn's second full-brother, asked, 
Thianwan to write a poem on his behalf. Thianwan's poem 
came first in the competition, but it led to'jealousy among 
the princes who took part. They asked a certain-page-boy' 
named Näi Vhäng to come, to Thianwan, and trick him into writ- 
ing a dikä petition without the proper approbation of the 
Mahätthai Ministry. 99) . In normal circumstances, this viola- 
tion of legal procedure would have constituted a'minor of- 
fence punishable by a few lashes, but Thianwan was sentenced 
to-a round of 40 lashes and to life imprisonment. 
60), 
Thianwan-was to remain in prison for-"17 years, until 
Prince Raphi, Minister of Justice happened to come to'inspect 
the gaol, and found him wrongly put behind bars. `After his 
release from the prison in"1899, 'he continued to fight 
social ills. He opened a pharmacy and acted as legal adviser 
to ordinary people. 
61) During this period, he was befriended 
by some members of the royal family such as Prince Raphi 
and Prince Sawat, as well as Kirk p. atrick, --a Belgian legal 
adviser to the Ministry of Justice. From-. them he`gained- 
59) Ch=wit: 38fn. 5 
60) Themsuk, op. cit.: -118 
61) ibid.: 119 
'5i3 
further knowledge of international law and legal proceedings, 
while at. the same time they came to respect his opinion. 
In 1889 Thianwan had asked his son, "Näi R9b, to forward 
his Dream of an Awakened Man to Prince., Sawat, whom he knew 
to be a. ýmember of the-R. S. 103 Reform. League. 
62) It was 
without effect because no one dared upset the King, and 
Prince, Sawat himself had by then become part of the establish- 
ment. = But Prince Raph$, after he became Minister of Justice 
some years later, recognized Thianwan's vast knowledge, and 
offered to employ him in his Ministry. Thianwan flatly 
refused because he did not want. to join the bureaucracy which 
he had condemned as corrupt and oppressive. 
63) 
Thianwan saw himself first and foremost as a radical 
well-informed intellectual. In an attempt to publicize 
his views, which the Bangkok newspapers at that time did not 
dare or refused to print, Thianwan embarked on the publica- 
tion of the fortnightly Tunlaphak Phot5hanakit, "The Voice 
of Justice", in October 1900, not long after his release 
from prison. It_is claimed that he was supported financially 
by. Kirkp. atrick and Prince Sawat. 
64) Tunlawiphäk was pub- 
lished regularly until 1906. Although it was not a widely 
read newspaper owing to the fact that Thianwan was much too 
advanced for_ his audience, it brought about reactions from 
the King. himself,, who at times replied openly in some of 
his speeches to Thianwan'a articles requesting further., govern- 
ment reforms. In 1908, -Thianwan published a monthly magazine 
62 Chai-anan, Ekkasän: 104 
63 Themsuk, op. cit.: 119 
64 Chiwit: 37 
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called Siriphot6hanaphäk, "Virtuous Message",. which lasted 
for only three years. 
65) 
In writing. articles, Thianwan used the name T. W. S. 
Wannaphö: He was the first commoner, together with K. S. R. 
Kuläp, to imitate Western writers in using initials, despite 
the absence. still of surnames in Siam. It was a flourish 
of which-both were proud, because it meant that like a 
prince, a commoner too could be fashionable. - But personal 
experience was to further influence Thianwan's writings in 
the. first decade of the twentieth century. The fact that- 
he had been wrongfully prosecuted in court and sent to pri 
son for 17 years, and that Siam had been-humiliated meanwhile 
in the Päknäm Crisis of 1893, was enough to convince Thianwan 
of the need for Siam to, quickly follow Japan's example in 
order to survive. As a "royalist nationalist", as he des- 
cribed himself, Thianwan held no grudge against the King, 
but he would have liked to see the King himself take the 
initiative in democratic. reform. 
Thianwan and his old schoolmate, K. S. R. KulAp, were 
probably the first persons to use the word ehät clearly and 
emphatically to mean. "Nation". Thianwan talked of the lack 
of national consciousness amongst the Siamese. According 
to his opinion, 
In every group of 100-Siamese there are hardly 10 
persons who truly love. their nation (chat), country 
(prathet), and-religion (sätsanä). I can see those 
who are paying lip service but behave contrarily. 
65) ibid.: 41 
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This must be the reason why Siam-has not yet 
enjoyed the prosperity she ought to by now. 
66) 
. 
Thiahwan relentlessly attacked the nepotism of Siamese' 
officialdom and corrupt ministers. 
67) He mentioned that, ' 
the recruitment process had to be blamed, as it'favoured' 
people with family connections rather than those with good 
qualifications. 
68) Of all the government officials, he 
singled out Prince Damrong and-Chäophrayä Surasak (therm 
Sengchütö) as exemplary persons. 
69) Honest, responsible 
princes in government could not be too well-off; if they 
were, their wealth must have derived from an unlawful source. 70) 
Thianwan's criticisms were directed not-the least to 
the royal family" and' its members. ' Thianwan agreed in-prin- 
ciple to Prince Damrong's initiatives in-the reform of the 
n'1 \ 
provincial. administration, `"'I but he criticized-the Kin&- 
implicitly for his choice of certain Royal C ommissioners, 
who did not have the suitable qualifications for'the°post. 72) 
He thought it was no use despatching a prince to the provinces 
with a large entourage and with much publicity, because, 
before the Royal Commissioner gotFto his supposed'headquar- 
ters, the bandits would have already gone, 
66) Wädüäi Kamlan Yai ' Säm Prakän"'Kh n 
Three Great orces of a Would-be re 
Chiwit: 138. 
Bgnmü'an 
, "On'the Et 1a on", in 
19 
67) ibid.: 139 
68) Chai-anan, "Introduction", Chtwit: 66-7. 
69) Wäduäi Kamlang: 138-9 
70) ibid.: 141 
71) Chai-anan, op. cit.: 71-2 
72) ibid. 
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It is now confirmed by recent research into the finan- 
cial situation of the prince-ministers that Thianwan's charges 
against most of them regarding corruption-and embezzlement 
were not groundless. 
73) Prince Naräthip (1861-1931-), Deputy- 
Minister of Finance between 1886 and 1893, was coerced in 
March 1893, by his opponents"in the cabinet and Phraya- 
Surasak ('therm Sbngch0t6) to tender his resignation, and his 
. dismissal-was'even given approval by his patron, 'Prince 
Th6wawong. 74) Other princes such as Prince PhOtharet, the 
Lord Mayor. of Bangkok between 1876 and 1886, Prince Sapphasät, 
Prince Pra6hak {1856-1924), Prince Phichit, and Prince 
Phitthayaläp, all half-brothers of King Chulälongkgn, were 
reportedly involved in financial irregularities. 
75) Prince 
Phongsadisgn (1861-1935) was found guilty of attempting to 
-flood Siam with fake banknotes. 
76) And it turned out that 
the King and Queen Saowaphä had to dig. into the royal coffer 
to get these over-spending princes out of their financial 
straits, as most of them were heavily in debt. 
77) 
Thianwan reiterated his views that Siam could prosper 
like Western countries provided that the Siamese Government 
ensured that the-people were not deprived of modern educa 
tion, the country had a well-planned economic strategy, and 
a strong army and navy. 
78) Thianwan pointed out that a nation 
73) lhawisin, op. cit. 
74) For detail see ibid.: 58-9 
75) ibid.: 72-83 
76) ibid.: 85-6 
77) ibid.: passim 
78) Chai-anan, op. cit.: 127-9 
i 
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could progress rapidly if. the ruling class and the governed 
could work in unison. An enlightened government committed 
itself to. the well-being of its population, and good adminis- 
tration should create an atmosphere in which trade could 
expand and bring in revenue. 
79) Thianwan likened the popu- 
lation of Siam to the apple of the King's eye, and it was 
the duty of a king to care for his subjects paternalistically. 80) 
What was revolutionary about Thianwan's writings was his 
dream of a Siamese society free of discriminating class cons- 
ciousness; a ruler depended on his subjects as much"as. his 
subjects depended on him. In demanding social justice for 
the lower-class people, Thianwan severely criticized the 
policy of the Ministry of Justice and the Lord-Mayoralty for 
failing to provide justice to despondent people and driving 
them to apply for foreign protection. 81) How could Siamese 
be. obliged to love their nation when they had to suffer at 
the hands of their fellow countrymen? 
What Thianwan was trying to convey to his readers was 
that every 
, 
Siamese,. individual, no matter who he was, should 
think of the common interest, and 
"I want most of all to see thatýall of us have a great 
love for our nation (chat), religion (sätsanfi), and 
fatherland (prathet thi kert), and that we should feel 
ashamed before foreigners and ourselves, if one who 
does wrong, is left unpunished just because he sits in 
82) 
a high place". 
79Y ibid.: 130-1 
M 80 ibid.: 57 
S1 Ton Nan eit Thün Klao: 222; Prince Naret W9rarit was the 
or ayor a ween 1892 and 1907, and-Prince Raphi'was 
Minister of Justice between 1897 and 1910. 
82) Quotation from Wäduai Samai Rd W41ä, "On Moving with the 
Time", reprinted in Ohiwit: 159 
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In his political campaigns, Thianwan talked enthusias- 
tically about-national unity and the politics of concensus. 83)- 
He believed in a responsible leadership of the Japanese type. 
Compared to. big countries like China and India, Siam was a 
"jewel" because she had so much better preserved her inde- 
i 
pendence in the face of Western imperialism, but that achieve- 
ment alone was not a factor that would enable Siam to "take 
off". 
84) In his. reckoning, Japan had achieved the goal of 
a modernized country because the Japanese-were nationalistic 
and well-governed. 
85) Following the Russo-Japanese War of 
. 1904-5, 
Thianwan was even more confident of'the Japanese way 
of doing things. He held the Japanese in highest esteem 
from the very fact that it had taken the European nations 
1,000. years to reach the stage where they were, whereas the 
Japanese could catch-them up within a hundred years., Thianwan 
predicted also that in 15 years' time Japan, as'the greatest 
nation in the Par East, would persuade her. Asian neighbours 
to form a league against the West. 86) He saw the Siamese 
elite as still=burying their face in the sand. "If the 
Siamese", he urged King Chulälongkgn, -"change--their-mind'now, 
and decide toldemonstrate to the world that they are ,a 
capable. people, we must march along in the Japanese direc- 
tion". 87) 
83 Tunlahak, passim. 
84) a uai attana "On'the True Jewels of a Nation", reprinted 
in 1w : 122 
85 "Dra? T"_o a Petition.. ": 208 
86) ibid.: 210-1; Thianwan! s prediction about Japan's ambi- 
. _. 
tion to lead Asia against the West came true during, the 
1930s when Japan tried to dominate East and South-East 
Asia in a "Co-Prosperity Sphere" programme. 
87) ibid.: 247. 
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As- a journalist, Thianwan believed strongly in freedom 
of expression. He -saw that the press could play a crucial 
role in a democratic society, and in. Siam it could improve 
the people's morality, educate them,. and instil. in them pro- 
gressive ideas. Thianwan resented the fact that a newspaper, 
Siam Free Press, -had-been harrassed into ceasing its-publi- 
cation in 1905. He commented: - 
k There are many newspapers in Siam claiming to- 
adhere to the principle of impartiality,. although 
some of them behave -to put it quite bluntly- as 
though they were licking someone's boots.,,., 
Siam Free Press was not one amongst the syco- 
phants.. _ 
That was why it was taken to court for libel 
too often. A newspaper like this is hardly pleasant 
to the ears of those in power, for its editor is, 
determined to expose whatever the authorities try to 
cover up. 
Indeed, Siam Free Press has renderedia best 
service to our country in the sense that it was not 
afraid to criticize the government. It is a good 
thing] to make the. government think carefully about 
88ý its policy. 
As a proto-Thai nationalist, Thianwan was not'nostalgic 
about ' the Siamese pasta "On. the' contrary, he rejected 'almost 
all the traditional values linked with-Siamese customs-`and' 
practices. '' Many of his*demands were designed to uproot 
certain aspects of Siamese culture. His campaign for women's 
rights and equal 'opportunity was in conflict with the general 
belief of the Siamese that women should take a back seat. 
Furthermore, he condemned polygamy, and demanded that a lawý} 
88) W$duäi Samäi Rff W419L, "On the Question of Moving along 
with the ime", reprinted in Ohllwit: 155 
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be promulgated so that a man could have only one wife 
89) 
King Chulälongkgn often replied to his critics who clamoured 
for political changes, that the opportune moment had riot 
yet come for the convening of a parliament, because they 
Siamese were like. cats. "If you'call a cat to you, he prefers 
to walk away: `! 
9ý) What the King implied was that the Siamese 
were used to the idea of changes imposed from above, and 
would not really want to participate in decision-making. 
The King did not think highly of the journalists of his reign 
either. Although he liked the Daily Mail (in English),. he 
was disappointed with the coverage of Thai newspapers. 
91) 
The King was particularly sensitive about his opponents' 
attack on polygamy. -He was faced with a dilemma. Keeping 
a harem was part of Siamese court politics, and the mass, 
of the population who believed in fertility rites also be- 
Yy 
lieved that a king's prowess rested on his sexual power. 
Prince Pritsadäng had fallen out of the King's favour partly 
because he dared suggest that polygamy was an evil thing. 93) 
Polygamy was practised almost exclusively_amongst the power- 
ful princes, and high-ranking officials. Thianwan's criti- 
cism regarding this social institution had certainly earned 
him enemies both in the court and in the government. King 
89) ibid.: 159 
90)'Salao & Udom, op. cit.: 300 
91) ibid.: 304, see King Chulalongkgn's'letter to Chäophrayä 
Yommarät 
92) It is generally thought that King Wachiräwut (1910-25) 
was not very popular, because he had delayed his marriage 
and pledged to have only one wife. 
93) "Pritsadäng Memorandum", F0.69/147 
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King Chulälongkgn could not remember alibis concubines, 
Prince"Sawat, whom Thianwan admired most, had, at, least four 
wives. 
According to-his writings, Thianwan envisaged two 
kinds of enemies; one from the without, and another from 
the within. 
94) In his opinion, Siam could resist, though-. 
not necessarily defeat, the-external threat with military 
strength because it was visible. The threat from'inside 
was much more formidable because it was not visible` but 
existed in corrupt government. Only a, well-intentioned man-, 
could defeat the enemy from within. 95) -Thianwan was con- 
ceiving a plan of himself being a driving-force against so- 
cial-vices and "official" oppression. He had vowed not to 
be part of the establishment. But, in 1906, Thianwan seems 
to have-changed his mind, to try to tackle this problem from 
the inside. Knowing that King Chulälongk9n was a reader of 
his numerous writings, he memorialize-the King via Prince 
'Sommot, and offered to serve him in the'=capacity of an' 
adviser. 
96) 
Thianwan presented to the King two documents. One- 
was entitled M6kkasin Kham Klgn, "A Poetical Essay", written 
in verse. Another was a long memorandum entitled on Nan; 
Then KlAo, "A Confidential Address`to the`King", 97). It is 
quite clear from the latter, that Thianwan derived his ins- 
piration from the Japanese victory in the war against Russia 
94) "The Dream of an, Awakened Man" in Ch, _iwit: 
154 
95) ibid. 
96) See Thianwan's letter-of 22/1/1906 in Chtwit: 189-95' 
97) ibid.: 197-201 
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in the previous-year. In A"Poetical'Essay, ' Thianwan stated 
that although he was now 64 years old he felt that: - 
I. was born at the Supreme Agent's will, 
It is as though I had received a-mandate from Him, 
And a promise that I would not be destroyed but 
live until 
I have'served the-Sovereign and put down the-fire of 
distress and'sin. 98) 
From the above statement one can say that Thianwan', 
believed he. was, destined to lead a mission against the old 
forces. In, A Confidential Address to the King, he said that 
as an experienced man,,, a patriot, and an outsider, `he knew 
that the King was convinced by those surrounding him that 
everything in Siam was going-well,, and his subjects were 
happy. Thianwan pointed out that ministers were bound to 
give him a rosy picture of their ministries. Here-Thianwan 
identified the enemy from within . as the , officials ' of the `°° k- 
Ministry- of Justice and the-. Lord-Mayoralty.,, The- Police 
were entrusted with-keeping 'the peace and-protecting the 
weak, whereas the judges, should be there to ensure a,, -fair - 
trial. In, practice, the-Police falsely charged the people', 
with various. offences, -and, the-, judges took bribes from both 
theplaintiffs, and the accused. 
99! 
- It-was the miscarriage 
of justice - in this, 'way, that=alienated ordinary people. 
Thianwan went on to say'-that the Bangkok Lord-Mayoralty and 
the Ministry of Justice were`in themselves the roots whence, 
all social ills grew; there might be corruption in other 
departments which depleted the national revenue, -but that 
98 ibid.: 198-9 
99) A Confidential Address to the King, in Chtwit: 231-6 
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, 
did not immediately and directly affect the ordinary people. 
Thianwan's message-to the King was that drastic measures 
had to be taken in order to redress the situation in the 
two ministries concerned with the ultimate aim of winning 
the people's hearts. It was in this capacity that he felt 
he would. be of-service to the King. 
There is no'-, evidence'of haw the King felt with regard 
to Thianwan's direct approach, but it is reported that the 
court regarded Thianwan as a""prater" who could not even 
teach his own son. 
100) It was possible that his offer was 
casually snubbed by the King, but he never stopped campaign- 
ing for a parliamentary democracy and the people's political 
participation. . 
Embittered but proud, Thianwan said he wanted 
to be a figure the younger generation could look up to. 
101) 
Indeed, he was to become a spiritual mentor of the young 
officers seeking to overthrow the absolute monarchy in 1912 
and 1932. According to Thbmsuk Numnon, the army officers 
who were conspirators of the attempted coup d'4tat of 1912 
were influenced by the political ideas of both Thianwan and 
K. S. R. Kuläp. 
102) Dr. Pridi Phanomyong, leader of the poli- 
tical wing of the People's Party that put an end to the 
absolute monarchy in the June 1932 Revolution, acknowledged 
the fact that as a young man he was inspired by Thianwan's 
100) Chai-anan, "Introduction", Chiwit: 43; Thianwan's eldest. 
son, Nai Yut, was. arrested by the Police on the, charge' 
of being a trouble-maker. It is believed that Näi Yut, '. 
sworn enemy of the Secret-Society Chinese, was framed 
by'; the Police who had taken bribes from the Chinese 
ring leaders. 
101 The Dream of an Awakened Man: 154 
102 Thbmsuk Numnon, a uan n R. S. 130" (The Attempted 
Coup d'dtat of 1912) in Hn op. cit.: 48 
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works, and was impressed by his radical view when they met 
103) 
not long before - Thianwan's death in 1915 at the age of 73. 
As a man of radical ideas and integrity, Thianwan has been 
written out of the official historiography by the prince- 
historians. But in the eyes of-modern That scholars, Thianwan 
stood for resistance against the socio=political conditions 
of the fifth reign -ironically a most celebrated period, in 
Thai history in the opinion of traditional historians. Con- 
demning the princely elite, Thianwan, has left a final dictum 
to remind his compatriots of what he was fighting for: - 
/In Siam? Kotmai (law) cannot compete with Kotmü 
(mob rule); but mobe rule cannot compete with Kotkh Q 
(oppression); and oppression, cannot compete with 
Chao Hak Khq (the princes breaking your neck)"b04) 
103) Pridi Phanomyong, B1'an rbk Praehäthi atai, translated 
into English as "Some Stories Concerning e Formation 
of the People's Party and Democracy" in Thak Chaloem- 
tiarana, (ed. ), Thai Politics,, 1222-19579 Bangkok: 
Social Science Association of Lhailand, -1978, vol. 1,: 63 
104) ibid.: 63-4 
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III 
K. S. R. Ku1äp: A Historian in-DisQrace 
Jtzät' ä8 very few Thais remember Thianwan nowadays, 
only very few. know that the Siamese verb ku, meaning "to 
invent or'make up a story", derives its origin from the 
name of K. S. R. Kul&p, a well-known historian of the fifth 
reign. K. S. R. Kuläp was also 'a controversial figure in, his 
time. The fact that he is the-only Siamese historian 'to 
have been publicly declared insane, by the court in 1901/2, 
makes his life and his works well worth discussing. ` 
Bornyin 1834, ' also during the. third reign, K. S. R. 'Kul$p 
was a contemporary of Thianwan. Kuldp traced his lineage 
back through his mother and maternal grandmother five genera- 
tions to an Ayutthayan nobleman of Phra rank, from the semi- 
autonomous province of Nakh9n Rätchaslma in the north-east 
of present-day Thailand. 
105) His real name was '"Trut Kritsa- 
nänon, but he preferred to write his name in the-European 
fashion, K. S. R. being his ecclesiastic Pali name when he 
became monk, 'KiSaRö', meaning "rose", or in"Siamese "Kul$p"", - 
Like Thianwan, he had a good monastic education under the 
supervision of the monks of Wat Phra Chgtuphon. When he left 
the novitiate in' the reign of Möngkut, he entered the Royal 
Pages Bodyguard., Regiment. During this time, he managed to 
acqüire'a "smattering" of Latin, French, and English from 
the French priest, Bishop Pallegoix, who had taught Mongkut. 
In 1860, at the age- of'26, Kuläp entered the monkhood at 
105) C. J. Reynolds, "The Case of, K. S. R. Kulap: A Challenge 
to Royal Historical Writing in hate., Nineteenth Century 
Thailand", JSS, 61,2 (Jul. 1973): 69 
ý86 
Wat Phra Chdtuphon. ' There he studied the. traditional sub- 
jects such as, Sanskrit, poetic composition, old law and 
administrative practice with Phrayä SSsunth9nwöhäri, one of 
the most distinguished men of letters of the fourth reign. 
106) 
K. S. R. Kuläp remained in the monkhood for only a. year, 
but the. -, monastic environment. came to_influence his thoughts 
and obsess, him with Siamese history and culture. With a 
good educational background fit for "a king, K. S. R.. Kuläp 
might have seen in himself an image of King Mongkut, and 
could have sought to advance his career in the Siamese offi- 
cialdom. But the opening of Siam to foreign exploitation 
in 1855, -had paved the way for-foreign firms to set up busi- 
ness in Bangkok. So instead,, with a. "smattering", of; occi- 
dental languages, he chose to be a compradore and for the 
next 15 years worked for European and American firms which 
owned steam-rice-mills in Siam. Despite being only a, clerk, 
Kuläp earned, a comparatively good salary (250. baht per month 
in the 1860s). His employers favoured him with trips to 
Singapore, Penang,, Sumatra, Manila, Batavia, Macao, Hongkong, 
Calcutta, and Europe. He also went to China and Japan in 
1880 as interpreter-on a purchasing expedition for the cre- 
mation pyre of Queen Sunanthäkumärtrat. As a much travelled 
man, K. S. R. Kuläp had-probably seen the world outside Siam 
much more than any other 
Siamese including Thianwan at that 
10? ) 
time. 
106) ibid.: 70 
107) ibid.; also Chai-anan, "New Khwämkhit Thäng Sangkhom 
Leh Känmu'ang Khgng K. S. R. Kulap" (K. S. R. Kuläp s 
Socio-Political Ideas) in Chiwit, op. cit.: 268-9 
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Kuläp seems to have changed, his, life-style in the 
early 1880s eo as to be'able'to pursue his intellectual 
interests. Forsaking employment in European firms, he 
decided at'last to enter government service, and became'an. 
adjutant in the Department-of River-Police in 1884. -For 
some unknown reason, he left the Department in 1891`after 
working there` for- seven years. 
108) During the 1890s, Kül$p 
embarked on a new-career'as publisher specializing in histo- 
rical books. He had a spell as editor`of The Siam Observer, 
a newspaper established'by an' enterprising Ceylonese, A. G. 
Tilleke in'1893. However, his'-love of Thai culture was so 
strong that he wanted to publish a monthly magazine with 
the' purpose of promoting Thai studies. ' , At the' end of 1897, 
by`now into his sixties, K. S. R. Kuläp published the first'' - 
volume of a magazine called Sayäm'Praphet, "The Facets of 
Siam", ' whose' aim was "to provide all kinds ' of knowledge', 
temporal as well philosophical, to'all'men and women, 'and `. 
their offspring". 
109) 
Like Thianwan, K. S. R. Kul$p was a bookworm-and a West- 
ernized intellectual. Nevertheless, K. S. R.,, Kuläp was far 
from from being a revolutionary, having for a start, been a 
polygamous man with twelve wives. Whereas Thianwan presented, 
himself more or less as a political -theorist, 
_who 
based his 
arguments on Western political ideas and practices, K. S. R. 
Kuläp saw himself as the- traditional Siamese KKhhrü, "guru, 
or teacher", whose, commitment to Thai culture was paramount. 
108). Chai-anan, op. cit.: 269 
109). ibid.: 263-4 
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A royalist nationalist par excellence, K. S. R. Kuläp's poli- 
tical stance was not dissimilar'to that of King Chul$longkgn 
and the reformist princes. His writings show a kind of 
subtlety and tact that is so lacking in Thiariwan's works. 
Modern apologists have tried to describe Kulfip's intellec- 
tual activities in the same light as they do Thianwan, espe- 
cially KulAp's unhappy encounter with'the Prince-historians 
in-1901/2.110), This absurdity is based on the assumption 
that like Thianwan, K. S. R. 
_Kuläp 
was made a scapegoat be- 
cause of his radical views. Inýactual fact, as Craig. J. 
Reynolds has pointed out, one cannot establish what their 
personal relationship with-and attitude'towards each other 
were really like. 
"')- Furthermore, K. S. R. Kullp made it 
known that he was amongst the "anti-Western coulture" group. 
In the Sayäm Praphet, he criticized those, probably implicitly 
including Thianwan, who followed the Western way of life 
just to show their superiority. He ridiculed them for their 
awkward European manners such as: -''- 
Riding in a'carriage drawn by foreign horses'and driven 
around by two men,. followed by a train of servants, 
wearing boots imported by John Samson's, donning a 
thin linen shirt, wearing phä-muang trousers made 
from Khörät'silk, girdled by a crocodile-skin belt, ` 
wearing a white jacket from John Samson's, wearing' 
a Panama-style hat, using a thin.; gold timepiece, wear- 
ing gold chain embedded with diamonds,.. smoking a pipe 
110) Chai-anan, op. cit., and S. Thammayot,, "Chtwit Zeh N An 
kh9ng K. S. R. Kuläp": (Life and Works of, K. S. R. Kuläp), 
Prachächät, 19/4/37, for example, give 'a*very biased, 
pic ure of the whole case. Reynolds, op. cit., is dis- 
cernibly. judicious in his treatment of Kuläp's career. 
111) Reynolds, op. cit.: 82 
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bought from Phra Patibat's store, wiping their faces 
with a thick-, European linen _hankerchief, puffing 
Egyptian cigarettes, striking a Swedish match, carrying 
a walking stick made from a Cherry tree,.. dining at 
the Oriental*Hotel... - and speaking a mixture of English 
and Thai both when sober and when dead drunk. 112) 
K. S. R. °Kuläp had a passion for old books. Back in 
1882,. the government had organized'a national exhibition in- 
order to celebrate the Bangkok centennial. King Chulälongkgn 
had invited all those who had in their possession any object 
of historical interest to. participate in the celebration. 
At that time, ' the new building of the H9 Luang <Royal Archives) 
was under construction, and all the books and manuscripts 
were transported to and housed-in the palace of Prince Bpdin, 
head of the Department of Royal Scribes. In response to 
the King's-command, the prince undertook to send the manus- 
cripts and old books belonging to the Royal Archives to be 
shown to the public. for the first time. 
113) For this exhi- 
bition, R. S. R. Kuläp, hoping to impress the princes, also 
undertook to display 1000 volumes of old books in his collec- 
tion to the public. During this long exhibition, K. S. R. 
Ruläp, who occupied a room adjacent to the one where old 
manuscripts from the Royal Archives were exhibited, had they. 
opportunity to. endear. himself to Prince Bgdin and examine 
all the important historical manuscripts. This access to 
royal documents sparked off his curiosity, and 
was' able to 
112) Quotation is - from Sukanyä Tirawanit, op. cit.:, 44, -. - 
113) Prince Damrong "RÜ'ang^Nanpf H9 Luang" (Story of the, 
Royal Archives), in Nithan Borännakhadi (NB), Bangkok: 
Sinlapäbannäkhan, 1+ Reynolds, op. cit.: 70 
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gain the prince's permission to take the forbidden manus- 
cripts home with him-overnight. Later investigation showed 
that each evening Kuläp borrowed a , text from Prince B9din 
and rowed across-the river to Wat Arun on the Thonburt bank. 
He-spread out, the accordion-pleated manuscript its entire 
length: and members of the Regiment, called the Bodyguard of 
Royal Pages,, hired by Kuläp, were each assigned a section of 
to-text-to copy. In this way, Kuläp managed to acquire 
, original 
sources which he was, to use in his historical 
. essays. 
1- 
In those days, it was the king's sole prerogative to 
consult the documents in the Royal Archives as they were 
thought of as an element of, the khrü'ang rächüpaphök (royal, 
regalia). This privilege was extended to the princes, and, 
the rules were by_no means strictly enforced.,, But in normal 
circumstances, the royal archives were closed to the pub- 
lic. King Chulälongkgn's decision to-display parts of this 
collection to commoners represented a 
, 
break with; tradition, 
as well as a desire to arouse his subjects' interest in the 
history of the Siamese, nation and impress the, foreigners. 
However, the court was still jealously opposed to the idea 
of making all the "forbidden" manuscripts. - 
freely available, 
and thus loosening its grip on official historiography, 
Although a partially Westernized monarch, King Chulälongk9n 
also maintained the traditional role of a ruler regarding 
history as a. subject for.. the ruling class. To promote 
Thai studies amongst the princes, the Wachirayan Library 
114) Reynolds, op. cit.: 73 
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was established funded by, the profits made from the, property 
King Mongkut bequeathed to his sons in anticipation of 
"rainy days". 115) Opened in 1884, the'Wachirayän Library 
was intended to be. a centre*of princely scholarship and for 
a private membership only. 
116) 
The Wachirayän library published a monthly magazine, 
the Wachirayän, which contained mostly. historical stories,, 
reproductions of historical-texts, and occasionally interes- 
ting tales. 117) The Wachirayän continued, to be published 
until 1915, but in between 1886 and 1894, _it was supplemen- 
ted by a, weekly. magazine, Wachirayän Wiset. Wachirayän Wiset 
was perhaps the-most important forum for Siamese scholar- 
administrators,, since its emphasis was on. the various aspects 
of Thai. culture. In. addition, it was the first Thai period- 
ical which paid for the manuscripts it published. A writer 
of an original work would be paid four baht for each page, 
a translatedone would receive:: two baht, whereas editors 
who knew both Thai and English well would be paid eight baht 
a month. 
118) 
The last two decades of the nineteenth century witnessed 
a great change, on the, Thai intellectual scene. Historical 
research by Western scholars concerning British Burma and 
French Indo-China'generated an interest in the "Tai" 'ethnic 
groups outside Siam, and as a new national identity was 
115) See Prince Damrong, Rillang Tang H . Phra Samut Wachira An , "Story of. the Foundat on of-the Royal rary ac ray " 
tsangxoK; oopnonpnlpnaL %, uaiiai+ya,, , 7co: tu-1 
116 ibid.: 21 
117 Sukanya, op. cit.: 41 
118 Wibha Senanan, op. cit.: 38, 
f 
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being forged within Siam, the old notion that only the 
Siamese called themselves "Thai", was to be supereded by a 
new concept of a wider Thai world in the making. Since the 
mid-1870s, the'Siamese 6lite"had begun to take some interest 
in-the history of Siam's tributaries. Amongst the works 
that came to*fascinate Siamese scholars was perhaps Ney, 
Elias' Introductory-Sketch of the History'of the Shans of 
Upper Burma and West Yunnan published' at, Calcutta in 1876 , 
and later translated into Siamese by Prince Naräthip in' 
1913.119) It probably helped to rekindle the Siamese ex- 
pansionist policy towards the Shan states in 1884 and 1885. 
Prince Phichit, Royal Commissioner at Chiang Mai, is reported 
to have responded favourably to Chiang Tung (Kengtung)'s 
approaches to Siam at a time when -Burmaunder the rule of 
Thibaw was falling into chaos. Phraya Montri Suriyawong, 
Prince Phichit's successor as Commissioner, also continued 
to push Thai border to the Salween, 'curiously enough with 
the encouragement of Ernest Satow, the British Minister in 
Bangkok. 120) It'was no coincidence"that in 1885 King 
Chulälongkgn declared publicly that: - 
The Thai (Siamese), the Lao, and the Shana all consider 
themselves peoples of-the, same race (chft). They all 
respect Us as their Supreme Sovereign, the protector 
bf their well being. 121) 
It had become King Chulälongkpn's policy since 1875, 
119) Näräthip, Prince, Phon säwadän Thai Yai, "A History of 
Great Thais", Bang oc: urusap , 1962. 
120) Brailey, op: cit.: 454-5'. 
121) Ohulälongkgn, King, Speeches. 
'. (1874-1910): 41 
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that high-ranking officials despatched as the central govern- 
ment's agents to the. far provinces should study the history 
of their region and present their work to the King. The. 
Phongsäwadän MA'ang Nakhgn Chiang Mai Malang Nakh9n LampAng 
and Mü'ang Lamphthnchai, "A History of the Three Northern . 
Principalities", compiled by Phraya Stsinghathep in 1875, 
was. first in a series of historical studies by Siamese ad- 
ministrators-. 
122) Other local histories written at the King's 
request, on different occasions, were the PhongsAwadAn Wang 
Th6ng, "A History of Mü'ang Theng", and Phongsäwadfin Mfl'ang 
Luang Phrabäng, "A History of Luang Phrabäng". Prince Damrong, 
who became Minister of the Interior in 1894, and was respon- 
sible for the reform of provincial administration, also 
encouraged-his subordinates to compile local histories in 
their spare time. 
123) It was this group-of scholar-adminis- 
trators that filled the pages of Wachirayän and Wachirayän 
Wiset, especially after King Chulälongkgn himself acted as 
President of the Wachirayän Library in 1888.124) By that 
time the Wachirayän Library had become a club for leading 
officials in the establishment. The aristocrats also met 
at other clubs such as Chorom Bantherng Thatsanäkän, "The 
Reviews Club", and Witthayäthän-Sathän, "The Knowledge-Dis- 
seminating Club"; the latter concentrating on academic 
122) First published as PP/3'in 1914. 
123) Prince Damrong, "Introduction to PP/4: Phongsäwadän 
Hua-mü'ang Monthon Isän": 149 
124) Prince - bamrong, "Introduction" -in Fine Arts Dept. 
Latthithamniam Tang Tang, "Various Thai Customs and 
ac ces , eprin a rom... 
the.. Mac +Wiset; 
Bangkok: Khlang Witthayä, 1964,22 vollume-s =0. I: Ti 
sy4 
discussion. 125) 
It'was against- this background that'K. S. R. Kuläp had 
to compete with the princes and--scholar-administrators-who' 
by the turn of the century dominated the means of intellec- 
tual expression. K. S. R.; Kuläp took a short. cut to'fame; he 
began to reproduce and "do: ctor" the texts he had copied 
from the originals in'the H9 Luang. Already in 1883, he' had 
had the so-called "Khamhaikan Khun Luang HR Watt' (Testimony 
of the King-Priest Uthumphgn) published at the printing firm 
of Samual J. "Smith at Bängkhgl'em. The'original text'lay 
unnoticed in the Royal Library, and no one seems to have read 
it. The publication of the Testimony, an account believed to 
have been related to the Burmese by King'Uthumphgn who, as 
a. monk, was taken prisoner to Ava after the fall of Ayutthaya 
in 1767, caused some excitement amongst the historians, and 
brought Kuläp an instant reputation as an expert in old 
manuscripts, although it was not known how the Testimony 
came into Kuläp's possession. Literary experts including 
the King were suspicious of the authenticity of the work for- 
several reasons: (1) the narrative style was thought'to be 
too recent to be of late Ayutthaya period; (2) there was 
evidence of anachronistic interpolations relating to the 
fourth reign; (3) the interpolator was quite' ignorant of the 
126) 
nature of'court ceremonies. 
125) Chai-anan, op. cit.: 270 
126 NB: 118-9; King Chulälongkgn, when writing. his Phrarät- 
cha hithl 12 Dü'än, "Royal Ceremonies of the 12 on s", 
serve in 1888 that he recognized having seen a. similar 
text before in the Royal Library but 'Could not put his 
finger on it. It was only in 1911/2 that Prince Damrong 
realized what had happened. Kulap's Testimony was a 
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The Testimony was to change the fortune of Kul$p in 
1884, when' Chäophrayä N9rarat- (TO. )-, head of 'the river-police, 
seeing that`Kuläp had established himself as a respectable. 
man, persuaded the latter to work under him as an adjutant. 
127) 
As a government official, K. S. R. Kullp obtained a ticket" 
to join the elite club, the Wachirayän Library in that same 
year.. As member, he7contributed to the Library's two maga- 
zines. He astonished his princely audience by publishing 
articles based on the texts he had copied from the Royal 
Library. When publishing a manuscript K. S. R. Kuldp elaborated, 
emended, and altered the text'in so many places that many 
people became suspecious of its authenticity. 
128) KulAp 
often said that he had acquired his various manuscripts from 
his revered mentors such as Prince=Monk Param&nuchit 'and 
Phraya Sisunth9nwohän (Fak). ° Since these scholars'were dead, 
it was difficult for anyone to prove that Kuläp did not tell 
the' truth. At the same'time, his claims could not. be defi- 
nitely substantiated in respect of the provenance of the 
works.. published. But-at first K. S. R. Kuläp enjoyed the bene- 
fit of the doubt, and gained a good reputation as a prominent 
historian at that time. 
Nobddy could have any lingering doubt about Kul$pts 
obsession concerning history and Thai culture. A man of 
tampered text adapted from the so-called PhrarAtcha- 
hon säwadän Pie Chäk Phäsä Rfiman, "A Porn s wa n His- 
tory Trans la e rom Original pn",. which was presented 
to. King Mongkut. and translated from Mqn into Siamese 
under the supervision of Prince Wongsä. Its content 
is similar to the Khamhaikfin Chao Krung Kao whose ori- 
ginal was discovers by the British roops at Mandalay 
in 1886. 




-. -NB: 121 
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humble background, he was-ambitions and wanted to be accepted 
by-the princely elite.. However in 1891/2, K. S. R. Kulap left 
government-service and so, had to dissociate himself from the 
Wachirayän Library. 129) By then, 'he had become a respectable 
man owing to his "accomplishments"'in the field of history. 
He set his mina on a publishing career. -- He learned his trade 
working for the Bangkok Siam Observer, also a training ground 
for Thianwan. Afterwards, Kuläp and his family establ'iähed 
a printing firm; and he was to become the first non-titled 
Siamese to`seriously earn a living as a journalist and pub- 
lisher. Even before the launching'of Sayäm Praphet in`1897, 
people honoured Kuläp with the honorific term äc han, "teacher", 
which was'normally used to'call a'learned teacher-monk. But 
with Kuläp the term ächän was beginning to acquire the modern 
meaning of-"lecturer". He was invited by the Witthayäth$n 
Sathän Club to deliver a. lecture to'its members'in-1895.130) 
On this special occasion, K. S. R: 'Kuläp chose to lecture on 
the history of the garments of the Thammayut and Mahänikäi'"monkä, 
'and how they wore them. 131) in this lecture, he re- 
ferred, to many sources of Siamese history which were not wide- 
ly known, such as the Cämadevlvamsa, Phon säwadän Chiang Sen, 
and interestingly, a phongsäwadän history compiled in 36. 
folded black books by Phra Thepkawl (Nim) of Wat Khlüa-Wän 
132) Bangkok. 
129) , 'ibid.: 
123 
130) Chai-anan, op. cit.: 271 
131) ibid.: '273 
132) ibid.: 274 
4 
Sy'1 
K. S. R. Kuläp maintained a good relationship with the 
Wachirayän scholars until 1897, when he and his family were 
invited to attend a celebration on the occasion of King 
Chulälongkgn's return from his first visit. tci Europe. 
1.33) 
But the publication of -Sayäm Praphet signalled the downfall 
of its creator;: not only because Sayäm Praphet had become-a 
rival to Wicharayän and WachirayAn Wiset; but also because 
Kuläp kept publishing texts from the Royal Archives without 
authority. When his stock of royal manuscripts ran out, 
K. S. R. Kuläp had to turn to unconventional sources of Thai 
history. He was particularly interested in the history of 
C17th Siam, ' notably in. the subject of Franco-Thai relations.. 
He urged his readers not to ignore external sources, and 
published translations of the extracts from the Prenchýrecords 
on Siam. It_is believed that Kuläp had earlier acquired the 
Journal-of Pere Guy Tachard with the help of Bishop Pallegoix. 
He also reproduced`a picture of -King Näräi's seal, and-of 
tie'coin Pope Innocent-XI-gave the Siamese envoy'toLLthe court 
of Louis XIV of France. 
134) Knowing that the princes were 
watching him with interest, Kuläp declared that anyone who 
had any doubt about* his claims, could come' and" see the real , 
pictures, but he had to be a subscriber of Sayäm Praphet. 
13S) 
In his monthly`magäzine, 'K. S. R. Kuläp wrote all sorts 
of historical essays' covering, for example,. the-introduction 
of steamships into Siam, '-the founding of provincial capitals, 
canal construction in Bangkok and Thonburi, Chinese secret 
. 133) ibid.: 272 
134) ibid.: 278 
135) ibid.: 277; Reynolds, op. cit.: 88 
I 
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136 Z societies,: and monastery-:, histories. ike. Thianwan, MKul$p 
followed the example of Chäophrayä Thiphä's Kitchänikit, in 
making use of the traditional sermon-like method of, explain 
ing things. in the form of questions and Answers in, -order 
to 
get the message across-to-his unsophisticated readers. Many 
of his articles were highly pedagogically presented in a 
characteristic format of Kuläp', s. sons addressing questions 
to his father, ', and Kuläp answering them. A good, example is 
an article entitled, "Khwäm Pen Ekkarät_Khgng Bänmß'ang" 
(On the. Question-of Independence of One's Country) which,.,; 
appeared, in, the first issue, of Sayäm Praphet. 
137 
After the Päknäm Incident in 1893, Siamese intellectuals 
were all concerned about Siam's future. Thianwan almost 
frantically bombarded the government with calls for rapid,,,,, 
Westernization. Kuläp, as an historian and publisher,,,, ap- 
proached the . 
Siam, question fromanother angle. ,. 
In On the 
Question of Independence, he not only made sarcastic remarks 
about: Westernized Siamese, calling them phuak fptfet, "those 
who. speak the sibilant language,., i. e. English", _but, he also 
said that, one could seek example., in the, past and learn from 
it. 138) Kuläp, when asked by Näi_, Chäi, his son, to elaborate 
on the idea, of, "civilization",, and how a; country could pre- 
serve its independence, displayed his knowledge of-Western- 
style government, but apparently, basing his argument on his 
published Testimony,, he maintained that to-ensure a good 
prospect of independence a country had to rest upon what 
136 Reynolds, op. cit.: 76 
137 Reproduced in full in Ch_ t* 309-17 
138 ibid.: passim 
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he called Chatuthdwäphibän, "Four Divine Principles": adhe- 
rence to (1) true Buddhism and the Scriptures, (2) good laws, '- 
(3) good government, ýand (4) good economy. 
139) These,, accord- 
ing to Kuläp'e-theory, -were the-forces of an independent 
. country. 
Interestingly, he did not mention a good monarchy 
is a. pillar of the nation: - In Aramphawannakathä, "A Few- 
Words ý of. Digression", -Kuläp assumed the role ' of a_ modern 
guru. No longer part of. the establishment, heýfelt free to- 
criticize the ruling class. - He emphasized the fact that 
people in power (athibgdi), owed their good fortune to their 
subordinates as much as a doctor owed his living to his pa-' 
tients. 140) Kuläp was at pains to point out that in a. just 
society, the ruling class had a duty'to care, for the less 
fortunate people., He dwelt on a new concept of "corrective": 
punishment, in the same manner as a teacher aiming to'help 
correct the behaviour of a pupil who had gone astray. 141) 
Perhaps K.. S. R. Kuläp's most impressive article was 
one . entitled Withi Phichai: Sdnänuwat, "A Manual of Statecraft", 
written in 1900. ' The literal meaning of the title is some- 
thing like "A Method Ministers Should Use in Order to-Gain 
Victory". What Kuläp expounded in this article is comprised 
in 25 paragraphs or subdivisions. 
142) 
, In paragraph (1) Kuläp 
mentioned that ministers- and, government officials should 
pledge their loyalty to "Chat, Sätsanä, Phra Maha Kasat" 
(Nation, Religion, and-King) by discharging their duty punt- 
139 ibid.: 310-1 
140 ibid.: 326-7 
. 
141 ibid.: 339-43 
142 Reprinted in Chiwi 347-67 
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tiliously. 143) He demanded that ministers and"high-ranking 
officials observe.. the"Buddhist'precepts "so that they can 
rid themselves of a raffian-like tendency that"stainsrvtheir 
minds". 
144) Citing a-Pali source,. Kuläp advised them"to', pay 
respect to ten categories of people, including intellectuals. 
He-went-on to compare'a state-with a human body. A state 
consisted of four essential constituents: (1)-eyes (symbo- 
lizing, scholars and intellectuals); {2)-stomach'(the mercan- 
tile-class that+provided a source of revenue); (3) intestines 
(millionaires); and-(4) muscle (ministers-and the glite). 145) 
In connection with this strange way, of equating 9-: 'certain"' 
sections of society-with human organ, Kuläp'put forward his 
idea that Burma had 'fallen because she had halo bad ministers 
Another interesting point'Kuläp emphasized was, 'judges should 
observe the'-ancient rules which-prescribed against prejudice 
and partiality. - A'judge's determination 'to adjudicate impar- 
tially should-be "as' solid as Mount Meru" 
146) 
Kuläp-was-a nonconformist;. but he`differred from Thian- 
wan in one important aspect. Above-.. all, he'did not-believe 
that Westernization was- a panacea. for all social ills; 'and 
significantly, he expressed his doubt that Siam-had the-cäpa- 
city to-make. great strides at. Japan's pace. 
147) In "'his cam- 
paign against-superstition and-the sale of amulets and incan- 
tation papers, -, Kuläp was -not influenced by the 'idea of science- 
143) Withl Phichai Senänuwat: 347 
144 ibid.: 348 
145 ibid.: 353-4 
146 ibid.: 356 
147 Sukanyä, op. cit.: `45 
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but by the belief that superstition had been mistakenly- 
thought-of as an acceptable aspect of Thai life, whereas 
it. was actually the enemy ever. of Buddhism. In his -eyes-,. 
superstition` preyed' on ignorant people. He argued simply 
that if cabalistic writings could help prevent fire from 
breaking out, -then the insurance companies would not'have 
been doing a thriving-business. 
148) 
Whether Kuläp changed his attitude towards the ilite. 
in"-the"late 1890s is not clear., However, he was the archi- 
tect-of his own downfall. in 1898/9. According to Prince 
Damrong, Kuläp ran out of stories from the royal manuscripts, 
and started to produce'fakesý one of which was presented as 
a chronicle. 'of the-Sukhothai period when Sukhöthai was forced 
to acknowledge Ayutthayä's overlordship. In this. chronicle,., 
a king of"Sukhothai named Phra Pinket was succeeded by his 
son, Phra`Chunlapinket. -Because Phra Chunlapinket-was, an 
incompetent ruler, his kingdom was lost. King Chulälongkgn 
saw-mischief in the story, suspecting that through his twos. 
fictional characters, K. S. R. Kuläp was cleverly playing on 
the names of'Mongkut. and himself. The allusion offended 
the King, -and demanded to see the original'-version of the 
chronicle. Kuläp failed to°produce it and admitted that 
the story-was invented. The King said that. Kuläp had com- 
mitted the crime of ,, a mentally -deranged -person, -so he sen 
tenced'him to be sent to an asylum for seven days. 
149), 
Despite the absence of conclusive evidence concerning. Kuläp's 
148) Chai-anan, op. cit.: -281,285 
149) NB: 1.24; Note that Reynolds, op. cit.: 77, claims mis- 
takingly that Kuläp was sentenced to seven days of hard 
labour in the royal stables. 
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motive, it is not-illogical to assume that by the late 1890s 
he had-become'disillus'ioned with the ruling class. Kulap 
did, not consciously-write the story of Pinket and Chunlapinket 
out of thin air. Like Thianwan, he-expressed a great deal. 
of admiration for Mongkut, ýbut was at least aware of King 
°Chulälongk9n'8 suspicion of his activiti-es. ý The fact that 
the "fakel"chronicle of Sukhöthai, was ý written, in the aftermath 
of the Päknfim Incident of 1893, suggests that the incompetent 
Chunlapinket"was'meant to be'associated with Chulalongkpn, 
. who had presided over the'loss of Siam's territories to 
France. -150)_ 
It appears that after 1899 K. S. R. Kuläp became the 
constant target, of court criticism, but it did little to dam- 
pen his-enterprising spirit. - He continued to write'biographies 
of important people, and operate a service for anyone wanting 
to establish his family tree. 
151) In 1900, Kuläp wrote an. 
article in Say-im Praphet elaborating on'the account-of Crown 
Prince, Wachirunnahit's cremation ceremony which had appeared 
earlier in the Bangkok Times.. Citing sixty-five volumes of 
old manuscripts-and books, he concluded that the ceremony . 
was not-correctly conducted. '` Again, King Chulälongkgn ordered 
Kuläp- to produce his evidence. Kuläp confessed, that he-'had 
made empty claims to show off; -the manuscripts were not old 
texts but- merely accounts of cremations' he culled from Chäo- 
phrayä Thiphä's works. 
152) -The King did not go so far as 
punishing Kulap for this offence but showed his displeasure 
150) Cf. Reynolds, op. cit.: 77fn. 46; Of. Battye, op. cit.: 
367-70, the aftermath, of ýMe Paknäm Incident and the 
loss of Siamese territory caused the King himself great 
distress. i 
151) ibid.: 89; NB: 126 152) Reynolds, op. cit.: 78 
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by publicly denouncing Kuläp in theýRoyal Gazette. 
153) 
The relationship between Kuläp and the court went from 
bad to worse. In-that same year Kuläp wrote. a biography of 
the°late Supreme, Patriarch (Sä Putsath6wa), 'claiming that 
he would present copies of it to the King for distribution 
at the funeral of that monk. Kuläp cited as his sources 
for this particular work several prominent people; including 
Prince-Monk -Paramänuchit. ,° 
The. King was disturbed N by the 
fact that Kuläp"had not learnt his lessons. His biography 
of Sä was bad enough, in-itself with its many inaccuracies, 
but what really incurred the King's pleasure was that it was 
half-filled with novel facts, about Sä's life, a life which 
was fondly remembered by those who knew him. Although Sä 
was born a commoner, his rise in the saftgha hierarchy to 
become the Supreme Patriarch of the kingdom had made him the 
most respected monk for the royal family, and. significantly 
he had been King Chulälongk9n's preceptor for the monkhood. 154) 
The King not only declined his permission, for, the book 
to be distributed, but also ordered an investigation, osten- 
sibly on the grounds that people would be deceived by Kuläp's 
mixing of falsehood and truth. 
155) The commission of enquiry 
r Y" 
which was headed by Prince-Monk Wachirayän, a half-brother 
of the King sat for about, a month. -It called a wide range 
of witnesses, including members of the royal family, the 
nobility, the"saigha, and relatives of persons mentioned in 
the biography, ' including Thianwan. Dates were checked and 
153) NB: '125 
154) Reynolds,. op. cit.: 79 
155) ibid.; NB: 125 4 
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and genealogies reconstructed.. Many. of Kuläp'*s sources 
turned out to be dubious, and hid-assertions collapsed un- 
der close scrutiny. 
156) On 27 March 1901-the commission 
,".. ýý 
chaired by Prince-Monk Wachirayän, head to the Thammayut 
sect, and assisted by Prince Naret'and Phraya Sisunth9nw8hän 
(N9i Achäriyängkan), returned its verdict to the King. Kuläp 
was found guilty of seven charges "that make him an untrust- 
worthy person". 
157) According to the report, Kuldp was cen- 
surable on these points. 
(1) He misrepresented himself, in that he boasted of 
texts tie did not possess, 'so that others-, would believe him. 
. (2)_He deceived people by trying to convince them of 
the credibility,. of his invented sources. 
(3) He was bent on demolishing facts that had been 
satisfactorily established. 
(4) He was not'a real collector of aid books. Most 
of-the books in his possession, were subject to unqualified 
amendments, so that none of them were close to the original. 
(5) He indulged in wild speculations where he did not 
know the truth. 
(6). He exaggerated beyond the bounds of reference and 
truthful evidence. 
(7) He was careless with language, 
1esspecially'in 
the 
use of precise terms, titles, and names., 
58 )) 
, The King thought that the deviations from the truth 
in K. S. R. Kuläp's biography should- be exposed, and, such con- 
duct deserved punishment. -159) But at the age'of 67 imprison- 
156) Reynolds, op. cit.: 80; Kuläp's assertion that'he had 
been a student of Prince-Monk Paramanuchit was also 
repudiated by the commission; NB: ibid. 
157) Wachirayän, Prince-Monk; Pramuan. Phra Niphon, "A Collec- 
tion of P-M Wachirayän's Writings", Bangkok, 1977: 247 
158) ibid.: 246-7; -Reynolds, op. cit.: 
82-3 
159) Reynolds, -op. cit.: 
84 
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ment was too severe for Kuläp. The King decided on another. 
royal reprimand. 
16 ) The case of K. S. R. Kuläp did not. end 
there. In 1908, Kuläp handed out handbills claiming he pos- 
sessed-a copy of the old Ayutthayan laws. His claim aroused 
the interest of Prince Damrong, then head of the newly founded 
Wachirayfin. National Library (Hp Samut Samräp Phrä Nakhpn). 
It was discovered that someone had tampered with the date 
of. the manuscript because C'. S. 1066 did, not correspond with. 
a Rat Year. King Chulälongkgn asked to see the manuscript 
but'-before presenting it to the King K. S. R. Kuläp corrected 
the date back to the original C. S. 1166, Rat Year. 
161) 
K. S. R. Kuläp was an enigmatic figure in the-history 
of Siam. Although. Westernized, he refused to follow the 
West blindly. Despite his modest background, which he himself 
generally often declined to discuss, 
1.62) K. S. R. Kuläp's erudi- 
tion and devotion to history had launched him into the world 
of the upper class. He could have remained there instead 
of divorcing himself from the established elite. Probably, 
as an ex-servant of the Crown, Kuläp had experienced at first 
hand social injustice and discrimination against commoners 
by the ruling class. Several of his articles emphasized 
the moral responsibility-of the authorities. The moral duties 
of the princes and noblemen were like the branches of a tree 
that attracted and protected all the animals that came to 
take shelter under them. 
163)'-"If a high-ranking official, 
160 ibid.; NB: ibid. 
161 NB: 126-8 
162 Chai-anan, "Introduction": 265 
163 Withi Phichai Senänuwat: 360 
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a district headman, or a general, does not show his mercy, 
tact, and compassion towards his men, does not care'about" 
their welfare, does not want-to further their career.. and 
does not want to feed them well, his subordinates cannot be 
expected to be loyal to him, they will leave and seek pro- 
tection and happiness elsewhere". 
164) 
It is difficult. to evaluate Kuläp's historical contri- 
butions, and one has to bear in mind the fact that the case 
of K. S. R. Kuläp has been recorded or judged largely through 
the eyes of'Prince Damrong and'the princely Elite. Prince 
Damrong thought so little of Kuläp'. s works that he omitted 
Say-Im Praphet from. his bibliography of journals and news- 
papers published in Siam in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
165) 
centuries. Whereas the princes . 
just wanted to forget 
this episode, the controversy over Kuläp's activities is 
still a moot subject for modern scholars. Sulak Siwarak, 
leading--Thai intellectual and famous writer, has followed in 
Prince Damrong's°footsteps in condemning Kuläp's forgeries. 166) 
Chai-anan Samutthawanit, editor of Kuläp's works, writes 
favourably of K. S. R. Kuläp's accomplishments as a journalist, 
historian, and proto-nationalist. 
As Craig J. Reynolds has pointed out, the commission 
opted to judge-Kuläp's works in terms of black and white, 
164) ibid.: 361-2 
165) Reynolds, op. cit..: 86 
166) Sulak. Siwaräk, "Somdet Krom Phraya Damrongrächänuphäp 
kap Saphäp Wic'häkän Thai nai. Pat huban" (Prince Damrong 
and the Present State of the Thai Academic World) in 
Rü'ang_khpng Somdet Krom Phraya Damro-, ". Prince Damrong's 
1i e and Works angko, - 1983: 152-3 
4u( 
and on the basis of rü'ang riang rff teng (a matter of 
compile rather than cbmpose). 
167 Traditional-scholarship.. 
especially phongsäwadän. historiography, required that a 
historian-, should compile, put in, order,, and,, arrange. his 
findings in chronological order; they should not assume the 
task of correcting, analyzing, or . embellishing. 
168) -Kuläp- 
chose to do the latter, an. endeavour that would, satisfy the 
-critical requirements of a present-day historian. He is 
the first-Siamese to have written an autobiography. More' 
than any of-his contemporaries, Kuläp wanted to-. involve the 
ordinary Siamese in the history of their country. One cannotE 
expect to find-a perfect' Siamese historian in an age when 
the transition 
. 
from the phongsiwadän,, history to Western 
influenced historiography was still in process. ' Kuläp did` 
not lack` dedication in'looking for new information. "' His 
interest in the Bunnäk family resulted in a most intricate 
genealogy of this Persian derived clan,, the Mahämukkhamät- 
tayä. nukunläwong. 
l69) Some of his publications are valuable 
compendiums of data, despite the, fact that theysmay be deri- 
vative works. 
170) Compared to Chäophrayä Thiphä and Prince 
Damrong, who wrote history from the view-point of-the ruling 
class, K. S. R. 'Kuläp was'a popular historian, who represented 
change in Siamese society itself. Even confronted with the 
fact that he was a`'! faker", with his intention of bringing 
167) Reynolds, op. cit.: 86 
168) op. cit.: 
169) ibid.: 87 
170) ibid. 
4Ut 
out the royal manuscripts to the people, 'one cannot pretend, 
that rebels like Kuläp and Thianwan did not-exist at all. 
IV 
The Birth of "National"_ Historiography in Siam 
History and the Aristocracy 
A specialist on Thai history observes that: - 
At-the beginning of the twentieth century Thailand 
was a land with an indistinct and often misconstrued 
history. - Few Thais beyond the princely Slite had--< 
more, than_a vague notion. of., theoutlines of history 
related to the Thai peoples. And certainly no foreign 
writer gave-any indication of much historical knowledge 
-beyond a prinkling of miscellaneous facts among various 
legends and beliefs learned, from the people. , 
Rama IV 
/Mongkut% had delved occasionally into some of the 
royal records a half century earlier; and historical 
research was given a certain impetus by. the Antiquarian 
Society of the Rama V period, by government service 
schools at the end of the nineteenth century, and by 
the nationalists around Rama'VI who sought in the 
early decades of the twentieth century to reconstruct 
'histories of the distant past. 
But the beginnings of 
a transformation from the style of the ancient chroni- 
cler to that of the modern historian were effected 
largely by-Prince Damrong Rachanuphap. 
171) 
The above-cited quotation serves asa useful-summary 
of the transformation of Thai historical 
traditions and offi- 
-,. cial Thai historiography in the second 
half, oof the nineteenth 
century, ' and especially during the reign of King, Chulälongkgn 
(1868-1910). History in. pre-modern'Siam was always an Elitist 
171) Kennon Breazeale, -"A, Trans 
itibn in Historical Writing: 
The Works of Prince Damrong Rachanuphap", JSS, 59,2 (Jul. 1971): 25 
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subject,, for it was considered essentially-a source of poli- 
ticäl intelligence as well as a practical and moral guideline 
for a-. ruler. This was an aspect emphasized very strongly by 
King Chulälongkgn in one of his highly pedagogical letters- 
to Crown Prince Wachirunnahit, his elde'st. son by Queen Saw$ng, 
in 1893, just before the Päknäm Incident. 172) History had 
thus been almost exclusively the domain of the ruling class. 
Apart-from some high-ranking monks, traditional historians 
were members of-the royal family, the nobility, or'prot4g4s` 
of the court. As a rule, historians in the old days`had 
formed part of the establishment, but in the fifth'. reign,. 
the influence of the West had begun to put an end to the 
monopoly of the ruling class. Early in his reign, as, 'noted 
in the beginning. of'this-chapter, King Chulälongk9n had 
witnessed-Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle of the Early 
Bangkok Period, being written. from the Bunnäk point of view, 
and later on, in the 1880s and 1890s, the King was to become 
aware`of-the fact that the initiative in popularizing aform 
of national history had passed-into the hands of'K. S. R. 'Kiiläp, 
whose activities concerning the publication of some historical 
texts, as the commission of enquiry of 1901/2 found out, had 
brought disrepute to the field of traditional'historiography. 
King Chulälongk9n-was regarded by the other princes 
as a capable historian, whose vast knowledge of Siamese 
histories and royal ceremonies contributed in no small amount 
to the study of Siamese history at the time. This renown is-' 




not without substance. His Phrarätchaphithi Sipsong Dü'an, 
"The Royal Ceremonies'. ofthe-Twelve Months", and Phrarätcha- 
wi6hän Chotmäihet Krommaluang Narintharathgwt, "A-Critical 
Study of the Momoir of Princess Narin", despite some short- 
comings, are invaluable as sources of Thai history. The 
former was written in 1888, at a time when the Siamese 
literary circles. were discussing the appearance of many old 
texts faked by Kuläp. The King also encouraged members of 
the royal family to take an interest in history. During the 
Bangkok centennial-in 1882, four princes still donning the 
yellow robes of monks were-invited to deliver sermons in 
praise ofry. the first four Bangkok reigns in the King presence. 
One of them was the Supreme Patriarch, Prince-Monk Pawaret, 
who gave a lecture on the first reign. The other important 
member of this group was Prince-Monk Wachirayän (1860-1921), 
King Chulälongkgn's half-brother. 173) 
The King's concern for what he saw as a decline of 
historical scholarship, and his awareness that a great number 
of old manuscripts had been lost during the 1880s as a result 
of poor stocking of the royal documents at Prince. B9din's 
palace, spurred the government to take action in a bid to 
retrieve the-royal manuscripts that had been scattered all 
over the, place. Again in 1887, -when Kuläp's secret activities 
were not yet known or confirmed, King Chulälongk9n expressed 
his deep concern for the alterations of old texts by unscru- 
pulous writers. In an award-bestowing ceremony at Suan Kuläp 
173) See Ministry of Public Instruction, Thetsanä Phrarätcha- 
rawat Lbh Phon säwadän. Krun the , "Sermons on the History of the ang ok Period , Bangkok, 1938 
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School, the King told the students, 
Above all, We are saddened by having to say to all of 
you that, as things stand, apart-from the not-so- 
useful dramatic literature, there exist only in small 
quantity phongsäwadän histories, government records, 
and old texts. Now there is-a new threat to their 
existence, a threat -I would: say- that can cause a 
great deal more damage to books than white. ants. 
Once the termites have eaten up a manuscript the pro= 
blem ends there, because such'a text will be no more 
read to create misunderstanding. The new threat I 
mention comes as a kind of poison that can induce a 
false impression. amongst all you students.. 174) 
The King cited two examples of unscrupulous. attempts 
to alter the content of old manuscripts: the first was a 
book entitled'Chäofä Sam Yang, "The Three Chäofa Ranks", 
which was a cheap imitation of the King's own work, 
175) but 
contained addenda and a lot of misleading data; the second 
was the alterations found in the published version of Ch$o- 
phrayä Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle of the Third Reign, which 
revealed that the editor responsible for these changes was 
not a reliable historian. 
176) 
According to Prince Damrong, Prince Sommot, who had 
become Director of the Department of Royal Scribes in 1893, 
sent his subordinates-to transport the royal documents and 
manuscripts back from-the palace of Prince B9din, his pre- 
decessor. At that time, there was not a single list of the 
174) Chulälongk9n, Speech: 59 
175) Probably a reference to Phra B rommarächäthibäi Wäduäi 
Phra Yot Chao-näi, which.. as been translated into g- 
is y Robert . Jones , 
(Thai*Titles and Ranks Including 
a Transition of Traditions o Royal Lineage n am 
King ulälon t n, Data Paper No. 81p SE/Asian agram, 
ept. "of Asian tudies, Cornell 
University, 1971) 
176) Chulälongk9n, op. cit.: 59-60 
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documents belonging to the Royal Archives. Without proper 
indexing, it is no surprise that not all the royal manuscripts 
were transported back-to. the Grand Palace. It happened that 
a large number of the old books and royal: manuscripts had 
been stolen by or had passed into. the-hands of some of Prince 
B9din's chief retaiinerii'. When the Prince died, impecunious 
.. 
servants-began to selä, the stolen manuscripts either to Euro- 
peans or interested Siamese. The trade in old manuscripts 
was new to Siam. It was perhaps started in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century by European scholars in Siam such 
as Henry Alabaster, and Herr J. E. Rastmann. 
177) K. S. R. Kuläp 
may also have had some influence upon this new trade. It 
was in this way that Siamese manuscripts, found their way into 
European libraries. The British Museum Recension of the 
Chronicle of Ayutthaya was probably acquired by Dr. Hayes, 
King Chulälongk9n's physician, during this period. Princess 
Piyaphakdinät, a well-known collector of-old manuscripts, 
once told Prince, Damrong-that she had bought, them from Prince 
B9din's servants, knowing. that to have royal manuscripts in 
her private collection was illegal, but she had done it for 
fear that Europeans would buy up the genuine manuscripts and. 
178) 
take them-out of-the country. And it was not until 1905, 
177) Herr J. E. Rastmann, a German antiquarian, was involved 
in the smuggling of a Hindu image, provenance: Kamphbngphet, 
out of Siam in 1883/4. However, it was retrieved* 
from a German museum and returned to Siam with the help 
of the German Government. see rianicn . Jumsai, Prince 
Prisdang's Files on His Diplomatic Activities T-n`Euro e, 
19W-1886. Bangkok, 1977** ; U: r- oe s. 
T44 
178) NB: 130,137 
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with the-founding of the Wachirayän National Library, that 
the government began-to compete with private collectors for 
old manuscripts that had disappeared from . 
the Royal Archives. 179) 
The, establishment of a National Library in 1905 marked 
the beginning of-a new era-of historical studies in-Siam. 
A committee comprising Crown Prince Wachirawut; Prince Sommot, 
Prince Damrong, Phraya Böränrätchathtnin, and. Phrayä Prachäkit, 
was appointed by. the*King to reorganize the business of the 
new library. Manuscripts and books were transferred from 
the three previous royal archives, now abolished, to the 
new Wachirayän. National Library, so that the public, if they 
wished, could have the opportunity to consult them. On the 
recommendation of Crown Prince Wachiräwut, the committee 
decided to look for all foreign books about Siam to deposit, 
them in the library. 180), The search for foreign sources 
was to be concentrated in Europe and America. 
181) Prince 
Sommot and Prince Damrong were responsible for the selection 
of manuscripts from allover the country. The library 
offered to buy any genuine manuscript from its owner; If. 
the owner did not-wish to-sell his manuscript, the library 
would ask for his permission to make a copy. 
182) As Minister 
of the'-Interior, Prince Damrong was a suitable person to 
collect old official papers from the provincial capitals 
during his inspection tours of the areas under his juris- 
diction. 
183) 
179) ibid.: 131 
180 Praphat Trinarong, -Phra. Chiwa. Prawat Lbh N 
än Kh n Somde 
Krom hra ä Damrong ac anu a, Life. nd or so nce 
amrong ,. Bangkok: om u sa, . 1962: 
504 
181 NB:. 131- 
182 ibid.: 134 
183 ibid.: 133 
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The Influence of the West 
It. is safe to say that a national history was already 
in the making in the 1890s and early 1900s, and-it was con- 
ceived as an aspect of Siam's administrative centralization 
which began in earnest in 1894/5. Incidentally, also during 
the last two decades of the nineteenth century, 
- 
European 
scholars, the majority of whom were colonial administrators. 
in neighbouring-areas, became much more interested in the 
Tai minorities in Burma and French Indo-China. It was they 
who evolved a grand theory of the Tai race, which was to 
feature prominently in twentieth-century textbooks on the 
history of Thailand. Terrien de Lacouperie, a notable sino- 
logist at University College, London, who wrote an introduc- 
tion entitled-"Cradle of the Shan Race" for A. R. Colquhoun's 
Amongst the Shans in 1885, was the first Western historian 
to associate the Tai (Shans) with the Ai-lao legend and the 
Nan-chao kingdom (C6th-1352) in Southwestern China. He also 
suggested that the Tai homeland was to be found in China, 
just south of the Yang-tse Kiang. According to his research, 
Chinese civilization was not only not so ancient as one 
might be led to believe, but it had had strong Tai elements. 
Furthermore, he thought that the Shans, the Siamese, the Lao, 
and the Tai ethnic groups in North Vietnam were in the past 
driven southward from their homeland by the Chinese, and 
those who remained behind were absorbed into Chinese culture. 
184) 
184) Terrien de Lacouperie's theory was based on shaky philo- 
logicalevidence and uncritical interpretation of 
Chinese records. Although it was refuted by Paul Pelliot 
as early as 1904, it found support in Thai nationalistic 
circles in the 1930s and 1940s, and still lives on in 
the minds of many Thais. 
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De Lacouperie's theory made an enormous impact on French 
and British Orinentalists towards the end-of the nineteenth 
century, but it was E. H. Parker; British Consul at Kwelchow 
-who acted as Adviser on Chinese Affairs to the British 
Government of Burma in 1891- who first made a'study of the 
Shan histories in connection with the Chinese records. He 
published his amazing results in the form of two articles in 
the China Review in 1891 and 1892/3, which apparently conk- 
firmes de Lacouperie's theory. 185) 
One can clearly discern the impact of Western histo- 
rical. writing on Siamese intellectuals in the mid-1890x. 
When writing to a colleague in 1892, just after completing 
his research on the history of the Tai minority in Burma, 
E. H. Parker referred to his visit to Bangkok in 1887, and 
remarked that: "In speaking four years ago to Siamese of high 
rank at Bangkok, I found that they were totally ignorant of 
the history of the Shan Empire". 
186) But by the early 1890s, 
the impact of Western scholarship-was making itself felt on 
Thai historiography. The princely elite and the Wachirayän 
literary group were assiduous in keeping abreast with contem- 
porary Western scholars' findings. Parker's works could not 
have come at a more appropriate time. Formerly, by force of 
their political traditions, the Siamese had looked down upon 
the Shan, the Lao, and even the Tai Yuan as foreign peoples. 
185) See his "The Early Laos and China", China Review, 19,2 
(1891): 67-106; and "The Old Thai-or Shan Empire of Wes- 
tern Yunnan", China Review,. 20,6 (1892/3): 337-47 
186) Quoted in Sao Saimong Mangrai, The Shan States and the 
British Annexation, Data Paper Bo. As -ja 
rogram, ornel niversity, 1965: 25 
According to Prince Damrong, King Chulälongk9n, realized 
that the Lao were-also of chat thai (Thai race), so in 1892, 
it was decided that the use of the'racial term "Lao" in the- 
names of certain administrative areas should di-scontinue. 187) 
Besides, the peoples in the former Läö dependencies were to 
be called Thai, and not Lao. At the height-of French pressure 
before the Päknäm Crisis of 1893, the "Lao" subjects of lsän 
. Circle were required to register as chat thai bangkhap sayäm, 
"Thai nationals under the jurisdiction of Siam". 188) 
In the field of historiography,: the Western concept of 
. 
history was to influence the way in which Thai history was 
written in the last decade of the nineteenth century. Al- 
though the word phongsäwadan was initially used to translate 
the English word "history", one can sense the inadequacy of 
its intrinsic meaning. King-Chulälongk9n often used the 
word borännakhadt, lit. "study of antiquity", when referring 
to the new concept. It was King Wachiräwut (1910-25) who 
ambitiously coined the word prawattisät, "science of the past", 
to convey the actual meaning of "history". 
The Historians 
Phraya Prachäkit Kgra6hak (Chem Bunnäk), 
During his lifetime, Phraya Prachäkit_(Chem) was per- 
haps the best.. known Siamese scholar-administrator outside the 
royal family. Chem was, a minor Bunnäk, whose father was. 
187) NB: 305 
188) Phaithün Mikuson 
Nai Ratcha Samai Plir-ab-At Sömdet Phra hunla hpm ao 
äo Yü Rua: -ITfiýe Adminiatrative . Reform of ea,, 
rc a uring the Fifth Reign", Bangkok: Bannakit, 1974: 
117 
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Phra Phromthibän, a son of Dit*Bunnäk (Somdet Chäophrayä 
Bgrom Mahä Prayünrawong), and a minor wife, so he was a 
half-nephew of Somdet Chäophrayä Bgrom Mahä Stsuriyawong 
(Chuang Bunnäk). He was an exemplary official and a great 
linguist. He was a hardworking student-under Prince Phichit, 
and served in the lower court when the latter was first 
attempting to reform-Bangkok's legal system. In 1884, he 
was promoted twice from the. rank of khun to luang and then 
Phra Prachäkhadikit. In 1891, he accompanied Prince Phi6hit, 
his patron, to Ubon, when the latter was appointed Royal 
Commissioner of the Isan Circle. _ 
In that year he was pro- 
moted to the rank and title of Phraya Prachakit K9ra6hak. 
He later served as a legal officer in the Supreme Court at 
Bangkok until his death in 1907. 
Phraya Prachäkit was a self-taught'man, but he knew 
English well. enough to read and understand works written in 
that language. He was also a well-known collector of old 
texts and travelled to the various localities in the country. 
As a linguist and philologist, he learned the local dialects 
in such a short time that there was a saying among the 
Wachirayän scholars that: "If Phraya Prachäkit drinks water 
of any town, he can speak the dialect of'that town", 
1893 
One of his works was a comparative study'on the various Tai 
languages, Waduäi Phäsä Tängtäng Nai Sayäm Prathet, "Languages 
189) Cited inýPrince 
wDamroný'sbiographyAof 
Phraya Prachäkit, 
in Phraya Prachakit, R'aduai PhgsA'TapRtang Nai Sa äm 
Prathet, "Languages o.. -Siam! ', Bang o: cremation volume 
or e funeral of Phra Phibün (Y kui Tanthasetthi), 
1919: 2ý 
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of Siam". However, Phraya Prachäkit was best known as a 
leading historian in the late 1890s as compiler of the 
Phongsäwadän Mo Chiang, "History of the Lao Chiang JTai 
Yuan' Principalities", which. was serialized in the Wachira- 
Yan magazine in 1899. An innovation in the Phongsawadän 
Lao Chiang was the"compiler's inclusion of an-introductory 
chapter entitled "An Explanation Regarding the Tai Race", ' 
before he goes on to treat of the early history of the North. 
The compiler showed that he was familiar with the works of 
European authorities such as Terrien de Lacouperie, Max 
Muller, and Sir Arthur Phayre's writings. This pioneer work 
was so popular with the subscribers of the'magazine that 
it was edited and reprinted posthumously by Prince Damrong 
in 1914.190) In 1906, a 'year before his untimely death, 
Phraya Prachäkit updated his work, and published it as the 
Phongsäwadän Y6nok, "History of the Tai Yuan", the most 
impressive synthesis of indigenous sources, unmatched by 
his contemporaries. His talent as a historian was well 
recognized by King Chulälongkgn, who appointed him as a 
founding member of the Wachirayän National Library in 1905. 
Prince-Monk Wachirayän Warörot 
Another person who was to influence the way Siamese 
history was written in the fifth reign was Prince-Monk 
Wachirayän, -head of the Thammayut sect, founded in the early 
1830s by his father, King Mongkut. Born in 1860, the prince 
190) See PP/5, note that its title was changed to Phon sawadän 
Yönok by the Fine Arts Department. It-must not e 
cön used with a later work compiled by the same historian 
in 1906. 
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was the 47th son of King Mongkut. The prince was ordained 
as a novice in 1873 at the age of 13, and again as a monk 
in 1979 at Wat Bgw9nraniwet. As a young prince, he learned 
English and secular subjects in the Palace School with 
Francis George. Patterson, a special English instructor hired 
by King Chulälongkgn to teach some, of the princes, and became 
one of his tutor's favourite pupils. He served for a while 
in 1879 as legal secretary to the King, co-ordinating files 
submitted by different departments and redrafting petitions. 
. 
Wachirayän underwent a third ordination in January 1880, 
in the orthodox Thammayut manner, on a raft moored on the 
river at Wat Makutkasat. He was never to leave the monkhood 
but died a Prince-Patriarch in 1921 at the age of 61.191) 
Prince-Monk Wachirayän was a remarkable person, seeking 
to observe the strictest monastic practice available to him. 
Also, as an intelligent Pali student, he passed the Pali 
examination at the fifth grade after only two years, equalling 
the achievement of King Mongkut. When Prince-Patriarch 
Pawaret died in 1892, Wachirayän succeeded him as abbot of 
Wat B9w9n, and Patriarch of the Thammayut sect, although he 
was not yet appointed the actual Supreme Patriarch of the 
kingdom, probably because he was still too young,, at 34, in 
terms of seniority. Western education, however, had apparently 
influenced his views of the Siamese sangha. It was in the 
field of Pali instruction and examination' procedures that 
191) Information taken from Craig J. Reynaldo, (tr. ), Prince 
Vaiirananavarorasa, Autobiography: the Life of Prince 
PatriarchVaiiranäha. of Siam (18b0-19211, Oh on versity 
ress, i y"/y 
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Wachirayän wanted to introduce a certain degree of reform. 
At the end of 1892, Thammayut monks agreed on a new curri- 
culum, and it was put into practice in the following year, 
after the Mahä Makut Royal Academy at Wat B9w9n had been 
'opened-in October 1893, to commemorate the 25th anniversary 
of Mongkut's death. - The stimulus for a royal academy came 
from men who had been abroad, and equally. perhaps from the 
awareness that at that stage advanced Pali and Buddhist 
studies in Siam had already lagged behind Western indology. 
But, while aiming to improve the standard of Pali instruction 
and examining procedures based on written rather than oral 
examination, Wachirayän wanted to give a"modern outlook to 
the Academy too. Students at Mahä Makut were required to 
study not only Thai and Pali, but also Sanskrit and English. 
Other practical subjects such as mathematics were also taught. 
Wachirayän himself was responsible for the preparation of 
English lessons and mathematics. 192) 
The reorganization of monastic education culminated in 
1893, in the plan, of King Chul5longk9n and Prince Damrong 
for extending it to the provinces and Siam's former dependen- 
cies. They envisaged the crucial role Thammayut monks could 
play in the educational scheme of the realm, and to achieve 
this end, the saftgha had to exploit the old system of educa- 
tion which was centred in the-monasteries-193) This national 
192) Wachirayän, Prince-Patriarch, Pramuan Phrani hon Prawat- 
tisät-Borännakhadi, "Collection o- ac rayan a 
ors on History and., Archaeology", Bangkok: Office of 
the Prime Minister, 1961: (6) 
'193) ibid.: (7) 
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scheme was not without political implication. As a histo- 
rian, who'specializes in this period, puts it: - 
The Sangha provided a conduit for the new ideas of 
-national identity radiating from the capital out to 
the provinces and ultimately to the individual subjects 
of the Crown. Under Chulalongkorn the government 
raced to develop concepts ofnationalism equal to the''. 
West, and using the monkhood as mentors, literally, 
enveloped the modern message in traditional robes. 
194) 
History as a subject was first introduced in primary 
school curricula in 1895.195) But, as a political tool, a 
first national history was only written in about 1898/9, by 
Wachirayän, for use in the curriculum of the"Mahä Makut 
Royal Academy. The Prince-Monk is said to have expressed 
his concern for the lack of effort amongst Siamese scholars 
in compiling a standard textbook on the history of Siam. 
196) 
Whilst encouraging Prince Damrong to take up this challenge, 
Wachirayän produced several of his own researches. Basically 
the Prince-Monk-considered himself an indologist whose in- 
terest lay with the history of Buddhism, Sanskrit and Pali 
texts. He inherited his father's intellectual traits, the 
interest in epigraphy and the admiration for Sukhethai cul- 
ture. Most of his works are no more than historical sketches, 
but they provide an insight into the, historiography of the 
period. Wachirayän's writings show traces of Western influ- 
ence. He explained in his Phongsäwadin Sayäm, "A History of 
194)-Stephen J. Zack, Buddhist Education 
ra yan W'arorot, Unpub. es s, 
7:. 237 
195) Chalgng, "Wiwatthanäkän": 78 
196) Pramuan Phraniphon: (20) 
8 
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Siam" , 
'that *Sya-m `was a Sanskrit word, denoting "a people 
, with dark complexion", but as a racial designation, S äm 
(Sayäm or Shans) covered Thai and Lao. The Thai divided 
into Northern Thai (Sukhothai-Phitaanulök area). and Southern 
Thai (Ayutthaya/Bangkok); the L$o divided into two large 
groups: the Lao Chiang (Chiang Mai/Lamphan) and their kindred. 
subdivisions, and the Lao Rao (Nan-Luang Phrabang) and their 
kindred subdivisions. 197) 
According to Wachirayfin's argument, the Northern Thai 
expanded their influence and control in the southern direction. 
The kings of Sukhothai/Sawankhalök sent their eons to rule 
the various towns in the Gulf of Siam area, but owing to 
dynastic disputes the south rebelled and reversed the process 
of expansion in the direction of the north. And because 
the Thai-Siamese were much stronger than other 5äm groups, 
"in relating the history of Siam, one has to focus on their 
history". 198') This was going to be a cardinal principle in 
the writing of national history in the twentieth century; 
and in subsequent periods local histories were suppressed; 
rebellions and uprisings of the dependencies and semi-autono- 
mous provinces were to be presented as internal disturbances 
against the central government, either Ayutthaya or Bangkok. 
199) 
In this connection thePrince=Monk pointed out the weaknesses 
inherent in the old system of government. Siamese kings in 
197) "Phongsäwadän Sayäm" in ibid.: (20) 
198). ibid.: 6 
199) Cf. Nidhi Aeusrivongse, "Kan Süksä Prawattisät Thai: 
Adit Lbh Anäkhot" (Thai History: Past and Puture) 
Ruam Botkhwäm Prawattisät, It 1 (Jul. 1980): 9' 
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the past had been more concerned with-their prestige in 
receiving gold and silver flowers from the tributaries 
than attempting-to. impose an effective control over Siam's 
200) dependencies. 
In his Tamnän Prathet Thai, "The Ancient Past of-Thai- 
land", Wachirayan dismissed the indigenous sources such as 
the Phongsäwadän Malang Nü'a and tamnän histories as un- 
trustworthy. records. Having translated part of Simon de la 
Loubere's account of Siam into Siamese, the Prince-Monk 
found it impossible theoretically to reconstruct events 
before the reign of Rämäthibgdi I, founder of Ayutthaya in 
1351. The Prince-Monk concluded that: - 
Tamnän sources usually give confusing dates and sets 
of chronologies without good foundations. If one is 
not careful or critical enough, it is impossible to 
even understand them, let alone to establish certain 
facts. How can one look for more reliable evidence 
now? Foreigners who came to visit Siam in the reign 
of King Näräi 1I656-887 two hundred years ago had 
already found it difficult to come across'good relia- 
ble sources. 
201) 
However, Wachirayän tried to establish a sketch of 
Thai history from the sources available to him. Basing his 
interpretation on the Tamnän Singhanati, he believed Chiang 
Sen and the River Kok area in the extreme north of present- 
day Thailand was the cradle of Thai civilization. From 
there, the ancestors of the Thai migrated south to occupy 
the heartland of Siam. He cited with caution the Phongsäwadän 
Mü'anS Nü'a, Jinakälamäli, and Cämadevivamsa as his autho- 
rities. 
202) 
200) Pramuan Phraniphon: 9 
201) ibid.: 21 202) ibid.: 21-32 
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Prince Damrong Rächänuphäp 
The last decade of'King Chulalongkgn's reign (1900-10) 
witnessed a real change in the attitude of the ruling class 
with regard to the function of history writing. K. S. R. 
Kuläp's case had put the court on the defensive, and prompted 
traditional historians to take the initiative to prevent a 
further slip of royal. authority. With the founding of the 
Wachirayän National Library in 1905, the government, in fact, 
had taken over Kulap's role as popularizer of historical 
texts. One man who stood out among the princes as a pivotal 
figure, not only in the government but also in the field of 
history, was Prince Damrong, Minister of the Interior (1894-. 
1915). Prince Damrong has been acclaimed as the ablest 
statesman in the history of Thailand. 
203) He was well-respected 
by all Westerners who knew him. Sir Henry Norman, British 
journalist and politician, who criticized the Siamese ruling 
class of the 1890s, could not help admiring Prince Damrong's 
attitude and works. 
204) And as a scholar-administrator, 
Prince Damrong devoted all his life to the promotion of Thai 
culture and Thai studies. He was also the most accomplished 
historian Thailand has ever produced, although most of the 
Prince's works were written in the post-fifth-reign era. 
Born a phra-ong ohäo'prince in 1862, of chfio-o hqm_ 
203) See Sulak, Siwarak's various articles in Wan Somdet 
KromRhraia Damrong Rächänuphäp. 
rogjcit.; 
Cf. __e_ unnag, 
e rroyinclal Aaministiratiivn vi -i1Rm^, 
_löyZ-1915; äkkrit Nora-ni-tniadunekän. Somaez rnrachäo-EärnmmAWm"d_ . ----- -r ----- --v 
iher Kromphrayä-Damrong RäcTanuý phapýýaý. 
TrasuaaR a at 
hai, 
"Yri. nce Lamrong anti the minim Lry v1 . tine Interior,,. 
204) Henry Norman, The Peoples and Politics of'the Par East, 
London, 1895: 447 
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mfindä, "royal mother", Chum, grand-daughter of a wealthy 
Chinese merchant, 
205) Prince Damrong was the 57th son of 
King Mongkut.. In his childhood, Prince Damrong received 
instruction in traditional subjects fit aa royal son, but 
also benefited from the English lessons and modern subjects 
-taught by Francis Gearge Patterson. After this initial stage, 
Prince. Damrong, a hardworking man, was largely'self-educated. 
He had a talent that was recognized by the King, and-that' 
was to push him ahead of some of his senior half-brothers. 
Early on in his career, Prince Damrong was involved as a 
cadet in the Military Pages Corps in the Palace. As a young 
man, like his half-brothers, he spent two lenten periods in 
the monkhood to study Buddhism. He led a military career 
between 1880 and 1887, but in the meantime, he was responsi- 
ble for the administration of three schools: the Prince's 
School, the Ecclesiastical School, and Phraya Sisunth9nwöhän 
School. In 1885, Prince Damrong was also responsible for the 
founding of the Phra Tamnak Suan Kuläp School, which was to 
become the training ground of modern administrators, and 
later in the sixth reign, Chulälongk9n University. Two years 
later, he was appointed Director of the Department of Educa- 
tion. In 1889,. he also took charge of-the Department of 
Health. As the civil duties accrued, he was retired from 
all military responsibilities in the following year. In 
1891, Prince Damrong was sent to Russia as representative 
of the King in return for a visit by Tearevich Nicholas earlier 
in' that year. Prince Damrong visited several European courts, 
205) A phra-ong-6häo prince is born of a commoner mother. 
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and made arrangements for the royal sons who were to be 
sent-to study abroad. The Prince's tour of Europe in 1891 
was primarily-'a fact-finding mission at-a time when the 
King felt disappointed by the progress made by Siamese 
ministers in Europe in the field of diplomacy. 
206) 
In April 1892, at the age of'30, Prince Damrong was 
appointed Minister of the North, the Old. Mahätthai Ministry. 
In anticipation of-the resentment of the senior princes who 
were sent as Royal Commissioners to the outlying provinces, 
King Chulälongkgn described the position of Prince Damrong 
as "Secretary" to himself. 
207) Following the Päknäm Crisis 
of 1893, when the Chakkri Reformation was considered a most 
urgent task, Prince Damrong was promoted in December 1894 
to the Ministership of the New Mahätthai, the Ministry of 
the Interior, to co-ordinate efforts to bring about adminis- 
trative centralization in the provinces. The centralization 
process, was practically accomplished towards the end of the 
fifth reign, and under Prince Damrong's leadership and thanks 
to his intimate relationship with the King, the Ministry of 
the Interior began *to encompass the various government depart- 
ments such as the Forestry Department, the Mines Department, 
the Provincial Gendarmerie Department, and the Provincial 
Revenue Department. In effect, Prince Damrong became the 
206) See King Chulälonýk9n's letter to Queen Saowaphä dated 




u alongkqn s Private Letters to Queen Saowaphä, 1920: 
279-280 
207) Tej, op. cit.: 88 
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most, influential man in the kingdom next to the King himself. 
Prince-Damrong was a controversial person in his own 
life-time. He had his critics amongst the princely brothers, 
who were jealous of his dominant position. Prince Damrong 
never gained Crown Prince Wächiräwut', s trust or sympathy 
after the latter's return from England in 1903. A gap had 
developed between the. King's half-brothers, who had experience 
but never been educated abroad, and his sons, who began to 
return to Siam after finishing their study in Europe, to 
enter- government service in the latter half of the 1890s. 
When Crown Prince Wachiräwut succeeded to the throne in 1910, 
Prince Damrong was put under'pressure by the new King and 
the Queen Mother's faction represented in the persons of her 
full brothers, Prince Thdwawong and-Prince Sawat. 
208) King 
Wachiräwut wanted to strip the Minister of the Interior of 
his enormous powers, as Prince Damrong was known to be one 
of the'King's critics with regard to the latter's new policies 
and nationalistic activities. Prince Damrong tendered his 
resignation in 1915 on the grounds of ill health, but while 
King Wachiräwut died ten years later, Prince Damrong still 
lived on until 1943. The dismissal'of Prince Damrong from 
the Ministry of the Interior in 1915 was a controversial 
issue. 
209) According to Prince Suphatthadit, Prince Damrong's 
208) Winai Pongsripian, British Attitudes Towards Siam Durin 
the Reign of Vajiravuan (lylu-ýyýýý, unpub. 
niversity of Hull, 1979: -29 
209) SeeStephen L. W. Greene, Thai Government and Administra- 
p Unpub. Ph. 
ej, op. cit.: 242 
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son, King Wachiräwut suspected his uncle of corruption in 
the Forestry Department, and accused him also of selling 
off the Malay sultanates to the British. 
210) And until his 
last days, King Wachiräwut never trusted Prince Damrong again. 
In his diary, the King condemned his uncle in the strongest 
terms, and made it known in his will that if his consort 
gave birth to a son, Prince Damrong must not be amongst the 
candidates for the regency. 
211) On the day King Wachiräwut 
died his consort gave birth to a daughter. Prince Damrong 
made a comeback in the reign of King Prachäthipok (1925-35) 
as one of the Supreme Councillors (Aphiratthamontri). In the 
eyes of young revolutionaries of the seventh reign, Prince 
Damrong epitomized the old anti-democratic forces. In June 
1932, the People's Party-led Revolution put an end to the 
absolute monarchy in Siam, and Prince Damrong had to exile 
himself from Siam. He was to live in Penang until 1943, 
when he was allowed by the Phibün Government to return to 
Siam. He died not long afterwards. 
There were many factors such as family background, 
court upbringing, and his successful career as the person 
who arguably created the Thai nation-state, that came to 
influence Prince Damrong's writings and condition his thought 
and ideology. As an historian, Prince Damrong believed that 
history, in his own English words, was the "science of 
212) One can learn from the past because it provides example" 
good moral lessons. His ultimate aim 
in writing history. 
210 See "Interview", IMk Nance, 5,10 
(10/7/1982): 59 
211 Sulak, op. cit.: 1I& 
212 SS, 4,: 269 
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was to-provide the Chakkri dynasty, with an unblemished 
image, and at the same time, the story of. kings and the 
ruling elite should be central to any "national" history. 
Prince-Damrong had an absolute loyalty to the crown and 
the royal family. He had enemies and critics-in the govern= 
ment and amongst the princes. He was ridiculed by the 
young princes, who had studied in the West, for mistrans- 
-literating 
English and French words; he was attacked by 
Crown Prince Wachiräwut in some of the magazines such as 
the Lak Witthaya and Dusit Samit; 
213) he was looked down 
upon by Prince-Monk Wachirayän for knowing Pali only super- 
ficially. He never replied to these criticisms, but they 
may have been a motive in his establishing himself as the 
most respected scholar in Siam, 
In 1901, Prince Damrong was entrusted by: Kirig Chulä- 
longkgn with the revision of Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic 
Chronicle of the First Reign. Chäophrayä Thiphä's work has 
never been published or seen in it original form. 
214) But 
it must have been of the same length and format as Chäophrayä 
Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle of the Second Reign, which first 
appeared in 1961. Had it been available, it would be in- 
teresting to compare it with the version edited by Prince 
Damrong. Many sections of the revised ynastic Chronicle 
of the First Reign were recognizably penned by Prince Damröng 
rather than the Chäophrayä, whose narrative style was not so 
refined as the Prince's. About Prince Damrong's revising 
method, I would. like to quote his own words: - 
213: Sulak, op. cit.: 154 
214: Natthawut, Säm Chäophra_yä: 563 
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Your Majesty, I. Your Majesty's Humble Servant, have 
accomplished the-task of revising öhäophrayä Thiphä's 
Dynastic Chronicle of the First Reign. My method was 
to take certain sections out, add some new paragraphs, 
and re-arrange some of them where the need aröse...... 
The addenda to the new version were drawn only from the 
sources-worthy of trust, namely, the old records-'es- 
pecially provided me by Prince Sommot-from the collec- 
tion of the library of the Department of Royal Scribes, 
the old records already published by the Wachirayän 
magazine, the writings of the late Majesty King Mongkut, 
and finally Your Majesty's own works and verbal contri- 
butions granted me whenever I had the slightest doubt. 
I was always eager to rectify what had formerly been 
wrongly said, and was wary 'of untrustworthy b6oks. 
215) 
In a letter to Prince Narit in 1933, Prince Damrong 
explained that at the time he revised Chäophrayä Thiphä's 
Dynastic Chronicle of the First Reign he had no idea of how 
a "history" should be written. 
216) Prince Damrong admitted 
that he just followed Chäophrayä. Thiphä's phongsäwadän 
format. It is, however, obvious that Prince-Damrong's revi- 
sion of this particular work, after the royal authority-of 
the Chakkrl dynasty had been restored, was not without a 
legitimacy implication. The section on the "Front Palace 
Incident" of the first reign was apparently rewritten by 
Prince Damrong from oral sources. It describes how the 
Prince of the Front Palace of the first reign, Rama I's full 
brother, the Uparät Surasi, aspired to become the next king 
215) Quotation is from Prince Damron&'s letter to King Chulä- 
longkpn reproduced in Chäophraya. Thiphäkgrawong, Phra- 
ratchaphongsäwadän Krum Rattanakösin Ratchakän Thi I, 
edited by Prince amrong,. xnurusapna edition; 1q6D: -5 
216) SS, 4, ibid. 
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, of Siam, and his rebellious tendency almost led to a 
bloody civil war. King Chulälongkgn himself had a bad 
experience with hisiUparät-cousin in 1874/5, and after the 
death of the Second King; Bgwgn Wichaichän, in 1885, the 
Wang. Nä post was abolished, ending Siam's centuries-old 
'dyarchy'. - Prince. Damrong's revision work represented the 
King's view of the repeated conflict in the early Bangkok 
period between the. Supreme monarchs and their Second Kings. 
217)- 
But one has to speculate that it was intended as an historical 
justification for the 1886 abolition of the Wang Nä, an 
important post often reserved for a King's younger full bro- 
ther. King Chulälongkgn had made it clear that he wanted 
his son, Crown Prince Wachirunnahit,, to succeed him. 
Prince Damrong often cited King Chulälongkgn and Prince 
Bamräppgrapak (Chäofä Mahämälä, 1819-1886), a son of Rfimä II 
and the Palace Regent early in the fifth reign, as his chief 
mentors on Thai'history. 
218) Prince Damrong may have in- 
herited their views of the history of the early Bangkok period, 
especially with regard to the rise of the Bunnäk family. 
Clearly he did not particularly like Chaophrayä Thiphä's 
histories of the second and third reigns. Prince Damrong- 
duly produced his own version of the History of the Second 
-Reign, which was first published in 1916. This represented 
a real break from the chronological framework of thehon - 
217) Cf. Chulälongkgn, "A Critical Comment"., M4moir of 
Princess Narin: 274-5- 1 
218)' Phünphitsamai Ditsakun, M. C^, Chiwit Lbh N än Kh n 
Somdet Kromphrayä Damrong Rachanup ap;. nZ and Works 
or nce amrong , Bang ökz Bannäkhän,. 1972: 35 
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s wadän historiography. The Prince explained that this 
was his first attempt to write a history textbook in Western 
style. In his opinion, while ar historian had to stick to 
his chronology, he had to explain (1) "What happened?, 
(2) "Why did it happen? "*, and (3) "What were its conse- 
quences? "219) One cannot exclude the possibility that Prince 
Damrong changed his'style of narrative because of the in- 
fluence and the impact of the young princes, who had studied 
in the West, especially Crown Prince Wachiräwut, an ex-history 
student at Oxford. His-association with the newly founded 
. 
Siam Society in 1904 patronized by many Westeners may also 
have brought him up to date in this respect. 
Collating the texts of Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic 
Chronicle of the Second Reign and Prince Damrong's History, 
one finds a marked difference between the two. The former 
was rather brief, and the narrative style is comparatively 
coarse. Prince Damrong's version is more comprehensive than 
A 
the Chäophraya's. Prince Damrong, who produced his version 
nearly 50 years after the Chäophrayä-'s, obviously had the 
opportunity to consult Western sources. Noticeably, where 
Prince Damrong based his. analysis on the Dynastic Chronicle, 
he was careful to remove all the phrases that sounded offen- 
sive in the ears of-the fifth-reign'historians. For example, 
passages' telling how Rämä II ordered his servants to feed 
a crow every day because it had previously brought a secret 
plan of those-plotting a rebellion, and dropped it in front 
of the throne hall, were removed, for a celebrated king, 
219) SS', 4, ibid. 
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like Rämä II, must not be presented as having ordered such an 
absurd act. Rämä II had ordered a Chinese garden to be built 
inside the Grand Palace in emulation of the Chinese emperor. 
This was removed by Prince Damrong, understandably, because 
by this time, Siam no longer wished to treat China as a superior, 
power. One historian has noted that Prince Damrong's History 
of the Second Reign was first published more than forty years 
before Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle of the Second 
Reign. This gap was to prevent the latter competing with 
the former. 220) 
During the reign of King Wachiräwut (1910-25), Prince 
Damrong had intended to write a history of the third reign, 
because he felt that Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic Chronicle 
of the Third Reign left room for improvement, and he had 
amassed Western sources enough for another revision. But 
he delayed it for these reasons. First, he thought he needed 
more Western documents than he already had. Second, he felt 
ashamed of Siamese diplomacy in the third-reign with regard 
to contact with Vietnam over the Cambodian question. And 
third, the political situation was not right, and he did not 
wish to offend the Phüngbun family, whose members, especially 
Chäophrayä Rämräkhop (Pi a), grandson of Prince Rakronnaret, 
who was executed in the third reign, were King Wachiräwut's 
favourites. 
221) 
To many, Prince Damrong's most important contribution 
to Thai history has been his revision of the Royal Autograph 
22o) C. M. Wilson, "Towards a Bibliography of the Life and Times 
of King Mongkut, King of Thailand, 1851-1868" in C. D. 
Cowan and O. W. Wolters, (eds), Southeast Asian History and Historiography, Cornell University Press, STE: 
221) SS, 4,: 270-1 
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Recension of the Chronicle of'Ayutthayä, normally associated 
with King Mongkut. - When it was done in 1913/4, Prince 
Damrong thought that, like in Western countries, Siam should 
have a good "national" history. 
222) It represented the peak 
of Siamese historical research at that time, and since then 
the Revised RA has-been regarded as the official history of 
'Thailand'. In it, Prince Damrong wrote a long essay on 
traditional Thai historiography. This was followed by the 
history of the Tai kingdoms prior to the founding of Ayut- 
thaya in. the mid-14th century. Prince Damrong, by now in- 
fluenced by Western scholars, traced the history of the Tai 
back to the Nan-chao kingdom in southwestern Yunnan. It 
has since become-customary for Thai historians to establish 
a line of continuity in Thai history starting at Tali-fu in 
Yunnan, whence the Tai migrated in a southern direction and 
expanded into Sukhöthai, Ayutthaya, ending at Bangkok. 
Prince Damrong was a master of prose-writing, and 
wrote more than 500 works, mainly historical' essays and 
biographies of prominent people. The majority of them were 
written after his dismissal from the Ministry of the Interior 
in 1915. As a popularizer of Thai studies, Prince Damrong 
encouraged members of the royal family and wealthy people to 
follow King Chulälongkgn's example of 1904 in publishing a 
manuscript from the Wachirayän National Library as a cremation 
volume for distribution at the funeral of a relative. 223) 
Under this scheme, the first volume of the Prachum Phonýsäwadfin 
222) Fine. 
_Arts 
Dept., Phongsäwadan Chabap Phrarätchahattha- 
lekhä, Bangkok: Odeon Store, 1952: See a so seuR- 
sion on RA71855, pp. 269-70 . 
-ý--ý! 
223) NB: 135 
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Phäk Thi 1, "Collected- Chronicles,, Part 1", was launched in 
1908. 
Prince Damrong was a most prolific writer between 
1915. and 194?, and after becoming president of the National 
Library in 1915, he devotedrbimself to-the re-organization 
of the library,. and virtually controlled what kind of manus; 4 
cripts should be published for distribution. He also intro- 
duced the-25-year rule, according to which all government 
papers of that age were to be transported from the various 
government departments to be kept at-the National Archives. 
224) 
It is claimed in some quarters that Prince Damrong, in an 
effort to suppress regionalism, ordered the destruction of 
historical documents of the North. This has never been 
confirmed, but the Prince had a set of rules of what should 
be published and what must not be-published at all. 
225) 
One cannot talk of the-evolution of Thai historiography 
towards the end of King Chulälongkpn's reign without mention- 
ing the role of Crown Prince Wachiräwut, whose return to 
Siam in 1903 after an uninterrupted nine-year stay in Europe, 
apparently injected a new interest into the literary scene 
in Bangkok. The future Rämä VI, as an ex-history student at 
Oxford, had a special interest in-the early history of the 
13th-century kingdom of Sukhothai. He toured Upper Siam 
twice in 1905 and 1908 to=get -to know the area. After his 
second tour, he produced his Thiäo Mü'ang Phra Ruang, "A 
224) Phünphitsamai, op. cit.: 46; This rule, however, was dis- 
continued in 1957. 
225) Prince Damrong, Hai Phr.. aya Anumän, "Correspondence of 
Prince Damrong-and aya numan , Bangkok: Süksit Sayam, 1979: letter Damrong to Anumän dated 23 July 1938. 
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StudyTour of. Phra Ruang's Kingdom",. which was the most com- 
prehensive study: of the archaeological sites in Upper Siam- 
of 'that, time. 
226) 
The, year, 1907 represented anew era of national, hiato- 
riography. With the founding. of the. Samäkhom Sübsuan Khpng 
BorAn Nai Prathet Sayäm, "The Antiquarian Society of Siam", 
history-writing began-to assume anew function for the ruling 
dlite. " In his inaugural speech, King Chulälongkpn, outlined 
the problems of Siamese history. He highlighted the fact 
that Siam lacked a tradition of-erudition which explained 
why there were not many. old records left compared to other 
countries. But-history was important, in his opinion, because 
one could look for inspiration in the past, and learn lessons 
. from past experience. 
227) Significantly, he stressed that 
phongsäwadän historj. es'were limited in scope, because they 
were confined to stories of the royal family. To concentrate 
too'heavily on this aspect of Siamese history alone would be 
like ignoring the history of the whole nation. 
228) 
The King's speech on this occasion symbolized officially 
the end-of traditional historiography in Siam. The frequent 
use' of the term "chat" . 
(Nation) by the King after his return 
from a second visit to Europe in 1907, and under the influence 
of his sons, ' 'indicated that he had adopted a new stance with 
regard to political ideology. In the field of history, King 
226) Wachiräwut, King, Thiäo Mü'an Phra Rua , "A Study Tour of Phra. Ruang'ss. KinB om , Bang oc1 908 
227) Chulälongkgn, King, Speech of King Chulälongkon to the 
Antiquarian Society- of Siam, reprinted in SP, 12,2 
kJUJL-o : 42 
228) ibid.: 43 
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Wachiräwut's brand of nationalism with its slogan "Chät 
(Nation), Sätsanä (Buddhism), Phra Mahä Kasat (Monarchy)", 
was to take-Siamese historians a step further from tradi- 
tional historiography. Already in 1908, he had stated that 
history was an'untapped source of national inspiration. 
History could bring back lost confidence, and with it'a 
sense of pride inýone's nation. - As he said, 
The Thai nation is not a new nation, and we are not 
a barbaric people, whom the English call "uncivilized". 
Our nation had prospered greatly in the past. We 
should feel ashamed of ourselves, and realize that, 
not only do we not compete with, others; but we-cannot 
compete even with our ancestors. The people of 
Sukhothai surpassed us both in arts and endeavour... 
The Thai in the past were always constructive and . 
imaginative unlike the Thai of today who have given 
up the good old things. 
229) 
King Wachiräwut thought that the prime.; malady' in 
Siamese society was the lack of a corporate spirit among the 
people. History, as, a political tool, could be used to 
arouse nationalistic,,. fervour among the population. The King 
was an all-round literary genius, unmatched by any contem- 
porary writer, and he was able to use his talent in a most 
effective way. He wrote nationalistic essays in-great numbers. 
Compared to Prince Damrong, his uncle and rival, King Wachi- 
räwut. did- not produce many serious historical works. , 
But 
he had a different aim, and hoped to involve his subjects 
in the promotion of Thai culture and the appreciation of Thai 
history. In getting his message across to the mass of 
229) Wachiräwut, op. cit. [MI 
4 
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unsophisticated Siamese, ' the King introduced a new kind 
of dramatic-literature, the lakh9n phflt, "spoken drama", 
which was a Thai version of Shakespearean drama. 
King Wachiräwut saw in the Sukh8thai period a'golden 
past. ' He drew on an- episode`: from the Phongsäwadän MM rang 
Nü'a, to write ,a quasi-historical play about Phra Ruäng, 
a well-known cult-hero, believed'by the Siamese to have 
liberated them in the past from Khmer rule. The play, Phra 
Ruang, was written in three versions for three different 
kinds of Siamese theatrical performance. 
230) In each version, 
the King emphasized the importance of strong monarchical 
leadership, and the need for patriotic feelings. Like his 
grandfather, King Mongkut, King Wachiräwut believed in 
paternal kingship, and like his father, King-Chulälongk9n, 
and Prince Damrong, he was against democracy. In 1912, an 
attempted coup'd'4tat by junior military officers was aborted. 
The King's numerous writings were designed thereafter equally 
as a nationalistic expression and as an attackron those 
demanding parliamentary democracy, something that had no 
root in Thai tradition. 
When he died in 1925, King Wachiräwut left aJlegacy- 
of nationalism to Siam, now transformed into a modern state. 
The impact of the West was to reach its peak seven years 
later. The June 1932 Revolution put an end to the absolute 
monarchy in Siam. Nationalism regained its momentum, and 
230) W. F. Vella, Chaim:: King Vaiiravudh and the Devel 
of Thai Nation-all-sm., University. k rese o awa , 208 
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the influence of King Wachirlwut's writings was manifest 
in the-celebrated Luang Wi6hit Wäthakän (Kimliang Wattha- 
"naprldä, 1898-1962)'s literary. 
works and quasi-historical 
plays. King Wachiräwut created Phra'Ruang as the first 
national hero; Prince Damrong, also-influenced by the tide 
of-nationalism, had found his national-hero-in King Nar6suan; 
and Luang Wi, 6hit, the architect of the Pan-Thai Movement in 
the late 1930s, produced several more national heroes. 
Traditional historiography had already been on the 
decline-since the fourth reign, as a result of the renewed 
contact with the West and the opening of Siam in 1855. In 
the fifth reign, chronicular and tamnän writings were be- 
ginning to be a thing of the past. Prince Damrong, more 
than anyone else, was responsible for the creation of Siam 
as a nation-state, and the writing of the first national 
history. The Prince had one foot in the old rdgime, and, 
as he once said, he did not like to describe his works with 
King Wachiräwut's newly coined word, prawattisät, "history", 
but preferred to use phongsäwadän instead, because his 
histories were centred on the royal family and the aris- 
. 
tocracy. 231) With King Wachiräwut the emphasis was placed 
on the slogan, "Nation, Buddhism,. and Monarchy". It was in 
the reign of King Wachiräwut that traditional historiography 
finally came to an end. 
231) SS9 4,: 291 
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Conclusion 
Traditional Thai historiography up till the end of the 
nineteenth century, a period covered by this thesis, consisted 
of two main categories: the tamnän and the phongsfiwadän, the 
earliest extant copies of which date from around, the mid- 
fifteenth century A. D. As a-genre-of religious literature, 
the tamnän evolved from the Dipavacpsa and the MahävaTpsa, the 
two great religious-chronicles-of Ceylon, and thus represented 
the Tai Yuan contribution to Theravada Buddhist literature, 
considering that Chiang Mai, the capital of Lan-Nä Thai, was 
the chief seat of Buddhist learning during the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries. The essence of tamnän historiography, was 
the history of the spread of Buddhism in the North of Thailand. 
Some of the tamnän, such as the famous Jinakälamäll (1516) 
and the Sihingahidäna (c. mid-Cl5th), were written in the or- 
thodox Pali fashion, others, such as the Tamnän MOnlasätsanä 
Wat Suan Dqk (second half of C15th), were written in Tai Yuan. 
In general, tamnän historiography-adhered to the chronicular 
framework of the Mahävaipsa. As a ta mnän history was used in 
sermons by monks, it became a sort of popular history for 
ordinary people, and it also had great influence upon the 
traditional Thai perception of the remote past. On the other 
hand, the phongsäwadän, "dynastic chronicles", being an element 
of regalia, were Elite-centred, secular in nature, and more 
Hindu than Buddhist in the spirit of a 'God-King' cult. 
The tamnän are primarily a chief source of ancient Thai 
history, but the result of this study raise's many questions 
regarding their real authority. Tamnän historiography 
suffered a number of setbacks. Philosophically, Theravada 
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Buddhism is against worldly illusions; -and historically, it 
has been pointed out by a Buddhist philosopher, that great 
Buddhist masters, like Buddhaghosa, were averse to the 'vain' 
history of the kind of the great epics, Rämayana and, 
Mahäbhärata. 1) The Theravada Buddhist view of iistory, 'as 
it developed through the centuries, is influenced by many 
factors: -the. notion of time and. space, the belief in-'an immü= 
table cosmic law, and the catalytic röle of kamma in human 
affairs. The overriding object of tamnfin historiography, as 
in Theravada Buddhist literature, "is to convince the'faithful, 
persuade the sceptic and produce a feeling of joy in the minds 
of the-devout"-2) From the tamnän viewpoint, ` historical facts 
must be chosen to inculcate a sense of morality among the 
readers, because'history is teaching by example. 
3)' The impli- 
cations of these principles'lie in the fact that a tamnfin 
compiler could bring in a secular content (minor theme) to 
support the religious scheme (great theme) of Buddhist universal 
history, to show the vicissitudes of the Buddhist faith and 
the kings who supported it. 
It is suggested in this study that, owing to its proxi-, 
mity to Pagan, which had already been the foremost Theravada 
kingdom in the twefth century A. D., the Tai` Yuan. of Chiang Mai 
maintained a close cultural contact with Burma and the Mqn 
states to the bouth. Before the direct contact between Ceylon 
and the Tai world was established in the fourteenth century, 
1) B. G. *Gokhale, "The Theravada-Buddhist View of History", 
JAGS, 88,3, (Sep. 1968): 355 
2) ibid.: 359 
3) ibid. 
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Theravada Buddhist culture had been transmitted from Pagan 
and the Mpn centre at Hariphunchai (Lamphün) to Chiang Mai,. 
and with: it, the various-religious concepts, including the 
tamnän geography, and the notion of a second*JambüdIpa (Buddhist 
India), which was superimposed upon Burma,. 'the Shan states,. 
Yunnan,, and Lan-Nä Thai. 
There seems to have been. been a crisis. at., Chiang Mai in 
the. second quarter= of the. fifteenth vcentury, , when the, old 






foretelling the imminent decline of Buddhism in the mid-15th 
century A. D., apparently came into play. Its psychological, 
impact was great,,, . and 
in theattempt tofhalt the prophesied 
decline of Buddhism, monks from the Tai world went tö. Ceylon 
to learn true Buddhism. The:,. Tai Yuan. monks under the leader- 
ship of Phra Yännakhamphl came back. to: -Chiang Mai in 1430, 
bringing with. them, the orthodox SifLhalese. sect. It was the 
Sizihalese monks who sparked off the, -religious disputation-at 
Chiang_Mai,, in which., they emerged victorious and replaced the 
old M9n School of Wat Suan Dgk as-the sect patronized. by the 
famous King.. Tilök {1441-87? ). The, Sinhalese monks of. Wat Pä 
Deng were responsible for the. _. 
flourishing, of Pali literature 
in Lan-Na Thai between the mid-1450sxand the early seventeenth 
century. 
In the Buddhist, 'universal'_history, claims for legiti- 
macy and the correct line of 'teacher-disciple' succession are 
interestingly an- important issue for both' Schools. Phra 
Rattanapanyä's JinakälamälI and the Münlasätsanä Wat Pa Dhn 
were compiled by the, monks of Wat Pä Deng, and thus stated 
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the case of the orthodox Siflhalese School, whereas the 
Münlasätsanä (Wat Suan Dpk) and the Tamnän Wat. Bupphäräm 
Suan Dqk Mäi were the mouthpieces of the traditional Mqn 
School. 
The subjects of tamnän historiography are varied, but 
in all cases, as already highlighted, their dominant themes 
are 'Loans' from the BuddhavarAsa, - "Buddhist legends",. and 
the Mahä. vamsa. The tamnän-of sacred Buddha images were 
unique to Lan-Nä Thai, though. the Rattana imbavawsa, "The 
History of the Emerald Buddha", is though to have been 
Indian-derived. Later tamnan of this type were written in 
imitation of the Rattenabimbavamsa and the Sihiiiganidäna, 
"The Legend of. the 'Lion' Buddha", but a great number of 
them are no more than fakes. In dealing with these sources 
one has to bear in mind that producing a 'fake' in Theravada 
Buddhist literary tradition is quite permissible, because 
a pious historian must not doubt the authenticity of his 
masters' established models. 
4) 
The tamnän covering the distant past have so far 
received much attention from historians of early Thai history, 
for it is believed that some of them may contain elements 
of factual history. But the result'of this'sort of study 
has been somewhat disheartening. These ta, however, hold 
the key to our better understanding-of the traditional Tai 
perception of the past. Most of them are a melange of 
ancient Tai cosmogonic beliefs, Buddhist legends, and the 
ever-present themes of the Mahävamsa. The Tamnän'Singhana- 
ibid. 
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watikumän (Notton's version) is the best'specimen of the 
tamnfin under this heading. Its complicated scheme covers 
almost all aspects of. tamnän historical writing: a Buddhist 
chronological framework, the-Buddha's visitation, Tamnän 
geography, the myth of the 'Lion' Prince taken from the 
Mahävamsa, and the theme of Phrommakumän, misconceived from 
local history and the Sihiiganidäna, and put in the wrong 
context. 
The Siamese perception of the past-was also. influenced 
by tamnän historiography, but it centred around a different 
. set of legendary figures and events in Siam Proper. The 
casual references to Phra Ruang, legendary king of Sukh8thai, 
are found in the epigraphic sources of Lan-Nä Thai and Upper 
Siam in the early sixteenth century, and tamnän histories 
associated with Phra Ruang were probably written as early as 
that date. However,. both Jeremias van Vliet (1640) and Simon 
de la Loubere (1687/8) did not mention Phra Ruang at all in 
their accounts-of early Siam, despite the fact that many 
versions of the legend of Phra Ruang, as the first indepen- 
dent Siamese king, were to feature prominently in the late 
18th and early 19th-century traditional Thai historiography. 
Again, there are foreign themes in the tamnän of Phra Ruang 
such as the'Burman/Mqn-Shan 'Naga-egg' culture, the abolition 
of an old era and the establishment of a new one, and the 
Shan theme of a Tai prince marrying a daughter of the Chinese 
emperor. 
The story of_Thäo Sbn Pom and Phra6häo Chaisiri, which 
is the sequel to the Tamnan Singhanawatikumän, is not men- 
tioned in van Vliet's Short History, but a genealogical link 
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was apparently made=, in de la houbbre's account, for Thäo 
ü=Thgng, -tamnän founder of Ayutthaya, to have a northern 
ancestry. It is not unlikely that this claim of dynastic 
connection with the old Yonarattha (Y8nokkarat}. kingdom at 
Chiang Rai and Chiang Sýn-was made-during NärAi's reign. 
(1656-88) whose renewed expansion-in-Län-Nä Thai in 1662/3 
needed-a-legitimate pretext. In other t` histories, 
Thäo II-Thgng (or Rämäthibgdl I) is said to have, in each 
version, a different origin. The most intriguing claim is 
that-t-Thgng was a son-of the Chinese emperor but had-been 
banished from his country because his sexual violation of 
the mandarins' wives. This episode is recognizably a modified 
version-, of-an-early episode concerning Prince Vijaya in'. the 
Mahävansa, and thus one has to conclude that none of these 
tamn. in-stories have ever apretence of. true history. 
An interesting aspect of t; historiography °is . its 
geographical"notiön. The'Tai Yuan were obviously recipients 
of Burman/Mqn historical traditions, especially in adopting 
the idea of a second-Jambudlpa. Like the Burmese, they also 
, called'the Siamese 
by the term "Kh9m" or "Klgm", or-the 
inhabitants, of Kamboja. The problem of two Kambojas, one 
in central Thailand-and the other meaning the Shan-States, 
and also a Kambuja-=(Cambodia), can now-. be satisfactorily 
solved. In collating the Pali chronicle, Jinakälamäli, and 
the'Tai -Yuan Tamnan Münlasätsanä Wat 
P$ Ding, one can conclude 
that Ka. mboja in-northern Thai tamnän means the Iopburt- 
Ayutthayä region in general, and the kingdom of Ayutthayä 
in particular. The fact that -Kamboja could also mean the 
4 
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Shan State of Sbn W1 originated in another context, and 
the Tamnän Suwanna-Khöm'Kham, the prequel to the Tamnän. 
S-inghanawatikumän, was written to explain its existence. 
The-term "Kh9m" or "K19m", normally associated with Kamboja' 
(Lopburt), was also transposed to the Shan. As-late as 1854, 
King Mongkut-still referred to the Shan of Kengtung as the 
Igo 'Kh9m'. 5) 
The phon eäwadän under, discussion deal exclusively. with 
the history of Ayutthaya. A phongsäwadan history, written 
by court historians to glorify the ruling dynasty, was. part 
of a legitimizing process in which the absolute authority 
of the 'God-King' was justified. It contains information 
about the various royal ceremonies and records of Siam's__, 
relations with her dependencies. The compiler(s). of a hon - 
sä wadän history presented the king as a cakravartin, "Wheel 
Turning Monarch", who ruled over his monthon, "sphere,. circle". 
A cakravartin is'surrounded by petty rulers, _and cannot have 
a superior. The, Siamese kings, who sent'tribute-bearing 
missions to. the. Celestial 'Court at Peking, could not publicly 
acknowledge anyone, in the world as their suzerain; thus the 
whole history of Sino-Siamese tributary relations was deli- 
berately omitted from the old phondfin. 
It is suggested-that Chinese historical traditions may 
have played a part in the outlook of the Phrarfitchaphongsä- 
wadän Krung St, Ayutthayä, though in different ways in the. 
Ayutthaya and-early Bangkok periods. The Siamese 'were familiar 
5) G. Coedbs, (comp. ), "En lieh Correspondence of King 
Mongkut", JSS, 21 (19285: 17 
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with Chinese Histories, and°the Siamese court is known to 
have-hired Chinese scholars, in its service. The outstanding 
feature of the Ayutthaya recensions, especially the Luang 
Prasert-Chronicle and the C. S. 1136 Fragment, ' is' their high 
degree-of accuracy, aquality associated with traditional 
Chinese historiography. The sack ofrAyutthayä in 1767 by 
the. Burmese resulted in the loss of old government records. 
The compilers of the post-Ayutthaya period were faced with 
the unavailability of archival materials, and apparently 
forced to resort to'another chronicular tradition than the 
2/k. 125-LP/1680-C. S. 1136 group. 
The compilation of the detailed'phongsäwadfin during 
$äm$ I's reign (1782-1809)'was commissioned by the king as 
part of. his cultural restoration of Siam. There were several 
considerations that-came to influence the way the detailed 
phongsäwadan were written. This was an age of politicized 
scholar-monks, who, in the absence of reliable materials, 
turned. to, the chronicular tradition they knew best, i. e. the 
Culayuddhakaravaisa. In'terms of literature, this was also 
the beginningýof a mild Sinicization of Siam, and the new 
detailed. phongsäwadän must be seen as a by-product of this 
process. The influence of the narrative style of the Simkok, 
"Romance of, the'Three Kingdom", 'on the Siamese chronicles 
was very noticeable. The Chinese principle of "praise. and 
blame" was adopted rigorously by the compiler-monks, especially 
Somdet Phra Wannarat of Wat Pho, at the expense of accuracy. 
In times of war, the phongsäwädä. n were regarded as a psycho- 
logical boost, and in assessing the recent past, the compilers 
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lost no time in condemning the Bän Phlil Luang dynasty for 
the fall of Ayutthayl. Again, to-. achieve these ends, there 
are loaned episodes from the Smkok and the dominant theme 
of the MahävaMsa in Somdet Phra Wannarat's Chronicle of 
Ayutthaya. . 
Legitimacy was an important issue in the. phrarätcha 
phongsäwadän compiled during the first Bangkok reign. There 
is a marked difference in the_ treatment of Somdet Phra 
Pheträchä's reign {1688-1703) by the compiler of Chat, and 
the compilers of the later recensions. Whereas Chat, a 
work sponsored by'the Bän Phlü-Luang kings, clearly gives 
some legitimation to the usurper-founder of their dynasty, 
Phan/1795 and Wannarat/1805? see Phra Phetrachä's accession 
as the beginning of a long period of internal decay which 
climaxed in the fall of Ayutthaya in 1767. One cannot fail 
to notice that of all the detailed phraratchaphongsäwadän, 
only Chät provides the correct chronological framework for 
the period between 1656 and 1727. 
One has also to take into account the weighty influence 
of'Somdet Phra Wannarat of Wat Phra Chdtuphon (Phö) in the 
field'of historiography. Early on in 1789, Somdet Phra 
Wannarat (then Phra Wimonlatham) had compiled or supervised 
the compilation of a Pali chronicle entitled Satgltiyayamsa 
in commemoration of the Buddhist Council held in the, previous 
year. It was conceived, in emulation of Phra Rattanapanyä's 
famous Jinakälamäll, as a universal Buddhist history, culmi- 
nating in the reign of Rimä I. Its object was to extol the 




Wang Na Prince, thus'providing them with legitimate claims 
to the throne of Siam. " In it, Somdet Phra Wannarat expressed 
the saAgha view of Ayutthayän history, and explained the 
rise and fall of`-the various dynasties in terms of kamma. 
He*concentrated particularly upon the Ban-Phlü Luang kings, 
and held : them responsible for the-fall of Ayutthaya in 1767. 
The SaiAg1ti/1789 `had a--great influence upon. the compilers-. of 
the detailed. chronicles, and'the coridemnatfons of the Ban 
Phlü: Luang kings were trasferred from the former to the 
latter. " 
Analyzing the content and chronological framework of 
vV/1640 (van'Vliet's Short History), 'I have suggested that 
there existed a safLgha version of the Chronicle of Ayutthaya 
in Ayutthaya times, and-that vV 16 0 was a Dutch translation 
of a Siamese original compiled'by monk(s). - The fact-that 
the-chronology of-the chronicle part of vV 1640 corresponds 
exactly with ghat of Safi tij1789 seems to suggest-that this 
chronicular tradition may have been transmitted within the 
saiigha. - The most amazing thing about Safxgtti/1789 is that 
it contains two sets of calculation with regard to the reign 
periods 4- Its part corresponding to vV 1640 is based on 
traditional Tai-Chinese arithmetic, whereas from the reign 
of Näräi onwards one can reconstruct. the correct chronology 
of Sangiti/1789 only by using modern arithmetic. It is dif- 
ficult to understand why - Somdet Phra Wannarat, at this stage, 
wanted to introduce anomaly into traditional Thai historic- 
graphy. 
One must always bear in mind that the detailed hQ ongsä- 
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wadän were a result of 'scissors and paste' treatment. A- 
compiler could show his preference for a certain episode and 
try to amend it. This is-quite obvious in'the cases of 
Phan/1795 (I), -Phan/1795 (II), and Wannarat/1805?. It can 
. be said that 
the revision work of-the Chronicle of Ayutthaya 
was to culminate in a"final-version represented by the 
British Museum Recension of-1808. In: 1850, when. Prince- 
Monk Paramänuchit compiled an abridged - chronicle of Ayutthaya, 
there-is internal evidence 'to suggest a -further. shift towards 
the -Culayudmodel, -both in terms of chronology and the kings' 
names. In its turn, the Abridged Chronicle was to be the 
authority-of the Royal Autograph Recension, compiled by 
King'Mongkut and Prince"Wongsä in 1855. The latter was to 
become the 'official' history of Siam, in the latter half of 
the nineteenth century. It underwent a further revision by 
Prince Damrong in 1913. 
The decline of traditional Thai historiography in the- 
nineteenth"century has to be explained in the context of 
sociopolitical changes and the-intellectual development of 
the'Siamese elite between the 1830s and the first'decade of 
the twentieth century. Already in the second reign (1809-24), 
a peaceful 'atmosphere had given rise to a new mercantile 
class comprising both princes and noblemen, who had a stake 
in the China trade. The emergence of this new group appears 
to have had a stimulating effect on the upgrading of Siamese 
popular literature by the court circles. The ornate kl9n- 
bot-lakhpn, "dramatic play", and the simpler klon-suphäp, 
devised by'Sunthgn (Phu), now began to replace the Indian- 
derived chap and kh1trig versifications as the type of literary 
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works favoured by the, _king. 
The reign of Rä. mä III (1824-51) 
represented, *in territorial terms, the last zenith of pre- 
modern Siam. It wasä-transitional period in the sense 
that many aspects of-, Thai culture reached maturity during 
the reign of a most pious king. The renewed contact with 
the West in the beginning-of the reign, and the arrival of 
Protestant missionaries in greater numbers in the 1830s, 
widened the Siamese vision of the outside world. Their 
greatest contribution to the Siamese intellectuals of this 
period was the introduction of Western learning, to them. 
Scientific knowledge was directly responsible for the 
decline of traditional scholarship. Westernized Siamese 
began to, question the, validity of some Hindu-Buddhist prin- 
ciples. Roughly at. this time, when realism was becoming a 
feature of Siamese literature, the Traiphüm geography, also 
characteristic of tamnan historiography, was to be rejected. 
In fact, the author of The World of Lady S1 hulälak (c. 1830s) 
was describing the real world he knew of, and proposing, in 
the face of the presence of the mitchäthitthi, and recognizing 
that the Siamese king could,, no longer claim the status ofa 
cakravartin, a new system of international , 
relations. Some 
thirty years later, a leading Siamese intellectual, Chäo- 
phrayä Thiphäkgrawong (Khan-Bunnäk), the fourth-reign Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, was bold enough to quite. repudiate the 




Kit6hanukit. (1867), finally saw off the Traiphüm world-view. 
Leaving aside Prince-Monk Paramänuchit's Abridged. 
Chronicle of kyutthay and his famous historical poem, Taleng 
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Phäi, -a tribute to King Nardsuan, one can say that Prince- 
Monk Mongkut's discovery in 1833 of the Sukh6thai inscrip- 
tions had already provided another source of inspiration 
for the Siamese. lite. it was concrete evidence of a 'golden 
age', of the Thai. Clearly the author of The World was 
inspired by it, and paternalism of the Rämkhamhýng type*was 
, to replace the traditional 'God-King'-cult in the fourth 
reign. 
The opening of Siam in. the reign of King Mongkut (1851- 
1868), following the signing of the unequal, Bowring Treaty 
with Britain in 1855, witnessed the influx of Western ideas 
and naturally the further decline of traditional, scholarship. 
With-the pressure of Western imperialism coming from ail 
directions, and the rapid decline of China in the Par East, 
Mongkut felt the need to review Siam's past foreign policies 
with regard to Sino-Siamese tributary relations and Siam's 
influence over events in'Cambodia in the mid-19th century. 
In these circumstances, history was to assume a new function, 
and serve a new political purpose. Mongkut's proclamation 
severing the ostensibly unequal diplomatic tie with China in 
1853, and his Abridged Khmer Chronicle (c. 1862), asserting 
Siam's sovereign rights over Cambodia, were instances of 
historical writings outside the framework of traditional 
Thai historiography. King Mongkut, in compiling the Royal 
Autograph Recension. (1855), was aware of the shortcomings 
of the Siamese records and showed his interest in European 
historical accounts of Siam. He was thus the first 'modern' 
historian of Siam. 
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It is widely claimed that Chäophrayä Thiphä, who com- 
piled the Dynastic Chronicle of the Early Bangkok Period in 
1869, was Siam's last great chronicler. This is certainly 
true in the -sense that*he used the traditional-annalistic 
approach. But inasmuch as it was compiled during the height 
of-the Bunnäk power it represented peculiarly their view of 
the first four Bangkok reigns. Through it, Chäophrayä Thiphä 
was able to portray the achievements and prestige of his 
family. It--has' been shown that Chäophrayä Thiphä's Dynastic 
Chronicle of the Third Reign, lacks objectivity because'of 
this, a fact resented by Prince Damrong. Modern research 
also confirms-that in dealing with'Siamo-Annamese relations 
during the third reign, Chäophrayä Thiphä deliberately glossed 
over the blunders of members of his family. 
6) 
There were new developments in'the reign of King 
- hulälongkgn that contributed to the decline of traditional 
historiography: -the increasing amount of foreign trade, which 
gave birth to a Westernized comprador class, which was most 
receptive to Western political ideas; the printing press and 
the book trade; and most important of all, the looming threat 
of Western colonialism. 
Although Siam remained independent throughout the 
nineteenth century, and one cannot take the credit away from 
the princely dlite for their part in pulling Siam through 
the traumas of the Päknäm`Crisis in 1893, - historians and 
6) David. P. Chandler,, Cambodia Before the French: Politics 
in a Tributary Kingdom-;: 77'g-1848p npu . Thesis, Un-Tv"ersi y of c igan, 1-2 
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political scientists have often formed a misconception 
about 19th-century Siam, thanks to the royalist historio- 
graphy. Thus, many people have become over-excited about 
the cosmetic changes before Päknäm, *and the almost too late 
so-called-'Chakkrl Reformation'' thereafter. Without a 
proper knowledge of-the R. S. 103 Memorandum, the existence 
of a Royalist Reform League engineered by Prince Pritsadäng, 
and its subsequent liquidation in the late 1880s, and-the' 
political writings of Thianwan and B. S. R. KulAp, it is too 
easy to conclude that politically, no significant disagree- 
ments'existed about the country's governance before the 
June 1932 Revolution, which put an end to the absolute 
monarchy. The demand for democratic-style reform was first 
made by the Westernized princes in January 1885, even if, 
before long, the Reform League was neutralized, and Prince 
Pritsad. ng had to flee. 
Both Thianwan and K. S. R. Kulfip'had a comprador back- 
ground. They were respected scholars and self-made men, who 
made great contributions to the intellectual world of Siam 
during the fifth reign. However, they have been written out 
of history; Thianwan, as a radical thinker, for his political 
conscience, and determined fight against social injustice, ' 
and K. S. R. Kuläp, as an enterprising historian, for trying 
to break the royal monopoly in history writing. Historio- 
graphically, the works of Thianwan and K. S. R. Kuläp are 
essential to anyone wanting to know old Siam more intimately,. 
Thianwan's criticisms of the ruling class have been proved 
to be true, but he was wrongfully imprisoned for 17 years. 
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K. S. R. Kulap was publicly declared insane for popularizing 
the royal manuscripts, and all 'his numerous -. works. represented 
as fakes-. Further-research should reveal the verity of 
the findings of prince-Monk'Wachirayän's Commission of 
Inquiry. Already, a modern historian, 'D. P. Chandler, has 
praised Kulap's Anäm Sayäm Yut, "History of Siamo-Annamese 
Wars", for_its accuracy and fact that can be, confirmed by 
Cambodian and Vietnamese records. Furthermore, he has rated 
Anäm Sayäm Yut' more highly than -Chäophrayä Thiphä's rendi- 
tion of Siamo-Annamese conflict in. his Dynastic Chronicle 
of the Third Bangkok Reign. 
8) 
The. cases of K. S. R. - Kulfip and Thianwan seem to have 
spurred the court. to take action to prevent a further slip 
of government influence and control of, the means of popular 
and political writings. The founding of the Wachirayän 
National Library in 1905 represented another stage of the 
evolution of national historiography. From the, 1890s,. when 
the reform of provincial administration was still going on, 
and the new centralized Siam was in the making, history 
played a major role in forging a new national identify. 
For Prince-Monk Wachirayän and Prince Damrong, creators of 
national historiography,. the Tai peoples had to have a common 
destiny and a shared past, but as the Siamese had been the 
leading ethnic group, so a national history had to be written 
from the Siamese point of view, and local and regional 
7) ' Orignally -written in 1903, when. Kul. Ap was 70 years old, 
Anäm Sa äm Yut was reprinted in two volumes by Phre 
Yii tthaya in- 1971.8) 
Chandler, op. eit.: 12,14-5 
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feelings, for instance, of the North had to be suppressed. 
Crown Prince Wach-iräwnt injected a new interest in 
the Siamese past with his nationalistic ideas. He also 
coined the word prawattisät to represent the Western concept 
of history. Historical studies finally entered a new era 
in 1907, when the Antiquarian Society of Siam was inaugurated 
by King Chulälongkgn. -According to the King, the phongsäwadAn 
-had-become obsolete because of their dynastic framework. 
The idea of national unity began to permeate the minds of 
the ruling Alite. 
_ 
Since his. return from a second visit to 
Europe in 1907, the word chat or "nation" had begun to feature 
frequently in the King's speeches. By that time, Siam, as 
a modern nation-state, had come into existence, and the 
ultimate goal in historical writing was to inculcate patriotic 
feelings in-the masses. Prince'Damrong, - the "Father of Thai 
History", and King Wachiräwut, the "Father of Thai Nationalism" 
two of the foremost historians of the-early 20th century, 
were committed to this aim albeit, in the latter case, with 
very confused results. Traditional historiography, no longer 
serving a practical political purpose, had to bow out. 
Sravasti 
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